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Science interest is seen as an important
educational outcome because it is closely
related with science literacy and lifelong
learning.

Our findings highlight the complexity of
science interest and its predictive effects
on both current and future behavior.
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This dissertation examines the science
interest of teenagers who are currently
following mandatory science classes by (1)
introducing and empirically testing a novel
conceptualization of science interest – the
science interest network model (SINM) –
and by (2) studying science interest in
practice, focusing on the influence of
interest on engagement with science videos.
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Chapter 1
General Introduction

Chapter 1 – General Introduction

There may be many different reasons why you are currently reading these words,
at least three of which may lead to you finishing this chapter and even the whole book
you are currently holding (or looking at on your screen). The first reason is that you might,
for whatever reason, have to read this introduction. The second and third reasons have
to do with the main topic of my dissertation: (science) interest. Broadly speaking, there
are two different forms of interest, one of which might have been triggered by the title of
this dissertation or its cover, inclining you to open this book and start reading this page:
situational interest. The second form of interest is commonly referred to as individual
interest, this is the kind of interest people talk about when they ask you about your
interests – what kind of topics (or activities) you spend your (free)time on, what do you
want to learn more about? Both forms of interest are important, as they influence how
much you engage with a certain topic, therefore likely influencing how much you learn
about this topic and so forth. Situational interest is short-lived but might, under the right
circumstances, develop into a more stable individual interest. If one of your individual
interests is the concept “interest” or if you are more broadly interested in motivational
processes, you might keep reading this text even when it becomes more technical and less
engaging. Different learning materials might thus be more or less attractive to learners
who already have an individual interest compared to those who do not find the topic
of the material interesting yet. While the first part of this dissertation is on theoretical
considerations concerning (science) interest, the interaction between science interest
and characteristics of the learning material, in this case short science videos, is the focus
of the second part of the dissertation.
We specifically focus on science interest, because science interest is seen as an
important driver of engagement with sciences: someone who is interested in science is
more likely to keep up to date with developments and findings in science fields (Crowley
et al., 2015) and may therefore be more equipped to navigate the complex and constantly
developing world we live in. Over the past decade or so, science interest has been shifted
from primarily being regarded as a predictor of pursuing a career in the sciences to being
considered an important educational outcome as it is related with scientific literacy
(Gago et al., 2005; OECD, 2008). In his essay Science Education for the Twenty First Century,
Osborne (2007) argues that the main goal of science education should be the development
of scientific literacy for the many and not training of the few future scientists. He argues
that this is especially important as the political and moral dilemmas of this century will
be posed by science – if it is how to mitigate climate change, or how the spread of viruses
may be predicted and contained. If citizens are not able to be critically engaged in the
public debate of such issues with broad societal impact, public distrust of scientific
expertise may (a)rise, placing unwarranted restrictions on research and advancements.
Fourteen years after the publishing of this essay, his warnings prove prescient: we are
currently facing a global pandemic – COVID-19, in which trust in science is of utmost
importance as it predicts compliance with prevention guidelines (Plohl & Musil, 2021).
All the while the threat of climate change is ever increasing, requiring immediate (public)
action (e.g., Taskinsoy, 2020) and attitudes towards science are becoming more and more
polarized (Rutjens et al., 2018).
Scientific literacy is defined as “the ability to engage with science-related issues,
and the ideas of science, as a reflective citizen” (OECD, 2016, p. 13). As exemplified
above, being a reflective or a responsible citizen is of great importance, especially for the
sustainable functioning of democracies (European Commission, 2015). So what is the role
of science interest in scientific literacy? Being interested in science is not only related
10
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with scientific literacy (e.g., Tucker-Drob et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2019), it is also related
with awareness of important societal topics, such as climate change (Oliver & Adkins,
2020). For example, science interest in 12-to 14-year-olds is found to predict their trust
in climate scientists twenty years later (Motta, 2018). It comes as no surprise then, that
the European Commission (2015) has included the fostering of positive attitudes towards
science and the nurturing of science interest as an important educational outcome in
its report on science education for responsible citizenship. The report also highlights
the significance of taking into account both formal and informal approaches to engaging
citizens with science.
All studies in this dissertation involve the science interest of teenagers in
upper secondary school, with samples of two studies being drawn from PISA data sets:
Chapter 2 includes samples of 15-year-olds from both the Netherlands and Colombia
drawn from the PISA 2015 data (OECD, 2016) and Chapter 3 includes the Australian
sample of 15-year-old Year 10 students from the 2006 PISA data (OECD, 2009), who were
followed up within the LSAY data (NCVER, 2017). Chapters 4 to 7 are based on recruited
samples of Dutch teenagers from the selective secondary education tracks HAVO (“higher
general continued education”) or VWO (“preparatory scientific education”) from grades 1
to 3. In the Dutch education system, teenagers choose a specific track (i.e., profile) to
follow from grade 4, meaning that they may not have any science courses from then on. By
only including teenagers below grade 4, we made sure that they were currently following
science courses, such as chemistry, physics or biology.
This introduction is structured as follows: Firstly, we detail the theoretical
background we build upon, detailing the definition of (science) interest we use throughout
the dissertation (1.1). Based on the defining characteristics of science interest, we
introduce the psychometric network approach, which was applied in Chapters 2, 3 and
5 of the dissertation (1.2). We then describe the important role of science interest during
(in)formal learning through science videos (1.3), which was the focus of the second part of
the dissertation (Chapters 4, 5, and 6). Next, we describe variables that may affect science
interest or the relation between science interest and learning (1.4) that were included in
the analyses of Chapters 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Finally, we provide a short introduction of each
chapter (1.5).
1.1 Theoretical background: Interest
Interest is an inherently vague construct; it is commonly used in everyday
language without clear definition. We use the definition detailed by Ainley (2017), which
derives from theories of interest development (e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Krapp, 2002,
2007) and dynamic systems theory (e.g., Lewis & Granic, 2000; Thelen & Smith, 2007):
Interest is a dynamic relational construct, which encompasses multiple dimensions.
While this definition has its origins in theories on the development of interest, the actual
development of interest is not the focus of this dissertation. Instead, we use this definition
of interest as it exemplifies that interest is a complex motivational construct, which may
be different per individual.
Interest is dynamic, as the interplay of motivational constructs, such as behavior,
affect, value and knowledge lie at the heart of interest development (Hidi & Renninger, 2006;
Renninger, 2000; Renninger & Hidi, 2011): Throughout the development of individual interest,
the individual is thought to re-engage with the topic of interest, in this case, science. By
engaging with science, individuals learn more (i.e., knowledge gain), they understand the
importance of science for their life (i.e., value) and they may come to enjoy (i.e., positive
11
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emotion) learning about science more. This dynamic interplay of interest components in
defining individual interest lies at the heart of both Chapter 2 & Chapter 3, in which we
conceptualize science interest as a network model (cf. Dalege et al., 2016).
The multidimensionality of interest implies that, when studying the concept, the
individuals’ feelings, their value and knowledge about the object of interest should be
considered (Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Renninger & Su, 2019) as well as their engagement
frequency. Interest is not only complex but also closely related to other motivational
constructs, such as self-cognitions. Therefore, throughout the dissertation we take into
account (1) the different components of interest (affect, behavior, cognition) as well as (2)
self-cognitions, such as self-concept (Marsh et al., 2005) or self-efficacy (Fryer & Ainley,
2019; Nuutila et al., 2020), which have been found to be mutually related with interest.
In the later chapters (Chapter 5 & 6), levels of individual interest are assessed using the
individual interest questionnaire (Rotgans, 2015), which includes indicators measuring
the affective, behavioral and cognitive components of interest and an additional item on
perceived knowledge of the content domain of interest.
Finally, interest is relational, as one is always interested in something, be it
science, the Beatles or politics (Gardner, 1996; Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Krapp, 2007).
That is, to define one’s interest one needs to know the object of interest. The object of
interest can be more or less specific (Krapp & Prenzel, 2011), someone can be interested
in science, exemplifying a more general interest, or only in one domain within science,
such as biology, or, even more specific, only in one specific topic, such as climate change
or exoplanets. Highlighting the importance of taking the (specific) domain of science
interest into account when studying science interest are findings showing that the
development of interest can differ considerably based on the subject area (Häussler
& Hoffmann, 2000) and that the relative importance of interest-related predictors (i.e.,
science enjoyment, value) of taking up a science course depends on the specific science
course (i.e., biology, chemistry or physics; Ainley & Ainley, 2015). Given the importance
of domain-specificity of interest, we take into account the specific science domain of
interest in Chapter 3 (predicting biology, chemistry or physics course uptake), Chapter 5
(testing whether domain-specificity influences the structure of interactions between
personal characteristics and learner’s responses to science videos), and Chapter 6
(investigating whether stopping to watch a science video can be predicted by domainspecific individual interest in the content of the video).
1.1.1 Situational and individual interest and learning materials
Theories of interest development, such as the Four-Phase Model of interest
development by Hidi and Renninger (2006) and the Person-object Theory of interest
(2007), postulate that once state-like situational interest is triggered by cues from the
environment such as novelty, uncertainty, ambiguity and complexity (Berlyne, 1957,
1962; Harackiewicz et al., 2016; Renninger et al., 2019), individual interest might develop
through stages of maintained interest. Indeed, the triggering of situational interest has
been found to affect the growth trajectory of individual interest (Rotgans & Schmidt,
2017a). An existing individual interest does, however, also influence the triggering of
situational interest: domain-specific individual interest predicts situational interest
across lessons (Tsai et al., 2008) and in learning situations (Tapola et al., 2013), at least
in the beginning of a task (Rotgans & Schmidt, 2018). Situational interest is therefore not
solely situational – personal characteristics such as individual interest (and gender) also
play a role in the triggering of situational interest (Knogler et al., 2015). This suggests that
12
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some learning materials might succeed in triggering situational interest in individuals
who do not yet have a developed individual interest and not in individuals who are already
interested in the topic at hand.
Indeed, research has shown that based on their level of individual interest,
learners respond differently to learning materials aimed at triggering situational
interest. Experimental manipulations aimed at increasing situational interest, such as
text personalization and example choice (Høgheim & Reber, 2015) or task features aimed
at increasing attention (i.e., colorful text; Durik & Harackiewicz, 2007) generally benefit
individuals with lower individual interest most, through heightened levels of situational
interest and task engagement. Conveying personal value, on the other hand, was found
to benefit those with higher levels of individual interest, while hindering individuals with
lower levels of individual interest (Durik & Harackiewicz, 2007). Different task features
thus seem to work differently for individuals with differing levels of interest, supporting
the assumptions of theories of interest development (e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Krapp,
2002, 2007; Renninger & Hidi, 2011).
While (emotionally) engaging features might be successful in triggering situational
interest in individuals with low levels or no individual interest (e.g., Durik & Harackiewicz,
2007), the opportunity to learn new information might be more engaging for individuals
with higher levels of individual interest, as individual interest “is associated with a
pronounced readiness to acquire new domain-specific knowledge” (Krapp & Prenzel,
2011, p. 31). In Chapter 6, we focus on the interaction of time-varying entertainment
(i.e., affect) vs. informational value (i.e., knowledge potential) of videos and the level of
individual interest of learners in determining their persistence in video watching. We
expect that higher entertainment value may lead to persistence in individuals with low
individual interest and informational value may lead to persistence in individuals with
high levels of individual interest.
1.1.2 Interest within motivational sciences
Interest can be seen as a component of the “complex motivational system of a
person” (Krapp, 2007, p. 7), showcasing the close relation between interest and related
motivational variables. In line with this, its definition as used in the current dissertation
is closely related with conceptualizations of other motivational concepts (Eccles &
Wigfield, 2002; also see Vu et al., 2021). Broadly speaking, the motivator, such as interest
or intrinsic motivation (e.g., Ryan & Deci, 2000), is thought to energize behavior – leading
to motivated (i.e., goal-directed) behavior (Kleinginna & Kleinginna, 1981). In many
motivation theories, motivation is assumed to result from so-called appraisals of value
and control (or expectancy) (e.g., Eccles & Wigfield, 2002; Pekrun, 2006; Pekrun et al.,
2017). This means that the (learning) situation or its outcome is perceived as positively or
negatively valued and the desired outcome is perceived as achievable (or not). As such,
motivational constructs (including interest) are theorized to play an important role in
learning (often through behavior). Such links have been supported both by longitudinal
(e.g., Hebbecker et al., 2019; Pekrun et al., 2017) and experimental studies – at least from
motivation to achievement (see Lazowski & Hulleman, 2016 for a meta-analysis). In many
theories, such as the control value (CV) theory of achievement emotions (Pekrun, 2006;
Pekrun et al., 2017), the appraisals, motivators (in this case emotions) and achievement
(i.e., performance) are assumed to and have been shown to be reciprocally related.
Thus, many motivation theories agree that potential predictors of motivators (e.g.,
control and value appraisals) may actually be mutually linked with the motivators. These,
13
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in turn, are mutually linked with learning or achievement through their effects on behavior
(Vu et al., 2021). These basic premises form the basis of the following studies included
in this dissertation: First, and discussed in more detail below, is the conceptualization
of science interest as a network model of interacting science interest components
(Chapter 2 and Chapter 3). Second, the strong mutual relation of constructs may lead to
subgroups of students who show qualitatively different profiles of affect, cognitions, and
behavior. In Chapter 7 we apply this premise to the CV-theory (Pekrun, 2006; Pekrun et al.,
2017) in the context of math emotions. CV-theory posits that appraisals of control and
value, emotions and performance are strongly and bidirectionally connected.
1.2 What is science interest? Introduction of the science interest network model (SINM).
The psychometric network approach was first introduced as an alternative
to the approach underlying latent variable models: the common cause approach (e.g.,
Borsboom & Cramer, 2013; Kendler et al., 2011; van der Maas et al., 2006). Instead of being
conceptualized as being caused by one underlying latent factor, such as the g factor in
intelligence (Thorndike, 1994), constructs are regarded as complex systems, in which
mutual relations between indicators (i.e., measures) play a central role. This approach
fits well with the definition of interest as a dynamic relational construct (Ainley, 2017):
indicators of affective, behavioral and cognitive (i.e., value and knowledge) science
interest components and closely related motivational components (self-efficacy, selfconcept) are seen as constituting science interest. Through their mutual interactions, the
components are linked, which could explain why, when individual interest is high, levels
of value, knowledge, behavior, and enjoyment, for instance, are also high.
In contrast to commonly applied structural equation models (SEM), the focus of
analysis in psychometric networks is on the characteristics of the resulting network and
not, for instance, on the modeling of predictive paths between constructs (e.g., Ainley &
Ainley, 2011). Relevant characteristics of a psychometric network include the potential
influence an indicator may have within the network (i.e., centrality; Freeman, 1978;
Opsahl et al., 2010) and how closely connected the different indicators are throughout
the network (i.e., global connectivity). Such characteristics may offer insights into the
potential dynamics of the system; centrality for instance, may indicate how effective any
indicator of the network may be as a potential target for an intervention (e.g. Borsboom
& Cramer, 2013; McNally, 2016) and higher global connectivity may indicate stronger
reinforcing relationships between indicators (Dalege et al., 2019). Moreover, networks
based on different background variables, such as gender or socioeconomic background
(SES), can be compared (van Borkulo et al., 2016), which could show that a different
indicator may be more central in the science interest network of boys than that of girls.
Such findings may give insights in what kind of interventions may be more efficient within
that subgroup: for girls enjoyment of reading about science might be more important, for
instance, whereas future career aspirations (i.e., instrumental value) may play a more
important role in the science interest networks of boys.
We use the psychometric network approach in three chapters in this dissertation.
In Chapter 2, we introduce the Science Interest Network Model (SINM) and apply it to
the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) 2015 (OECD, 2016) data of
two countries: The Netherlands and Colombia. We compare the different networks based
on characteristics such as the centrality of indicators and the formation of communities
(i.e., highly connected clusters of indicators). We also investigate whether subgroups
of individuals (i.e., based on gender, SES) per country differ in their network structure.
14
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In Chapter 3, we investigate whether the centrality of indicators within the SINMs of
Australian teenagers is related with their decision to take up a science course in their
last year of High School. This was done using the PISA 2006 and Longitudinal Surveys of
Australian Youth (LSAY) data (NCVER, 2017; OECD, 2009). In Chapter 5, we take a slightly
different approach: instead of modeling the SINM, we apply a psychometric network
approach to test whether the complex interplay of personal characteristics (including
individual interest) and response variables (including situational interest) in a science
video watching context is domain-specific or even material-specific, by comparing the
networks of four different videos on two different topics.
1.3 Interest and behavior in the context of science videos.
In the second part of this dissertation (Chapter 4-6), we study science interest “in
the wild” by investigating how individual interest is related with video watching behavior
and how this is affected by video characteristics. But why do we focus on science videos?
Science videos are not only widely available and easily accessible (at least 100.000 science
videos exist on YouTube alone; Greenberg, 2010; Rosenthal, 2018; Yang & Qian, n.d.), they
are also thought to be a promising tool to increase students’ interest, both by researchers
(Berk, 2009) and teachers (Wijnker et al., 2018), alike. Given their accessibility, videos can
be seen as a tool for learning and for increasing science interest in both a formal learning
context (e.g., science videos shown in the classroom) and in an informal learning context
(e.g., looking up an entertaining science video on YouTube).
Even though most teenagers have a rich online life and report using YouTube
regularly (Anderson & Jiang, 2018), even as a tool for school work (Jebe et al., 2019), studies
on video-based learning focusing on secondary education are lacking (Giannakos, 2013).
Moreover, not interest but learning outcomes such as knowledge gain or conceptual
understanding are usually the focus of studies on videos used in formal education (e.g.,
Franz, 2012; Wijnker et al., 2018). A notable exception is the work by Wijnker and colleagues
(2021), who have introduced a model of the interestingness of educational films based on
the challenge posed by the film as well as the coping potential (to understand the posed
challenge) that is provided to the learner.
Based on their accessibility and the learning opportunities social media platforms
such as YouTube afford (Lange, 2018; Tan, 2013), science videos may play an important
role in informal learning. On such platforms, learners have the free choice to engage
with educational videos as they wish – they can watch videos, comment on videos, or
even upload their own videos. In informal learning, motivational forces play an important
role (Boekaerts & Minnaert, 1999), as learning in such a context is driven by the needs,
interests and prior experiences as well as the social context of the learner (e.g., Crowley
et al., 2015; Falk, 2001). In Chapter 4, we consider the (in)formal learning context in which
videos can be watched, by asking teenagers which kind of videos they watch and prefer
watching across learning contexts. This is done in the form of focus groups, with groups
being made up of either high or low interested boys and girls. Moreover, Chapters 5 and 6
are based on video watching in a voluntary context – learners were free to disengage from
watching the science videos at any time, mimicking some features of informal learning
contexts.
Studying video watching behavior may be of great interest in (educational) video
research, as the full learning potential of a video can only be reached if the entire video
is watched by the learner. Indeed, drop-out can be a problem on video platforms – on
YouTube, for instance, the first 15 seconds of a video are the time with the highest
15
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probability of viewer drop-out (Google, 2021). From studies in marketing research, we know
which kind of moment-to-moment characteristics may be related to viewer retention (i.e.,
how long a viewer watches a video): Factors such as affective reactions (from surprise to
humor; Woltman Elpers et al., 2004) and the entertainment and informational value of the
commercial (Woltman Elpers et al., 2003) have been shown to predict retention.
1.4 Covariates important in science interest
Covariates such as gender, socioeconomic status (SES) and country have been
suggested and reported to influence science interest (e.g., Krapp & Prenzel, 2011; Potvin
& Hasni, 2014 for a review). These effects can be on the mean level of science interest,
with differences in mean levels of science interest having been reported based on gender
(e.g., Miller et al., 2006) and country (e.g., Ainley & Ainley, 2011; Osborne & Dillon, 2008;
Sjøberg & Schreiner, 2005). Generally, girls have been found to report lower levels of
science interest (e.g., Miller et al., 2006), a difference that is reduced when controlling
for domain-specificity, as girls are typically more interested in biology and life sciences,
whereas boys are more interested in physics, for instance (e.g., Haeussler & Hoffmann,
2000; Jenkins & Nelson, 2005; Jones et al., 2000; Kang et al., 2019; Lavonen et al., 2005).
Concerning country differences, reported levels of science interest are generally higher in
developing than developed countries (e.g., Ainley & Ainley, 2011; Osborne & Dillon, 2008;
Potvin & Hasni, 2014; Sjøberg & Schreiner, 2005), which has been contributed to cultural
differences (Ainley & Ainley, 2011) as well as to differences in economic resources at the
country level (Tucker-Drob et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2019).
Not only the mean-level of constructs of interest may be influenced, though: how
the interest-related motivational constructs interact may differ based on covariates. SES
and country (GDP), for instance, have been shown to moderate the relationship between
interest and knowledge, with the interest-knowledge link being stronger for individuals
from a more economically advantaged background (Tucker-Drob et al., 2014; Zheng et
al., 2019). How science interest interacts with other related constructs (e.g., knowledge,
enjoyment, future intentions) has also been shown to differ across countries (Ainley &
Ainley, 2011).
In this dissertation, we include the covariates gender, socioeconomic status
and geographic region, which have been shown to influence science interest or related
motivational constructs (e.g., Krapp & Prenzel, 2011; Potvin & Hasni, 2014). It should be
noted, however, that not all covariates are included in each study, depending on the goal
of the study. Gender differences are taken into account in Chapter 2, in which the SINMs
of boys and girls are compared, in Chapter 4, in which focus groups of only girls vs. only
boys are conducted, in Chapter 5, in which gender is included as a personal characteristic
when studying the structural differences in networks based on video watching responses,
in Chapter 6, in which gender is included as a direct predictor of science video watching
and in Chapter 7, where gender is included as a covariate for math emotion, appraisal
and performance profiles. Both SES and country differences are included in Chapter 2, in
which possible structural differences in the SINM are based on not only gender, but also
country (the Netherlands vs. Colombia) and SES (low vs. high) are studied.
1.5 Overview of studies
We used a range of analytical approaches to study interest and its (theoretical)
characteristics. In Chapters 2 and 3, we introduce (Chapter 2) and empirically test the
science interest network model (SINM) (Chapter 2 and 3). In Chapters 4 to 6, we study
16
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interest in practice, firstly by investigating whether individuals with different levels of
science interest differ in their preferences and watching behaviors of science videos
(Chapter 4). Next, we used two different analytical approaches to study the interaction
between science video characteristics and individual differences in science video watching
behavior: First, we used a network approach to test whether the complex interplay of
personal characteristics (including individual interest) and response variables is domainspecific or even material-specific (Chapter 5). Second, we used a survival analysis
approach to study whether watching behavior can be modeled as a function of dynamic
(moment-to-moment) video characteristics and individual differences (Chapter 6). In the
last study, we zoom out on motivational constructs at play in a school context, by studying
the co-occurrence of emotions, appraisals, and performance on both a more stable
trait and a more situational state level. This is done by studying qualitative differences
between subgroups of learners based on their emotions, appraisals of control and value
and performance on both the trait and the state level (Chapter 7).
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Chapter 2 – Introducing a Science Interest Network Model

Abstract
In this article, a science interest network model (SINM) is introduced and a first empirical
test of the model is presented. The SINM models interest as a dynamic relational construct,
in which different interest components, that is, affective, behavioral, and cognitive
components and related motivational components mutually reinforce one another within
the development of interest. The dynamical relational perspective hypothesizes that the
mutual interactions between interest components underlie the development of interest.
Applying the SINM to the PISA 2015 data of 2 countries, that is, the Netherlands and
Colombia, we were able to not only illuminate the structure of interactions between the
different variables (i.e., indicators) in the networks of different groups of adolescents
but we could also make predictions about which variables are of structural importance
within the interest construct and as such worthwhile to test as potential candidates for
intervention. Additionally, we were able to replicate earlier findings of the literature,
namely that (a) enjoyment is central within the interest network and that (b) important
structural differences exist in the interest network across countries, which, for instance,
point to differences in domain specificity of interest between countries. While the network
approach is sensitive to structural differences in science interest across countries,
the network structure is stable across subgroups within countries. Future studies are
proposed to test theoretically important assumptions of a dynamical perspective on
interest, such as the causal role of different interest components in the development of
interest.
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Imagine you were going to a science center that had a special exhibition on the
causes of climate change and its effects on the area you live in. There may be different
reasons for you to go to the science center in the first place—perhaps you are interested
in the topic of climate change or in the sciences already— or your friends dragged you
along because they read a great article on the exhibition in a local newspaper, which
sparked their interest. While visiting the exhibition, you enjoy learning new things you
did not know before, but you also notice that there is still much more to learn about
the topic. Once you are back home, you visit a couple of websites on the topic and are
thinking of watching a recent film on the matter, to acquire more knowledge about the
topic. As you learn more about climate change you begin to value the topic more: You
see its importance for your own life as well as the lives of the people surrounding you.
This episode shows how interest is thought to develop: from an event sparking interest
(i.e., situational interest) to the subsequent reengagement with the topic, which leads to
knowledge gain, valuing the object of interest, and an enjoyment of the topic. The mutual
interaction of these aspects may enable the formation of a more stable individual interest
(Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Krapp, 2002).
Because science is relevant for decisions about all domains of our modern world,
and with the fast-changing nature of the sciences, youths’ development of a science
interest has become an important educational outcome (OECD, 2006a). Science interest
is a driving force of lifelong learning in the sciences, influencing current participation
with sciences, such as reading about sciences or going to a science center, as well as
intentions of (science) career choices (Ainley & Ainley, 2011a; Nugent et al., 2015).
Importantly, science interest should not be regarded as an independent construct, but
“as part of a network of related processes” (Ainley & Ainley, 2011a, p. 69). This view of
science interest highlights the importance of relations between components of science
interest (i.e., affect, behavior, and cognition) as well as related motivational components
(i.e., self-efficacy), which may be mutually affecting each other.
Most theories of interest development take a dynamical perspective on interest
development, meaning that the development of interest takes place through mutual,
reinforcing interactions between components of interest and related motivational
components (e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Krapp, 2002). We introduce a science interest
network model (SINM) to provide a formal account of these mutual interactions. The
SINM models relations between indicators of these science interest components and
related motivational components as mutual interactions. SINM is adapted from the
Causal Attitude Network (CAN; Dalege et al., 2016) model, which models attitudes as
mutual interactions between components of attitude: affect, behavior, and cognition. As
a first test of the model, we applied it to the 2015 PISA science interest data (OECD, 2016).
In doing so, we were not only able to illuminate the structure of interactions between
the different variables (i.e., indicators) in the SINM for different groups of adolescents,
but we could also make predictions about which indicators are of structural importance
within the interest network and as such worthwhile to test as potential candidates for
intervention.
Theoretical Background
Although there is still “a lack of a consistent or adequate theory of interest”
(Allport, 1946, p. 341) some 70 years after Allport declared this being “one of the biggest
defects” within learning research, five characteristics of interest as a motivational variable
are commonly agreed upon (Renninger & Hidi, 2011). Three of these characteristics are
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of relevance in the context of our paper: First, interest is content- specific, meaning
that interest is always directed toward something, such as an object, an activity, or a
knowledge field, such as climate change, or more broadly, the sciences (e.g., Chen et al.,
1999; Gardner, 1996; Holland, 1997; Silvia, 2006). Second, common definitions of interest
describe interest as emerging through the interaction of an individual with his or her
environment (Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Krapp, 2002; Silvia, 2006), highlighting its dynamic
nature, as well as the importance of engagement (or behavior) within interest. Third,
interest is a multidimensional construct, including affective and cognitive components
(e.g., Hidi et al., 2004; Schiefele, 2009), with the relative amount of the two components
possibly differing depending on the interest phase (e.g., Ainley & Ainley, 2015; Harp &
Mayer, 1997; Renninger & Wozniak, 1985).
In addition to describing five core characteristics of interest, Renninger and Hidi
(2011) reviewed conceptualizations of interest based on their foci, namely, the development
of interest (e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Krapp, 2002, 2007), interest as an emotion (e.g.,
Ainley, 2007; Silvia, 2006), task features and the experience of interest (Mayer, 2005, 2008;
Sansone, 2009), the importance of value (e.g., Schiefele, 2001, 2009; Wigfield et al., 2007),
or vocational interest (e.g., Alexander et al., 2008; Holland, 1997; Lent et al., 1994). The
focus of this paper lies in the structure of interest as a multidimensional construct that
emerges through mutual interactions between individual and environment, which is the
core focus of theories of interest development.
Interest is not per se seen as a stable personality trait; it may be of short or long
duration as it is partly characterized by an individual’s values and feelings toward the
object of interest, which may be subject to change (Hidi et al., 2004; Schiefele, 2009).
Broadly speaking, a difference can be made between a trait-like form of interest, commonly
referred to as individual interest (Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Krapp, 2002), which may, under
optimal circumstances, develop from the externally triggered state interest (i.e., situational
interest). Hidi and Renninger’s (2006) Four-Phase Model of interest development and
Krapp’s (2002) Person-object Theory of interest agree that interest develops following
stages from emerging situational interest over stabilized situational interest, which lasts
during a certain learning phase, thus still being temporary, to individual interest. The
Four-Phase Model additionally differentiates between intraindividual steps of individual
interest, resulting in an emerging individual interest and a well-developed individual
interest (Hidi & Renninger, 2006). Both theories agree, however, that individual interest
is a relatively stable tendency to reengage with the object of interest (Hidi et al., 2004;
Renninger, 1989, 1990; Renninger & Hidi, 2002; Renninger & Leckrone, 1991), whereas
situational interest describes a psychological state of focused attention, increased
cognitive functioning, persistence and affective involvement during a task. The stages of
individual interest are hypothesized to be accompanied by enjoyment, (personal) value,
reengaging with the object of interest (behavior), as well as accumulated knowledge (Hidi
& Renninger, 2006; Renninger, 1989, 1990; Renninger & Hidi, 2002; Renninger & Wozniak,
1985). That is, it is hypothesized that the structure of relations between these components
changes over the development from situational interest to individual interest.
Interest as Dynamic Construct
The importance of mutually reinforcing relations between the interest components
in the development of a more stable individual interest indicates the dynamic character
of interest. Ainley (2017) recently described interest as being a dynamic relational
construct, highlighting the importance of the person-object relation required when
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defining interest as well as the changing balance among interest components and its
increasing complexity. She based the discussion of interest being dynamic, on dynamic
systems theory (e.g., Lewis & Granic, 2000; Thelen & Smith, 2007), in which every individual
is seen as a self-organizing system. When defining interest in terms of dynamic systems
theory, the content and structure of (individual) interest is seen as having accumulated
from an individual’s prior engagement with the object of interest, such that the relative
importance of the interest components depends on the amount of past interactions with
the object of interest as well as expectations of future engagement opportunities (Ainley
& Hidi, 2014; Ainley, 2010). Interest has previously been modeled as a latent variable, which
is typically derived from several indicators (e.g., items asking for an interest evaluation,
such as “I am interested in climate change”). Science interest– related components such
as science enjoyment, engagement with science, and value of science are also seen as
latent variables (e.g., Ainley & Ainley, 2011a; Nugent et al., 2015). Ainley and Ainley (2011a),
for instance, used the SEM approach on the PISA 2006 data to investigate the relation
between science interest-related components across different countries, with the goal
being to define a model that predicts engagement with science as well as future-oriented
motivation to work on science.
Defining interest as a dynamic relational construct, in which the mutual
interactions between components are central, aligns well with the theoretical
assumptions of the psychometric network perspective. Psychometric network models
were introduced as an alternative to the common cause approach, which underlies latent
variable models (e.g., Borsboom & Cramer, 2013; Kendler et al., 2011; van der Maas et al.,
2006). General intelligence, for instance, was no longer conceptualized as being caused
by an underlying latent factor (the g factor; Thorndike, 1994), but as a complex system
in which reciprocal causation plays a central role in explaining the positive manifold of
correlations on intelligence tests (van der Maas et al., 2006). Recently other psychological
constructs, such as attitudes, have been described using a network framework (Dalege
et al., 2016). The Causal Attitude Network (CAN) model conceptualizes attitudes as
networks of causally interacting evaluative reactions, that is, emotions, behaviors and
cognitions (e.g., Bagozzi et al., 2006; Breckler, 1984; Eagly & Chaiken, 1993) toward the
attitude object (Dalege et al., 2016). In the model, evaluative reactions are represented
by so-called nodes, causal relations between the evaluative reactions are represented by
connections between nodes (i.e., edges).
Introducing the SINM
Based on the CAN model (Dalege et al., 2016), we introduce the science interest
network model (SINM). In the SINM, the interest construct is seen as a network of
indicators, which are connected through dependent developmental pathways—when one
indicator changes (e.g., “I enjoy learning about science”), so does the other, connected,
indicator (e.g., “knowledge about earth and science”). That is, indicators are part of the
construct instead of being measures of it. In the interest literature, interest components
(i.e., affect, behavior, cognition), interest evaluations, as well as related (cognitive)
motivational components, such as self-efficacy, are of importance for the interest
construct (e.g., Ainley, 2017; Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Renninger & Hidi, 2002). The science
interest construct is thus constituted of indicators of science interest components and
their mutual interactions, with affect, behavior, and cognition being central. Moreover,
important related motivational components, which have reciprocal relations with science
interest, such as self-efficacy (Nieswandt, 2007), goals (e.g., Harackiewicz et al., 2008;
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Renninger et al., 2008), and self-regulation (Sansone, 2009; Sansone et al., 1992), can
be included in the network to give a more complete account of the structure of science
interest. It is of importance to note that in contrast to other (traditional) conceptualizations
of interest, achieving a high internal consistency is not central in a psychometric network
approach; the aim is to include indicators that may play an important, reciprocal role
in the construct. The assessment of all relevant indicators is thus the focus, meaning
that including closely related components such as self-efficacy may indeed give a more
complete account of the science interest structure (Dalege et al., 2016). Other factors
important for interest, such as country, gender, or the socioeconomic background of
individuals, are not included in the network because they do not have a reciprocal relation
with interest indicators. Networks based on these factors can be compared to reveal the
importance of these factors for the structure (and not the average scores) of science
interest.
Conceptualizing science interest as a network model would then mean that
interacting indicators of interest components, that is, indicators of affective, behavioral,
and cognitive (including value and knowledge) components, as well as closely related
motivational components (e.g., self-efficacy) constitute science interest. In a network,
indicators are represented by nodes, such as the enjoyment item “I enjoy reading about
science,” which may be connected through edges, given that two indicators are related
while controlling for all other indicators included in the network. Following the example in
the beginning of the introduction, a typical network might look as shown in Figure 1: Going
Figure 1
Hypothetical Climate Change Interest Network.

Note. Nodes represent indicators of science interest components and edges represent the mutual
interactions between the nodes. The nodes represent the following indicators: val = valuing the
subject; wbs = visiting websites about climate change; scc = visiting science center; rdn = reading
about climate change; enl = enjoying learning about climate change; hfr = having fun reading about
climate change; kae = knowledge about the effects of climate change; kac = knowledge about the
causes of climate change; pra = perceived ability to reason about climate change. The colors of the
nodes correspond to the science interest components that the nodes belong to. For simplification,
all edges have the same strength (width) and represent excitatory influence.
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to the science center, you learn about effects and consequences of climate change and
enjoy this learning experience. Because you feel more able to reason about climate change,
you enjoy reading up on climate change and to visit websites at home. Consequently, you
value the subject of climate change more, which increases your likelihood to go to the
science center again. Looking at the network structure and the network dynamics allows
us to study the function of the indicators.
It is likely that indicators of the same component, for example, items of a
subscale enjoyment, will form clusters of highly connected nodes. Clusters of highly
connected nodes give rise to a so-called small-world structure (e.g., Watts & Strogatz,
1998). A small-world property implies that, through short cuts connecting the clusters
of the network, change spreads rapidly through the network. This means that, if a node
changes, for instance because of a targeted intervention, the other nodes will change
(i.e., become more positive) as well.
Nodes (i.e., indicators) differ in the extent that they can affect the network,
depending on their position within the network and the number and strength of edges
they have with the other nodes of the network (Freeman, 1978; Opsahl et al., 2010). If the
indicator “enjoyment of reading about science” is central, for instance, it is predicted that
interventions that increase the enjoyment of reading about science have a positive effect
on science interest. Hence, knowing the structure of the science interest network of a
specific group of individuals, that is, the relative strength of different indicators, provides
the prediction of possibly effective interventions.
Recently, various statistical tests have been developed to study the characteristics
of psychometric networks, such as a small-world structure and the identification of
clusters (i.e., communities) of nodes (e.g., Humphries & Gurney, 2008; Pons & Latapy,
2005). For example, using the network comparison test (NCT; van Borkulo et al., 2016),
networks of different groups can be compared; we can thus test, for example, whether
enjoyment of reading about science is of similar importance in the science interest
network of different groups.
A First Empirical Test
To have a first indication of whether science interest can be represented using
a network approach, we applied the SINM to the PISA 2015 data of two countries, that
is, the Netherlands and Colombia (OECD, 2016). This available large data set is crosssectional, meaning that no causal inferences can be made based on the results of this
study. However, this cross-sectional data does give a first indication of the structure of
relations between science interest components and related motivational components.
To successfully represent science interest as a network, however, it is of
importance to include as many as available relevant science interest components and
related motivational components. PISA 2015 data include the following components
related to science interest: science enjoyment, science-related activities, science
knowledge, science interest evaluations, and science self-efficacy. In contrast to the
PISA 2006 data, the PISA 2015 data do not include personal and general value measures
and future intentions to engage with science (OECD, 2006a, 2016). The PISA 2015 data do
include indicators of future-oriented motivation to learn science, which we included as
an indication of (personal) value. Moreover, of the motivational constructs that have been
shown to have reciprocal relationships with interest, only self-efficacy was included in
the PISA 2015 data, which was included to give a more complete representation of the
science interest structure.
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Importantly, structural differences in science interest across different countries
have previously been found using the PISA 2006 data (Ainley & Ainley, 2011a). Ainley
and Ainley (2011a) compared countries based on their macro-cultural dimensions of
traditional versus secular-rational orientations, and survival versus self-expression
values, which are thought to be underlying the developmental course of modern nations
(Inglehart & Baker, 2000; Inglehart & Welzel, 2005). Countries such as the Netherlands,
which is included in the current study, and Sweden, are placed within the secular-rational
& self-expression quadrant. In countries placed within that quadrant, obedience to
religious authority is not a priority and family and social values are not seen as absolute.
Scoring high on the self-expression value means that individual autonomy, subjective
well-being, as well as concerns of one’s quality of life are seen as important. Inglehart
and Welzel (2005) show that this dimension is also related to economic conditions, such
that higher scores are related to higher economic security. Countries in the traditional &
survival quadrant are underrepresented in the PISA measures (Ainley & Ainley, 2011a),
Colombia, however, scored close to the mean on the survival/self-expression axis and
was one of the more traditional countries, being more than a standard deviation lower
than the mean on that scale; Colombia was therefore chosen to be included in their study,
as well as the current study. One main difference between the included countries was
the role knowledge played: science knowledge was largely unrelated to interest ratings
in Colombia, although it did play an important role in the interest of Swedish students
(Ainley & Ainley, 2011a). This finding may be attributed to the lower economic security
in Columbia and the lower average score for knowledge suggest worse accessibility of
good education and less opportunities for participation in science activities, compared
with opportunities for teenagers in the Netherlands or Sweden. An expected difference
between the Netherlands and Columbia is therefore that Dutch students developed
domain specific knowledge corresponding to their interest. Consequently, the relation
between domain-specific knowledge and domain-related interest questions might be
relatively strong in the Netherlands. Relations between domain-related interest questions
of different domains, on the other hand, might be relatively weak for Dutch students (see
also Tucker-Drob & Briley, 2012).
Following previous research in science interest, we also compared the SINM of boys
with that of girls, in each country. Although girls and boys have similar levels of interest for
biology and life sciences, boys are typically more interested in hard sciences— a difference
that manifests itself over the course of their schooling (e.g., Haeussler & Hoffmann, 2000;
Jones et al., 2000; Labudde et al., 2000). Also, self-efficacy concerning science is often found
to differ between boys and girls. In the Netherlands, for instance, boys have reported higher
level of self-efficacy in science than girls in the PISA 2006 science assessment (OECD,
2006b). We thus expected that boys score higher on the science interest measure as well
as the science self-efficacy measure in the Netherlands, which not necessarily indicates
structural differences in relations between components. As structural differences in the
relations between components across this group have, to our knowledge, not been studied,
we had no expectation on possible differences in the gender-based networks.
Third, we compared socioeconomically advantaged students with students
who are socioeconomically disadvantaged, in each country. The differences in interest
structure that we expected between the Netherlands and Columbia based on macrocultural differences are also expected between groups with different SES within countries.
Tucker-Drob and Briley (2012) show for a U.S. population of students (adolescents of
comparable age to the PISA participants) that the relation between domain-specific
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interest and knowledge of the same domain is moderated by SES, with the relation being
stronger in individuals from a high SES background. Therefore, we expected that in the
SINM of the high SES group, edges connecting nodes of the knowledge and the other
interest components that are related to the same domains are stronger than in the low
SES groups. A second expected consequence of the development of domain-specific
interest by high-SES groups were weaker connections within the interest evaluation
nodes of the network representing their interest structure.
Summarizing, network theory enabled us to look at science interest as a dynamic
construct (Dalege et al., 2016). Formulating the SINM model, we first compared the
networks of the Dutch and the Colombian sample using the network comparison test
(NCT; van Borkulo et al., 2016). Then, we investigated the global structure of the two
networks by inspecting their small-world-ness and the clusters in the networks. Next,
we examined the centrality of the different indicators within the two networks, which
enabled us to generate hypotheses on the most promising targets in an intervention.
Furthermore, we compared the SINMs of girls and boys, and of individuals from
advantaged and disadvantaged socioeconomic backgrounds for the Netherlands and
Columbia separately.
Method
Participants
The Netherlands. We included the PISA 2015 data of Dutch Havo/Vwo students,
resulting in a sample size of 2492 (1316 girls, 1176 boys). Within the Dutch context, the
PISA data makes a difference between the prevocational track (Vmbo) and the two forms
of selective secondary education (Havo/Vwo). The difference of schooling between Vmbo
and Havo/Vwo in the Netherlands is quite large, as the focus within Vmbo is mainly on
preparing students for vocational training and Havo/Vwo is usually leading to higher
education. To make sure that the sample would be as homogeneous as possible, we only
included the Havo/Vwo1 subsample. The final sample, after casewise deletion of missing
data, included 1441 students from the Vwo level and 688 students from the Havo level,
thus 2129 (1149 girls, 980 boys) students in total, with a mean age of 15.73 years (SD =
0.29).
Colombia. We included the PISA 2015 data of Colombian upper secondary academica
level and upper secondary tecnica level, resulting in a sample size of 7299 (4110 girls, 3189
boys). Within the Colombian context, the PISA data makes a difference between lower
secondary education and two forms of upper secondary education (tecnica/academica). To
make the Colombian sample comparable with that of the Dutch students, we only included
students of the upper secondary education, that is, academica and tecnica2, resulting, after
casewise deletion of missing data, in a sample size of 5,557 (3,151 girls, 2,406 boys) in total.
Of this sample, 3,775 students were from the upper secondary academica level and 1,782 of
the upper secondary tecnica level; the mean age was 15.88 years (SD = .28).
1
We compared the network of the Vwo students with that of the Havo students using the NCT (van
Borkulo et al., 2016) and did not find a significant difference between the networks of the two school levels.
The results of the NCT are in the supplemental materials.
2
We compared the network of the academica with that of the students of the tecnica level using the
NCT (van Borkulo et al., 2016) and did not find a significant difference between the networks of the two school
levels. The results of the NCT are in the supplemental materials
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PISA Measures
The focus of PISA 2015 was on scientific literacy (OECD, 2006a, 2016). Scientific
literacy was defined as “the ability to engage with science-related issues, and with the
ideas of science, as a reflective citizen” (OECD, 2016, p. 13). To measure scientific literacy,
adolescents had to answer knowledge questions as well as questionnaires assessing
affective components related to scientific literacy (e.g., enjoyment of science). In the
following, we will introduce the measures we included in the current analysis. Table 1
gives an overview of all included items. Although we report the reliabilities of the included
PISA measures (OECD, 2017b), note that we do not need to assume that the indicators
are locally independent and exchangeable, an assumption that is made in latent-variable
models, but not in psychometric network models.
Science interest evaluations (named science interest in PISA 2015). Broad
interest in science topics was measured by asking students how interested they were
in the following five topics: biosphere, motion and forces, energy and its transformation,
the universe and its history, and how science can help us to prevent disease. Students
answered on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not interested) to 4 (highly interested),
with 5 (I don’t know what that is) recoded as a missing value for all analyses. The reliability
(Cronbach’s alpha) of the science interest scale was .82 for the Dutch sample and .83 for
the Colombian sample (OECD, 2017b).
Science enjoyment. Enjoyment of science was assessed by five items such
as “I generally have fun when I am learning broad science.” It was measured using a
4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). The reliability
(Cronbach’s alpha) of the science enjoyment scale was .95 for the Dutch sample and .90
for the Colombian sample (OECD, 2017b).
Behavior: Engagement with science. To assess how much students participated
in different science-related activities, they were asked how often they engaged with nine
different activities, such as watching TV programs about broad science. They answered
these items on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (very often) to 4 (never or hardly ever).
To derive a coherent picture of the relations between all included indicators, we reversed
the coding of all behavior items. Higher scores thus indicated more frequent engagement
with the sciences. The reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) of the behavior scale was .91 for both
the Dutch and the Colombian sample (OECD, 2017b).
(Personal) value. Four items were used to measure value of learning science
(instrumental motivation); it should be noted that instrumental motivation to learn
science is not an ideal indicator of (personal) value as it focuses on science as relevant
for a future career. In contrast, most conceptualizations of interest refer to value of an
object of interest as having everyday relevance or being (personally) meaningful. Such a
measure was not included in the PISA 2015 data set, however. On a 4-point Likert scale
ranging from 1 (strongly agree) to 4 (strongly disagree), students rated how much they
agreed with statements such as “Making an effort in my <school science> subject(s) is
worth it because this will help me in the work I want to do later on.” To derive a coherent
picture of the relations between all included indicators, we reversed the coding of all
value items. Higher scores thus indicated higher levels of valuing of the sciences. The
reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) of the instrumental motivation scale was .95 for the Dutch
sample and .89 for the Colombian sample (OECD, 2017b).
Science knowledge. Participants had to answer different science knowledge
items. Each knowledge item had three labels. First, each knowledge item was assessing
one competency of scientific literacy, that is, either the ability to explain phenomena
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scientifically, to evaluate and design scientific enquiry, or to interpret data and evidence
scientifically (OECD, 2016). Second, each knowledge item was assessing one subcategory of
scientific knowledge, either content knowledge (i.e., knowledge of facts, concepts, ideas and
theories that have been established by science) or procedural/epistemic knowledge (i.e.,
knowledge of the bases of empirical enquiry and knowledge about those constructs and
features essential to the process of knowledge building in science). Lastly, every knowledge
question was classified as belonging to one of three systems (i.e., physical, living, earth
and space; OECD, 2016). As each student only answered a subset of all science knowledge
items and subsets differed across students, the PISA database included plausible values
(PVs) as an index of science competency. PVs are draws from the estimated distribution of
each student’s proficiency, based on the responses to the subset of items. In total, the PISA
2015 database included 10 PVs per science knowledge scale and subscale (OECD, 2017a). As
done in the study of Ainley and Ainley (2011a), we only used one PV3 per science knowledge
indicator as our index of science knowledge; more specifically, we used PV 10 in all analyses.
Science self-efficacy. To assess science self-efficacy, students were asked how
they would perform in different science tasks, such as recognizing the science questions
underlying a newspaper report on a health issue. They answered the set of eight questions
on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (I could do this easily) to 4 (I couldn’t do this). To
derive a coherent picture of the relations between all included indicators, we reversed
the coding of all science self-efficacy items. Higher scores thus indicated higher selfefficacy. The reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) of the science self-efficacy scale was .90 for
the Dutch sample and .88 for the Colombian sample (OECD, 2017b).
Socioeconomic status (SES). One of the network comparisons within country
was based on SES. Based on different indicators related to student’s family background,
that is, parents’ education, parents’ occupations, number of home possessions indicating
material wealth, and the number of books as well as other educational resources that
are available at home, the PISA index of economic, social and cultural status (ESCS) of
students was estimated via principal component analysis (PCA). The ESCS values were
estimated by PISA and standardized per country, with the standardized scale reliabilities
(Cronbach’s alpha) being .67 for the Dutch sample and .70 for the Colombian sample
(OECD, 2016, 2017b).
Network Estimation
We visualized the structure of the different networks using the R-package qgraph
(Epskamp et al., 2012). All indicators of the previously discussed interest components were
included in the estimation and were represented as “nodes.” Partial correlations between
two indicators, controlling for all other indicators included in the network, were represented
by “edges” connecting the indicators. Positive partial correlations were represented by
green edges and negative correlations by red edges, with the width and saturation of the
edges showing the strength of the correlation (Epskamp et al., 2012). The darker and thicker
the edge, the stronger the partial correlation between two nodes.
As proposed in the CAN model, we estimated the networks using the R-package
IsingFit (van Borkulo & Epskamp, 2015), which requires all data to be binary. The data were
binarized as follows: Low scores (i.e., 1, 2) of the Likert-scale items were transformed into a
3
To test whether using one PV was a feasible representation of the knowledge indicators, we ran the
analyses with PV1 and PV10 and compared the two networks applying an NCT (van Borkulo et al., 2016). As the
two networks did not significantly differ, we decided to use only PV10.
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Maroon

Light Blue

Light Blue

Light Blue

Light Blue

Light Blue

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Color

Learning things in school science subject helps get a job

Studying school science subject worthwhile for improving career prospects

Learning school science subject important for later work

Effort in science class worth it, helping for later work

I follow news via blogs and microblogging

I visit web sites of ecology organisations

I simulate technical processes in computer programs\virtual labs

I simulate natural phenomena in computer programs\virtual labs

I attend a <science club>

I read <broad science> magazines or science articles in newspapers

I visit web sites about <broad science> topics

I borrow or buy books on <broad science> topics

I watch TV programmes about <broad science>

Interested learning about broad science

Enjoy acquiring knowledge on broad science

Happy working on broad science

Like reading broad science

Fun learning broad science

How science can help us prevent disease

The Universe and its history

Energy and its transformation (e.g., conservation, chemical reactions)

Motion and forces (e.g., velocity, friction, magnetic and gravitational forces)

Biosphere (e.g., ecosystem services, sustainability)

Item Description

List of Items used in the Network, their Item Labels, the Interest-related Construct they Belong to as
well as their Assigned Color.

Table 1
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Construct

Knowledge

Knowledge

Knowledge

Knowledge

Knowledge

Knowledge

Knowledge

Knowledge

Self-Efficacy

Self-Efficacy

Self-Efficacy

Self-Efficacy

Self-Efficacy

Self-Efficacy

Self-Efficacy

Self-Efficacy

Item label

Kce

Kcd

Kci

Kkc

Kkp

Ksp

Ksl

Kse

Sne

Sea

Sad

Sdg

Scs

Slf

Slm
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Sfr

Purple

Purple

Purple

Purple

Purple

Purple

Purple

Purple

Dark Blue

Dark Blue

Dark Blue

Dark Blue

Dark Blue

Dark Blue

Dark Blue

Dark Blue

Color

Identify the better of two explanations for the formation of acid rain

Discuss how new evidence can lead you to change your understanding about the
possibility of life on Mars

Interpret the scientific information provided on the labelling of food items

Predict how changes to an environment will affect the survival of certain species

Identify the science question associated with the disposal of garbage

Describe the role of antibiotics in the treatment of disease

Explain why frequency earthquakes differ for different areas

Recognise the science question that underlies a newspaper report on a health issue

System – Earth & Science

System – Living

System – Physical

Knowledge – Procedural & Epistemic

Knowledge – Content

Competency – Interpret Data and Evidence Scientifically

Competency – Evaluate and Design Scientific Enquiry

Competency – Explain Phenomena Scientifically

Item Description
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score of 0, thus, for instance, indicating low levels of interest; and high scores (i.e., 3, 4)
were transformed into a score of 1, thus indicating high levels of science interest. As the
behavior items were largely skewed to the right, we transformed the scores differently;
here, a transformed score of 0 indicated that an individual did not engage in the activity,
whereas a score of 1 indicated that an individual (at least) sometimes engaged in the
activities (scores 2–4). Concerning the knowledge scores, we binarized the data using the
median per indicator.
To estimate the network, we used the eLasso-procedure (van Borkulo & Epskamp,
2015), in which every indicator is regressed on each other indicator, with each regression
being subjected to regularization. The regularization is done to control for the problem
of multicollinearity, which is present in data sets with many indicators (Friedman et al.,
2008; Tibshirani, 1996) and to make the model sparser, therefore better interpretable.
The regression function with the best fit was then selected using the extended Bayesian
information criterion (eBIC; as in Foygel & Drton, 2010). In the figures, closely connected
nodes were placed near each other and nodes with weaker connections were placed
closer to the periphery of the network, whereas nodes with stronger connections were
placed in the center of the network, which matches the layout used by Fruchterman and
Reingold (1991).
In total, we constructed 10 different networks: Per country, we estimated an
overall science interest network, two networks based on the gender of the students, and
two networks based on the students’ socioeconomic status.
Network Analysis
Network comparison. The Network Comparison Test (NCT; van Borkulo et al., 2016)
was used to compare the interest networks of groups (the Netherlands versus Colombia;
boys versus girls; advantaged versus disadvantaged socioeconomic background), using
permutations, that is, repeated rearrangements of the samples. First, the NCT tested
whether the network structure of the two networks was invariant, that is, whether they
were completely identical. Second, if the network structure was invariant, we used the
NCT to investigate whether specific edges were equally strong across the two networks.
Lastly, the invariance in global strength (or overall connectivity) was investigated, which
was conceptualized as the weighted sum of absolute connections (Barrat et al., 2003).
Please note that we only performed the additional analyses described below when the
NCT showed significant differences between the two networks.
Importantly, the NCT is sensitive to differences in sample sizes between groups.
In case the two groups we wanted to compare differed importantly in size, we created a
subsample of the bigger group having the same size as the smaller group using a random
sampling method. With the Colombian sample being much larger than the Dutch sample,
for instance, we randomly sampled 2129 individuals from the Colombian group to create a
Colombian subsample with the same size as the Dutch group. Please see the supplemental
materials (Appendix A) for the resulting sample sizes and results of all NCTs.
Community detection. We were interested in detecting communities (or clusters)
in the networks as this is a way to make sure that the items we included in the network
belong to the components that they were intended to belong to. To this end, we used
the walktrap algorithm (Pons & Latapy, 2005), which has been shown to perform well
on psychological networks (Gates et al., 2016; Golino & Epskamp, 2017). Moreover, the
walktrap algorithm can, in contrast to factor analysis, detect dimensions of a variable
very well even when the different dimensions are highly correlated (Golino & Epskamp,
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2017). In the figures of the estimated networks, nodes belonging to the same community
have the same color.
Small-world-ness. To test whether the networks had a small world structure
(Albert & Barabási, 2002; Watts & Strogatz, 1998), we determined the small world index of
each network. Networks with a small world structure have a high clustering and high global
connectivity, meaning that all nodes are, on average, closely connected (Watts & Strogatz,
1998). To have a small-world structure, a network should have a higher clustering than a
random graph and about the same connectivity as a random graph. The small-world index
is therefore based on the clustering index (C) of both the given graph and a random graph
as well as the average path length (L) of both graphs, which is an indicator for connectivity.
A small-world index higher than one is an indication of the small-world-ness of a network
(Humphries & Gurney, 2008). To test whether the small-world index of the constructed
networks was significantly higher than one, we calculated confidence intervals using 1,000
Monte-Carlo simulations of random graphs (Humphries & Gurney, 2008), as done in Dalege
and colleagues’ (2016) paper, but using the “global” transitivity type.
Node centrality. To investigate the structural importance of the different nodes, we
tested their centrality, which can be used to infer which indicators should be targeted for
intervention. The most commonly used centrality measures are strength, betweenness, and
closeness (Barrat et al., 2003; Freeman, 1978; Opsahl et al., 2010). Based on the analysis of the
accuracy of the three centrality measures implemented in the R package bootnet (Epskamp
& Fried, 2017), we decided to focus on node strength, as its correlation stability coefficient
(CS-coefficient) surpassed the proposed threshold of .5 in all estimated networks. Node
strength in weighted networks is the sum of all edge values connected to a given node; it
therefore is an index of the direct influence of that node on the network.
Additional analyses. We performed stability and accuracy checks to investigate
the stability of the generated networks and of the centrality indices (Epskamp, Borsboom,
et al., 2018). Moreover, we ran additional NCTs to compare the networks of different
subgroups of individuals per country. More specifically, in the Dutch sample, we ran NCTs
comparing the HAVO with the VWO students. In the Colombian sample, we first compared
the students of the upper academica and upper tecnica tracks. Lastly, we ran simulations
on the two country networks to test the effect of external pressure on the dynamics of the
networks. Please see the supplemental materials (Appendix A) for the stability checks as
well as the results of the additional NCTs and the simulation results.
Results
Descriptive Statistics
The descriptive statistics per country and subgroup can be found in Table 2. The
two countries differ significantly on the sum score of all science interest components
apart from the self-efficacy component, with the Dutch students scoring higher on
knowledge and the Colombian students indicating higher rates of science interest,
enjoyment, behavior, and value. Moreover, clear country differences regarding the mean
scores per subgroup became apparent: Although there were gender differences in all
science interest components but in the related motivational component self-efficacy
in the Netherlands, with boys scoring higher on all science interest components, boys
only scored higher on the knowledge and behavior components in the Colombian sample.
In both countries, students from a high SES background had a higher knowledge score
and indicated a higher science interest than students from a low SES background. In
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the Dutch sample, students from a high SES background additionally had higher scores
on the enjoyment and behavior components and Colombian students from a high SES
background indicated higher levels of self-efficacy than those from a low SES background,
whereas Colombian students from a low SES background valued science more than
Colombian students from a high SES background.
Network Analysis
The Netherlands versus Colombia. Visually, the networks of the Dutch (Figure 2,
left) and the Colombian (Figure 2, right) differed considerably: First, interest nodes were
more central in the Dutch network but did not form a tight cluster, whereas interest nodes
formed a tight cluster in the Colombian network like the other science components.
Second, the nodes of the Dutch network were connected through a number of edges that
were not present in the Colombian network; the Dutch network thus seemed to have an
overall higher connectivity than the Colombian network.
Network comparison tests (NCT). With the Dutch SINM being based on a smaller
sample (2129) than the Colombian SINM (5557), we randomly sampled 2129 individuals
from the Colombian sample4, to make the sizes of the two samples comparable. Apparent
differences between networks were supported by the NCT, which showed that the two
Figure 2
Network Depicting the Relation Between the Nodes of Interest, Enjoyment, Personal Value,
Behavior, Knowledge, and Self-efficacy in Dutch Havo/Vwo Students (left) and Colombian
Upper Secondary Students (right).

Note. Each node represents an indicator, with the colors of the nodes being based on the included
science interest related variables (e.g., enjoyment, knowledge) as defined by PISA. Each edge
corresponds to a partial correlation between two nodes. The thicker an edge, the stronger the
correlation between two items, with green edges indicating positive correlations and red edges
indicating negative correlations. See Table 1 for the item labels of the nodes. One striking difference
between the networks is the presence of more edges between clusters in the Dutch network.
4
We compared the network of the large Colombian sample with that of the small Colombian subsample using the NCT (van Borkulo et al., 2016) and did not find a significant difference between the networks of
the two school levels. The results of the NCT are in the supplemental materials.
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980

1149

533

533

5557

2406

3151

1390

1390

Boys

Girls

Low SES

High SES

Colombia

Boys

Girls

Low SES

High SES

2.90 (.89)*

2.83 (.87)*

2.85 (.87)*

2.90 (.88)*

2.87 (.88)**

2.67 (.94)**

2.47 (.97)**

2.44 (.93)**

2.62 (.95)**

2.53 (.96)**

Interest

2.83 (.80)

2.80 (.76)

2.83 (.75)

2.81 (.79)

2.82 (.77)**

2.46 (.89)*

2.31 (.87)*

2.25 (.86)**

2.50 (.90)**

2.36 (.89)**

Enjoyment

1.85 (.88)

1.81 (.88)

1.76 (.85)**

1.91 (.91)**

1.83 (.88)**

1.45 (.67)**

1.33 (.57)**

1.28 (.50)**

1.50 (.69)**

1.38 (.61)**

Behavior

2.90 (.82)**

3.01 (.75)**

2.94 (.79)

2.92 (.80)

2.93 (.80)**

2.63 (.99)*

2.52 (.98)*

2.45 (1.01)**

2.63 (.97)**

2.53 (.99)**

Value

493.40 (72.82)**

419.71 (67.04)**

444.18 (74.30)**

469.14 (76.39)**

454.99 (76.24)**

605.42 (72.19)**

573.58 (70.16)**

579.40 (67.08)**

598.42 (74.48)**

588.15 (71.28)**

Knowledge

2.75 (.86)**

2.61 (.88)**

2.66 (.89)

2.67 (.85)

2.66 (.86)

2.92 (.82)

2.70 (.86)

2.72 (.86)

2.86 (.83)

2.79 (.86)

Self-Efficacy

Note. The subgroups per country (i.e., boys vs. girls; high SES vs. low SES) and the overall scores of the countries were compared.
*p < .05 **p < .001.

2129

Netherlands

N

Table 2
Means and Standard Deviations (in Brackets) of the Science Interest Components per Country and Subgroup.
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networks differed in their network structure (M = 1.06, p < .01), as well as on 18 specific
edges. Edges connecting the self-efficacy cluster with nodes of the other clusters were
stronger in the Dutch interest network, connecting self-efficacy nodes with nodes from
the knowledge (Slm- Ksp, Sfr-Ksp), interest evaluations (Sne-Ipd, Sea-Ibi, Sea-Iun, SadIbi, Sfr-Ibi), and behavior (Sea-Btv) cluster. There were a number of stronger edges within
the knowledge, interest evaluation, and behavior clusters of the Colombian network (KkcKse, Ibi-Imf, Iet-Ipd, Iun-Ipd, Bst-Bnb) as well as within the enjoyment, behavior, and value
cluster of the Dutch network (Efu-Eil, Bbo- Bws, Bsc-Bwe, Vwl-Vdo, Vcp-Vhp). Moreover, selfefficacy seemed to play a more central role in the Dutch network, with self-efficacy being
more strongly connected to knowledge, interest evaluation, enjoyment and behavior nodes.
The test on invariance of global strength was also significant (S = 9.37; p < .01),
with the Dutch SINM having a higher global strength (S = 98.02) than the Colombian SINM
(S = 88.64). With the two networks being significantly different, we will discuss all further
analyses per country.
The Netherlands. The first network we constructed illustrates the relation
between all included indicators for the whole Dutch sample (Figure 2, left). All nodes were
connected through a number of positive edges, but, strikingly, the interest evaluation
items did not seem to form an interest evaluation cluster, which was confirmed by
the community detection analysis (Figure 3, left). Three interest evaluation items, Ibi
(“Biosphere”), Iun (“Universe”), and Ipd (“Preventing disease”) were included in the selfefficacy cluster, whereas the other two interest evaluation items, that is, Iet (“Energy and its
Figure 3
Networks Depicting the Detected Communities of the Nodes Representing the Science-interestrelated Variables in Dutch Havo/Vwo Students (left) and Colombian Upper Secondary Students
(right).

Note. The detected communities are based on the walktrap algorithm and can be differentiated
by their colors, which are for convenience based on the colors of the constructs in the network
depicted in Figure 2. See Table 1 for the item labels of the nodes. One striking difference between
the networks is the presence of an interest-evaluation community in the Colombian network, which
is not present in the Dutch network.
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transformations”) and Imf (“Motion and forces”) were included in the enjoyment cluster
(light blue). Lastly, the knowledge and value clusters were the most peripheral clusters,
not having as many inter-cluster relations as the other interest components, meaning that
their roles seemed to be less central in the SINM than the roles of interest evaluation and
enjoyment, for instance.
Small-world-ness. The Dutch SINM had a higher clustering (.45) compared with a
random graph of the same dimensions (.26), while having a comparable average shortest
path length (1.96 to 1.79), leading to a small-world index of 1.58. The upper limit of the
99.9% confidence interval of the small-world index for the random graphs is 1.19. We can
thus conclude that the Dutch SINM has a small-world structure.
Centrality. To investigate which nodes had the strongest relations to the rest of
the network, we looked at the strength of each node, which is displayed in Figure 4. The
strongest related nodes were all from the enjoyment component, that is, being interested
to learn about science topics (Eil), followed by enjoyment to acquire science-related
knowledge (Eac) and like to read about sciences (Elr). The high strength of the enjoyment
nodes may be partly due to the strong clustering within the enjoyment cluster, but as
nodes of this cluster were connected to nodes from the other clusters, the enjoyment
cluster seemed to play an important structural role within the network. The Eil node, for
instance, had direct connections with Imf (.31) from the interest evaluation component,
Figure 4
Centrality Plot of the Overall Science Interest Network of Dutch Havo/Vwo Students (blue) and
Colombian Upper Secondary Students (orange).

.
Note. See Table 1 for the item labels of the nodes. From the plot, it becomes apparent that the
enjoyment nodes “Eil” and “Eac” are strongest in the Dutch network, whereas the behavior nodes
“Bbo” and “Bsc” are strongest in the Colombian network.
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Vwl (.44) from the value component, Bws (.59) from the behavior component, Sne (.15)
from the self-efficacy component, and Ksl (.27) from the knowledge component.
NCT: Boys versus girls. The NCT indicated that the network structure of Dutch
boys did not differ significantly from that of Dutch girls (M = 1.09, p = .35), hence we did
not test whether specific edges differed. Moreover, the global strength of their networks
did not significantly differ (S = 2.42; p = .65), hence we can conclude that the two networks
were not meaningfully different from each other.
NCT: Low versus high SES. The NCT indicated that the network structure of
the Dutch high versus low socioeconomic populations did not differ significantly (M =
1.77; p = .08), hence we did not test whether specific edges differed. Moreover, the two
networks did not differ significantly in their global strength (S = 3.33; p = .48), hence we
can conclude that the two networks were not meaningfully different from each other.
Colombia. In the Colombian network, all included indicators formed clusters
confirming to the (PISA) components they were measuring (Figure 2, right). Here, the
interest evaluation indicators formed a separate cluster, as confirmed by the community
detection analysis (Figure 3, right). Interest evaluation therefore seemed to be less
domain-specific, with individuals evaluating one science-related topic to be interesting
also being interested in other science-related topics. Overall, the Colombian SINM
network had a quite sparse connectivity, with knowledge, value, and self-efficacy being
the most peripheral components and no nodes being placed in the center of the network.
The interest evaluation variables were most closely related with the enjoyment nodes
and not with the topic-related self-efficacy nodes.
Small-world-ness. The Colombian network had a higher clustering (.59) compared
with a random graph of the same dimensions (.22), while having a comparable average
shortest path length (2.26 versus 1.90), leading to a small-world index of 2.25. The upper
limit of the 99.9% confidence interval for the random graphs is 1.24. We can thus conclude
that the Colombian SINM had a small-world structure.
Centrality. To investigate which nodes had the strongest direct relations to the
rest of the network, we looked at the strength of each node, which is displayed in Figure
4. The strongest nodes are from the behavior component, that is, borrowing or buying
books on science topics (Bbo), attending a science club (Bsc) and simulating natural
phenomena on the computer (Bsn). The high strength of the behavior nodes Bsc and Bsn
was likely attributable to the strong relations within the behavior cluster, specifically
the strong relation between Bst, Bsn, and Bsc. The node Bbo, however, also had direct
connections with nodes from the enjoyment component (Elr; .51), the interest-evaluation
component (Imf; .23), the value component (Vdo; .21), and the self-efficacy component
(Sne; .14), highlighting its structural importance.
NCT: Boys versus girls. We ran the NCT on data of all boys (N = 2460) and a random
subsample of the Colombian girls (N = 2406). The network structure of Colombian boys
did not differ significantly from that of Colombian girls (M = .72, p = .16). Moreover, the
global strength of their networks did not significantly differ (S = .52; p = .79), hence we
can conclude that the two networks were not meaningfully different from each other.
NCT: Low versus high SES. The NCT indicated that the network structure of the
Colombian high versus low socioeconomic populations did not differ significantly (M =
.84; p = .30). The two networks did, however, differ significantly in their global strength
(S = 5.94; p = .01), with the low SES network having a higher global connectivity (S =
90.06) than the high SES network (S = 84.11). As the two networks differed significantly,
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we further investigated the two networks by looking at the clusters they formed, their
smallworldness as well as the strength of the nodes of both networks.
SINM for low versus high SES. We constructed and illustrated the networks of the
students from a low (Figure 5, left) versus high SES (Figure 5, right) background. Overall, the
low SES network seemed to have more (weak) edges, especially connecting nodes from the
enjoyment, behavior and interest evaluation clusters. The community detection produced
the same networks as the ones depicted in Figure 5, indicating that, in both networks, the
detected communities corresponded to the components as intended by the PISA measures.
Small-world-ness low versus high SES. The low SES network had a higher
clustering (.61) compared with a random graph of the same dimensions (.18), while having a
comparable average shortest path length (2.72 versus 2.06), leading to a small-world index
of 2.59. The upper limit of the 99.9% confidence interval for the random graphs was 1.37, so
that we can conclude that the low SES network had a small-world structure. This was also
true for the high SES network, having a higher clustering compared with a random graph (.65
versus .16) and a comparable average shortest path length (2.88 versus 2.15), leading to a
small-world index of 2.98, which is higher than the 99.9% confidence interval for the random
graph (1.44).
Centrality low versus high SES. The strength of each node of the low SES and the
high SES network are displayed in Figure 6 (right side). For both groups, the strongest
node was from the behavior component, that is simulating technical phenomena on the
computer (Bst). For the low SES network, the second strongest node was knowledge of
living systems (Ksl) and for the high SES network it was the knowledge node competence of
Figure 5
Networks Depicting the Detected Communities of the Nodes Representing the Science-interestrelated Variables in Colombian Students of a Low Socioeconomic Status (SES) Background (left) and
of a High SES Background (right).

Note. The detected communities are based on the walktrap algorithm and can be differentiated by
their colors, which are for convenience based on the colors of the constructs described in Table 1
along with the item labels of the nodes. The two networks seem to be quite similar, with the low SES
network (left) having more (weak) connections between clusters.
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interpreting data and evidence scientifically (Kci). Overall, the strength of the nodes of
the two networks were comparable, with interest-evaluation nodes having comparably
low strength and nodes from the behavior and knowledge component having comparably
high strength.
Summary. The Dutch and Colombian science interest network models differ on
the aspects tested by the NCT, that is on their structure and specific edges, as well as their
global strength. In more detail, concerning the detected communities and the strength
of specific nodes (centrality), we found differences between the structure of the Dutch
and Colombian networks. The characteristics of the Dutch network support the notion
of domain-specificity of science interest, as the interest-evaluation nodes do not form
a separate cluster but cluster with topic-related self-efficacy nodes, or – as is the case
with interest-evaluation nodes measuring interest-evaluations in hard science topics (Iet,
Imf) – with enjoyment nodes. In the Colombian network, the interest-evaluation nodes do
form a separate cluster, which is connected to the other clusters through only a few edges,
indicating a domain-general science interest. Concerning the difference in global strength
between the two networks, the Dutch SINM is more highly connected than the Colombian
Figure 6
Centrality Plot of the Colombian Students from a Low SES Background (blue) and from a High SES
Background (orange).

Note. The node strength distribution of the two networks has a similar pattern, with behavior nodes
(“Bst,” “Bsc”) and knowledge nodes (“Ksl,” “Kci”) being the strongest across both networks. See
Table 1 for the item labels of the nodes.
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SINM, which may indicate that there are more mutual interactions (i.e., self-reinforcing
loops) within the Dutch than the Colombian network. Lastly, although the sum scores on
most interest components of girls versus boys and low versus high SES differ significantly,
the networks comparing the groups per country are not meaningfully different from each
other, showing that the structure of science interest is relatively stable across subgroups.
Although the global connectivity of the Colombian SES networks differed significantly
from each other, the follow-up analyses did not reveal any interesting structural
differences between these networks.
Discussion
The current paper is the first to apply a psychological network approach to science
interest to provide a formal account of the dynamic structure of the multidimensional
construct. More specifically, we introduced a SINM by extending the CAN model, which
has been developed to represent attitudes as networks of evaluative reactions (Dalege
et al., 2016), with several affective, cognitive, and related components that are believed
to be part of the multidimensional construct of interest. As a first empirical test of the
model, we successfully applied the SINM to the PISA 2015 data of two different countries,
the Netherlands and Colombia, which differ importantly on Inglehart and Baker’s (2000)
macro-cultural dimensions, traditional versus secular-rational orientations, and survival
versus self-expression values. Our results replicated earlier findings highlighting the
important role of enjoyment in science interest as well as important between-country
differences in the structure of science interest (Ainley & Ainley, 2011a). In the following,
we will first discuss the theoretical relevance of our findings, that is, how network analysis
in general and our findings in particular fit in the theoretical framework of interest
(development). Second, we will discuss the practical implications of our results, with a
focus on how network analysis can be used to inform researchers and policymakers on
possible intervention targets aimed at increasing science interest. Lastly, we will discuss
the limitations of the current study and future directions to further test the SINM.
Theoretical Relevance
The SINM is a formal account of the dynamic relation perspective on science
interest development (Ainley, 2017; Hidi & Renninger, 2006). The focus of the SINM is the
structure of relations between variables that have reciprocal relations. Although the mutual
interactions and dynamical interplay between (science) interest components, such as
interest-evaluations and knowledge, and related motivational components, such as selfefficacy, are a central part of theories of interest development (e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006;
Krapp, 2002; Renninger & Hidi, 2011), they are not accounted for in the SEM models typically
used to analyze science interest (e.g., Ainley & Ainley, 2011a; Nugent et al., 2015). In a first
application of the SINM to (cross-sectional) PISA 2015 data, we tested the assumption of
interest theories concerning mutual interactions between interest related components. The
importance of mutual interactions within the science interest network becomes apparent,
first, in the finding that both the Dutch and the Colombian SINM possessed a small world
structure. In the SINMs, items within interest components generally formed tight clusters,
which were connected with the other clusters through a number of shortcuts. Importantly,
having a small-world-structure implies that information can carry change through the
whole network quickly (Watts & Strogatz, 1998). Moreover, as the interest components
in the Dutch network are more closely related than those in the Colombian network, as
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indicated by a higher global connectivity, they may more strongly reinforce each other, which
may be explained through stronger synergistic interactions5,6 (or enhancing interaction;
Cohen et al., 2002) within the Dutch SINM. Synergistic interactions have been found to play
an important role in the relation of interest and other motivational components, such as
competence beliefs, in predicting academic outcomes such as achievement or engagement
(Nagengast et al., 2011; Trautwein et al., 2012). Moreover, Jack, Lin, and Yore (2014) found
synergistic interactions of students’ science-related affective and self-related cognitive
components (self-concept, self-efficacy) in deeper understanding and commitment for
environmental issues, highlighting the importance of the interplay of both cognitive and
affective components in determining student outcomes.
In addition to the importance of mutual interactions in the development of interest,
definitions of interest highlight that interest is content-specific (Gardner, 1996). How to
describe the content structure of science interest, however, seems to be problematic (Krapp
& Prenzel, 2011), with the conceptualization being either more general or more concrete.
On a more general level, science interest includes all science-related subjects and topics,
whereas the more concrete conceptualization takes into account that an individual may
only be interested in a particular school subject or specific topics and activities. Strikingly,
analyzing the PISA 2015 data in a SINM framework, we found both levels of conceptualization:
In the Dutch science interest network, interest seemed to be more domain-specific, with
interest-evaluation items not forming a separate cluster, but clustering with either the selfefficacy cluster or the enjoyment cluster. Tellingly, the interest-evaluation items included in
the self-efficacy cluster were measuring interest evaluations that were related to the topics
assessed by the self-efficacy items; being interested in biosphere, for instance, was closely
related with the self-efficacy variable of being able to explain how environmental change
affects the survival of species. The two interest-evaluation items included in the enjoyment
cluster in the Dutch network were both related to hard sciences. Dutch adolescents who
generally enjoy science thus seem more likely to be interested in hard science topics. In the
Colombian network, on the other hand, the interest-evaluation items did form a tight cluster,
indicating that science interest is more general in Colombia. This difference in domainspecificity across countries has been hypothesized to underlie earlier findings based on
large scale assessments, where students in less wealthy countries have been found to
have higher overall interest scores, which may thus have been driven by less specificity in
science interest in these students (e.g., Mullis et al., 2008; Osborne & Dillon, 2008; Sjøberg
& Schreiner, 2005). Whereas such differences in domain-specificity may not be so easily
revealed when using SEM models, as all interest-evaluation items are combined to form
the latent variable interest (-evaluation), using the network approach enabled us to show a
between-country difference in domain-specificity.
5
In networks, synergistic effects have previously been referred to as emergence. In intelligence,
for instance, the positive manifold of cognitive processes emerges through mutually beneficial interactions
between these processes (van der Maas et al., 2006). In interest, then, the components may start to interact
as children or teenagers have opportunities to engage with sciences, as they will then form judgments about
their ability of solving science-related questions (self-efficacy), about their valuing science, their affective
experiences when interacting with sciences (enjoyment) and so forth. This is in accordance with findings from
our simulation study of network dynamics of strongly versus weakly connected networks (see the supplemental materials).
6
We would like to thank the anonymous reviewer for proposing that higher global connectivity might
be a result of stronger synergistic interactions.
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Practical Relevance
An important goal of research in science interest is to find ways to increase
youths’ interest in science, as it is an important predictor of lifelong learning and study
choices (Ainley & Ainley, 2011a, 2015; Lin et al., 2013; Nugent et al., 2015). When viewing
science interest as a network of causally connected indicators of components, we
predict that the most central components are the most influential ones when it comes
to positively affecting the network. According to a psychometric network approach (in
contrast to a latent variable approach) a causal intervention on a single node within
the network is hypothesized to change the other, connected, nodes in the network. If
we were to increase the node “enjoying learning about science,” a change in “finding
science interesting” should ensue (Epskamp et al., 2016). Importantly, this is a testable
implication, as experimental interventions could be designed to target a single node
(or a group of nodes) in the network. At the same time, the network shows that other
indicators of components play a substantive role as well in the network, but the centrality
of indicators provides important evidence for making a choice when it comes to designing
and testing interventions. In the context of science interest, this conceptualization is of
relevance for policymakers as well as educators as interventions could be tested that
target specific parts of the network. Note that large-scale interventions aimed at closing
the gender gap, for instance, often focus on only one specific variable (such as gender
stereotypes; as the “Science—it’s a girl thing!” EU campaign from 2012). Comparable
with the finding of Ainley and Ainley (2011a), highlighting the important role of enjoyment
in science interest in Sweden, nodes from the enjoyment cluster are the most central
ones in the Dutch SINM. In Colombia, on the other hand, behavior nodes are most central,
which points to the importance of providing adolescents in Colombia with possibilities
to engage with sciences. Notably, behavior(al intention) is often predicted by the other
interest components in models using cross-sectional data, such as the PISA 2006 data
(e.g., (Ainley & Ainley, 2011a, 2015; Lin et al., 2013), which may not do justice to the
importance of behavior within the interest structure.
Moreover, as indicated in the study by Ainley and Ainley (2011a), knowledge seems
to play a different role within science interest across countries, a finding we replicated in
our country comparison. Knowledge was only sparsely connected to the other interestrelated variables in the Colombian SINM, with edges connecting knowledge nodes to selfefficacy nodes being stronger in the Dutch than the Colombian SINM. Interest in higher
income countries, such as Sweden, or, in our case, the Netherlands, is grounded on a
solid knowledge base; this does not seem to be the case in lower income countries, such
as Colombia (Ainley & Ainley, 2011a). Fewer opportunities for participating in science
activities and less access to good education in Colombia may be the reason for this
difference.
Limitations and Future Research
With the current article, we have introduced a theoretical model of science
interest that provides a formal account of science interest as a dynamic relational
construct, and we present a first test of the SINM. Our results should be interpreted
with care, considering the following limitations. First and foremost, as the current study
served as a first test of the SINM, it relied on cross-sectional data. All results should
thus be seen as a first indication of the dynamical structure of interest development. We
can therefore not make any reliable conclusions about the direction of relations between
indicators of components (in SINM modeled as mutual interactions) and principles of
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interest development in individual cases (Krapp, 2002). The network approach does,
however, provide us with tools that allow for the analysis of time-series data, enabling us
to model intraindividual dynamical structures as well as between-subjects differences, if
the time-series data include several individuals (Epskamp, Waldorp, et al., 2018). Showing
that the network approach is suitable for the representation and analysis of interest as
networks, the current paper paves the way for future studies using the psychometric
network approach to further investigate the dynamics of interest development. Especially
the possibility to model the development of interest within and between individuals
may be beneficial, as it may allow us to identify critical transitions between phases of
interest, as earlier done in the context of clinical psychology, in which critical slowing
was shown to be a personalized early warning signal of depression (van de Leemput et
al., 2014). This may provide a fruitful avenue for future research as a major challenge
for psychological interest research lies in the identification of combinations of interest
components indicative for the different levels of interest development (e.g., Ainley, 2017;
Renninger & Hidi, 2011).
Second, we relied on the data of a large-scale project (OECD, 2016), meaning that
we had to use the measures included within that project. While the PISA 2015 measures
are constructed to fit a latent variable perspective, however, other indicators may be more
appropriate from a network perspective. In contrast to the empirically driven approach
used to construct questionnaires in the latent variable perspective, a theory-driven
approach to questionnaire construction should be adopted (see Borsboom et al., 2004).
As in attitude networks, it is of importance to assess all relevant indicators of the interest
network instead of focusing on internal consistency (Dalege et al., 2016). On this note,
especially the lack of a good measure of (personal) value has to be mentioned, which may
explain why the indicators of value did not play an important role within the networks.
Perceived value or importance plays an important role in many interest theories as value
is thought to be one of the core components of interest (Ainley, 2010, 2017; Ainley & Hidi,
2014). Other motivational components might also play a crucial role in science interest,
Lin and colleagues (2013), for instance, showed that in Taiwanese students who took
part in the PISA 2006 assessment, self-concept was positively related not only with selfefficacy, but also with enjoyment and interest evaluations, all of which were significant
predictors of engagement with the sciences; including self-concept items may thus be
relevant.
Third, to be able to investigate the two science interest networks, we had to
dichotomize the variables we used, which leads to a significant loss of information.
Techniques need to be developed to handle continuous variables in important statistical
tests. An extended discussion of the issue using binary variables can be found in (Dalege
et al., 2016).
Additionally, as discussed by Krapp and Prenzel (2011), it is important to consider
the difference in level of specificity of interest. Someone might be interested in one topic
within physics (i.e., content), but not in physics, or the sciences, overall; as well as the
context of learning. Although this was considered in the PISA 2006 data (OECD, 2006a),
where interest in learning science topics was measured using an embedded approach—
interest-evaluation items were presented within the knowledge assessment—it was not
in the PISA 2015 assessment (OECD, 2016). The items included in our analysis differed in
their domain-specificity; the enjoyment, value and behavior items were assessing global
interest in the sciences (e.g., “I enjoy acquiring new knowledge in science”), whereas the
interest-evaluation and self-efficacy items were content-specific (e.g., “I am interested
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in: Biosphere”). For the knowledge items domain-specificity was not given because
ability estimates were based on a collection of items on different topics. To obtain a more
accurate representation of a science interest network, it would thus be important to take
into account the level of specificity of interest.
Conclusion
Introducing the SINM in the current paper, we established that a psychometric
network approach provides a formal account of science interest that agrees with a
dynamic-relational perspective on interest development. Moreover, a psychometric
network approach provides new statistical tools to analyze the structure and dynamics
of science interest. In doing so, we were not only able to illuminate the structure of
interactions between the different indicators in the science network for different groups
of adolescents but could also make predictions about which indicators are of structural
importance and as such worthwhile to test as potential candidates for intervention. The
network approach is thus sensitive to structural differences in the network structure
across countries, but it is mostly stable across subgroups within countries. Structural
differences not only have important theoretical implications but also practical ones,
as they can indicate which indicators should be targeted in an intervention aimed at
increasing science interest. Using a psychometric network approach is a promising way
to study the dynamics of science interest development, especially as it can be applied
to not only cross-sectional but also time-series data, thus allowing for the study of the
development of interest.
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Abstract
Recently, students’ interest in science has been conceptualized as a network model:
the science interest network model (SINM) in which affective, behavioral and cognitive
components interact together; building on science interest being a dynamic relational
construct. In the current study, we combine the Australian Programme for International
Student Assessment (PISA) 2006 and Longitudinal Surveys of Australian Youth 2008
data (N = 4758) to investigate relationships between the network characteristics of Year
10 students with their decision to enroll in a science course in Year 12. Specifically, we
identified indicators central to the SINM and tested whether they predicted chemistry,
physics and biology course enrolment. Students’ intentions to pursue a science-related
study or career (future intentions in science) and their enjoyment of science (science
enjoyment) were the most central indicators for all three science courses. Centrality
was strongly related to course enrolment (r = .36 – .74), lending support to the validity
of network theory in the context of science interest, as central indicators may play an
influential role within the network.
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Science interest is seen as an important educational outcome. It is considered
to be a driving force of engagement with the sciences, be it keeping up to date with new
developments in science or deciding to take up a science course or pursuing a science
career (e.g., Ainley & Ainley, 2011, 2015; Nugent et al., 2015). Recently, the science
interest network model was introduced (SINM; Sachisthal et al., 2019), building on
commonly agreed upon characteristics of theories of (science) interest which focus
on the development of interest (see Renninger & Hidi, 2011). The SINM conceptualizes
science interest as a dynamic relational construct (Ainley, 2017). Interest is dynamic, in
that individual interest (a more stable trait-like form of interest) may emerge from shortlived situational interest (an externally triggered state-like form of interest) through
the interaction of an individual with their environment (Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Krapp,
2002). Individual and situational interest may interact and re-organize throughout the
development of interest. Interest is relational in that it only exists in relation to something
– a teenager is interested in science, for instance (Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Krapp, 2007;
Renninger & Hidi, 2011). In the SINM, the mutual interactions of affective, behavioral, and
cognitive components of science interest are central, meaning that the dynamic aspects
of interest (development) lie at the core of the model.
The potential for increasing or improving students’ interest in science through
targeted interventions (e.g., Gunter, 2013; Hulleman & Harackiewicz, 2009), and thereby
positively effecting the take-up of science courses and careers, has been highlighted
as an important area of research. Conceptualizing science interest as a network of
interconnected interest components allows for the identification of indicators that
may be more central (i.e., influential), and therefore a potential target for successful
interventions. If such central indicators are indeed influential, we expect that they are
related with relevant outcome measures, such as the enrolment of secondary science
courses by students – an important predictor of tertiary study enrolment in science
courses (Ainley et al., 2008; Maltese & Tai, 2011). The aim of the current study is therefore
to test whether centrality of indicators of the SINMs is related to students’ later enrolment
in science courses (chemistry, physics, biology).
Science interest as network
The basic premise of the SINM is that mutually interacting indicators (i.e., items)
of interest components and closely related motivational constructs constitute science
interest. Interest components are constructs that are commonly included in definitions
of interest in research literature on interest development, such as affect, behavior,
knowledge, value (Hidi & Renninger, 2006), whereas related motivational constructs are
constructs that have been shown to have reciprocal relationships with interest, such as
self-efficacy (Fryer & Ainley, 2019) or self-concept (Marsh et al., 2005). Figure 1 (left panel)
displays a representation of a SINM; the nodes (indicators’ such as Science Enjoyment (Efu)
and Engaging with Science (Bsc)) are connected by edges (i.e., partial correlations). Edges
differ in their width and style, representing the strength and direction (positive/negative)
of relationships between indicators. For example, the nodes Science Enjoyment (Efu) and
Future Intentions in Science (Fmd) are closely and positively related, as indicated by the
thicker, solid edge between them, whereas the nodes Engaging with Science (Bsc) and
Knowledge in Science (Kis) have a weak negative relationship – the edge between them
is thinner and dashed. In addition to building on commonly agreed upon characteristics
of (science) interest (see Renninger & Hidi, 2011), namely content-specificity, emergence
and multidimensionality, the SINM builds on the causal attitude network model
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Figure 1
Estimated Science Interest Network Based on a Subset of Indicators (left) and Centrality Plot of the
Example SINM (right).

Note. Left: Nodes represent indicators and edges connecting them represent the mutual interactions
between them. Edges differ in their width and style (solid, dashed), representing the strength and
direction (positive, negative) of the relation. The nodes represent the following indicators: Bsc =
Engaging with Science; Ich = Interest in Chemistry, Efu = Science Enjoyment; Kis = Knowledge in
Science; Fmd = Future Intentions in Science; Vpr = Science Value; Scu = Science Self-Concept.
Right: Centrality plot; for purposes of simplicity, only the (standardized) strength centrality (i.e.,
direct influences) and closeness (i.e., direct and indirect influences) are displayed. The node names
are displayed on the y-axis in alphabetical order.

(Dalege et al., 2016), which conceptualizes attitudes as causally interacting evaluative
reactions. A distinction between the SINM and other modelling techniques that can be
used to explore relationships between interest constructs is how the indicators (or the
items presented to students) are considered. In latent variable approaches, such as
structural equation modelling (SEM), the indicators are viewed as potential measures
of the underlying constructs, while in SINM the indicators are treated as a part of the
construct. The focus of the analysis then moves away from modelling predictive paths
between constructs (e.g., enjoyment predicts behavioral engagement) in latent variable
analyses, to the analysis of the characteristics of networks in the SINM. One characteristic
that may be considered is node centrality: With the nodes assumed to be interacting,
when one (central) node changes, so should any other, closely connected nodes. Nodes
with more and stronger (in)direct connections should therefore have a stronger influence
on the network, and may hence be efficient targets for intervention (e.g., Borsboom &
Cramer, 2013; McNally, 2016).
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Different measures of node centrality in psychometric network analysis exist
(Freeman, 1978; Opsahl et al., 2010); most commonly used are strength centrality (i.e.,
strength of direct relations of node with other nodes), betweenness centrality (i.e.,
number of times a node is passed on the shortest path between any pair of nodes) and
closeness centrality (i.e., indirect and direct connections of node with other nodes). Going
back to Figure 1 (right panel), the nodes representing Future Intentions in Science (Fmd)
and Enjoyment of Science (Efu) have the strongest direct (and indirect) connections, as
indicated by the strength (closeness) centrality. Interventions that target these constructs
would therefore be expected to have a positive effect on the rest of the network, whereas
intervening on the nodes with lowest strength centrality – Science Value (Vpr) and Science
Knowledge (Kis) – would have a smaller effect.
Node centrality has been shown to be related with relevant outcome variables:
In attitude networks, central nodes predicted voting behavior (Dalege, Borsboom, van
Harreveld, Waldorp, et al., 2017), and in clinical networks, central nodes predicted posttreatment outcomes in anorexia nervosa (Elliott et al., 2020). In a previous study on the
SINM using PISA 2015 data from the Netherlands and Colombia, enjoyment nodes were
strongest in the SINM for Dutch students and behavior nodes were strongest in the SINM
for Columbian students indicating that the efficacy of intervention targets may vary
across cultural environments (Sachisthal et al., 2019).
Overview of studies using PISA and Longitudinal Surveys of Australian Youth (LSAY) data
to predict course enrolment
Previous studies have predicted science course enrolment using the same data
set as used in the current study, using a latent variable approach. Jeffries et al. (Jeffries et
al., 2019) used SEM to investigate the predictive effect of students’ background variables
(e.g., gender and socioeconomic status (SES)) on their Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics (STEM) subject choice, and the mediating role of attitudinal variables
(personal value, enjoyment, self-concept) as well as their achievement in science and
mathematics. They found that the attitudinal variables and achievement acted as
mediators between background variables and STEM subject choice. Ainley and Ainley
(2015) used three SEM models to predict the enrolment in a biology, chemistry or physics
course in the final year of secondary school and found that prediction strength as well
as structure of relations differed for the science courses, showing the importance of
domain-specificity. The science knowledge of 15-year-olds was an important direct
predictor for chemistry and physics enrolment, but not for biology, whereas gender played
an important direct role in enrolment in biology and physics, but not in chemistry.
Current study
In the current study, we aim to test whether node centrality within the SINMs
is related to students’ later enrolment in senior secondary science courses. When
representing science interest as a network, relevant science interest components and
closely related motivational components should be included in the SINM. The following
relevant components7 present in the PISA 2006 data set are included in the SINM (OECD,
2006a): Science Enjoyment, Science Interest, Personal Value, Future Intentions and
Science Knowledge (as in Ainley & Ainley, 2015) plus Science Self-concept, which was
shown to be reciprocally related with interest and achievement (Marsh et al., 2005) and
7

For ease of identification in the text, the names of components appear with capital letters.
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Science-related Activities (i.e., Behavior), an important indicator of interest. Moreover,
given the importance of domain-specificity of science interest (e.g., Ainley & Ainley,
2015; Krapp & Prenzel, 2011), we will estimate one SINM per science course (chemistry,
physics and biology) and only include the science interest item(s) that are related to the
course in question, for example Interest in Chemistry in the SINM focused on enrolment
in chemistry courses.
Considering the cross-sectional nature of the data set and the fact that the
psychometric network approach to science interest is still in its early stages (Sachisthal
et al., 2019), the current study should be seen as an exploratory study. We do expect to
find a positive correlation between centrality of nodes and their strength of relation with
the outcome measure (course enrolment). Based on earlier studies we hypothesize that
(1) generally, enjoyment nodes will be central to the SINMs (Sachisthal et al., 2019) but
that (2) centrality of other nodes may differ between the specific course networks (Ainley
& Ainley, 2015).
Method
Participants
We analyzed data from the Australian PISA 2006 data (OECD, 2009) and the
Longitudinal Surveys of Australian Youth (LSAY) 2008 data from the 2006 cohort (NCVER,
2017; OECD, 2009). A sample of 14,170 teenagers (6978 girls, 7192 boys; Mage = 15.78, SDage
= .29) participated in the PISA 2006 assessment, of which 5423 teenagers (2894 girls,
2529 boys; Mage = 15.72, SDage = .28) also participated in the LSAY 2008 data collection
and were still in school at that time. To make sure that students indeed had the choice to
elect a science course, students who followed the international baccalaureate program
in their last year of secondary school were excluded (N = 54). Second, students who were
not in Year 10 in 2006 and Year 12 in 2008 were excluded (N = 611), to ensure participants
followed the same schooling trajectory. This resulted in a final sample size of 4758 (2596
girls, 2162 boys; Mage = 15.45, SDage = .27).
PISA and LSAY measures
The main focus of PISA 2006 was scientific literacy, which was defined as “the
ability to use scientific knowledge and processes not only to understand the natural
world but to participate in decisions that affect it” (OECD, 2006a, p. 12). The Australian
participants of the PISA 2006 cycle were later tracked through the LSAY research program,
which contacts the participants once a year for up to twelve years to collect data about
education, work and social development (NCVER, 2017). Table 1 shows an overview of the
self-report scales, which are all measured on a 1 (= strongly disagree) to 4 (= strongly
agree) Likert-scale, and Table 2 lists the indicators included in the network analyses.
While the reliability of PISA measures are reported for the full sample (OECD, 2009), we
note that the assumption of local independence (i.e., indicators measuring the same
latent variable are not directly causally linked) and exchangeability of indicators (i.e.,
additional indicators may increase reliability but not substantial information) that are
usually required for latent variable models are not necessary in psychometric network
models. This is because in the SINM, (1) indicators are thought to be mutually linked with
one another and (2) indicators may differ in their importance within the network.
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Table 1
Overview of the Components Used in the Study Which Were Assessed Using Self-report Measures.

Component

Scale name in PISA 2006

Cronbach’s alpha
(OECD, 2009)

Science Enjoyment

Enjoyment of science

.94

Science Interest

Interest in science learning

.87

Personal Value

Personal value of science

.86

Future Intentions

Future-oriented science
motivation

.93

Self-concept

Science self-concept

.93

Behavior

Science-related activities

.80

Note. Cronbach’s alpha as reported for the full sample of Australian 15-year-olds who participated
in PISA 2006.

Science knowledge. Students answered different subsets of the science
knowledge items, which measured knowledge about science (i.e., content knowledge;
OECD, 2006), and three abilities (identify, explain, use evidence). Based on the subsets,
five probable proficiencies per student were imputed, referred to as plausible values
(PVs). PV1 was used for each science knowledge indicator (content, identify, explain,
use evidence) in all analyses, as has been done in similar studies (Ainley & Ainley, 2015;
Sachisthal et al., 2019).
Science course in Year 12. The LSAY 2008 data (wave 3) included a variable
indicating whether students followed a science course (0 = no; 1 = yes) and if so, which
course they followed (NCVER, 2017). Information from these items was combined to
create a dichotomous variable for each of the three science courses in question – biology,
chemistry and physics. It should be noted that generally, Australian students choose to
enroll in a course at the beginning of their senior secondary school (Year 11). Their Year 12
enrolment thus not only reflects subject selection but also retention in senior secondary
school science courses.
Data preparation
Before estimating the networks, we tested whether the missing data were
missing completely at random (MCAR), and whether the assumptions of multivariate
normality and homoscedasticity were met (Jamshidian et al., 2014; see supplemental
materials in Appendix B for further information). The Hawkins test of normality and
homoscedasticity was significant (p < .001), indicating that at least one assumption
was not met in the data set. The non-parametric test was not significant (p = .234),
meaning that MCAR can be assumed given that the data are not normally distributed;
we therefore decided to use case wise deletion of missing data.
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Table 2
List of Indicators Used in the Network, the Component they are Intended to Measure, the Colour (and
Shape) Corresponding to the Component (as Intended by PISA 2006) and their Description.
Component

Colour/
Shape

Item description

Item label

Science Enjoyment

Light blue

I generally have fun when I am learning <broad science>
topics

Efu

I like reading about <broad science>

Elr

I am happy doing <broad science> problems

Esp

I enjoy acquiring new knowledge in <broad science>

Enk

I am interested in learning about <broad science>

Els

Physics

Iph

Chemistry

Ich

Plant biology

Ipb

Human biology

Ihb

Some concepts in <broad science> help me see how I relate
to other people

Vpr

I will use <broad science> in many ways when I am an adult

Vpa

<broad science> is very relevant to me

Vpm

I find that <broad science> helps me to understand the
things around me

Vpu

When I leave school there will be many opportunities for me
to use <broad science>

Vpo

I would like to work in a career involving <broad science>

Fmc

I would like to study <broad science> after <secondary
school>

Fms

I would like to spend my life doing advanced <broad science>

Fmd

I would like to work on <broad science> projects as an adult

Fmw

Plausible value in science

Ksc

Plausible value in explaining phenomena scientifically

Kex

Plausible value in identifying scientific issues

Kis

Plausible value in using scientific evidence

Kue

Science Interest

Personal Value

Future Intentions

Science Knowledge

Yellow

Red

Green

Dark blue
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Component

Colour/
Shape

Item description

Item label

Self-concept

Purple

Learning advanced <school science> topics would be easy
for me

Sce

I can usually give good answers to <test questions> on
<school science> topics

Scg

I learn <school science> topics quickly

Scl

<School science> topics are easy for me

Sct

When I am being taught <school science> I can understand
the concepts very well

Scu

I can easily understand new ideas in <school science>

Sci

Science tv

Btv

Science books

Bsb

Web content

Bwc

Science radio

Bsr

Science mags

Bsm

Science club

Bsc

Behavior

Maroon

Note. The interest items are only included in corresponding course SINMs.

Network estimation. The different SINMs were estimated using the R-package
bootnet (Epskamp & Fried, 2017). The indicators in Table 2 were included in the estimation
and are represented as nodes. The partial correlations per pair of nodes, controlling for
relations with all other included nodes, are represented as edges connecting the nodes.
Solid (dashed) edges represent positive (negative) partial correlations; darker and thicker
edges represent stronger partial correlations (Epskamp et al., 2012).
Data were dichotomized because (1) of the use of different measurement scales
in the PISA 2006 data set (OECD, 2006a), (2) of the finding of non-normality of data and (3)
centrality stability (CS) was highest in networks using dichotomized data. Self-reported
interest components were dichotomized based on the mid-point of the scale, behavior
indicators were dichotomized indicating no behavior (1 = 0) or some behavior (2 – 4 = 1) and
the knowledge indicators were dichotomized along their median score. Due to the use of
binary data, we estimated the networks using the IsingFit default within the estimateNetwork
function (Epskamp & Fried, 2017). The eLasso-procedure was used to estimate the edges
(van Borkulo & Epskamp, 2015), meaning that (1) all indicators are regressed on each other;
and (2) each regression is subjected to regularization, as to control for multicollinearity,
which presents a problem in data sets with many indicators (Friedman et al., 2008; Tibshirani,
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1996) and to create sparser, more interpretable models. The extended Bayesian information
criterion is used to select the regression function with the best fit (as in Foygel & Drton,
2010) The SINMs were visualized using the Fruchterman–Reingold algorithm (Fruchterman
& Reingold, 1991), in which highly correlated nodes are placed close together and nodes
with many strong correlations are placed in the center of the network, whereas nodes with
fewer, weaker correlations are placed towards the periphery.
Forecast analysis. Before testing whether node centrality was predictive of
later course enrolment, we first determined the stability of three centrality measures
(closeness, betweenness and strength; Epskamp & Fried, 2017). Centrality indices are
deemed sufficiently stable if the CS coefficient is at least .25 and preferably above .5
(Epskamp, Borsboom, & Fried, 2018).
To determine whether node centrality is predictive of course enrolment we
conducted the following steps for each science course SINM and centrality measure: (1) We
calculated the correlation of each node with the outcome measure across the sample. (2)
This forecast correlation was regressed on each centrality index separately. (3) Covariates:
Other node characteristics such as node variance and mean may be related with the
forecast correlation (e.g., Elliott et al., 2020; Rodebaugh et al., 2018). We controlled for their
effect by including them as covariates in the linear regression in step 2 in addition to the
centrality index. A stepwise algorithm evaluating model fit (Venables & Ripley, 2002) based
on the Akaike information criterion was then used to investigate model fit. Only the final
(best fitting) model is reported (see Table S2 in the supplemental materials in Appendix B
for both models). We report standardized regression weight (ß) as a measure of effect size.
Additional analyses. We ran additional analyses to establish the stability and
accuracy of the SINMs and the centrality indices. Bootstrap difference tests were run to test
which nodes differed significantly on their strength and closeness (Epskamp, Borsboom,
et al., 2018). We also performed a topological analysis to test whether any two nodes
were essentially measuring the same underlying construct (Jones, 2019) and ran forecast
analyses based on networks which were estimated using different methods. These additional
analyses, the covariance matrices of the networks as well as the descriptive statistics of all
included variables are included in the supplemental materials (Appendix B).
Results
Network estimation
The estimated course SINM networks and the corresponding centrality plots are
displayed on the left and right panel of Figure 2, respectively. The edges connecting nodes
are positive (solid) across all three networks, indicating a positive relationship between
indicators for each course SINM. This is in line with developmental interest theories, in
which positive mutually reinforcing relations are thought to underlie the development
of interest (e.g., Renninger & Hidi, 2011). Moreover, indicators of the different included
components seem to form clusters, which are more (e.g., enjoyment cluster) or less
(e.g., knowledge cluster) connected with the other clusters. These findings suggest that
enjoyment is playing a larger role in the interest network, while knowledge plays a smaller
part. The one to two indicator(s) included for the domain-specific interest measure seem
to be most closely related with indicators in the enjoyment and the future intentions
cluster across all three SINMs.
Only strength (CS[cor = .7] = .75, .75, .75) and closeness (CS[cor = .7] = .67, .67,
.67) centrality are included as they were sufficiently stable across the chemistry, physics
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Figure 2
Course SINMs (left) and Centrality Plots (right) of the Chemistry (top panel), Physics (middle panel)
and Biology Course (bottom panel).

Note. Left panels: Networks depicting the relationships between the nodes (i.e., indicators) of
Interest, Enjoyment, Personal Value, Behavior, Knowledge and Self-concept in learners choosing
chemistry (top), physics (middle) and biology (bottom) in the last year of secondary school. See
Table 2 for the item labels of the nodes. The edges correspond to partial correlations between
two nodes. Edge thickness indicates the strength of the relation, which can be positive (solid) or
negative (dashed). Right panels: Scaled centrality measures per course SINM: strength (left) and
closeness (right). The node names are displayed on the y-axis in alphabetical order.
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and biology networks, respectively, whereas betweenness centrality (CS[cor = .7] = .21,
.21, .28) was unstable. We interpret the results of the centrality of nodes only when
they significantly differ from the centrality of other nodes, as shown in the bootstrap
difference test (see the supplemental materials in Appendix B). In general, the strength
and closeness of indicators seems to be similar for all three SINMs, with Future
Intention nodes having the highest strength across SINMs and the nodes Vpr (Value), Bsc
(Behavior) and the Interest nodes having the lowest strength. For closeness, a similar
picture emerges: nodes related to Future Intentions are the strongest in closeness across
SINMs, followed by nodes of the Enjoyment component and the node Sce (Self-concept).
Knowledge nodes have the lowest closeness.
Forecast analysis
Step 1: Correlation between centrality and course enrolment. Figure 3 shows the
relation between centrality and course enrolment, by SINM (rows) and centrality measure
(left: strength; right: closeness). Visual inspection of Figure 3 gives an idea of which items
are most central and predict course enrolment best. Correlations between centrality and
course enrolment are positive and significant for all subjects (ranging from r = .36 to r =
.74; all ps < .05). Details for each subject are discussed below, by centrality index.
Strength. Seven nodes are significantly higher in strength than the other nodes
across all three course SINMs: three Future Intentions nodes (Fmd, Fmc, Fms), two
Enjoyment nodes (Els, Elr), a Personal Value node (Vpm) and a Self-concept node (Sct).
The nodes with lowest strength are one Behavior node (Bsc), one Personal Value node
(Vpr) as well as the (or one of the) Interest node(s) (Ich for chemistry; Iph for physics
and Ihb for biology). While the Interest node(s) are low in strength, they are predictive of
course enrolment (see Figure 3; triangles).
Closeness. Nine nodes are significantly higher in closeness than the other nodes
across all three SINMs: four Future Intentions nodes (Fmd, Fmc, Fms, Fmw), one Selfconcept node (Sce) and four Enjoyment nodes (Enk, Els, Elr, Efu). The four Knowledge
nodes (Ksc, Kex, Kue, Kis) and one Personal Value node (Vpr) are consistently lower in
closeness than the other nodes. While the Interest node(s) are low (biology) to medium
(chemistry, physics) in closeness, they are predictive of course enrolment (see Figure 3;
triangles).
Steps 2 and 3: Regressions analyses.
Chemistry course enrolment – strength. The model including node mean and
strength fits best and is significant, F(2, 28) = 20.36, p < .001, R2Adjusted = .56. Only node
strength is a significant predictor, t(28) = 6.28, p < .001, ß = .76; and not the node mean
t(28) = 1.70, p = .10, ß = .21.
Chemistry course enrolment – closeness. The model including node closeness
and variance fits best and is significant, F(2, 28) = 18.58, p < .001, R2Adjusted = .54. Node
closeness is a significant predictor, t(28) = 5.54, p < .001, ß = .70; alongside node variance,
t(28) = 3.44, p = .002, ß = .43.
Physics course enrolment – strength. The model including node strength and
node variance fits best and is significant, F(2, 28) = 7.66, p = .002, R2Adjusted = .31. Only node
strength is a significant predictor, t(28) = 3.13, p = .004, ß = .49; and not node variance,
t(28) = 1.48, p = .151, ß = .23.
Physics course enrolment – closeness. The model including node strength and
node variance fits best and is significant, F(2, 28) = 9.14, p < .001, R2Adjusted = .35. Both node
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Figure 3
Effect of Centrality on Course Enrolment for (a) Strength Centrality and (b) Closeness Centrality on
Chemistry Course Enrolment, (c) Strength Centrality and (d) Closeness Centrality on Physics Course
Enrolment, (e) Strength Centrality and (f) Closeness Centrality on Biology Course Enrolment.

Note. Each point represents an indicator (node) in the networks, with different shapes corresponding
to different components (see Table 2). Points towards the right on the x-axis are central nodes.
Points high on the y-axis represent nodes that are predictive of course enrolment.
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closeness, t(28) = 3.52, p = .002, ß = .52; and node variance, t(28) = 2.90, p = .007, ß = .43;
are significant predictors.
Biology course enrolment – strength. The model including node strength and
node mean fits best and is significant, F(2, 29) = 6.25, p = .006, R2Adjusted = .25. Both node
strength, t(29) = 2.53, p = .017, ß = .39; and node mean, t(29) = 2.69, p = .012, ß = .42; are
significant predictors.
Biology course enrolment – closeness. The model including node closeness and
node mean fits best and is significant, F(2, 29) = 6.61, p = .004, R2Adjusted = .27. Both node
closeness, t(29) = 2.65, p = .013, ß = .41; and node mean, t(29) = 2.68, p = .012, ß = .41; are
significant predictors.
Discussion
Using the PISA 2006 and LSAY 2008 data (NCVER, 2017; OECD, 2006a), we were
able to test whether centrality of nodes in Year 10 students’ SINMs is related to their
chemistry, physics and biology course enrolment around two years later – in their last year
of secondary school. Our results suggest that strength as well as closeness centrality of
nodes in the SINM, meaning the extent to which a node is directly and indirectly related
with other nodes, was predictive of later behaviour, namely enrolment choices learners
made. Students’ Future Intentions and their Enjoyment of learning science were most
consistently central, which replicated earlier findings of the central role of enjoyment
in the SINM (Sachisthal et al., 2019) and the importance of future intentions for later
choices (e.g., Stokking, 2000).
Theoretical implications
Theories of how (science) interest develops highlight the importance of mutual
interactions of different science interest components, such as behavior, enjoyment and
knowledge, in the developmental trajectory from situational to individual interest (e.g.,
Ainley, 2017; Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Krapp, 2002). These mutual interactions between
indicators are the central focus of analysis when using a network approach, as the
indicators and their relations are what constitutes science interest (Sachisthal et al.,
2019). As such, indicators that are more closely connected to other indicators are more
central – and are assumed to be more influential – and should therefore be related with
later outcomes. The results of the current study suggest that centrality within the SINMs
is a significant predictor of enrolment in chemistry, physics and biology courses, even
when controlling for covariates (mean and variance of the indicators), therefore validating
the applicability of network models in the context of science interest. These mutual
interactions between components are not commonly accounted for in latent variable
models, in which directionality between components is often assumed (e.g., Ainley & Ainley,
2015; Jeffries et al., 2019). While the centrality of indicators was a significant predictor
of enrolment for all three science courses, the prediction strength differed between the
courses. It was strongest for chemistry, followed by physics and lowest for enrolment in
biology subjects. This may be due to possible effects of background variables, which we
did not account for; gender, for instance was found to be a direct predictor of biology,
but not chemistry enrolment in an earlier study (Ainley & Ainley, 2015). Domain-specific
differences between the SINMs are also a possible reason for differences in predictor
strength, mirroring structural differences in SEM models predicting chemistry, physics
and biology course enrolment in Ainley and Ainley’s study (2015).
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The contribution of each component at different stages within (science) interest
development is one of the open questions within interest research (e.g., Ainley, 2017;
Renninger & Hidi, 2011). It is thought that affect is more important in earlier stages of
interest, whereas value and knowledge components may contribute, in co-occurrence
with affect, in later stages of interest. As such, our results concerning centrality of nodes
within the SINM partly confirm this hypothesis, as future intentions, enjoyment (affect)
and one value node (‘Broad science is very relevant to me’) were found to be the most
central nodes across course SINMs. Knowledge was not central though, a finding that is
also at odds with the results of studies using SEM models on the same data set (Ainley &
Ainley, 2015; Jeffries et al., 2019). The finding is, however, consistent with earlier findings
of the SINM (Sachisthal et al., 2019), in which Knowledge was not found to be central to
the networks. When controlling for all other variables in the interest construct, the role of
knowledge thus seems to be less influential.
Practical implications
Similar indicators were central in all three SINMs: All four indicators of students’
future intentions, such as wanting to spend one’s life doing advanced science, and two to
five of the five Enjoyment indicators, such as being interested in learning about science,
had both the highest indirect (closeness) and direct (strength) effect across all three
course SINMs. The two indicators of students’ self-concept in science, such as their
reported ease of learning school science topics, were either one of the highest indirect or
direct indicators. Regarding science as being relevant for oneself, an indicator of students’
personal valuing of science, belonged in the group of indicators having the highest direct
influence. These results are consistent with earlier research which has found that future
intentions (e.g., Ainley & Ainley, 2015; Stokking, 2000), enjoyment (e.g., Lyons, 2006; Smyth
& Hannan, 2006) and self-perceptions, including self-concept (e.g., Dickhäuser et al.,
2005) are important predictors of course enrolment. The influential roles of these factors
within the SINMs suggest that targeting these indicators in interventions may increase
science interest in students and may subsequently have a positive effect on students’
enrolment in science courses.
Limitations and avenues for future research
The results of the current study should be interpreted with care due to the following
limitations. First, we relied on existing data sets (NCVER, 2017; OECD, 2006a). These
data sets included measures and scales that were constructed to fit a latent variable
perspective, using an empirically driven questionnaire construction approach, whereas
from a network perspective, a theory driven approach is more appropriate (see Borsboom
et al., 2004). The components of science interest were measured on different levels of
specificity: from least specific for Knowledge being a composite score based on students’
responses to multiple test items, to most specific for the Interest indicators. This varying
degree of specificity may have led to underestimation of the edges connecting indicators
measured at different levels. Further research is needed to investigate whether networks
differ for science subjects if components are measured for specific versus general
domains (i.e., measuring chemistry knowledge versus science knowledge).
Second, contrary to earlier findings highlighting the importance of domainspecific interest in predicting course enrolment (e.g., Maltese & Tai, 2011), the Interest
indicators were in the group with the lowest direct influence in the three SINMs. This
can be attributed to the fact that there were only one (chemistry and physics SINM) or
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two science interest indicators (biology SINM) included in each SINM – as indicators
belonging to the same science interest component form clusters of tighter interaction,
their relationship with one another contributes to their total strength centrality – meaning
that the Interest indicators naturally have a lower strength centrality. An earlier study of
SINM, which included a greater number of interest indicators than the current study, also
found that nodes related to students’ interest were not the most central, neither in the
Dutch nor the Columbian samples (Sachisthal et al., 2019). In the Dutch SINM, interest
nodes did not even form their own cluster, but clustered instead with related domainspecific nodes. This finding, again, points towards the importance of domain-specificity
in these networks. In future studies, a more balanced number of indicators per component
should be used to counteract this issue.
Third, we decided to dichotomize the variables due to differences in scales
measuring the constructs, non-normality of the data (particularly those items related to
the Behavior component), and higher stability of centrality indices. We acknowledge that
this approach can lead to a significant loss of information, but it ensures that stability
indices are more stable. For a more thorough discussion of this issue, please see Dalege
and colleagues’ paper (2016).
Fourth, the importance of student background variables, such as gender and
SES, as well as students’ cultural identities, which may be of particular relevance in the
Australian context in predicting science course enrolment or interest in science, has been
reported previously (e.g., Ainley & Ainley, 2015; Jeffries et al., 2019; McConney et al., 2011;
Van Langen et al., 2006). These factors were not included in the current study. A previous
study of SINM using the PISA 2015 data (Sachisthal et al., 2019) found no structural
differences of SINMs based on gender or SES in two countries, but future studies may
consider including student background variables as possible mediators in the networks.
A variety of centrality indices exist, and we decided to employ the centrality
indices most widely used. Future research could use other centrality indices, one of
which seems especially interesting in the context of science interest: Bridge centrality
indices, which take into account components or communities of nodes and are a measure
of in how far a node connects (i.e., bridges) the communities, and therefore may carry
information between communities (Blanken et al., 2018; Jones et al., 2019).
Relying on cross-sectional data, we cannot make any reliable conclusions about
the direction of relations between science interest indicators and possible individual
differences in interest development (Krapp, 2002). Intervention studies are needed to
test whether targeting central indicators within the SINMs indeed has a positive effect
on interest development. Trajectories of interest development may be studied using
network tools allowing the analysis of time series data, for instance (Epskamp, Waldorp,
et al., 2018). Such analysis would allow for the modelling of the development of interest
within and between individuals, which may be a fruitful avenue for research given that
interest development theories hypothesize that different components may be more or
less influential throughout the development of individual interest (e.g., Renninger & Hidi,
2011; Renninger & Su, 2019).
Conclusion
In the current study, we demonstrated that central indicators of the SINM of Year
10 students are important predictors of chemistry, physics and chemistry enrolment in
their last year of secondary school. Our results suggest that similar interventions may be
fruitful in increasing science interest for the enrolment of any of the three courses, that is
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increasing the future intention of science and enjoyment of science learning. The strength
of prediction did differ between course SINMs though, with prediction strength being
higher for chemistry and physics than for biology course enrolment. We believe that the
psychometric network approach is a promising avenue for future research, especially as it
enables us to study inter- and intra-individual dynamics of science interest development
when applied to time series data.
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Abstract
Videos are seen as a promising tool to raise students’ interest and their motivation
towards learning sciences. As videos are easily accessible and widely available, they may
play an important role in both formal and informal learning. In the current study, we held
four focus groups to investigate teenagers’ use and perceptions of science videos across
learning contexts. We were especially interested in possible differences based on their
gender and their levels of science interest (high vs. low). Our results suggest that their
watching behaviors and preferences indeed differ based on both their gender and their
levels of interest. Overall, teenagers value science videos shown in the classroom if they
are of high quality, are embedded in the lesson and offer something one cannot show
in the classroom otherwise, for instance, through animations, giving real-life examples
and contextualizing. In their free time, highly interested individuals watch science
videos as a means of entertainment. Girls reported watching videos as a tool to study.
Largely, teenagers’ evaluations of science videos agree with common design principles of
educational videos, and they highlight that teachers should use videos in a goal-directed
manner.
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Science interest is a driving force for lifelong learning in the sciences, affecting
current engagement with sciences (e.g., watching science videos, going to the science
center), as well as choosing elective science courses and intentions of choosing a
science career path (Ainley & Ainley, 2015; Nugent et al., 2015; Sachisthal et al., 2020).
Highlighting the importance of science interest and motivation towards science, the
European Commission introduced six objectives and recommendations to make science
more accessible as to increase individuals’ interest and motivation towards science
(European Commission, 2015). One of the main issues discussed in the framework is the
need to ensure that all individuals are engaged with science in a relevant and meaningful
way.
One possible route to engage youth with science are science videos. Videos are
seen as a promising tool to raise students’ interest and their motivation towards learning
(Berk, 2009; Wijnker et al., 2018), with empirical evidence pointing towards students
finding videos interesting, for instance on chemistry topics (e.g., Smith, 2014). Videos are
especially promising as they are widely available and easily accessible: On YouTube alone,
more than 4,000 science channels and 100,000 science videos are currently available
(Greenberg, 2010; Rosenthal, 2018; Yang & Qian, n.d.). Videos therefore may potentially
be employed as a tool to increase interest across contexts – not only in a formal learning
context, when employed by teachers within the classroom, but also in an informal learning
context, with learners watching such videos in their free time.
Science videos and interest
Being widely available and easily accessible, videos may foster learners’ individual
interest by making engagement with science topics approachable and fun – thereby
possibly triggering situational interest (i.e., state-like form of interest), which has a
positive effect on the developmental trajectory of individual interest (Rotgans & Schmidt,
2017a). Individual interest, which is seen as a relatively stable psychological trait, is
defined by an individual’s re-engagement with a topic and a coinciding knowledge gain,
positive affect and valuing of the topic (e.g., Ainley, 2017; Harackiewicz et al., 2008; Hidi &
Renninger, 2006; Köller et al., 2001; Krapp, 2007). An individual who is already interested in
science is thus assumed to seek out information about science; for instance, by watching
science shows on tv or science videos on YouTube. According to the Four-Phase Model of
interest development (Hidi & Renninger, 2006), such an individual interest can, however,
only develop when, at one point, an environmental stimulus – such as a video – sparks
someone’s situational interest. Situational interest is seen as a relatively short-lived
psychological state; it has been shown that situational interest has a positive effect on
cognitive functioning, persistence and affective involvement during a task (e.g., Ainley et
al., 2002; Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Sansone & Thoman, 2005; Thoman et al., 2011).
Research on science videos in (in-) formal education
Research on the use of videos in an educational context has been rapidly growing
over the past decade (see Giannakos, 2013, for a review); but studies on secondary
education are lacking. This lack of studies on secondary education is counterintuitive
given that teenagers have a rich online life: Recent numbers indicate that 92% of American
teenagers are going online daily and 85% are using YouTube (Anderson & Jiang, 2018). A
recent representative report of the use of social media of German teenagers points to the
importance of YouTube in learning (Jebe et al., 2019): of the 86% teenagers using YouTube,
around half view YouTube as an important tool for school and learning, especially so for
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repeating content and aiding with homework and assignments. Pointing to the possible
role of videos in increasing interest, the quality of explanation and entertainment value
(e.g., funnier explanation, cooler, more interesting) were named as advantages of YouTube
in comparison to learning in school (Jebe et al., 2019).
Moreover, research has primarily been conducted in formal learning settings, with
videos being embedded in on-line courses or the school curriculum (e.g., Merkt et al., 2011;
Wijnker et al., 2018). YouTube and other social media platforms can, however, be seen as
an informal learning context (Lange, 2018; Tan, 2013), as learners are presented with a
multitude of different videos, with the free choice to watch and engage with educational
videos (e.g., watch videos, write comments, upload videos). Informal learning is highly
personalized, as it is driven by the learner’s needs, their interests and prior experiences,
as well as their social context (e.g., Boekaerts & Minnaert, 1999; Crowley et al., 2015;
DeWitt et al., 2016; Falk, 2001).
In a formal learning context, teachers do not seem to have clearly formulated
teaching aims when using videos (Wijnker et al., 2018) and employ videos primarily with
the goals of aiding to learn verbal or declarative knowledge or raise students’ interest.
Much research has focused on how videos affect learning outcomes such as knowledge
gain and conceptual understanding (e.g., Fiorella & Mayer, 2018; Mayer, 2014), and less
research has investigated the potential of videos in raising interest and engagement with
science topics.
Summarizing, using videos in formal and informal education contexts has been
thought to facilitate interest (e.g., Berk, 2009; Wijnker et al., 2018), but research into
actual video watching behavior of learners and their perception of videos in (in-) formal
learning contexts of such videos is sparse. The primary scope of the current research
is to understand more about teenagers’ actual video watching behavior, their opinions
on different science videos and their view of the utility of science videos as a tool to
increase learning enjoyment and interest. We were also interested in possible group
differences, especially whether girls and boys and low and high interest individuals differ
in their behaviors and perceptions regarding science videos. We focus on contexts in
which science videos are usually watched (e.g., school vs. free time), what kind of videos
the participants know and value, which video characteristics they recognize, and their
perceived effect on interest (and learning).
Current study
The main aim of the current study was to shed light on teenagers’ perceptions and
use of science videos. We were especially interested in their perception of how videos
(can) increase science interest. In order to do so, we interviewed groups of teenagers with
differing levels (high vs. low) of science interest using a focus group approach. Different
levels of science interest were considered as the level of science interest is expected to
be related to perception and use of science videos. Our study was guided by the following
six questions: (1) Definition: What is perceived as being a science video? This question
was included as we were interested in whether sub(genres) (e.g., short documentaries,
lecture-style, interviews) or video characteristics (e.g., animation, narration; Morcillo
et al., 2016; Welbourne & Grant, 2016) influence adolescents’ perception of what a
science video is. (2) Behavior: How can teenagers’ science video watching behavior be
characterized? The following questions guided our discussion: What kind of videos do
teenagers watch in their free time? How do they come across videos? How often are videos
watched? What is the context in which such videos are watched? What kind of videos
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are shared with friends? (3) Preference: Do teenagers have preferences when it comes to
science videos? Do their preferences differ based on the purpose of watching (free time
vs. school context)? (4) Technical characteristics: Which technical video characteristics
(e.g., presenter, length, video style; Welbourne & Grant, 2016) are mentioned by teenagers
and how are they evaluated? Which video characteristics are preferred (or disliked) may
differ based on the interest level (Durik et al., 2015; Matarazzo et al., 2010). (5) Dislike:
What video characteristics do teenagers dislike in science videos? And lastly: (6) Purpose:
With which goal do students watch science videos? How are videos that are shown in the
classroom perceived?
Methods
Participant recruitment
The study was approved by the local ethics committee (2017-DP-7802). In total,
27 teenagers (Mage = 14.31, SDage = 1.22) from 2nd (N = 14), 3rd (N = 7) and 4th (N = 6) grade of
Dutch upper secondary schools participated in the focus group interviews, corresponding
to the 8th to 10 th grade in the American school system. Two focus groups were conducted
with teenagers with low levels of science interest (N = 16), one group was made up of
boys (N = 9) and the other one of girls (N = 7), and two with high levels of science interest
(N = 11), one group was made up of boys (N = 6) and the other one of girls (N = 5). The
focus group interviews with the two low interest groups were held in the summer of 2017,
one of which was held at the University and one at a local high school. The focus group
interviews with the two high interest groups were held in the summer and winter of 2018,
one was held at one of the teenagers’ homes and one at the University.
The research participants were recruited using convenience sampling – through
the network of the authors of this paper, as earlier recruitment attempts through
schools failed. We broadly followed the outlined guidelines for focus group research
with teenagers (Daley, 2013). Each focus group consisted of a group of teenagers who
knew each other, either as they were in the same class or as they shared the same friend
group. This was done as it enhanced recruitment and because teenagers generally enjoy
activities involving their friends (Liamputtong, 2011). As adolescence is a period marked
by declining social trust (Flanagan & Stout, 2010), which may inhibit participants from
speaking up if they do not know each other, having groups of teenagers who know each
other may enhance the focus group discussion. As suggested by Krueger and Casey
(2015), we encouraged participants to talk to each other and to share their thoughts and
feelings, as to avoid the potential pitfall of an emerging “collective” voice (Krueger & Casey,
2015; Peterson-Sweeney, 2005). Following the consensus of focus group researchers, we
separated the groups based on gender (Clark, 2009; Krueger & Casey, 2015; Punch, 2002).
Materials and Procedure
All focus groups were conducted in-person and were facilitated by the first author,
who at that time was a PhD student at developmental psychology, and by a research
assistant. Both the facilitator and the assistant were wearing casual clothes to create
a comfortable space for the teenagers. Participants were welcomed with snacks and
drinks, as to create an open and inviting space (Krueger & Casey, 2009) and chairs were
arranged in a circular manner (Kitzinger, 1995). The focus groups lasted between 60 to 90
minutes and were recorded using both a video camera and a voice recorder. Participants
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were underage, so they were first asked to provide written consent from (one of) their
parents. For the three focus groups that took place outside of school, participants were
rewarded for their participation with a 15 Euro gift card.
Before the start of the focus group interview, all participants were asked to fill
in a questionnaire assessing demographic variables as well as motivational variables
related to science interest. The motivational variables were included to make sure that
the groups did indeed differ on their level of science interest. All motivational variable
items were answered on a four-point Likert scale ranging from “completely disagree” to
“completely agree”; for an overview of the included scales, see Table 1. See Table 2 for the
means and standard deviations per group and measure.
Table 1
Overview of the Motivational Scales Used.
Motivational component

Source

No. of items

Example item

Interest in science-subjects

-

4

I am interested in mathematics

Enjoyment of science out of
school

Items from Attitude towards science (Hooper
et al., 2013)

5

I enjoy learning about science
topics

Enjoyment of science in
school

Enjoyment of science
lessons (TOSRA; Fraser,
1981)

5

Science lessons are the most
interesting lessons in school

Science behavior out of
school

Science activities
(OECD, 2016)

7

Outside of school, I read a lot
about science topics

Science behavior in school

Student investment
(Roede, 1989)

5

During science lessons, I work
hard

General value of science

Social implications of
science (TOSRA; Fraser,
1981)

5

This country is spending too
much money on science
(reversed)

Personal value of science

Item from Attitude towards science (Hooper
et al., 2013)
Instrumental motivation
(OECD, 2016)

1

Science teaches me how things
work in the world
Many things I learn in my
school science subject(s) will
help me to get a job

Academic efficacy
(Midgley et al., 2000)

5

Self-efficacy for science
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4

In science lessons, I can
answer even the most difficult
questions if I do my best
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Table 2
Participant Background Information and Mean Scores and Standard Deviations on the Motivational
Scores by Focus Group (Standard Deviation in Brackets).
Focus group
Girls Low
(N = 7)

Boys Low
(N = 9)

Girls High
(N = 5)

Boys High
(N = 6)

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Interest in science-subjects

2.50

.84

2.47

.63

3.45

.45

3.05

.48

Enjoyment of science out of
school

2.77

.53

2.82

.57

3.52

.46

3.44

.30

Enjoyment of science in
school

2.43

.63

2.36

.84

3.40

.42

3.30

.33

Science behavior out of
school

1.66

.47

1.73

.51

2.60

.88

2.37

.61

Science behavior in school

2.16

.30

2.21

.56

3.03

.16

2.88

.37

General value of science

2.94

.51

3.20

.54

3.40

.28

3.40

.33

Personal value of science

2.40

.50

2.00

.51

3.24

.17

2.80

.63

Self-efficacy for science

2.26

.82

2.56

.83

3.16

.82

3.07

.43

Motivational constructs

Note. All items were answered on a 4-point Likert-scale from 1 (= do not agree at all) to 4 (= completely
agree).

A semi-structured discussion guide was used (see supplemental materials
in Appendix C). Following the procedure suggestions by Krueger and Casey (2009), we
started the focus groups with an opening question which every participant answered,
functioning as an ice breaker. This question was about the last short video the
participants had seen, thus setting the stage for the topic of the group discussion.
Second, the participants watched 16 short clips that the authors perceived as possible
science videos.
We chose 16 diverse video clips, some of which from Dutch tv shows, some from
YouTube science creators, one being a lecture-type explanation video as well as a short
clip from the popular show “Big Bang Theory”. An overview of the clips can be found in the
supplemental materials (Table S1 in Appendix C). Participants were then asked to discuss
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their views and opinions of these clips (i.e., did they perceive these clips as being science
videos; did they recognize any of the videos). Third, teenagers were asked about their science
video watching behaviors in their free time. Questions were asked concerning the (social)
context, the channels, the frequency of their watching and their view of science videos.
Fourth, the participants were asked to rank the video clips by writing down and presenting
the top three videos that they 1) would want to continue/finish watching; 2) would share
with a friend; 3) think their teacher would show in class; and 4) did not like. Based on the
timing of the discussion, the order of the fourth and fifth part was at times reversed. Fifth,
participants were asked about their video watching in a formal learning context (i.e., in the
classroom, for learning/homework). We asked participants for examples of videos shown in
the classroom and further explored possible perceived purposes and effects of the videos
that teachers use in the classroom or for homework assignments. In the final section, we
asked participants what they would recommend to science teachers who would like to use
videos in their classroom.
Data analysis and role of researchers
All four focus groups were transcribed from audio. Atlas.Ti (version 8.3.1) was used for
coding. Given that the interviews were guided by descriptive research questions, we followed
Braun and Clarke’s thematic analysis (TA; 2006) to code the data. The coding followed the six
steps outlined by TA: (1) familiarization with the data and identification of items of interest;
(2) generation of initial codes; (3) searching for themes; (4) reviewing of potential themes;
(5) defining and naming of themes and (6) production of the report; in an iterative manner.
Authors MS and BJ both created a coding scheme based on the first two focus groups (low
interest boys and low interest girls). Based on the two initial coding schemes, a scheme was
created that both authors agreed upon. MS then re-coded the first two focus groups based
on the scheme, with themes staying the same and small iterations being made on the subcode level. Next, MS coded focus groups three and four (high interest boys and girls) and
reviewed the themes based on the two groups together with BJ and MR. BJ and MS then recoded the first (low interest boys) focus group again in parallel and refined the definitions
and naming of the themes as well as sub-codes. Based on the refined coding scheme, BJ
and MS re-coded focus group four (high interest boys) in parallel, resulting in a satisfactory
agreement of used codes. Finally, MS re-coded all four focus groups using the final coding
scheme, which can be found in the supplemental materials (Table S2 in Appendix C).
The first author of this paper (MS) is a female PhD student in developmental
psychology. My work focuses on science interest and how video characteristics and
individual differences may interact in determining who watches which videos and for how
long. All four authors research motivation and learning, with MR being especially interested
in science learning.
Results
The results section is organized based on the research questions. Per research
question, we took into account the gender and interest level of the focus groups, as both
may be related to the behaviors and preferences of participants; we used abbreviations
to indicate to which group a participant belongs (GH = girls in high interest group, BH =
boys in high interest group, GL = girls in low interest group, BL = boys in low interest group).
To visualize possible group differences, we include a bar chart per sub-question, with
frequencies of codes mentioned displayed per group. Please note that the number of codes
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assigned to the different focus groups differs considerably, with the lowest number being
assigned to the BL group (N = 124 with 3915 words), followed by the GH group (N = 221
with 6585 words), the BH group (N = 253 with 9958 words) and the highest number being
assigned to the GL group (N = 289 with 6639 words).
1. Definition of science videos
Our first research question was: What videos do adolescents regard as being science
videos? Three different code categories emerged when asked whether specific videos were
science videos (see Figure 1 for the distribution of codes across groups): First, possible
definitional characteristics were mentioned in two of the four groups (e.g., informational
value; looks of a science video or having no science video definition). Second, the subject of
the video was mentioned, with chemistry (only mentioned by girls), math, biology (mentioned
most by girls in the high interest group) and physics being mentioned most frequently,
indicating that teenagers view videos about hard science topics as science videos. Third,
different types of videos were mentioned as science videos – most of which were mentioned
by the girls in the low interest group, including videos presenting trivia, how to produce/
make something (DIY), videos showing/illustrating something (to see), videos in which
something is destroyed (i.e., explosions), educational videos (i.e., focusing on explanations
or on experiments with explanations) and experiments (mentioned most by girls). Overall,
experiments were mentioned most, be it as examples of science videos that are shown in
the classroom or videos they come across on social media.
When discussing videos, a distinction was made between a video being informative
or entertaining, both of which may be characteristics of science videos. Some teenagers
specifically mentioned that, when they think about science videos, they expect to learn
something, indicating that informational value of videos is seen as important. In the low
interest girl group, a girl states that she does not think about the definition of a video as
being a science video when watching:
GL5: “If I watch a video for fun, I do not think, oh this is a science video, this is a…
I do not categorize the video. I just watch it.”
Figure 1
Overview of Sub-codes of the Definition of Science Videos, including the Themes Definition (Left),
Subject (Middle) and Type (Right).

Note. Frequency of mentions is displayed per gender by interest level group.
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2. Science video-watching behavior
The second research question was about adolescents’ video watching behaviors:
(1) What kind of videos do teenagers watch in their free time? (2) How do they come across
videos? (3) Which channels do they use to watch science videos? (4) How often are videos
watched? (5) What is the context in which such videos are watched? (6) What kind of
videos are shared with friends?
2.1 Videos watched. The videos shown in the beginning of the focus groups seem
to have heavily influenced the specific videos that were named by the adolescents (see
Figure 2 for an overview): many of the mentioned videos were shown in the beginning
(e.g., Mindf*ck, Big Bang Theory, ASAP Science). Watching behavior differed per gender
and interest level: The two Dutch popular science tv shows (Mindf*ck and Proefkonijnen),
for instance, were generally mentioned more often by girls, with differences between the
frequency of mentions based on their levels of individual interest. Other tv programs, such
as Big Bang theory and Galileo, for instance, were mostly mentioned by (high interest)
boys. Girls and not boys mentioned watching instructional videos, with more mentions in
the low interest group. Moreover, YouTube videos were mentioned more often by boys and
high interest girls. Overall, low interest boys mentioned the fewest specific videos.
2.2 Coming across videos. Adolescents discussed different ways in which they
come across science videos (see Figure 3, left): Not only the title or thumbnail of a video
was mentioned, but also recommendations or auto play (on YouTube or Instagram), as
were videos or tv shows that are currently (or randomly) playing. Watching science videos
randomly, without a specific goal is mentioned mostly in the two low interest groups, for
instance:
GL2: “But it is more I come across it. Like with YouTube of those suggested videos
or Instagram too but I’m not very consciously looking for it or something.”
Figure 2
Overview of Sub-codes of Examples of Science Videos Mentioned.

Note. Frequency of mentions is displayed per gender by interest level group.
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Figure 3
Overview of Sub-codes of Coming Across Science Videos (Left) and Modality of Watching (Right).

Note. Frequency of mentions is displayed per gender by interest level group.

More active video watching choices were also mentioned: Videos of channels that
are subscribed are watched, which was only mentioned in the girls low interest and the
boys high interest groups – with the girls subscribing to instructional channels and boys
subscribing to science communication channels (e.g., ASAP science). Looking up specific
videos/ searching for a program was mostly mentioned by girls and often together with
the goal of understanding something for school, for instance:
GL7: “If I really want to learn something, I usually have a person that I think is
good. And then I look for the specific videos.”
Overall, girls in the low interest group discussed how they come across science
videos most frequently.
2.3 Channel/ modality. Teenagers most frequently reported watching science
videos on YouTube, which was mentioned more often by the two high interest groups,
followed by watching science programs on tv, which was mentioned more by girls than
boys, and social media, such as Instagram or other websites; see Figure 3 (right) for an
overview. While YouTube videos are commonly watched alone, watching tv co-occurred in
the social context of family members:
GL4: “When my father watches something about science on television or
something, then I watch it, which is actually quite nice.”
Low interest boys mentioned the channel/ modality of science video watching
least frequently, especially mentions of watching science videos on tv or Instagram
were low.
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Figure 4
Overview of Sub-codes of Frequency of Watching Science Videos (Left) and Social Context of Watching
(Right).

Note. Frequency of mentions is displayed per gender by interest level group.

2.4 Frequency. Frequency of watching science videos or programs was described as
often, sometimes, almost never and never, see Figure 4 (left). Although the most occurring
frequency was “sometimes”, frequency differed per gender and interest group: Boys in the
high interest group mentioned watching such videos often whereas several boys in the low
interest group mentioned never watching such videos most frequently. Watching science
videos almost never or never was mentioned more often by the low interest groups.
2.5 Social context. See Figure 4 (right), for the distribution of codes belonging to
social context per group. Three social contexts were discussed: alone, with friends and with
family members. Watching videos alone was only mentioned in the high interest groups,
whereas watching videos together with family members was most often mentioned by the
high interest girls.
2.6 Sharing. When discussing sharing of science videos, three themes emerged:
reasons for sharing, how videos are shared and reasons for not sharing (see Figure 5). Reasons
for sharing included person fit, meaning that the (topic of the) video fits with characteristics
of the person that the video will be shared with (e.g., GL3: “I would send it to someone who is
lazy”) or because they might like the video that is shared with them. Next, videos are shared
because they are liked by the individual; because of the context (GL5: “something like an
inside-joke. Then I think of that person and tag them.”); and video features (BH6: “[…] you
see something in slow motion, that is cool.”). The last reason for sharing was the possibility
to watch a video together, which was only mentioned once. Girls in the low interest group
talked about reasons for sharing the most, having the most frequent mentions for both
context and video features.
How videos are shared was mostly discussed by the high interest girl group. Videos
are shared on Instagram or as a link via WhatsApp. Not sharing videos was also mentioned
(most often by boys in the high interest group). Reasons for not sharing were the length of
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Figure 5
Overview of (Sub-) Themes of Sharing Science Videos: Reasons for Sharing (Left), How Science Videos
are Shared (Middle) and Reasons for Not Sharing (right).

Note. Frequency of mentions is displayed per gender by interest level group.

the video, that YouTubers ask to share their video, and some claimed that they never share
a video.
3. Preference
The third research question was about teenagers’ preferences: Do teenagers
have preferences when it comes to science videos and do their preferences differ based
on the purpose of watching (free time vs. school context)? When coding preferences of
science videos, four themes emerged: First, preferences related to knowledge acquisition
(i.e., wanting to learn from the video) were discussed; second, preferences related to
entertaining features of videos were discussed; third an interest theme emerged: how
videos spark interest and how interest determines which videos are watched; and lastly
preferences regarding videos shown in the classroom were discussed.
3.1 Knowledge acquisition. See Figure 6 for an overview of the subcodes of
adolescents’ preferences concerning videos for knowledge acquisition. Girls in the low
interest group talked about their preferences of videos concerning knowledge acquisition
most. Both low interest girls and high interest boys discussed that it is important for
videos to look clear, boys of the high interest group mentioned the quality of explanation
most frequently. The other codes were mentioned most frequently by the low interest
girls: Videos should have a learning potential; they should be understandable or be easy
to follow and they should include useful information. Lastly, the need for a clear manner
of explanation was mentioned by girls (more often by the low interest group).
3.2 Entertaining features. Four subcodes emerged in the entertaining features
theme (see Figure 7, left). Participants appreciate a cool/ nice look (mentioned most often by
boys, especially the high interest group), that a video is funny, enjoyable to watch (mentioned
more often by the high interest group), and videos in which something happens (mentioned
more often by the low interest groups).
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Figure 6
Overview of Sub-themes of Preferences of Science Videos Concerning Knowledge Acquisition.

Note. Frequency of mentions is displayed per gender by interest level group.

3.3 Interest. Different subcodes emerged on the interest theme (see Figure 7, right):
Novelty and conflicting information (i.e., ambiguity) were mentioned as potential reasons
for a video being interesting – most by boys in the high interest group, with novelty also
mentioned by the low interest girls group. Interest due to the topic being interesting was
mentioned most frequently by girls in the high interest group. Next, wanting to know more
was only mentioned by girls who predominantly belonged to the low interest group. Within
the other category, complexity was mentioned as well as instances with no specific reason
for interestingness.
3.4 School context. Three sub-themes emerged considering preferences in a school
context: Tips for teachers (embeddedness, timing, type of video, other), video strengths
(explaining difficult content, visualization, contextualization) and reasons for liking videos
in the classroom (summarizing, interesting, understandable, variation); see Figure 8 for an
overview.
Figure 7
Overview of Themes of Preferences of Science Videos Concerning Entertaining Features (Left) and
Interest (Right).

Note. Frequency of mentions is displayed per gender by interest level group.
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Figure 8
Overview of Themes of Preferences of Science Videos in the School Context: Tips (left), Video Strengths
(middle) and Reasons for Liking Videos (right).

Note. Frequency of mentions is displayed per gender by interest level group.

The first tip for teachers when using science videos in the classroom was
embeddedness, which was most frequently mentioned in the high interest groups.
Embeddedness concerned the goal and timing with which a video is shown (BH2: “[…]
That you just ask those questions before the video, and then you can watch the video and
pay attention and write it down or think in your head what the answers may be.”); videos
may also be shown after an explanation (BH1: “I think it would be useful if the teacher
explains something first. And then shows ping-pong-plop mister, and then she says,
see how it works: boom! […] That you really watch with a purpose.”). The second tip was
the timing of videos: when a video should be shown during class. Timing was mentioned
most frequently by the high interest girl group. Ideas about timing differed, with some
proposing that videos could be shown at the end of the lesson as a reward; but mostly
it was proposed that a video could be shown after an explanation or at the beginning of
the lesson, to introduce the topic. Third, the type of video was mentioned, most often by
the high interest girl group. They recommended the use of animations and criticized the
use of lecture-style videos. Other tips included that videos should be clear, not include
redundant information, not be too long and that they should be of high production quality.
Video strengths that were mentioned included that videos can be used to explain
difficult content, being mentioned by all groups besides the low interest girl group. The
second strength was visualization, which was predominantly mentioned by the high
interest groups and included visualization of phenomena, as well as showing to aid
understanding. Lastly, contextualization was mentioned, most often by the high interest
girl group (GH2: “giving examples with the instruction, then it becomes livelier I think”).
Reasons for liking videos in the classroom were mostly discussed by the high
interest girl group: They mentioned that videos can be used to summarize, either the
content of the last lesson at the beginning of the class or content that it important for
a test, that they may be more understandable than other manners of teaching and that
they can bring more variation into the lesson. Lastly, videos being interesting or enjoyable
to watch were mentioned as reasons for liking videos in the classroom (mostly by low
interest boys and high interest girls).
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4. Technical characteristics
The fourth research question concerned technical characteristics of (science)
videos: Which technical video characteristics (e.g., presenter, length, video style) are
mentioned by teenagers and how are they evaluated? The themes that emerged concerning
technical characteristics are content factors and physical dimensions. Characteristics
which are not related to technicalities of the videos are presented last.
4.1 Content factors. For an overview of the content factors, see Figure 9. The topic of
the video was mentioned, most often by the high interest boys and the low interest girls. The
topic of the video was mentioned when discussing how long a video should be, for instance:
videos on interesting topics can be longer than those on boring topics. Next, video styles
were discussed, of which animations were mentioned most frequently (most by boys in the
high interest groups) and were evaluated as clear, as looking nice/ well-made, as superior
in showing something/ to explain things, and as enjoyable to watch. Other video styles that
were mentioned are vlogs (only by girls), interviews (only by high interest boys), which are not
evaluated positively, and lecture-style videos (mentioned most often by high interest boys
and by low interest girls). Lecture-style videos are only watched when teenagers really want
to learn something and it is mentioned that they do not want teachers to use such videos in
the classroom, as they regard teachers doing so as lazy.
Lastly, the presenter, their expertise and professionalism were mentioned,
most often by boys. The presenter was mentioned most by the two low interest groups,
commenting on their familiarity, for instance, or them seeming boring (BL3: “Or it is a
really boring person who presents it, then I would also not watch it.”). The presenter being
an expert or being professional was mostly discussed by the high interest boy group,
who appreciate presenters who are scientists and find it important that the presenter
appears professional.
Figure 9.
Overview of Content Factors Mentioned When Discussing Science Videos: Topic (left), Video Types
(middle) and Presenter (right).

Note. Frequency of mentions is displayed per gender by interest level group.
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4.2 Physical dimensions. For an overview of the physical dimensions discussed,
see Figure 10. Audio and dynamic graphics were not mentioned often; but note that
animation can be seen as dynamic graphics, which were mentioned frequently (see Figure
9). Concerning audio, participants discussed preferring quiet background music and they
mentioned that the voice of the presenter is important. Concerning dynamic graphics,
participants mentioned that realistic videos can be a nice addition to an explanation,
showing how something looks like in real life. Video length was mentioned more frequently
(mostly by girls and high interest groups); and although they prefer short videos, they do
appreciate lengthier videos when something is explained or when they would like to learn
something from the video. Highlighting the interplay between interestingness and length
of a video, a boy in the high interest group mentioned that:
BH3: “A video could maybe be a bit longer than two minutes, but people become
distracted quite quickly. Then it really has to be an interesting video. Because for
instance, if people, I am sure, videos like [example of instructional video] would
be shown to my class, they would become bored and would start talking”.
Next, the pace of videos was mentioned (mostly by the low interest girl group),
discussing that some videos are too fast paced, making it hard to follow a video, especially
if it is not in their mother tongue. Other videos were seen as being too slow-paced and
therefore boring. Lastly, the participants (mostly the high interest boy group) gave advice
on how to improve the production quality of videos: by improving the lighting of the video,
through better editing and better filming.
4.3 Other. Seven other technical characteristics were mentioned, which are
displayed in Figure 11. First, details vs. redundancy of information conveyed in the video
was mentioned: When having a clear learning goal, learners state preferring videos without
redundant information (mentioned most often by low interest girls). Second, familiarity
was mentioned (mostly by boys, especially of the high interest group) who said that knowing
the presenter of the video is nice and might aid with making the video more interesting.
Third, the use of intriguing questions was mentioned, by low interest girls and high interest
boys, who mentioned certain tv programs and YouTube videos in which such questions are
Figure 10
Overview of Physical Dimensions Mentioned When Discussing Science Videos: Audio (Left), Dynamic
Graphics (Middle) and Timing (Right) and Production Quality (Far Right).

Note. Frequency of mentions is displayed per gender by interest level group.
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Figure 11
Overview of Other Technical Characteristics Mentioned when Discussing Science Videos: Details vs.
Redundancy, Familiarity, the Use of Intriguing Questions, Language of the Video, Use of Real-Life
Context, the Target Group and Variability.

Note. Frequency of mentions is displayed per gender by interest level group.

answered. Fourth, the language of videos was mentioned (mostly by girls in the low
interest group), saying that understanding of videos in English may be more difficult.
Fifth, the use of real-life context in videos was mentioned (only by girls and mostly the
low interest group) – especially in the context of how to improve videos, highlighting the
value of using real-life examples to make science videos more attractive:
GL2: “Yes, if you see something in the beginning of what you even see in practice
and then it is explained how that works, then I find that more interesting than
someone who gives a random explanation.”
Sixth, the perceived target group of the videos was mentioned, by the low interest
girl and the high interest boy group. Lastly, the importance of variability of videos was
mentioned, mostly by the high interest boy group:
BH5: “I also think it shouldn’t be the same all the time, you should be a little more
interesting now and then, and a little less interesting now and then. That it doesn’t
stay the same all the time. But also, for example, a joke at one point, and then it
becomes serious again.”
5. Dislike
The fifth research question concerned video characteristics that are disliked by
participants: What video characteristics do teenagers dislike in science videos? When
coding disliking of science videos, three themes emerged: The first theme was on disliking
related to knowledge acquisition (see Figure 12), the second one was on the absence of
entertaining features, and the third one was on specific unattractive characteristics of
videos shown in a school context (see Figure 13).
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Figure 12
Overview of Themes of Disliking Science Videos Concerning Knowledge Acquisition.

Note. Frequency of mentions is displayed per gender by interest level group.

5.1 Knowledge acquisition. Concerning videos watched for knowledge acquisition,
girls in the low interest group mentioned disliking videos used for learning if they are too
much like school (GL2: “it is the exact same setting as the one in which the teacher explains
and I have enough of that every day”), if they are too complex or too learning focused (see
Figure 12 for an overview). Videos not being comprehensible was mentioned by all groups,
but more often by girls (mostly of the low interest group). Videos being difficult to follow was
mentioned by both the low interest girl and the high interest boy groups. Next, a boring manner
of explanation was discussed by all four groups as a reason to dislike such videos. Boys in
the high interest group mentioned not liking videos that are not professional or presenters
that are not perceived as being experts. Both high interest groups (mostly girls) further
mentioned that videos may not have enough learning potential (GH3: “because I expect that
there will not be given much of an explanation”). High interest girls also mentioned the topic
of the video as an important determinant of them liking such videos (GH1: “I don’t really like
chemistry”). Lastly, low interest girls (and to a lesser degree high interest boys) mention that
videos that are not memorable are disliked.
5.2 Entertaining features. Two sub-codes emerged belonging to unattractive
features concerning entertaining features (see Figure 13 for an overview): a video being
boring or not enjoyable to watch (BL7: “Because it is just not that interesting”) and
videos looking boring, both of which were mentioned by all groups, with the former being
mentioned most by the low interest girl and the high interest boy group and the latter
being mostly mentioned by the low interest girls.
5.3 School context. Reasons for disliking videos in a school context were, for
instance, that the teacher uses a video as to not having not to explain content him- or herself
(GH5: “Because I find that as a teacher, you should be able to explain it”) and or an overload
of videos used in the class (GH5: “[…] videos should not take over the class. […] It has to stay
something special”), which were mostly mentioned by the high interest groups.
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Figure 13
Overview of Themes of Disliking Science Videos Concerning Entertaining Features (Left) and of
Disliking Science Videos in a School Context (Right).

Note. Frequency of mentions is displayed per gender by interest level group.

6. Purpose of watching videos
The sixth research question concerned the purpose of science video watching:
With which goal do students watch science videos? How are videos that are shown in the
classroom perceived? The following contexts emerged when teenagers talked about the
purpose of watching videos: An informal learning (free time) context and a formal learning
context, both after school (for instance studying for a test; see Figure 14) and in the
classroom. For videos shown in the classroom, teachers’ perceived purpose for showing a
video and the perceived effect of videos on the students emerged (see Figure 15).
Figure 14
Overview of Purposes for Watching Science Videos Across Contexts: Purposes for Watching Science
Videos in an Informal Learning Context (left) and in a more Formal Learning Context (right).

Note. Frequency of mentions is displayed per gender by interest level group.
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6.1 Outside school: informal and formal learning. In an informal learning context,
three purposes emerged (see Figure 14, left): having a learning goal (mentioned mostly in
the low interest girl group), which was mentioned together with video characteristics such
as pace and length of the video; watching a science video for entertainment (mentioned
only in the high interest groups); and watching science videos as a form of procrastination
(mentioned only by low interest boys).
In the formal learning out of school context, two purposes emerged (see Figure 14,
right): watching science videos to comprehend school content better and watching videos
for homework or to study for tests, which were both predominantly mentioned by girls.
To understand school content, videos can be long, as that might aid with understanding
(GH5: “[…] a [lecture-style] video can be long, because if I don’t get it for school, then I
just want to watch a video for a long time so that I really understand everything”). Such
videos are found on YouTube, with some individuals mentioning that they look for specific
channels, for instance WiskundeAcademie [math academy]. Watching science videos for
homework or study happens frequently for some individuals, especially girls, who state
that they always watch videos when they have to study for a test. In the boy groups, only
one recalled having watched a video to aid his understanding of a math formula, whereas
the other boys stated that they have never watched a science video for studying.
6.2 Classroom: Examples, perceived purposes and effects. Three themes emerged
when discussing videos shown in the classroom (see Figure 15): specific examples,
perceived purposes of why the teacher showed the video in class and perceived effects
of showing such videos in the classroom.
Most specific examples of videos shown in the classroom were mentioned by the
high interest groups (more by boys than girls). Both negative as well as positive examples
were mentioned, with a negative example being that a full documentary was shown in
English, which was seen as a sign of the teacher being lazy/ not interested:
LG3: “Yes, for biology. We always really watch the whole thing there… Then she
doesn’t feel like us and then she starts a documentary in English. Nobody gets it
and then she immediately talks about something completely different […].”
Figure 15
Overview of Sub-codes that Emerged when Discussing Science Videos Shown in the Classroom:
Specific Examples of Science Videos Shown (Left), Perceived Purposes for Showing Science Videos
in the Classroom (Middle) and Perceived Effects of Showing Science Videos (Right).

Note. Frequency of mentions is displayed per gender by interest level group.
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Showing a long video without properly embedding it in the lesson thus may lead
students to feel like the teacher does not spend time on preparing the lesson or does not
feel like teaching. Science videos that were enjoyed by the participants were videos in
which an experiment was shown for chemistry class or that visualized something that can
otherwise not be shown in the classroom, like the birth of a child or the mating dances
of birds, while the teacher talked the students through the video. Moreover, the use of
instructional videos was discussed, for instance in math class, which enabled students
to work at their own pace.
Next, the perceived purpose of videos shown in the classroom (i.e., with which
goal do students think teachers show (particular) science videos) emerged, with five
sub-themes: knowledge transfer, making the material engaging/interesting, showing
something, because they are lazy or they want to pass time, and as a reward. First,
concerning knowledge transfer, mentioned by all groups (most often by high interest
boys) teachers are thought to use videos for content that they themselves may not be
able to explain as well, as showing the material may aid with understanding, as can be
done with the use of animation videos, for instance (GL2: “because it is actually very clear,
and you can understand it very quickly”).
Second, mostly discussed by boys, they think that teachers may use videos to
make the lesson more interesting (BH2: “[…] seems like a standard topic which is boring,
and that the video makes it more interesting.”). Third and most frequently mentioned (most
often by girls), is the perceived purpose of using videos to show or illustrate something.
For instance, GL7: “[the teacher] can show [the video] after he has explained it well so that
we can still see the result with explosions…” and the participants agreed that such videos
or animations are shown in class regularly. Fourth, most often mentioned by girls in the
low interest group, is the perception that teachers show videos because they were lazy
and did not prepare well (especially if a long video is shown). Fifth and last, mentioned in
both high interest groups, videos may be shown as a reward at the end of the lesson and
students agreed that showing a video as a reward does not work, because they will not
pay attention.
Lastly, the perceived effect of showing different science videos in the classroom
was discussed. Here, five sub themes emerged: First, the effects of videos on learning
or understanding were mentioned (mostly by girls) and were positive: Individuals state,
for instance that they understand content better and they find it clearer when presented
with science videos. Second, in the two girl groups and the high interest boy group, the
positive effect of videos on visualization was mentioned – as videos are seen as superior in
visualizing phenomena compared to pictures in books. Third, one student mentioned that
videos can aid with giving a context to the learning content. Fourth, the effect of videos
on class discussion was seen in different ways. Some students state that videos may
interrupt the flow of discussions, as students are not able to ask questions immediately,
and may not remember their question until the end of the video. Others stated that showing
videos may lead to the class being less concentrated and to talk more. Fifth, videos having
a positive effect on students’ attention and interest was mentioned. Here, the quality of
the videos was stated to be important, and students expressed that choosing a presenter
that the students know or a scientist, for instance, may help with raising interest.
Summary of results
Some research questions seemed less relevant during the discussion, while other
research questions elicited much discussion and strong opinions from the students.
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Hence, we slightly reorganized the summary such that differences between watching
in free time versus watching in a more formal learning context is the focus. Overall,
while some interesting group differences emerged, other perceptions and behavioral
patterns were similar across groups. Concerning the definition of science videos, the
high interest boy group agreed that informational value is a defining characteristic of
science videos, whereas the two girl groups mentioned the subject matter (especially
biology and chemistry) as well as video types when talking about the definition of science
videos. Watching behaviors and examples of science videos were associated with gender
and interest and were related with the purpose of watching science videos in their free
time: While girls mentioned watching Dutch science tv shows most frequently, they also
discussed watching instructional videos (and being subscribed to instructional YouTube
channels) most often – with the goal of studying for tests, for instance. High interest boys,
on the other hand, mentioned watching specific programs and YouTube videos (ASAP
science) and being subscribed to science communication channels most frequently – with
the goal of entertainment/ informal learning. Low interest individuals mentioned nonpurposefully coming across videos (recommended/ auto play, random/ currently playing)
more frequently than high interest individuals. Concerning the frequency of watching
and the modality of watching, the high interest groups generally discussed watching
science videos more frequently and across more modalities (tv, Instagram, YouTube)
and girls mentioned watching science videos on Instagram and tv more than boys. Next,
high interest individuals mentioned watching videos alone or with family members more
frequently than low interest individuals. Last, concerning sharing of science videos, all
groups mentioned sharing because of person fit or liking the video but girls were more
likely than boys to consider the context or certain video features when sharing a video.
While all four groups agreed that science videos that are watched to learn
something should be comprehensible and that the manner of explanation should not
be boring, specific preferences differed between groups: Low interest girls found it
important that videos look clear, that they are informative, contain useful information
and have a clear manner of explanation, whereas they did not appreciate when videos
are too school-like, too complex, too learning-focused, or not comprehensible. Boys of
the high interest group discussed that science videos should look clear and that they
value a high quality of explanation, in a similar vein, they discussed not liking videos
which do not seem professional or videos that are not science-like. Highly interested girls
mentioned the topic of such videos as well as the learning potential presented by the
video as important.
Concerning preferences of science videos that are watched for entertainment,
all groups agreed that such videos should be funny and should not be or look boring.
Boys mentioned that videos should look cool or nice more frequently than girls. High
interest groups mentioned that the enjoyability of watching is important, whereas low
interest groups highlighted that something should happen in the video for them to enjoy
watching it. Interest was discussed to be elicited by novelty (high interest boys, low
interest girls) and conflicting information (high interest boys). The highly interested girls
mentioned most frequently that the topic of the video is important when considering if
it is interesting or not. Wanting to know more due to, for instance, an open question, was
mentioned only by girls, most of them being in the low interest group.
The video type animation was mentioned most, by far, when discussing technical
characteristics of science videos, most frequently by high interest groups, especially
boys. Next, the presenter was mentioned as being an important part of the video, most
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often by the low interest groups. Highly interested boys also mentioned that they like
presenters being experts and that they prefer that the video is made professionally.
The length and pace of videos was also mentioned, mostly by (low interest) girls, with
opinions on the ideal length differing based on the goal of watching and the topic of the
video. Other video characteristics that were mentioned are familiarity (boys), details vs.
redundancy (girls), the use of context or real-life references (low interest girls) and the
language of the video (low interest girls).
In the school context, embeddedness of videos was mentioned as being important
most frequently (mostly by high interest groups), followed by preferences of video timing,
meaning when the video should be shown (mostly by high interest girls), and the type of video
(only by high interest groups, mostly girls). Important video strengths that were mentioned
are visualization and contextualization as well as the explanation of difficult content. Girls in
the high interest group mentioned summarizing, understandability, and variation as reasons
for liking videos shown in school; videos being interesting or enjoyable were mentioned by
all groups (most by low interest boys and high interest girls). In the school context, reasons
for not liking videos included that teachers should not rely on videos for explaining content.
Examples of science videos shown in class were mostly mentioned by the high interest
groups and included both positive (e.g., showing real-life examples) and negative examples
(e.g., showing long documentaries). Concerning the perceived purpose of why teachers
show science videos in class, knowledge transfer was mentioned most frequently, followed
by showing something (mentioned mostly by girls), next it was mentioned that teachers may
not be prepared (low interest girls) and that teachers may show videos to make the lesson
more interesting (boys). The perceived effects of showing science videos were not discussed
much, but included aided learning or understanding, visualization, contextualization, class
discussion (boys, mostly high interest) and raised attention and interest (mostly by high
interest boys and low interest girls).
Discussion
The main aim of the current study was to shed light on teenagers’ perception of
and their engagement with science videos. We were especially interested in the role of
interest – both in the possibilities of videos sparking situational interest as well as in
the influence of individual interest in shaping teenagers’ perceptions of and engagement
with science videos. Overall, we found that teenagers are exposed to science videos,
especially on social media platforms such as Instagram and YouTube, or while watching
tv with family members. Engagement with science videos seemed to be associated with
interest level, with individuals with lower levels watching such videos only for specific
goals (i.e., wanting to learn, study for a test) and highly interested individuals watching
videos for entertainment or informal learning. What a science video is and what makes a
science video a good video was discussed as well, with how much one can learn seen by
some as a defining feature of science videos, and what is important in a video differing
based on whether a video is watched to learn or to be entertained. The role of interest
emerged in different ways, for instance through the mentioning of the video topic as an
important part of the video; videos on a topic that one is already interested in can be
longer than videos on boring topics. Videos including something new (novelty), something
intriguing, triggering the wanting to learn more, reflecting common triggers of situational
interest (Renninger et al., 2019) were discussed as being interesting. Interest may also
have influenced the discussions, with the low interest boy group having discussed the
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topic much less than the other groups. In the following, we will discuss the main outcomes
of the study and consider them in the light of previous research and theory.
Gender differences in science video preferences and watching
Our first main outcome is that girls and boys differ in the way they watch science
videos: The girls in this study discussed watching science videos primarily with the
goal of learning, as a tool to study for exams, for instance, mirroring results of German
teenagers using YouTube as an aid to study (Jebe et al., 2019). This was particularly true
for girls in the low interest group, whereas some girls in the high interest groups also
indicated that they watch short science videos for entertainment purposes. The boys in
this study, on the other hand, indicated that they watch quite some science videos in their
free time, but with a goal of entertainment or, in the case of low interest boys, as a form of
procrastination and not for studying.
Girls and boys also differ in their video preferences: Concerning videos that
are watched to learn something, girls value videos with high informational value (i.e.,
informative, understandable, including useful information). Additionally, they discuss the
manner of explanation in the videos, mentioning the pace of speaking, for instance, as well
as the language spoken in the video. The manner of speaking has been highlighted as an
important design principle in earlier publications (Choe, 2017; Muller & Sharma, 2005):
Presenters should be authentic through their style of speaking which should be casual,
informal but passionate. Concerning the pace of videos, videos that are not in their mother
tongue are seen as potentially too fast, which makes it hard to follow such videos. Girls more
often mentioned that such videos may be too school-like or too complex. Girls in the high
interest group also mentioned that some videos may not have enough learning potential –
highlighting the important balance of videos being informative, but also enjoyable to watch,
and the importance of balancing detail and redundancy of information in videos. In line with
this, prior research on learning from videos has found that redundancy can be overwhelming
and undermine learning (Muller & Sharma, 2005). Boys, on the other hand, more often
mentioned finding the quality of the explanation as well as the professionality of the video
as important. They value videos that are well-made and do not take videos of low quality
made by (their) teachers seriously. Finally, boys found the look of the videos important,
mentioning that they prefer videos that look cool or nice.
Videos in a formal context: recommendations
Generally, participants indicated that they enjoy watching short videos in the
classroom, especially when videos are embedded in the lesson, for instance giving an
example of what has been explained by the teacher before, an extra explanation or if they
are used as a so-called “hook” (McHugh & McCauley, 2016), to give an introduction into the
topic. The need for embeddedness has been highlighted by earlier research, for instance
by Wijnker and colleagues (2018; see also Hobbs, 2006) who found that teachers should
have a specific goal and purpose for showing videos in class. The mentioned strengths of
videos, visualization and contextualization, correspond to those mentioned by Wijnker and
colleagues (2018): videos should be used to show something that cannot be seen in class
(i.e., an experiment, real-life example) or to aid understanding of complex content, through
animations, for instance. Related to this is the mentioning of teachers as seemingly lazy if
they show long videos, or documentaries, especially if they are shown without a specific
goal or reason. By embedding a video in the lesson and tying them to an exercise, teachers
can use the medium video in a meaningful way, thereby adding to the lesson.
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The most positively evaluated video form by far, in this study, was the use of
animation: Animations are seen as clear, looking nice and as an aid to visualize phenomena
that are difficult to understand and as enjoyable to watch. Animations are one video
tool that can be used to visualize and contextualize concepts (Choe, 2017), which may
facilitate learning as it allows learners to create their own mental models or frameworks
of thinking (Gagné et al., 2004; Halpern & Hakel, 2003). Well-made animations may adhere
to different multimedia principles (Mayer, 2005): absence of redundancy (also mentioned
in the focus groups) and modality (i.e., combining graphics and narration).
Memorability may be a positive outcome of showing high quality videos in class:
In each focus group conversation, participants could describe examples of videos shown
in (science) class, even if they had seen the video months ago. As such, if videos are used
occasionally, they may aid retention by being memorable and enjoyable (Clark, 1983;
Muller & Sharma, 2005), indeed, humorous videos which are congruent with the subject
matter have been shown to increase short and long term retention (Steffes & Duverger,
2012). In line with this, some participants mentioned that they would not like teachers
showing videos too often. They value videos as a tool for variability in the class, but think
that once videos are shown too often, they become boring.
Concerning which videos are shown in class, learners broadly mentioned three
types: Documentaries, which were regarded as boring, short science videos, which are
valued and instructional videos, which offer the possibility to learn on the learner’s pace.
The teenagers in the current study commented that documentaries are not often shown,
but that in some classes, mostly in mathematics, instructional videos are often offered
either in class or as additional learning material for after school. Students were critical
of documentaries, saying that teachers showing long documentaries are perceived as
lazy or not well-prepared, highlighting the need that such longer videos should only be
shown with a clear goal. Instructional videos are perceived as helpful, though, as they
allow students to study independently.
Videos in an informal learning context: the role of interest
In informal learning contexts, learners’ needs, their interest and earlier
experiences play an important role within the learning situation (e.g., Crowley et al., 2015;
DeWitt et al., 2016; Falk, 2001). The importance of motivational forces in this context
(e.g., Boekaerts & Minnaert, 1999) was also found in our study, as participants in the
high interest groups reported watching science videos more often than individuals in the
low interest groups. While individuals with a higher level of interest may look up videos
and subscribe to science communicators on YouTube, for individuals with lower levels
of interest it is more likely that they watch science video incidentally – for instance, if a
science show is currently playing on TV or when a science video starts to play due to auto
play on YouTube. Highlighting the importance of family members in active engagement
within informal learning settings (e.g., Archer et al., 2012), highly interested individuals
mentioned watching science videos both alone and with their family members. As
engagement with science in an informal setting is a driver of interest, this may have a
further positive effect on their subsequent individual interest (Dabney et al., 2012, 2013).
Video watching and interest
Theoretically speaking, videos may play an important role in different phases in the
development of interest: They may spark situational interest in a topic, and therefore may
help to develop and maintain individual interest. Being easily accessible, science videos
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may enable already interested individuals to re-engage with the topic of their interest
in their everyday life. Moreover, different kinds of videos may be preferred based on the
phase of interest an individual is in – this is because different interest components (i.e.,
value, affect, behavior) may be of more or less importance across interest development
(Ainley & Hidi, 2014; Renninger & Su, 2019). In line with this, so-called catch features, that
is task features increasing novelty, complexity and uncertainty and thereby triggering
situational interest (Renninger et al., 2019), have been linked to heighten attention and
curiosity (e.g., Berlyne, 1960; Silvia, 2005). This triggering of situational interest depended
on the individual interest of the learners, however, with catch features being detrimental
for the situational interest of learners who are already interested in a topic (e.g., Durik et
al., 2015; Matarazzo et al., 2010).
In line with different kinds of videos being preferred by individuals with different
levels of individual interest, we found that highly interested individuals in our study do not
value videos that are unprofessional and that do not provide enough learning potential,
whereas individuals with lower levels of interest dislike videos that are too much like
school or too complex. Highlighting their need for entertainment to engage with science
videos, the groups with lower levels of interest mention that for them to enjoy science
videos, something should happen in the video – such as presenting real life examples.
This difference in preference of more entertaining vs. more informational value depending
on the individual’s level of interest reflects the previously described findings of catch
features being potentially detrimental for the situational interest of already interested
individuals (Durik et al., 2015; Matarazzo et al., 2010). While interest is triggered for those
with individual interest by the topic of the science video and by the presentation of novel
facts, open questions may trigger the interest of individuals without individual interest in
science.
Our results therefore broadly reflect these theoretical considerations concerning
interest and video characteristics: Highly interested individuals mentioned that the topic
is important for them to like a video or not – indicating that content-focused videos may
be more appropriate in later stages of individual interest. Individuals in the lower interest
groups mentioned that it is important that something happens in the videos, highlighting
their need for entertainment or affective features.
What video can(not) do
When discussing what they like about science videos and how their interest is
triggered by science videos, the teenagers mentioned video characteristics that are in
line with best practices of digital video (Choe, 2017). Related to interest, a good video
can (1) transcend space and time as to make content clearer and more interesting, by, for
instance, showcasing a person of interest (an expert or engaging personality) – a point
also made by the students in our focus groups. Another manner to transcend space and
time is to show experiments or places and events that are not accessible, both of which
are also discussed in the focus groups as a benefit of videos: visualizing phenomena,
such as experiments, and using videos to contextualize. Next, a good video can (2) trigger
curiosity and emotions which may promote learning, by, for instance, making the familiar
unfamiliar and by challenging misconceptions (Choe, 2017; Muller, 2008) – all of which
emerged in the focus groups: novelty, conflicting information and interesting questions.
Moreover, an authentic manner of presenting can aid with the emotional connection with
the video (Choe, 2017; Koumi, 2006; Mayer, 2005), which ties in with the discussion of the
importance of a good presenter and their manner of presenting. Choe (2017) notes that
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when producing and/or using videos in education, the affordances of videos should be
kept in mind – videos should not be used and/or produced just because; which is reflected
in our results by learners indicating that they only value well-produced videos and regard
excessive use of videos in class as a sign of lazy and underprepared teachers.
Limitations and future research
The results of this study must be interpreted carefully due to the following
limitations. Firstly, this study is exploratory of nature and does therefore not permit
to draw definite conclusions. Secondly, due to the nature of focus groups, the data are
subject to biases, such as desirability biases (Daley, 2013). To reduce the effects of social
desirability, we decided to hold the focus groups in relatively homogeneous groups, based
on gender and familiarity (groups of friends or from the same class). While this might have
had a positive effect on recruitment (Liamputtong, 2011), relationships established prior
to the focus group may actually hamper the diversity of opinion expressed in the group
through the emergence of a “collective” voice or the influence of the most outspoken
individual of the group (Krueger & Casey, 2009; Peterson-Sweeney, 2005). Although we
did, as suggested by Krueger and Casey (2009), make it clear that we were interested
in everyone’s opinions and that there were no right or wrong answers, such group
dynamics might still have influenced our findings. Moreover, our focus groups differed
in size (between five to nine participants per group), which might have influenced the
conversations – conversation might be facilitated by smaller focus groups of three to six
teens (Heary & Hennessy, 2002; Krueger & Casey, 2009; Punch, 2002). Supporting this, the
largest focus group of this study (low interest boys with a size of 9 participants) produced
the fewest codes. Third, we used convenience sampling to hold the focus groups, meaning
that our findings may not be generalizable. In addition to using convenience sampling,
the four focus groups were held in different settings, with one focus group being held
in school (low interest boy group), one at a participants’ home (high interest girl group)
and two focus groups being held at the university. These settings may have additionally
influenced the group discussions, as indicated by differences in number of codes used
per focus group (least amount for low interest boys, highest amount for low interest girls).
Future research is thus needed to investigate whether our findings concerning possible
group differences are generalizable.
Conclusion
The aim of this research was to study the science video watching behavior and
preferences of Dutch teenagers. Their behavior and preferences differed somewhat based
on their gender and their level of prior individual interest. Overall, teenagers value science
videos shown in the classroom if they are of high quality, are embedded in the lesson and
offer something that cannot be shown in the classroom otherwise: Animations, real-life
examples and context. In their free time, highly interested boys watch science videos,
whereas girls and low interest boys watch videos as a tool to study or incidentally. Largely,
teenagers agree with common design principles of educational videos, and they highlight
that teachers should use videos in a goal-directed manner.
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Abstract
Which factors determine how long a learner watches a science video in a voluntary
learning situation and thus ultimately can learn from it? Both personal characteristics
and contextual factors may influence the learners’ responses (i.e., reactions) to the
video, that is, how interesting they find the video title and the video itself, how long they
watch it and therefore, how much they may learn. Our first aim was to replicate earlier
findings from studies on text-based learning in a context of science video watching.
Secondly, we aimed to test whether the interplay of personal characteristics (including
individual interest) and response variables (including situational interest) is domainspecific or even material-specific, by including two videos per content domain. Data
was collected from Dutch students (N = 357, Mage = 14.10) in upper secondary school. To
map the complex interplay of personal characteristics and interest-process variables,
we employed a psychometric network approach, which allowed for the direct testing of
structural differences between video networks. Our results show that relations between
personal characteristics and response variables in a science video watching context are
similar to those in a voluntary text-reading context, with the link between interest and
learning outcomes being mediated by persistence. Moreover, structural differences in
networks seem to be domain-specific and not material-specific. Practical implications
as well as limitations are discussed.
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Which factors determine how long a learner watches a science video in a voluntary
learning situation and thus how much they ultimately can learn from it? Both personal
characteristics and contextual factors may influence the learners’ responses (i.e.,
reactions) to the video, that is, how interesting they find the video title and the video itself,
how long they watch it and therefore, how much they may learn. Studies investigating
factors affecting voluntary learning from texts have shown that the following personal
characteristics are of importance: their individual interest, meaning the learners’ prior
interest in the content domain of the video, their curiosity, that is, how open they are
to learning new things, their gender and their perceived prior knowledge in the content
domain (e.g., Ainley et al., 2002). Learners’ responses to the video that are included in the
current study are topic interest, which is triggered by the title of the learning material,
situational interest (i.e., heightened arousal and (positive) affect; Hidi & Renninger, 2006),
triggered by the science video itself, persistence (i.e., the time the learner decides to watch
the video) and the learning outcome. Together, these variables form the response variable
model (c.f., Ainley, Hidi et al., 2002), which runs from topic interest through situational
interest and persistence, ultimately determining the learning outcome – how much can
be and is learned from the learning material (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002; Ainley, Hillman,
et al., 2002; Ainley et al., 2005). Earlier studies on this model indicate that the interplay
between personal characteristics and the response variables may differ based on the
content domain of the learning material – highlighting the importance of contextual
characteristics.
This interplay of personal characteristics and how they relate with the response
variables in a voluntary learning situation across contexts is the focus of the current study. In
order to map this interplay, we employ a psychometric network approach, as this allows us to
delineate each relation between any set of variables while controlling for all other variables
included in the network. More specifically, we will investigate whether the interrelations
between personal characteristics and the response variables are dependent on the science
content domain of the learning materials and/ or the learning material itself. In the following,
we will briefly outline the conceptualization of interest used in the current study as well as
how personal characteristics and response variables may interact. Finally, we outline how
we will test whether the interplay of relations between personal characteristics and the
response variables differs between content domains.
Interest: Theory and empirical findings
In various theories of interest development (e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Krapp,
2002, 2007; Renninger & Hidi, 2011), interest is defined as a dynamic and relational
construct (Ainley, 2017; Sachisthal et al., 2018). Interest is dynamic, as the more stable,
trait-like individual interest may emerge due to repeated, external triggering of the
state-like situational interest. Situational interest is triggered by the environment at the
moment itself. In contrast, individual interest commonly refers to an individual’s trait-like
predisposition to engage with an object of interest (Hidi & Renninger, 2006). Moreover,
interest is defined as a relational construct: One is always interested in something – with
the content (or domain) of interest being more or less specific (e.g., Krapp & Prenzel,
2011). Someone can be interested in science in general, for instance, whereas someone
else might only be interested in a specific science topic, such as the effects of stress on
the body.
Situational interest is, for a large part, triggered by external factors (Knogler
et al., 2015). Possible triggers of situational interest include structural characteristics
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of the learning materials, such as their novelty, intensity and ambiguity (Berlyne, 1960;
Hidi, 1990), task concreteness (Tapola et al., 2013), but also the content of the learning
material (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002; Ainley, Hillman, et al., 2002; Ainley et al., 2005; Hidi,
1990). However, personal characteristics such as individual interest (and gender) also
play a role in the triggering of situational interest (Knogler et al., 2015), showing that
situational interest is not, as the name suggests, solely situational.
One of the structural characteristics of learning material is the title of the material.
In studies on text-based learning, the title presenting the topic of the material is expected
to trigger a third form of interest – topic interest (e.g., Hidi & McLaren, 1991; Schiefele,
1996). Comparable to situational interest, topic interest is thought to be affected by both
personal and situational factors (Renninger, 2000). While topic interest is not included
in many studies on the interaction of individual and situational interest, we distinguish
it in this study, as topic interest has been found to be crucial in a context of voluntarily
learning from texts (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002; Ainley, Hillman, et al., 2002; Ainley et al.,
2005).
A response variable model, describing the relations between the variables
measuring the learner’s response to a learning situation, has been found in the context
of learning from texts, going from topic interest to situational interest to persistence
and subsequently learning (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002; Ainley, Hillman, et al., 2002; Ainley
et al., 2005). This model suggests that the effect of situational interest on learning is not
direct: Situational interest increases learners’ engagement within the learning situation,
for instance by increasing their persistence while reading (e.g., Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002)
or their achievement-related behaviors in class (Rotgans & Schmidt, 2011), and thereby
has a positive effect on learning outcomes. In the current study, we employ video and
not text, as videos are thought to be a promising tool for both triggering interest and
aiding learning (Berk, 2009; Wijnker et al., 2018), but, to our knowledge, no such studies
on the interest-related processes included in the response variable model exist in a video
watching context.
How do the different variables relate?
Personal characteristics have been found to influence interest experiences and
the other response variables. First, gender has been found to affect all three forms of
interest, with boys generally reporting higher levels of individual interest in science (e.g.,
Murphy & Whitelegg, 2006; Tröbst et al., 2016) and girls being more interested in biology
and people-oriented topics within science (Miller et al., 2006). Concerning topic interest,
girls and boys differed significantly in what topics they rated higher, with boys generally
preferring texts on sports and sci-fi and girls preferring texts on life sciences, such as body
image (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002; Ainley, Hillman, et al., 2002; Ainley et al., 2005). Situational
interest has also been found to differ between genders, with situational interest in a math
task remaining higher for boys than girls throughout the task (Tapola et al., 2013).
Second, prior knowledge may play a role in interest experiences. Knowledge is
thought to increase throughout the development of individual interest, through the
repeated engagement with the topic of interest (e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006). Findings on
the relation between prior knowledge and interest are mixed, with some studies showing
a positive correlation (Alexander et al., 1995; Schiefele et al., 1992; Schraw & Lehman,
2001), but not all (Rotgans & Schmidt, 2011). Self-reported prior knowledge, which is
included in the current study, has been found to be related to the triggering of both topic
and situational interest (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002).
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Third, curiosity is a construct important to learning and closely related to interest
(e.g., Ainley, 2019). While curiosity and interest are often indistinguishable in a context
of triggered situational interest, as both are marked by heightened arousal, attention,
(positive) affect and exploratory behavior (Ainley, 2019; Hidi & Renninger, 2006), they
are defined differently on a more stable trait level: Individual interest is contingent on
a specific topic (i.e., content domain) (e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Renninger & Hidi,
2011), whereas trait curiosity means that an individual is more likely to experience
curiosity in any situation provoking questions (i.e., novelty, complexity, uncertainty), no
matter the content domain (Donnellan et al., 2020; Kashdan et al., 2004; Silvia, 2017).
Prior knowledge also differentiates individual interest and trait curiosity – it plays a role
in individual interest, not curiosity (Ainley, 2019; Grossnickle, 2016). In previous studies,
curiosity was a direct predictor for various response variables triggered by texts (Ainley,
Hidi, et al., 2002).
Concluding, previous findings concerning personal characteristics, their
interrelations and their effect on interest-related learning processes paint a complex
and inconclusive picture. Generally, however, on the level of personal-characteristics,
taking the relations with all other variables into account, we expect to find direct
relations between gender and domain-specific individual interest (Hypothesis 1.1), prior
knowledge and domain-specific individual interest (Hypothesis 1.2), and curiosity and
domain-specific individual interest (Hypothesis 1.3).
Concerning the relations between personal characteristics and response
variables, we expect no direct effect of gender on response variables (controlling
for individual interest) (Hypothesis 2.1), a direct positive relation between domainspecific individual interest and the related topic interest (Hypothesis 2.2), a direct
positive relation between domain-specific individual interest and situational interest
(Hypothesis 2.3), a direct positive relation between prior knowledge and topic
interest (Hypothesis 2.4), and a direct positive relation between prior knowledge
and situational interest (Hypothesis 2.5). We do not have a clear expectation of the
relationship between curiosity and response variables, direct positive effects could
exist between curiosity and any of the response variables, however, as curiosity
played an important role in predicting learners’ response variables in science-related
texts (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002).
Lastly, on the response variable level, we expect to replicate the response variable
model established in studies on voluntary text-based learning (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002;
Ainley, Hillman, et al., 2002; Ainley et al., 2005). We expect to find direct positive relations
between topic interest and situational interest, between situational interest and the
persistence measure and lastly, between persistence and the learning outcome measure
(Hypothesis 3).
Overview of the current study
We use a psychometric network approach to map the relationships between
the included constructs (Borsboom & Cramer, 2013; Epskamp et al., 2018; van der
Maas et al., 2006). Variables included in a network are represented by so-called
nodes, whereas the relations between variables are represented by so-called edges.
We estimate partial correlation networks, meaning that any edge connecting two
nodes is controlled for all other variables in the network, meaning that (1) explicit
expectations of the relationship of each pair of variables is not needed and (2)
edges likely represent “true” relationships between any two variables (Epskamp et
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al., 2018). This makes the network approach especially suitable for the mapping of
complex relationships between variables (Schmittmann et al., 2013).
The design of the current study closely follows that of previous studies on
voluntary learning from texts (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002) for an overview and a comparison
of the measures used, see Table 1. After answering questions relating to their levels
of individual interest and science curiosity, teenagers will be watching two different
videos each on two science content domains (alternative fuel cars versus stress).
The included response variables are topic interest, situational interest, persistence
and learning outcomes for each video. As compared to the previous studies, we use
individual interest measures that are (1) more domain-specific, that is, more closely
related to the two content domains of the videos and (2) include aspects of individual
interest not included in the original study, but found to be of relevance in other studies
(Sachisthal et al., 2019).
A network is estimated for each video. Using a psychometric network approach
allows us to directly test whether the complex interplay of variables is domain-dependent
or even material-dependent, by directly comparing the structure of any two video networks
with the network comparison test (NCT; van Borkulo et al., 2016). If structural differences
exist, differences between specific edges across video networks can be tested, which may
reveal domain-dependent or material-dependent differences. If the differences are domaindependent, we expect to find significant structural differences between domain- specific
networks (i.e., car video networks differ from stress video networks), but no differences
between networks of the same domain (Hypothesis 4.1). If learning material is an important
determinant of the interplay of variables, we additionally expect to find networks within the
same domain to significantly differ from one another (Hypothesis 4.2).
Methods
Participants
Dutch teenagers were recruited to participate in the study through their schools
in the spring of 2019. In total, 68 schools were contacted. Five schools, all located in
a metropolitan area in the Netherlands, agreed to participate. Between one and four
classes participated per school, resulting in 16 classes in total. Parents were informed
about the study through an information letter, and they could refuse permission for the
participation of their child. The procedure of the study was approved by the local Ethics
Committee (ethics committee reference code: 2019-COP-9929). A total of 357 students
participated (172 boys, 163 girls, 6 other, 16 unknown /other; Mage = 14.10; SDage = 0.85).
All participants were students of 2nd and 3rd grade (of middle school; 130 2nd grade, 211 3rd
grade, 16 unknown) of Havo or Vwo, the upper secondary school track of the Dutch school
system. Only 2nd and 3rd year students were recruited as they are currently following
science courses (such as chemistry or physics) and have not yet chosen a track (i.e.,
profile) that may not contain science courses.
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Table 1
Comparison of Measures Used in the Text-based Study (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002) and the Current
Study.
Construct
(node name)

Measure in Ainley, Hidi et al. (2002)

Measure in current study

Personal characteristics
Gender (Gen)

Self-report

Self-report

Individual
interest per
domain (II)

Two items per domain: knowledge (“how
much I know about it”) and value (“how
important it is to me”)

Individual interest questionnaire (IIQ; Rotgans, 2015) and science domain knowledge
(“I know a lot about [domain]”): One per
domain

Curiosity (Cur)

Depth-of-interest subscale of the Two
Factor Curiosity Scale (Ainley, 1987)

Stretch and science practices subscales of
the Science Curiosity in Learning Environments (SCILE; Weible & Zimmerman, 2016)
scale

Prior knowledge (preK)

One item per text (“how much did you know
about each specific topic prior to reading
the text”)

One item per video (“how much did you know
about the topic before watching the video”)

Response variables
Topic interest
(TI)

One item per text (“how interesting do you
expect the title to be”)

One item per video (“how interesting do you
expect a video with the following title to be”)

Situational interest (affect)
(SI)

Panel of 11 faces representing emotions:
choose (at least) one face and report the
intensity

Situational Interest Questionnaire (Rotgans &
Schmidt, 2011) and rating ranging from very
bored (1) to neutral (3) to very interested (5)

Persistence
(Pers)

Amount of time spent with text and how
many parts of text accessed

Watching time

Test score (TS)

Three items per text; only on text accessed

Six recall items per video; not controlled for
watching time

Procedure
Students filled in the questionnaires and watched the videos individually on a
computer within one school lesson (around 50 minutes). Before starting, the test leader
let the students know that the study was about interest in science and science videos.
It was highlighted that we were especially interested in which videos the students keep
watching and that they are thus free to stop watching the videos whenever they would
like to. They were informed that they would first be presented with a few questionnaires,
then four videos and a few more questionnaires at the end, which would be focused on
their opinions of the videos. The students were thus not aware that they would have to
answer knowledge questions about the videos, as this could potentially influence their
watching behavior.
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Students first filled in a battery of questionnaires (see Table 1 for an overview of
the included measures)8. Next, they were presented with the videos, which were displayed
in a randomized order. Below the video, a text was displayed, reminding them that they
could stop watching the video at any moment. After watching each video, they were asked
to fill in the situational interest questionnaire. Then, the next video was shown, and so on.
After watching all four videos, the participants were asked how much they knew
about the topic of the video before watching it. Next, they answered knowledge questions
about the video. Lastly, participants’ background variables, such as their gender, age, their
school level and grade (per science subject), were assessed. They were then thanked for
their participation.
Materials
Personal characteristics measures
Individual Interest. To measure individual interest, the Individual Interest
Questionnaire (IIQ; Rotgans, 2015) was administered for each of the two science video
domains: a) alternative fuel cars and b) the human body and stress. The IIQ consists of
seven items, which are scored on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = not true at all; 5 = very true for
me). Participants were asked to what extent the statements, such as “Outside of school I
read a lot about science,” are generally true for them. In previous studies, the IIQ had an
adequate reliability with a Hancock’s coefficient H of .83 (Rotgans & Schmidt, 2017a).
We added one item to each IIQ, measuring science domain knowledge. Participants were
asked how much they knew about the science domain on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = a
little; 5 = a lot). Per participant, we calculated the mean score of the science domain
knowledge item together with the IIQ as an indication of their individual interest per
domain. The reliability of the IIQs including the science domain knowledge question was
high, with Cronbach’s ɑ = .92 for the stress and the human body IIQ, and a = .94 for the
alternative fuel cars IIQ.
Science Curiosity. We included the Science Curiosity in Learning Environments
(SCILE; Weible & Zimmerman, 2016) scale as a measure of science curiosity. More
specifically, we included the stretch (6 items) and the science practices (4 items) subscales
of the SCILE. On a 5-point Likert scale (1 = never; 5 = always), participants were asked
to what extent certain statements sound like them. Example items are “I compare things
to see if there are any changes or differences” for the stretch subscale and “I would like
to invent something new” for the science practices subscale. The SCILE has been shown
to be reliable with Cronbach’s ɑ of .91 (Weible & Zimmerman, 2016). The reliability of the
science curiosity measure was high, with Cronbach’s ɑ = .86.
Perceived prior knowledge. Per video, participants were asked to indicate, on a
5-point Likert scale (1 = very little; 5 = a lot), how much they knew about the topic of the
video before having watched the video.
Videos

Participants were presented with four short videos produced by Dutch tv programs
(see Table S1 in the supplemental materials in Appendix D for an overview). Two videos
were about alternative fuel cars (solar car and hydrogen car), and two videos were about
8
This study was part of a larger research. Only the questionnaires relevant in the current study are
described in more detail below.
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stress and the human body (effects of stress and life without stress). Each video segment
shown was approximately 3 minutes long. As in Ainley and colleagues (2002), the videos
were chosen with the gender of the participants in mind: The two videos on cars were
expected to be of greater interest for boys, whereas the two videos on stress and the
human body were expected to be of greater interest for girls. Moreover, the gender of the
presenters was counterbalanced.
Response variables
Topic interest measure. To measure topic interest of the videos, the students were
asked to rate the expected interestingness of the four videos based on the video titles on
a 5-point Likert scale rating (1 = a little interesting; 5 = very interesting). The four titles
are displayed in Table S1 in the supplemental materials (Appendix D). We calculated the
reliability of the topic interest measure per domain (cars vs. stress), and their reliability
was acceptable, with Cronbach’s ɑ = .80 for the two car video titles and Cronbach’s ɑ = .77
for the two stress video titles.
Persistence. Participants could stop watching each video whenever they wanted
to. The videos started playing automatically, so that every participant started watching
each video. Video controls were disabled, meaning that participants could not jump
ahead or re-watch parts of the video; they could, however, pause the video. The total
watching time per video was computed by adding the video parts that were watched and
is included in the analysis in seconds.
Situational interest. After each video, the participants were presented with the
Situational Interest Questionnaire (SIQ; Rotgans & Schmidt, 2011) to measure the situational
interest triggered by each video. The SIQ includes six items (e.g., “I want to know more about
[the topic of this video]”), which are rated on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = not true at all; 5 = very
true for me). In previous studies, the SIQ was highly reliable, having a Hancock’s coefficient
of H = .95 (Rotgans & Schmidt, 2014). We added an item measuring affect to each SIQ, which
was adapted from the Ainley et al. (2002) study: Immediately after finishing watching the
video, participants were asked to indicate how they were currently feeling on a 5-point Likert
scale ranging from 1 (very bored) through 3 (neutral) to 5 (very interested). The reliability of
the situational interest measure was high on all four videos, with Cronbach’s ɑ reaching from
.91 (solar car, effects of stress), .to 92 (life without stress) and .93 (hydrogen car). The mean
score on the scale was included as an indicator of situational interest per video.
Test score. Video recall was assessed per video by a set of six multiple-choice
items (see Table S2 in the supplemental materials in Appendix D for example items). The
total number of items correct (0 – 6) was used as an indication of learning. The reliability
of the knowledge items was low for questions on the hydrogen car (Cronbach’s ɑ = .46),
the solar car (Cronbach’s ɑ = .53) and acceptable for questions on the life without stress
video (Cronbach’s ɑ = .59) and the effects of stress video (Cronbach’s ɑ = .64).
Data preparation
Data exclusion
Data were excluded due to three possible reasons: (1) outliers, (2) missingness and
(3) technical issues. We used the median absolute deviation (MAD) method to detect outliers
(Leys et al., 2013), with a criterium of 3 (conservative; Miller, 1991). No outliers were detected
on any measure. Some participants (N = 16) were not able to finish the whole study within
the given time frame (one lesson). Due to this exclusion criteria, the analyses are based on a
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sample of 341 students (172 boys, 163 girls, 6 unknown / other; 130 2nd grade, 211 3rd grade;
Mage = 14.10; SDage = 0.85). Some video watching data had to be excluded, due to errors in
logging watching times (N = 7 for the solar car video and the effects of stress video; N = 3 for
the hydrogen car video; N = 9 for the life without stress video). Technical issues were treated
as missingness and were deleted listwise per video network.
Network estimation
Before estimating the four networks, we tested whether any pair of two nodes
had a significant topological overlap using the goldbricker function of the networktools
package in R (Jones, 2019). A significant topological overlap indicates that two nodes are
related with the other nodes in a very similar way, they may thus redundantly measure
the same underlying construct. As we were aiming to compare the four networks, we only
removed the less unique node if it was deemed to have significant topological overlap in
at least two of the four networks.
Each network included (1) the response variables of the video and (2) the
personal characteristic variables (gender, curiosity), the domain-specific individual
interest measure and the corresponding prior knowledge question. In the network, the
included variables are represented by so-called nodes, which are colored in blue or
yellow, representing the response variables and the personal characteristic variables,
respectively. Edges connecting the nodes represent partial correlations per node,
meaning that the correlations are controlled for relations with all other included nodes –
resulting in unique relations among nodes. The color and thickness of edges represents
the direction (blue = positive; red = negative) and strength (thicker = stronger) of the
partial correlations (Epskamp et al., 2012).
The networks were estimated using the mgm default within the estimateNetwork
function in the R-package bootnet (Epskamp & Fried, 2017). Mgm stands for mixed
graphical models (MGMs) and is used to estimate networks when variables are mixed
(Haslbeck & Waldorp, 2020), as is the case in the current study, with gender being binary
and all other variables being continuous. In mgm, the least absolute shrinkage and
selection operator (LASSO; Tibshirani, 1996) is used to avoid false-positive edges and to
obtain a sparse, interpretable network structure by (1) shrinking edge-weights toward zero
and (2) setting small edge-weights to zero. The Extended Bayesian Information Criterion
(EBIC; Foygel & Drton, 2010) is used to select the strength of the penalty parameter (λ).
The tuning parameter γ of the EBIC was set to 0 (Fried et al., 2019).
Network analysis
Network comparison. We used the Network Comparison Test (NCT; van Borkulo
et al., 2016) to test whether domain-specificity or the learning material influenced the
interrelations between personal characteristic and response variables. The NCT compares
the structure of networks using 1000 permutations (i.e., repeated rearrangements of the
sample), testing whether the structure of the networks is invariant. Bonferroni corrections
were used to control for chance capitalization. If the structure is invariant, the NCT tests
whether any specific edges are equally strong across the two networks. With the current
study being a within-subject design, we used the paired = TRUE option when comparing
sets of videos. All four video networks were compared, resulting in six NCTs.
Predictability. Predictability of the nodes in the network, that is, how much of
each node’s variance is explained by neighboring nodes (Haslbeck & Fried, 2017), was
estimated using the R-package mgm (Haslbeck & Waldorp, 2020). The proportion of
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variance explained of each node can range from zero (other nodes in the network cannot
predict the node) to one (a node is perfectly predicted by other nodes in the network).
Additional analyses. Additionally, to establish the stability and accuracy of the
four networks we ran bootstrap analyses (Epskamp et al., 2018). The additional analyses
and the covariance matrices of the four networks can be found in the supplemental
materials (Appendix D).
Conceptual replication
Because this study was set up as a conceptual replication we also ran the
analyses related to topic interest of the Ainley et al. (2002) paper, testing (1) if there was
a significant within-subject variation in the topic interest measures; and (2) if domainspecific interest, curiosity and gender predicted differences in topic interest measures.
The results of these analyses are included in the supplemental materials (Appendix D).
Result
Descriptives
The descriptive statistics per variable are displayed in Table 2. Girls and boys
differed significantly on most included variables, with gender differences being significant
along the content domains: Girls reported higher levels of interest on the stress-related
measures and boys reported higher levels of interest on the car measures. Exceptions
were the curiosity measure and persistence on the car videos, which did not differ between
girls and boys. Moreover, gender differences were only found for two of the four test score
measures. In Table 3, the correlations between the personal characteristic variables and
topic interest are displayed. The variables correlated along the content domain, with
moderate positive correlations between individual interest and topic interest within
the same domain and no or negative correlations between individual interest and topic
interest across domains. Curiosity correlated moderately and positively with individual
Table 2
Means and Standard Deviations (in Brackets) for Personal Characteristics and Response Variables
for the Total Sample and per Gender.
Total
(N = 341)

Variable

Girls
(N = 163)

Boys
(N = 172)

Personal characteristics
Interest in cars and renewables

2.19 (.97)

1.69 (.66)

2.66 (.99)***

Interest in stress and the body

2.46 (.87)

2.79 (.86)***

2.16 (.77)

Curiosity

3.04 (.75)

3.06 (.71)

3.04 (.80)

Solar car

2.48 (1.06)

2.12 (.86)

2.84 (1.11)***

Hydrogen car

2.23 (1.06)

1.79 (.88)

2.66 (1.03)***

Effects of stress

2.48 (.97)

2.56 (.95)

2.40 (1.01)

Life without stress

2.40 (.92)

2.40 (.86)

2.40 (.99)

Prior knowledge
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Total
(N = 341)

Variable

Girls
(N = 163)

Boys
(N = 172)

Response variables
Topic interest
Solar car

2.74 (1.27)

2.39 (1.19)

3.10 (1.25)***

Hydrogen car

2.98 (1.29)

2.54 (1.11)

3.42 (1.31)***

Effects of stress

3.04 (1.35)

3.61 (1.18)***

2.53 (1.29)

Life without stress

3.26 (1.39)

3.72 (1.17)***

2.87 (1.46)

Solar car

2.99 (.93)

2.74 (.89)

3.23 (.91)***

Hydrogen car

2.91 (.99)

2.56 (.90)

3.26 (.95)***

Effects of stress

3.11 (.93)

3.44 (.85)***

2.80 (.89)

Life without stress

3.14 (.98)

3.40 (.91)***

2.89 (.98)

Solar car

86.66 (72.80)

87.51 (68.26)

88.02 (77.12)

Hydrogen car

77.35 (68.50)

72.08 (62.55)

84.56 (73.49)

Effects of stress

91.89 (74.70)

114.32 (70.29)***

72.81 (73.38)

Life without stress

88.60 (77.20)

107.69 (76.08)***

73.02 (74.66)

Solar car

3.34 (1.53)

3.44 (1.48)

3.28 (1.61)

Hydrogen car

2.85 (1.52)

2.64 (1.45)

3.08 (1.55)**

Effects of stress

3.86 (1.58)

4.10 (1.33)*

3.70 (1.70)

Life without stress

3.48 (1.65)

3.66 (1.62)

3.37 (1.65)

Situational interest

Persistence

Test score

Note. The means per gender were compared using an independent t-test. Significance is shown for
the larger mean with * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001. The significantly larger mean is shown in bold.

interest and topic interest across both domains, with correlations being lowest between
curiosity and topic interest in the stress domain. Finally, Table 4 displays the correlations
between personal characteristics and all response variables. Within the same science
content domain, correlations between individual interest, topic interest and the
other response variables were moderately positive. Given the many moderate positive
correlations, the network approach is valuable, as each correlation is corrected for the
correlations with all other included variables.
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Network analyses
Topological analysis. The topological analysis indicated significant overlap of
nodes within two of the four networks: For the Hydrogen car video, persistence and test
score had no unique correlation between the node pair (r = .00). For the effects of stress
video, the interest measures had significant overlap, with the individual interest and both
the topic interest and the situational interest node only having a unique correlation of r
= .17. As the topological overlap was unique per network, we did not exclude any nodes.
Networks. The networks are displayed in Figure 1. To aid visual comparability,
the networks are displayed using the same layout, which is the mean layout across
graphs based on the Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm (Fruchterman & Reingold, 1991).
The Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm places nodes with many strong connections in
the center of the network, while nodes with fewer weaker connections are placed in
the periphery of the network. Generally, the relations between nodes were positive, as
indicated by the blue edges. Structurally, however, gender (0 = male, 1 = female) had a
negative relation with some of the interest measures and the prior knowledge measure
of the car videos, while having a positive relation with the interest measures in the stress
videos. Besides the difference in relation to gender, the networks are visually similar, with
the exception of a few edges per network. The edge between gender and curiosity, for
instance, is positive in the two car videos, but negative in the life without stress video and
not present in the effects of stress video.
Hypothesis 1: Personal characteristics. The three sub-hypotheses concerning
relations between personal characteristics were: H1.1: we expected direct relations
between gender and the domain-specific individual interest measure, which are indeed
present in all four networks: the II and Gen nodes are directly negatively (positively)
connected in the stress (car) video networks. H1.2: we expected a direct relationship
between prior knowledge and domain-specific individual interest; and indeed, an edge
connecting the nodes II and preK is present in all video networks, though with seemingly
differing levels of strength. H1.3: we expected a direct relationship between domaingeneral individual interest and curiosity, which, again, is present and positive across video
networks. Lastly, relations that were not hypothesized emerged: Gender and curiosity
are related across all networks, being positive in the car videos and negative in the
stress videos; the correlation between gender and curiosity, not controlling for the other
relationships, however, it is very low and non-significant (see Table 3). Moreover, a direct
negative edge connecting gender and prior knowledge is present, but only in the car video
networks. Lastly, curiosity and prior knowledge are connected through a positive edge,
but only in the stress video networks.
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Table 3
Correlation Matrix of Personal Characteristics and Topic Interest.
Personal characteristics
1

2

Topic Interest

3

4

5

6

7

1. Gender (boys = 0,
girls = 1)

—

2. Individual interest
in cars

-.50 ***

—

3. Individual interest
in stress

.36

-.09

4. Curiosity

.01

.27

***

.34

5. Solar car

-.29 ***

.48

***

-.06

.35

***

—

6. Hydrogen car

-.35 ***

.50

***

-.05

.31

***

.68

7. Effects of stress

.43

***

-.33 ***

.50

***

.12

*

-.13 *

-.13 *

—

8. Life without stress

.34

***

-.23 ***

.43

***

.18

***

-.05

-.13 *

.60

***

8

—

***

Note. * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
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***

—

***

—
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-

.40***

.65***

-

.38***

.60***

-

.08

.14*

.18**

.25***

.21***

.27***

.04

.08

TS

.55***

.43***

.37***

.13*

-.02

Pers

-

.40***

.31***

.51***

-.35***

TI

-

.54***

.45***

.43***

.52***

-.34***

SI

Hydrogen car

-

.54***

.34***

.11

.23***

.19***

-.08

Pers

-

.63***

.49***

.30***

.14*

.19***

.23***

-.13*

TS

-

.27***

.11

.49***

.43***

TI

-

.49***

.32***

.28***

.50***

.35***

SI

Pers

-

.56***

.30***

.10

.20***

.22***

.28***

Effects of stress

Note. * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
Abbreviations: TI = Topic interest; SI = Situational interest; Pers = Persistence; TS = Test score

Test score (TS)

Persistence (Pers)

Situational interest
(SI)

Topic interest (TI)

Response variables

Life without
stress

Effect of stress

Hydrogen car

Solar car

Prior knowledge

Curiosity

.35***

.42***

.50***

Individual interest
in cars

Individual interest
in stress

-.24***

SI

-.29***

TI

Gender (boys = 0,
girls = 1)

Personal
characteristics

Variable

Solar car

Correlations of Personal Characteristic Variables and Response Variables per Video.

Table 4

-

.50***

.28***

.12*

.00

.20***

.15**

.15***

TS

-

.16**

.16**

.42***

.34***

TI

-

.48***

.37***

.33***

.43***

.28***

SI

-

.56***

.28***

.09

.24***

.21***

.24***

Pers

Life without stress

-

.70***

.39***

.12*

.07

.26***

.11*

.10**

TS
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Hypothesis 2: Interplay of personal characteristics and response variables.
Concerning the interplay of personal characteristics and the response variables, the five
sub-hypotheses are: H2.1: we expected to find no direct relationships between gender and
response variables, an expectation that was only partly supported: While gender indeed
had no direct relation with any response variables in the solar car video network, it did
have a direct effect on topic interest in the remaining three video networks, a direct effect
on situational interest in the hydrogen car video network and a direct effect on persistence
in both stress videos. H2.2: we expected to find a direct positive relation between domainspecific individual interest and the topic interest measure. This hypothesis is supported,
with strong positive relations between the nodes II and TI in all four video networks.
H2.3: we expected to find a direct positive relation between domain-specific individual
interest and situational interest. This hypothesis was supported, with positive relations
between the edges II and SI in all four video networks. H2.4: we expected to find a direct
positive relation between prior knowledge and topic interest. This hypothesis was partly
supported, with a (rather weak) edge between preK and TI being present in three of the
four video networks (not the life without stress video). H2.5: we expected to find a direct
positive relation between prior knowledge and situational interest and indeed, the nodes
preK and SI were positively connected across all four video networks. Additionally, while
not formulated as a specific hypothesis, we expected that curiosity could be positively
related with any of the response variables. Curiosity was, however, only weakly connected
with topic interest in the two car video networks and with the situational interest node in
two video networks (hydrogen car and life without stress).
Hypothesis 3: Response variable model. Concerning the response variable model
(H3), we expected to replicate the response variable model that has been found in textbased learning (Ainley et al., 2005; Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002; Ainley, Hillman, et al., 2002),
with direct positive relations connecting topic interest to situational interest, situational
interest to persistence and persistence to test score. We indeed found strong direct
relations connecting the node TI with the node SI, which is connected with the Pers node,
which, in turn is strongly connected with the TS node (see yellow nodes in Figure 1).
Hypothesis 4: Within- and between-domain differences. To test whether the
differences between video networks were domain dependent (H4.1) and/ or learningmaterial dependent (H4.2), we ran pairwise comparisons between video networks
using the NCT (see Table 5). H4.1 was supported, with all between-domain networks
being significantly different in their structure (all p < .001). H4.2 was not supported,
with both within-domain networks not significantly differing in their structure (both
p > .10). Differences in specific edges were therefore only tested for the between-domain
networks.
Edge differences in between-domain networks. Two edges differed significantly in
all four between-domain comparisons: the edge connecting gender with domain-specific
interest (negative in car video, positive in stress video networks) and the edge connecting
gender with curiosity (positive in car video, negative in stress video networks). Additionally,
the edge connecting gender with topic interest was significantly different in three of the
comparisons (not in the solar car vs. life without stress comparison), being positive in
the stress and negative in the car video networks. For both comparisons involving the
hydrogen car video and the stress videos, the edge connecting gender with situational
interest was significantly different: being positive in the two stress video networks
and weakly negative in the hydrogen car video network. Moreover, the edge connecting
curiosity and topic interest was significantly different for the solar car and the effects of
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Figure 1
Networks per Video, with Car Videos in the Top Row and Stress Videos in the Bottom Row.

Note. Blue nodes represent personal characteristics and yellow nodes represent response
variables; see Table 1 for an overview of the included measures. Edges between nodes represent
partial correlations between nodes, blue, solid (red, dashed) representing positive (negative)
relations. For the binary node (Gen = Gender; 1 = female, 0 = male), a positive relation indicates
that girls have a higher probability to score higher on the connected node. The width and color
density of edges represent the strength of the relation. The ring around each node indicates the
proportion of explained variance (shaded part) of that node by its neighbors. For the binary node
Gen, the orange part of the ring represents the accuracy of the intercept model, and the red part of
the ring represents the additional accuracy achieved through the other variables. Taken together,
they represent the accuracy of the full model. To aid comparability between networks, networks are
plotted using the same layout.
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stress video network, being positive in the solar car and zero in the effects of stress video
network. Lastly, the hydrogen car and the effects of stress video networks significantly
differed on one more edge: the edge connecting situational interest and test score, being
present and positive in the hydrogen car and zero in the effects of stress video network.
Predictability. Predictability of nodes was relatively comparable between video
networks and is represented in Figure 1 by the ring surrounding each node. Predictability
of the domain-specific interest measure was higher in the car videos (.45 and .47) than the
stress videos (.41 and .34). Curiosity was one of the measures with lowest predictability
(ranging from .13 to .21), as was prior knowledge (ranging from .10 to .32). The response
variable measures were generally predicted to a larger extent, with at least 30% of variance
of topic interest being predicted across networks (.30 – .39), at least 49% of variance being
predicted of situational interest (.49 – .60), and at least 44% of variance being predicted
of the persistence measure (.44 – .59). The predictability of the test score differed across
video networks, being lowest in the effects of stress video (.25) and considerably higher
in the other three networks (.42- .48). Overall, the predictability of nodes was lowest in
the effects of stress video network. Table S3 including all predictability outcomes can be
found in the supplemental materials (Appendix D).
Table 5
Results of the Pairwise Comparisons of the Networks’ Structure Using the NCT.
Structural
differences
M

Specific edges

p-value

Edges

p-value

Within-domain comparisons
Solar car vs. Hydrogen car

.24

.186

-

Effects of stress vs. Life without stress

.19

.257

-

Solar car vs. Effects of stress

.79

.000

Gen - II
Gen - Cur
Gen - TI
Cur - TI

.000
.000
.001
.000

Solar car vs. Life without stress

.90

.000

Gen - II
Gen - Cur

.000
.000

Hydrogen car vs. Effects of stress

.75

.000

Gen - II
Gen - Cur
Gen - TI
Gen - SI
SI - TS

.000
.000
.000
.028
.000

Hydrogen car vs. Life without stress

.85

.000

Gen - II
Gen - Cur
Gen - TI
Gen - SI

Between-domain comparisons
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Discussion
The aim of the current study was two-fold: First, we intended to map the complex
interplay of personal characteristics and learners’ responses in a voluntary learning
situation involving science video-watching. Personal characteristics included gender,
domain-specific individual interest, curiosity, and self-reported prior knowledge. The
response variables included in the current study were topic interest, situational interest,
persistence, and the learning outcome. Second, we aimed to investigate whether this
complex interplay is domain-specific, that is, depending on the content of the video,
and/or material-specific, depending on the specific video shown. To this end, we had
learners watch four videos, with two videos each being on the same topic. We employed
a psychometric network approach, which allowed us to delineate each relation between
measures, while controlling for all other relations within the network. We tested four sets
of hypotheses, which were largely confirmed, and which are discussed one by one in the
following. Next, we outline the theoretical as well as practical implications of our findings
before discussing limitations of the current study and giving an outlook for possible
future studies.
Personal characteristics level
First, as expected, gender and domain-specific individual interest were strongly
and directly related, with boys being more likely to be interested in cars running on
renewables and girls being more likely to be interested in stress and its effects on the
body. This mirrors earlier findings on gender-specific differences in (science) content
domains (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002; Buccheri et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2006): girls typically
prefer topics related to (human) biology and boys topics related to physics and chemistry.
Second, self-reported prior knowledge and individual interest were positively related in
all networks, with the relationship being of similar strength across topics, replicating
earlier findings indicating that individual interest and self-reported prior knowledge are
related (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002). Third, individual interest and curiosity were positively
related, with similar strength of the relationship across all four networks, in line with
our hypothesis. On the personal characteristics level, one edge emerged across all four
networks, which is a direct consequence of edges presenting partial correlations: Gender
and curiosity were positively (negatively) linked in the car (stress) video networks. In
order to explain this link between gender and curiosity, we additionally have to consider
the following two findings: (1) The raw correlation between gender and curiosity is low
and non-significant, and (2) individual interest is strongly linked with both gender and
curiosity. The positive link between gender and curiosity in the car video networks then
indicates that if a girl has an individual interest in cars, she is likely much more curious
than the average girl. A boy who is less interested in cars than the average boy is likely
less curious than the other boys. Likewise, the negative link between gender and curiosity
in the stress video networks indicates that girls who are not interested in stress are likely
also less curious than girls with an average interest in stress and that boys who are highly
interested in stress are likely more curious than boys who are not interested in stress. Two
additional edges emerged: Connecting self-reported prior knowledge firstly with gender
(negative and only in the car video networks) and secondly with curiosity (positive and
only in the stress video networks). These two edges did not significantly differ between
networks, though, and are therefore not discussed further.
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Interplay of personal characteristics and response variables
Concerning the interrelations of personal characteristics and the learners’
responses to each video, we firstly expected to find no direct effect of gender on
the response variables, meaning that, given the other included measures, gender
would not have a (additional) direct effect on the response variables. In three of the
four video networks, however, gender had a direct relation with topic interest, with
the reported topic interest of girls (boys) being higher (lower) than one would expect
on the bases of the other variables. Moreover, in the hydrogen car video network,
the situational interest of girls (boys) was higher (lower) than expected based on
the included measures. While the gender effects are indeed largely explained by
differences in domain-specific individual interest (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002) or more
generally, learners’ values and self-schemas (e.g., Bergin, 1999; Fivush, 1998), gender
did have some direct relations with the interest triggered by the titles of and the
actual videos.
Next, we expected to find that individual interest would be positively related
to both topic and situational interest. This expectation was supported, highlighting
the important role of domain-specific individual interest in triggering both topic
interest and situational interest (e.g., Ainley et al., 2005; Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002;
Ainley, Hillman, et al., 2002; Knogler et al., 2015). The finding that this relationship
was present across video networks suggests that it does not depend on the content
of the domain.
Concerning self-reported prior knowledge, we firstly expected that it would
be related with topic interest, which was true for three of the four video networks
(not the life without stress video), with the effect of prior knowledge on topic interest
being significantly higher in the solar car video network than the life without stress
video network. Generally, self-reported prior knowledge thus seems to play some
role in the triggering of topic interest (e.g., Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002). Secondly, it was
expected that prior knowledge would be related with situational interest, a finding
that was supported across all four networks.
Lastly, we expected that curiosity could be positively related with any of the
response variables. Curiosity was, however, not closely related with any of the response
variables, which is at odds with earlier findings (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002). This finding
may be explained by a difference in conceptualization of curiosity between our study and
the earlier study referenced: We measured science curiosity, including items on enjoying
doing challenging problems and inventing things for instance (Weible & Zimmerman,
2016), whereas their measure was more broadly assessing learners’ individual interest in
learning: wanting to find out about and investigate novel, uncertain, puzzling phenomena
(Ainley, 1987). Watching a science video or reading a text may not be hands on enough to
trigger the type of curiosity we assessed. An exception exists for the car videos: Curiosity
was a significantly stronger (positive) predictor of topic interest for the car videos than
the stress videos. Moreover, curiosity predicted situational interest in the hydrogen car
video network, with the effect being significantly stronger than that in the effects of
stress video network.
The response variable model
We expected to find an indirect relation between topic interest and learning
outcome, mediated by situational interest and persistence. This hypothesis was
supported, replicating earlier findings suggesting that the response variable model
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triggered by topic interest is domain-general (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002; Ainley, Hillman,
et al., 2002). For literary texts triggering lower topic interest, the link between topic
interest and persistence was not moderated by situational interest (Ainley, Hillman, et
al., 2002), but it was for texts on science and popular culture texts (Ainley, Hidi, et al.,
2002). As in earlier studies, the strength of relations between the response variables
slightly differed across content domains: The link between persistence and test
score was significantly higher in the solar car than the effects of stress video network,
indicating that watching the video for a longer time aided with answering questions
on the solar car video to a larger extent than the effects of stress questions. Next,
the hydrogen car video network had a significantly stronger link between situational
interest and test score than both stress video networks. Higher levels of triggered
situational interest when watching the hydrogen car video may have therefore aided
with remembering facts, which lead to a higher test score. The domain-general nature
of the response variable model highlights the importance of triggering topic interest
and maintaining situational interest with the learning material, so that students
engage with it and thereby can learn more.
Domain-specificity of interrelations
Our second aim was to test whether the complex interplay of personal
characteristics and the response variables is domain-specific or even material-specific.
Our results suggest that the interrelations of personal characteristics and response
variables in science video watching is domain-specific and not dependent on the
learning material at hand: Only video networks that differed in their content domain had
a significantly different structure. Video networks concerning the same general topic did
not differ in structure. Taking into account all variables, girls and boys differed in their
individual interest and topic interest, with girls having higher levels of interest in stress
and boys being more interested in cars. Curiosity also played a different role across
networks of videos with different content: It did predict topic interest in videos on cars,
but not in videos on stress. Other significant differences in the structure of networks
were only present in one or two comparisons and are thus likely not generalizable and
are therefore not discussed. They do point to the possible influence of some materialspecific characteristics, though.
Theoretical implications
Our findings support theoretical considerations based on theories of interest
development (e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Renninger & Hidi, 2011): First, domain
specificity is an important determinant of the structure of (science) interest, which
seems to be driven by gender-specific preferences of certain science content domains.
Second, the different forms of interest are closely related: individual interest is directly
and indirectly linked with situational interest (via topic interest).
Moreover, our findings support the importance interest plays in learning, through
its influence on persistence (at least 44% of it being predicted by the model) in a voluntary
learning situation, replicating earlier studies (e.g., Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002; Ainley, Hillman,
et al., 2002). The similarities of results found in the current study on video-based learning
and earlier studies on text-based learning (Ainley et al., 2005; Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002;
Ainley, Hillman, et al., 2002) indicate that the medium of learning does not influence the
structure of relations of personal characteristics and response variables included in the
current study. In other words, how curiosity, gender, and individual interest relate with
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the response variables, including situational interest and persistence, does not seem
to depend on whether texts or videos are used, but on the content domain of the study
materials. It should be noted, however, that mean differences might exist across learning
mediums – how much is actually learned may differ across media, for instance (List &
Ballenger, 2019).
Practical implications
The findings of our study have several practical implications: First, we found that
next to the strong relation between gender and domain-specific individual interest, gender
is also directly related with topic interest and, to a smaller degree, situational interest.
Knowing of the importance of gender in science interest, policy makers and educators
could include more learning materials that speak to girls’ domain-specific interests, by
for instance, highlighting the relation of physics to the human body. Interventions using
such girl-specific interest domains have shown some promising results in increasing
girls’ interest in physics (Wulff et al., 2018; but see Häussler & Hoffmann, 2002). Using
titles and learning materials speaking to themes of human significance (Hidi, 1990) may
also decrease the gender gap in topic interest and situational interest, which should have
a positive effect on persistence and ultimately the learning outcomes of learners of all
genders.
Second, the importance of individual interest on the triggering of topic and
situational interest shows that individuals who have low levels of individual interest
may profit from interventions that counteract a lack of individual interest. Context
personalization, in which learners could choose the domain for text-based math tasks,
for instance, has been shown to promote situational interest of students with low levels of
individual interest (Durik & Harackiewicz, 2007; Høgheim & Reber, 2015). Context-based
modules, in which the learning material is situated in an authentic, everyday-life scenario
related to the students’ lives has also been shown to not only arouse, but also maintain
students’ interest across chemistry lessons (Vaino et al., 2012). Situational interest having
a strong direct effect on persistence means that any intervention having a positive effect
on situational interest may increase learners’ engagement with the learning material – an
effect which is domain-general, as suggested by our findings.
Third, our findings suggest that learners’ curiosity may counteract gendereffects on individual interest: When a girl is highly curious in science, she will be
more likely to be interested in cars and renewables than girls with average levels
of curiosity. The same holds true for boys concerning a topic which is typically more
interesting for girls: If a boy is highly curious, he will find the topic stress and the
body more interesting than a boy with average levels of curiosity. This finding is in line
with theoretical considerations on the difference between curiosity and individual
interest – curiosity is not domain-dependent, meaning that an individual with high
levels of curiosity is more likely to want to learn about any topic (e.g., Ainley, 2019;
Donnellan et al., 2020; Kashdan et al. 2004).
Summarizing, our results suggest that different forms of interest play an
important role in voluntary learning situations: Domain-specific individual interest has a
direct effect on which topics learners find appealing and how much situational interest is
sparked by material on the domain-specific content. Topic interest triggers the response
variable model, thereby affecting how much can and will be learned by the learning
material. The link between topic interest and learning outcome is mediated by situational
interest and its direct effect on persistence. As the three forms of interest are so closely
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related, intervening on any form of interest may have a positive effect on learners’
engagement and learning outcomes. Especially intervening on situational interest
may prove to be fruitful, as situational interest is assumed to affect the development
of individual interest (e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006), an assumption which is backed by
research findings (e.g., Rotgans & Schmidt, 2017). Lastly, curiosity may counteract strong
gender-effects on domain-specific individual interest.
Limitations & future outlook
The following limitations have to be considered when interpreting the findings
of the current study. First, some measures included in the networks seemed to be very
closely related, as indicated by the topological overlap analysis (Jones, 2019), which
showed that persistence and test score had significant overlap in the hydrogen car
video and individual interest has significant overlap with both topic and situational
interest in the effects of stress video. Seeing these measures as separable, despite
the fact that this is consistently done in the literature (e.g., Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002;
Ainley, Hillman, et al., 2002), may thus be problematic and the networks have to be
interpreted with care.
Second, enabling learners to stop watching the science videos at any point of
time had at least two important consequences: Firstly, we were not able to measure
their situational interest repeatedly. Situational interest was only measured after
learners decided to stop or had finished watching the video. We therefore cannot
make any inferences on how changes in situational interest based on differences in
the videos affect their engagement with the learning material. It would be interesting
to investigate whether the use of techniques from film theory can be employed to not
only trigger but also maintain situational interest throughout science videos (Wijnker,
Tan, et al., 2021). Secondly, our measure of test score differed from those used in
text-based studies (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002; Ainley, Hillman, et al., 2002): In earlier
studies, participants were presented with three questions on the material that they
had been presented with, meaning that if a participant had only read the first part
of a text, they were asked to only answer three questions about that part. In our
study, however, participants were presented with the same six test score questions
independent of their watching time. Future studies are needed to study whether this
difference in conceptualizing test score affects the results.
Third, we relied on cross-sectional data, which makes any conclusions on
directionality or causal relations between variables putative. Future longitudinal and
intervention studies are needed to disentangle potential causal relations between
the included variables. Moreover, more variables might be important in the network of
interacting variables – including more variables, such as students’ sense of self-efficacy
or self-concept, for instance, might additionally increase the predictability of the
variables included in the model.
Fourth, only Dutch high school students following the upper secondary school
track participated in the current study, results may therefore not be generalizable. Future
studies replicating our findings across different populations are needed.
Lastly, the videos used in the current study were quite similar in that they were all
taken from Dutch tv shows. This similarity also became apparent as a similar proportion
(25-33%) of learners decided to disengage from the videos within the first 10 seconds of
the video. Using a greater variation of science video formats may be an interesting avenue
for future research.
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Conclusion
In the current study, we showed that relations between personal characteristics
and responses to learning materials in a voluntary learning context are largely translatable
from a text-based learning context (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002; Ainley, Hillman, et al., 2002)
to a science video watching context. Gender plays an important role in determining what
domain-specific science topic an individual finds interesting, highlighting the need of
considering gender when selecting teaching materials. Moreover, as interest determines
how long a learner stays on task, choosing learning materials that may trigger situational
interest not only of those individuals who are already interested, may counteract the
reinforcing role of individual interest on task-engagement. Using a psychometric network
approach allowed us to directly test whether the networks of personal characteristics
and response variables differed across and/or within science domains, while controlling
for the relationships between all included variables. With networks only differing across
and not between domains, our results further highlight the importance of considering
domain-specificity when studying (science) interest.
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Abstract
Science videos offer an immense learning opportunity due to their availability and
accessibility online. How much can be learned from a science video depends, amongst
other things, on how long the video is watched. In this study, we explored the interplay
of different factors in predicting when someone would stop watching a science video in
a voluntary watching situation, which was analyzed using a survival analysis approach.
We focused on domain-specific interest as well as momentary levels and changes in the
entertainment and informational value of the video. In total, 357 (Mage = 14.10) students
from upper secondary school were presented with four videos, two of which on the
content domain cars and renewables and two on stress and the body. In line with our
expectations, individuals with higher levels of domain-specific individual interest were
less likely to stop watching the video on the specific content domain. The effects of
momentary levels of and changes in entertainment and informational value of the video
on stopping to watch were not consistent across videos. Individual interest and levels of
entertainment only interacted in predicting stopping to watch for one of the videos. Lastly,
boys were more likely to stop viewing the two videos on stress and the body than girls.
More research is needed to study dynamic video characteristics and their interactions
with individual interest in determining watching behavior.
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A vast amount of science videos is available online, with at least 100.000 science
videos being available on YouTube alone (Greenberg, 2010; Rosenthal, 2018; Yang & Qian,
n.d.), offering an immense learning opportunity. After selecting a video, a first condition
for learning to take place is that the video is watched as long as possible. Once the
video is selected, viewers may quickly stop watching a video, for instance, if they do not
appreciate the presenter of the video or the style of the video. Indeed, on their support
page, YouTube mentions the importance of the first 15 seconds of videos, as this is the
time frame in which viewers are most likely to stop watching a video (Google, 2021). In this
study, we focus not on the selection of science videos, but on actual watching behavior.
More specifically, we study the effect of two factors on science video watching behavior,
borrowing from different lines of research. Viewer characteristics and more specifically
their individual interest in the content domain of the science video at hand is the first
factor, as interest has been found to be an important determinant of behavior in learning
situations (e.g., Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002; Ainley, Hillman, et al., 2002; Sachisthal, Jansen,
et al., n.d.). The second factor is the moment-to-moment fluctuation of the informational
and entertainment value of the video, which has been found to affect watching behavior
in marketing research (e.g., Woltman Elpers et al., 2003)
Much research on video-based learning is focused on higher education (see
Giannakos, 2013 for a review), with research on video-based learning lacking for secondary
education. Adolescents do, however, have a rich online life, with many reporting that they
use video platforms such as YouTube (Anderson & Jiang, 2018) and viewing YouTube as an
important tool for their education, for example to repeat content or as an aid for homework
assignments (Jebe et al., 2019). Science videos are also watched for entertainment
purposes, especially by individuals with higher levels of individual interest (Sachisthal,
Peetsma, et al., n.d.). How long adolescents keep watching a video in a voluntary watching
situation has been found to be dependent on both the topic of the video as well as their
interest in the topic (Sachisthal, Jansen, et al., n.d.).
Due to its influence on behavior, such as persistence within a task (Ainley et
al., 2002), interest is an important variable in the educational context. We employ the
definition of interest as a dynamic, relational construct (Ainley, 2017), which is made up of
different components (i.e., multidimensional; Sachisthal et al., 2019). The dynamic nature
of interest derives from theories on the development of the more stable form of interest
– individual interest, which is assumed to develop through phases of more fleeting forms
of interest, namely situational interest and maintained interest (e.g., Hidi & Renninger,
2006; Krapp, 2007; Renninger & Hidi, 2011). Situational interest is, as suggested by its
name, largely determined by the situation at hand (Knogler et al., 2015), and is marked
by heightened attention and task engagement (Hidi & Renninger, 2006). Next, interest
is relational, as it is always about something: One can be interested in science, for
instance, or only in a specific topic within science, such as cars and renewables (Krapp &
Prenzel, 2011). Lastly, interest is made up of different components, including affect and
cognition (Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Renninger & Su, 2019; Sachisthal et al., 2019). Given
that individual interest is characterized by some as the voluntary re-engagement with the
topic of interest (Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Renninger & Hidi, 2011), we expect that interest
in a certain domain (domain-specific interest) predicts video watching behavior of videos
on that content domain.
Individuals with varying levels of individual interest are thought to have different
needs (e.g., Renninger & Su, 2019). Indeed, differences in individual interest have been
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found to interact with features of the learning materials, supporting this assumption.
Learning materials which were designed to trigger situational interest through
personalization and giving learners choices, for instance, have been shown to be more
effective for learners with low levels of individual interest (Høgheim & Reber, 2015).
Across two studies, Durik and Harackiewicz (2007) also found that task features aimed at
triggering situational interest and maintaining interest interact with individual interest.
Whereas catch features (i.e., pictures, colorful text), aimed at triggering situational
interest, increased task engagement for individuals with low individual interest, hold
features (i.e., conveying personal value) had a positive effect only on engagement for
those with high levels of individual interest. Similarly, humor was found to raise task
interest of learners with low individual interest and even slightly lowered task interest for
those with high individual interest (Matarazzo et al., 2010). Thus, while more emotionally
engaging or entertaining features, that is, the entertainment value (EV; i.e., entertaining
features of the video, such as music, surprising events) may be successful in triggering
the situational interest in learners with no or low levels of individual interest (Renninger
et al., 2019), other features may be needed for learners with higher levels of individual
interest. One such feature may be the informational value (IV; i.e., how much information
is presented) of the materials, as the opportunity to acquire new knowledge may be
engaging for already interested individuals (Krapp & Prenzel, 2011).
A research area in which the effects of fluctuating EV and IV levels on watching
behavior have been investigated is marketing research. More specifically, moment-tomoment measures of EV and IV have been related to the decision to disengage with (i.e.,
stop watching) tv commercials (Woltman Elpers et al., 2003). The main goal of commercials
is that consumers do not disengage, be it when watching such commercials on tv
(Woltman Elpers et al., 2003) or online (Teixeira et al., 2011). This strand of research has
found that both IV and EV, their interaction as well as their change over time has an impact
on watching behavior (Woltman Elpers et al., 2003). Consumers watched commercials
longer which had high levels of EV, with a positive additive effect of EV increase (i.e.,
positive velocity), whereas the opposite was true for IV: commercials with a high IV were
watched for shorter amounts of time and a positive change (i.e., positive velocity) had an
additive effect on this disengagement. The interaction of levels (and velocities) of EV and
IV worked in such a way that consumers stopped watching commercials at high levels
(and positive velocities) of both EV and IV and kept on watching commercials at low levels
of IV combined with high levels of EV.
Current study
In the current study, we draw on the lines of research described above. Our main
aim is to investigate whether the individual science interest of a learner interacts with the
fluctuating levels of EV and IV throughout the video in predicting video watching behavior.
To this end, we let teenagers watch four different science videos, two of which were about
cars and renewables and two of which were about stress and the body. Their individual
interest in the two content areas was measured beforehand. The participants were free
to stop watching the videos at any time. Levels (and velocities) of IV and EV, as determined
by the researchers, were included in the analysis.
To study the interaction of individual characteristics and fluctuating changes in the
levels of EV and IV in the probability to stop watching the videos, we use a survival analysis
approach. Survival analysis is suitable for studying the occurrence of events (i.e., stopping
to watch a video) across time, as it estimates the risk (or hazard) of the event occurring if it
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has not yet occurred (Corning & Malofeeva, 2004). Not only do survival models allow for the
comparison of groups (such as girls and boys) and individual differences in levels of interest
(Kleinbaum & Klein, 2012), time-varying covariates (e.g., moment-to-moment levels of IV
and EV) can be included in the model as well (Corning & Malofeeva, 2004). Survival models
are commonly applied in marketing research to predict when (and why) viewers disengage
from commercials (e.g., Teixeira et al., 2011; Woltman Elpers et al., 2003).
Hypotheses of the current study are based on findings concerning the relation
between individual interest and engagement with learning materials (e.g., Ainley, Hidi,
et al., 2002; Matarazzo et al., 2010), as well as findings on video watching behavior in
marketing research (Woltman Elpers et al., 2003). However, translating the latter findings
of levels of EV and IV and their velocity on watching behavior to a science video watching
context is not straightforward. While both commercials and science videos are likely
made with the intention to engage viewers and thereby retain their attention, the ultimate
goal is different: In commercials a product or brand is central. In science videos, on the
other hand, the ultimate goal is likely to convey science content in a somewhat engaging
manner. Also, whereas commercials are inherently short (ranging from 15 to 40 seconds
in the Woltman Elpers et al. study (2003)), science videos are likely longer than just a few
seconds; the videos included in this study are around three minutes long. Next, viewers
have different goals when watching commercials or science videos (e.g., entertainment vs.
learning) and different motivational processes may be at play. Despite these differences,
the findings of Woltman-Elpers et al. (2003) are guiding in the present study’s hypotheses
on the effect of fluctuating levels of EV and IV on watching behavior.
First, concerning the effect of individual interest on video watching, given the
positive effect of interest on persistence (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002; Sachisthal, Jansen, et
al., n.d.), we expect that:
H1: Individuals with higher levels of domain-specific individual interest are less
likely to stop watching a video on that content domain.
Second, based on previous findings concerning the effect of EV and IV on stopping
to watch commercials (Woltman Elpers et al., 2003), we broadly expect that:
H2.1: A high level of EV and a positive velocity of EV decrease the likelihood that
individuals stop watching the science video.
H2.2: A high level of IV and a positive velocity of IV increase the likelihood that
individuals stop watching the science video.
H2.3: High levels (a positive velocity) of EV combined with high levels (a positive
velocity) of IV increase the likelihood that individuals stop watching the science video.
Third, concerning the interaction of individual interest and levels of EV and IV, we
build on literature on the interaction of characteristics of learning materials and levels of
individual interest (e.g., Durik & Harackiewicz, 2007; Matarazzo et al., 2010), and expect
that:
H3.1: Learners with lower levels of individual interest will have a lower probability
of stopping to watch the video in moments when EV is high (vs. low) within the video. (Note
that individuals with higher interest have a lower probability of stopping anyway; see H1).
H3.2: Learners with higher levels of individual interest will have a lower probability
of stopping to watch the video than those with lower levels of interest, in moments when
IV is high (vs. low).
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Lastly, given that the choice of the videos was based on gender differences in
preference, with videos on cars and renewables likely more interesting for boys and
videos on stress and the body likely more interesting for girls (Sachisthal, Jansen, et al.,
n.d.), we expect that:
H4: Boys (girls) are less likely to stop watching a video on cars and renewables
(stress and the body).
Methods
Preregistration
The general hypotheses, methods and analysis plan of this study were preregistered on the website of the Center of Open Science (https://osf.io/4zhn8/, parts on
“Survival Analysis”). The following details were changed based on advanced understanding
of the literature and analysis steps: First, we added hypotheses H3.1 and H3.2 based
on literature showing that individual interest may interact with learning material
characteristics (e.g., Durik & Harackiewicz, 2007; Matarazzo et al., 2010) and hypothesis
H4 on the possible effect of gender on stopping. We also re-formulated the hypotheses
to better match what is actually analyzed when using a survival analysis: the probability
of stopping to watch. Second, it was decided to keep the interest variables continuous
and not deduce profiles. Third, we used the continuous log-log link to run the survival
analysis, as this allowed for simultaneously testing the effects of person characteristics
and time-varying covariates. Fourth, we built the survival models from simple to complex,
meaning that we could compare model fit.
Participants
In the spring of 2019, Dutch teenagers were recruited to participate in this study
through contact with their schools. Of the 68 schools that were contacted, five schools,
which were all located in a metropolitan area in the Netherlands, agreed to participate. In
total, 16 classes participated (one to four per school). Parents were informed about the
study and could opt out of permission for the participation of their child. The local Ethics
Committee (ethics committee reference code: 2019-COP-9929) approved the procedure
of the study. A total of 357 students participated in the study (172 boys, 163 girls, 6 other,
16 unknown /other; Mage = 14.10; SDage = 0.85), all students of 2nd and 3rd grade (130 2nd
grade, 211 3rd grade, 16 unknown) of Havo or Vwo, the upper secondary school tracks of
the Dutch school system. As Dutch students choose a track after their 3rd grade, which
may not contain science courses, only 2nd and 3rd grade students were recruited. It should
be noted that a different study using the same data set has been reported elsewhere
(Sachisthal, Jansen, et al., n.d.).
Procedure
The whole study lasted for one lesson (around 50 minutes) and was administered
on a computer. When explaining the goal of the study to the students, the test leader
emphasized that they could stop watching the science videos at any point. They were
then informed that they would first fill in some questionnaires, would then watch the four
science videos, which were followed by questions. It was made clear that the follow-up
questions would only be on their opinion of the different videos, so that their watching
behavior would not be influenced by the possibility of having to answer knowledge
questions on the videos.
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The students first filled in a battery of questionnaires, including the individual
interest questionnaires. Following the questionnaires, they watched the four videos,
which were presented in randomized order. Below each video, a written text reminded
them that they could stop watching the video at any time. After stopping to watch a video,
they were presented with short questionnaires measuring their current affect (bored to
interested) and situational interest triggered by the video.
Next, after finishing watching all four videos, they were asked additional questions:
They were asked to rate the videos as being informational and entertaining, they were
then presented with knowledge questions based on the videos’ content and lastly, to
report background variables, including age, gender and school level. Upon finishing the
study, they were thanked for their participation. This study was part of a larger study (see
https://osf.io/4zhn8/ for an overview of all measures), only measures used in the current
analysis are reported in detail below.
Materials
Individual Interest. Individual interest was measured using the Individual Interest
Questionnaire (IIQ; Rotgans, 2015). Two different interest domains were measured:
Domain-specific interest in cars and renewables and in the human body and stress.
Participants were asked to what extent seven different statements, such as “Outside of
school I read a lot about [content domain],” are generally true for them. They scored each
statement using a 5-point Likert scale (1 = not true at all; 5 = very true for me). In previous
studies, the IIQ had an adequate reliability with a Hancock’s coefficient H of .86 (Rotgans
& Schmidt, 2017a). We added one item to each IIQ, measuring self-reported science
domain knowledge because knowledge can be seen as a component of interest (e.g., Hidi
& Renninger, 2006; Sachisthal et al., 2019). Participants were asked how much they knew
about the science domain on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = a little; 5 = a lot). We calculated
each participants’ individual interest in the two domains by taking the mean score of the
items, including the science domain knowledge item. The reliability of the IIQs including
the science domain knowledge question was high, with Cronbach’s ɑ = .92 for the stress
and the human body IIQ, and Cronbach’s ɑ = .94 for the cars and renewables IIQ.
Videos. Participants were presented with four short videos (see Table S1 in the
supplemental materials in Appendix E for an overview of the videos) produced by Dutch
tv programs. Two videos were about alternative fuel cars (solar car and hydrogen car),
and two videos were about stress and the human body (effects of stress and life without
stress). Each video segment shown was approximately 3 minutes long. As in earlier
studies (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002), the learning materials were chosen with the gender of
the participants in mind: The two videos on cars were expected to be of greater interest
for boys, whereas the two videos on stress and the human body were expected to be of
greater interest for girls. Moreover, the gender of the presenters was counterbalanced.
Rating of EV and IV. Each of the videos was transcribed and then divided into
scenes, which were again subdivided into sub-scenes based on the changes in the video
(e.g., camera switches). Sub-scenes were between one and 13 seconds long. The EV and
IV level of each sub-scene was rated on a 5-point scale from (0 = none/ very low) to (4 =
very high). EV was defined as any video features which make the video more entertaining
to watch, including (upbeat) music, fast switches in what is seen as well as the use of
so-called hooks (i.e., use of techniques to stimulate attention or interest; McHugh &
McCauley, 2016). Hooks in videos can be opening the video with a question, a surprising
statement or offering a solution to a problem. Rating of IV, on the other hand, was based
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on information that was presented in the form of narration or on-screen text. Before
rating the videos independently, three authors (MS, BJ, MR) first discussed the rating
scale based on the transcripts of video 1 and parts of video 4. Afterwards, two authors
(MS, BJ) independently rated the four videos.
Velocity of EV and IV. Velocity (i.e., change in levels) of EV and IV across time
was calculated in two steps: First, the difference score of the EV and IV levels per two
seconds was computed, meaning that if the IV level stayed stable across two seconds,
the difference score would be 0, whereas a switch from an IV level of 1 to 3 would result in
a difference score of 2. Second, a filter was used to smooth out the difference scores. This
was done by calculating a moving average, taking into account the previous two seconds.
The velocity ranges from -2 (negative change) to +2 (positive change).
Watching time. The videos started playing automatically, so that each participant
started watching each video. Participants could stop watching the video whenever they
wanted to. Pausing the video was also possible but other video controls were disabled, so
that participants could not jump ahead or re-watch parts of the video. The total watching
time per video was computed by summing up the parts watched.
Analysis pipeline
Data exclusion. Data were excluded based on the following criteria: (1) Outliers
were detected using the median absolute deviation (MAD) method (Leys et al., 2013),
which has several advantages. First the median is, unlike the mean, not sensitive to the
presence of outliers (e.g., Donoho & Huber, 1983) and the MAD is not affected by sample
size (Huber, 1981). A criterium of 3 was used to detect outliers, which is conservative
(Miller, 1991), based on which no outliers were detected. (2) Data of participants who did
not finish the relevant questionnaires within the given time frame were treated as missing
and excluded (N = 16), as were data of individuals who did not report their gender (N = 6),
given that we were interested in potential gender differences. The analyses are based on
the remaining 335 students (172 boys, 163 girls; 126 2nd grade, 209 3rd grade; Mage = 14.11;
SDage = 0.84). However, due to technical errors in the logging of watching times, data of
additional participants had to be excluded (N = 7 for the solar car video and the effects
of stress video; N = 3 for the hydrogen car video; N = 9 for the life without stress video).
Inter-rater reliability of EV and IV. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC;
Shrout & Fleiss, 1979) was used to calculate the inter-rater reliability of the two raters.
The ICC can be used for ratings on a continuous scale and has been advised to be used
due to its theoretical foundation in generalizability theory (Van der Ark & Ten Hove, 2018).
Based on guidelines by Koo and Li (2016), we calculated the two-way mixed effects (i.e.,
same specific raters for each video) consistency (allowing for a systematic error between
raters) model for multiple raters (ICC(3, k = 2)) using the R-function ICC included in the
package psych (Revelle, 2015). The results are displayed in Table 1, indicating that the
inter-rater reliability can be seen as good (values between .75 and .90) to excellent (values
above .90); but they have to be interpreted with care, given that the ICC is based on two
raters and not, as suggested as good practice, on three raters (Koo & Li, 2016).
Survival analysis
Before running the survival analysis, all included predictors were standardized.
We broadly followed the steps of survival analysis (i.e., time-to-event analysis) outlined
by Dey and colleagues (2020): First, the survival function was estimated, second, the
effects of individual characteristics and time-varying video covariates on the hazard (i.e.,
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chance of stopping to watch) were estimated and third, survival functions of different
groups (i.e., level of interest, gender) were compared if the grouping variable showed a
main effect in the model that was tested in step 2. As we were interested in the effects of
grouping variables as well as time-varying covariates and their potential interaction, the
second step is the focus of the analysis. In our study, the survival function denotes the
probability that a participant keeps watching the video in question beyond any specified
time t (second) and is defined as S(t) = P[T>t] (Altman, 1992). The hazard (or risk) function,
on the other hand, denotes the likelihood of stopping as a function of time. Assuming
survival (i.e., someone is still watching) at time t, it indicates how likely failure (i.e.,
stopping) is at time t. The hazard function can decrease, increase or remain constant.
Table 1
Results of the ICC Calculation using Mean-Rating, Consistency-Agreement, Two-Way Mixed-Effects
Model.
Intraclass
Correlation

95% Confidence Interval
Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Video 1
EV

.83

.78

.86

IV

.85

.81

.88

EV

.83

.79

.87

IV

.96

.94

.96

EV

.88

.85

.91

IV

.77

.71

.82

EV

.84

.79

.87

IV

.88

.84

.90

Video 2

Video 3

Video 4

We used a discrete-time survival analysis (Willett & Singer, 1993) to test the
effects of personal characteristics and moment-to-moment levels and velocity of IV
and EV on science video watching behavior. Advantages of using a discrete-time survival
analysis as compared to continuous-time survival analysis are (1) that parameters are
interpretable, as the hazard (i.e., chance of stopping the video) can be interpreted as a
probability (Singer & Willett, 1993); (2) the possibility to include time-varying covariates
and (3) the handling of censored data, that is, data of individuals who did not experience
the event within the time frame, which are taken into account in such models instead of,
for instance, imputing them (Corning & Malofeeva, 2004). For video watching behavior
censoring occurs, for instance, when someone watches the whole video: This is a type of
right censoring (Kleinbaum & Klein, 2012).
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In the first step, we estimated the survival function using the Kaplan-Meier (KM)
estimate (Bland & Altman, 1998; Kalbfleisch & Prentice, 2011), which denotes the fraction
of participants still watching the video. At any point t, the KM thus shows the probability
of survival beyond that point, this is done in a decreasing step function (decreasing with
every participant who stops watching).
In the second step, we modelled the effects of the covariates on the survival curve
using the complementary log-log (clog-log) link function:
clog-log = log (-log(1 - probability)),
which is invertible:
cloglog-1(x ) = 1 - exp(- exp(x))
The clog-log function can be used for discrete-time survival analysis models, as
they are a special case of binomial regression (Piegorsch, 1992). As the Cox PH model (Cox,
1972), which is most commonly used to model the effects of covariates on the survival
curve, clog-log builds on the proportional hazard assumption: While all participants share
the same risk factor (i.e., shared common risk) over time, the risk factor is increased
or decreased depending on the covariates. Parameters of the clog-log functions can
therefore be interpreted as hazards. An important assumption of the Cox PH model is
the proportionality assumption, which assumes that, for any two participants, the ratio
of the hazards is constant over time. However, this assumption does not have to hold
when one is interested in time-varying covariates (Kleinbaum & Klein, 2012), which
changes its values over time independent of the proportional hazard assumption. As we
are interested in time-varying covariates (levels of EV, IV and velocity of EV, IV), we do not
assume proportionality9.
The outcome variable (stop watching) was scored as follows: 0 = watching and 1
= stopped watching. When participants watched the whole video, their data was marked
as (right) censored. To test the (additive) predictive effects of the time-varying video
characteristics and the personal characteristics as well as their possible interaction, we
built up the models from simple to complex. In the first step, we computed two different
models: Model 1 only included the personal characteristic variables (domain-specific
individual interest and gender). Model 2 only included the video characteristics effects,
including EV and IV, their velocity (change over time) and the interaction of EV and IV and
the two velocities in the model. In the second step, both the video characteristics and the
personal characteristics were included (Model 3). In the third and final step, we added
the interaction terms of individual interest with EV and IV (Model 4). Whether model fit
got better with increasingly complex models was tested statistically using a likelihood
ratio test.
Results
Descriptives
The mean and standard deviation of the domain-specific interest measures and
watching time per video of the total sample and per gender are displayed in Table 2. The
mean individual interest score on the two domain-specific interest measures differed
significantly per gender, t(298.82) = 10.64, p < .001, for the car interest and t(323.84) =
9
For results of tests of the proportionality assumption of the person characteristics (individual interest, gender), see the supplemental materials in Appendix E.
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-7.07, p < .001 for the stress interest. Girls preferred the content domain stress and the
body, whereas boys preferred cars and renewables. Girls also watched the two videos on
stress and the body videos significantly longer than boys, with t(325.91) = -5.22, p < .001
for video 3 and t(323.01) = -4.15, p < .001 for video 4.
Table 2
Descriptive Statistics for the Domain-specific Individual Interest Measures and the Watching Time
of Each Video for the Total Sample and per Gender.
Total
(N = 335)

Girls
(N = 163)

Boys
(N = 172)

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

Interest in cars and renewables

2.19 (.97)

1.69 (.66)

2.66 (.99)***

Interest in stress and the body

2.46 (.87)

2.79 (.86)***

2.16 (.77)

Video 1: Solar car

87.67 (72.71)

87.43 (68.19)

87.90 (77.02)

Video 2: Hydrogen car

78.38 (68.47)

72.02 (62.49)

84.51 (73.45)

Video 3: Effects of stress

92.78 (74.58)

114.09 (70.11)***

72.74 (73.27)

Video 4: Life without stress

90.00 (77.16)

107.65 (76.00)***

72.99 (74.62)

Variable

Watching time (in sec)

Note. Bold indicates the highest score/watching time of the scores/watching time of boys and girls when
the gender difference was significant. Asterisks indicate the level of significance of the independent
samples t-tests that were conducted to compare the means of boys and girls; *** p < .001.

In Figure 1, the stopping time (per second) per video is displayed in the form of
histograms. In the histograms, it becomes apparent that in video 1, video 2 and video 3,
many individuals stop watching the video just before the end of the video. In video 1, the
last seconds of the video show the driver driving off in the hydrogen car, with no new
information being presented. In both video 2 and 3, on the other hand, the last scene is
an informational animation, in which the topic of the video is explained with animations,
fast narration and upbeat music. Given that we cannot, in retrospect, explain why such
a large proportion of participants stopped watching in the last seconds of the video, we
decided to “shorten” the time of the videos. Video 1 was shortened by one second (174
vs. 175 seconds), and video 2 (173 vs. 175 seconds) and video 3 (175 vs. 177 seconds) by
two seconds. Individuals who stopped viewing in the last one to two seconds (N = 21 for
video 1; N = 63 for video 2; N = 77 for video 3) were thus regarded as having watched the
full video.
Next, in Table 3, the mean and standard deviation of the level and velocity of the
EV and IV per video are displayed. The changes in levels and velocity of EV and IV across
time are displayed in Figure 2. The levels of EV and IV across time differ across videos,
with levels of EV for video 3 (red), for instance, being highest at the beginning and end of
the video, whereas they are quite stable for video 1 (blue). Levels of IV, on the other hand,
increase in the first half of the video for video 4 (orange), then decrease, and increase
again towards the end of the video, whereas they first decrease for video 2 (green), to
then increase throughout the rest of the video. Velocities of EV and IV across videos differ
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less starkly, with a general increase in velocity of EV through time for most videos and
relatively stable velocity of IV for most videos.
Figure 1
Histogram of Stopping Time per Video.

Table 3
Overview of the Mean Level and Velocity of EV and IV per Video.
Video 1 (blue)
Variable

Video 2 (green)

Video 3 (red)

Video 4 (orange)

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

EV level

1.37 (.61)

1.57 (.54)

1.70 (.83)

1.42 (.65)

EV velocity

-.01 (.37)

-.01 (.24)

.00 (.41)

-.01 (.49)

IV level

2.76 (.78)

2.67 (.96)

2.60 (.49)

2.97 (.84)

IV velocity

.00 (.39)

.01 (.49)

.01 (.32)

-.02 (.52)
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Figure 2
Smoothed Relation between Time and Video Characteristics (left) and between Time and Velocity
(right) of EV (top panel) and IV (bottom panel).

Note. Blue = video 1; green = video 2; red = video 3; orange = video 4. The grey areas surrounding the
lines represent the standard error per time point.

Survival analysis
Step 1: Survival function. The survival probabilities per second of the video are
displayed in Figure 3. Looking at the plots reveals that the probability of stopping is
relatively higher at the beginning of the videos, as shown by the steep slope on the left
side and the more gradual slope on the right side of each plot.
Step 2: Modelling stopping to watch. The results of the likelihood ratio test
analyzing which model fit the data best per video is displayed in Table 4, including
McFadden’s pseudo R2 per Model (McFadden, 1974). McFadden’s pseudo R2 can be used
to compare model fit, with a higher value indicating better model fit. McFadden’s pseudo
R2 values between .2 and .4 represent excellent fit (Hensher & Stopher, 1979).
Only for video 1, the more complex Model 4, which included both personal
characteristics and video characteristics as well as the interaction between individual
interest and video characteristics, showed the best fit. For video 2, video 3 and video 4,
Model 3, which included both the video characteristics and personal characteristics but
not their interaction terms, was the best fit as indicated by the likelihood ratio test. The
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estimators per predictor for the best fitting model per video are displayed in Table 5 and
only the results belonging to the best fitting model are described in the following.
Hypothesis 1: The effect of domain-specific interest. Our first hypothesis
concerned the effect of domain-specific interest on the watching behavior of individuals.
Here, we expected that higher individual interest would negatively predict the probability to
stop watching. This hypothesis was supported: For all four videos, domain-specific interest
was a significant negative predictor of stopping to watch the video (see Table 5), meaning
that individuals with higher levels of domain-specific individual interest had a lower hazard
to stop watching the video. Given that the individual difference variable level of interest
showed a main effect, we estimated the survival functions of the two groups (high vs. low
interest) in Step 3. The survival functions per group (based on the mean, made for illustrative
purposes) are displayed in Figure 4 and show that the high interest group (blue line) has a
less steep survival function than the low interest group (red line) for all four videos.
Figure 3
Plot of the Baseline Survival Function Based on the Kaplan-Meier Function per Video.

Note. The vertical line in each plot shows the median survival time per video.
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Table 4
Results of the Likelihood Ratio Tests per Video and Model. Each Model was Tested against the Next
More Complex Model.
df

Log
likelihood

diff
df

diff

p-value

2

M c F a d d e n’s
R2

X

Video 1
Model 1

3

-1330.5

.01

Model 2

7

-1261.0

4

139.0

<.001

.06

Model 3

9

-1249.4

2

23.19

<.001

.07

Model 4

13

-1243.2

4

12.341

.015

.08

Video 2
Model 1

3

-1394.7

.01

Model 2

7

-1396.9

4

4.57

.33

.01

Model 3*

9

-1382.5

6

24.35

<.001

.02

Model 4

13

-1378.2

4

8.53

.074

.02

Video 3
Model 1

3

-1248.7

.02

Model 2

7

-1200.3

4

96.82

<.001

.05

Model 3

9

-1184.4

2

31.70

<.001

.07

Model 4

13

-1183.5

4

1.90

.75

.07

Video 4
Model 1

3

-1289.9

.01

Model 2

7

-1254.4

4

70.99

<.001

.04

Model 3

9

-1240.3

2

28.22

<.001

.05

Model 4

13

-1238.9

4

2.69

.61

.05

Note. Each model is compared to the model above it, meaning that the results of the likelihood ratio
test between Model 1 and Model 2 are in the row of Model 2, for instance. *Only for video 2, Model
3 was compared to Model 1, as the previous comparison (Model 1 vs. Model 2) was not significant.
The best fitting model per video is highlighted in bold.
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Table 5
Estimates of the Predictors of the Clog-log Function Predicting the Likelihood to Stop Watching
based on the Best Fitting Model per Video.
Video 1

Video 2

Video 3

Video 4

Estimate

Estimate

Estimate

Estimate

-.45***

-.36***

-

-

-

-

-.20**

-.21**

EV level

.25**

.24**

.44***

.51***

IV level

.14

.08

-.20*

.59***

EV*IV level

-.41***

.25***

-.41***

.74***

EV velocity

-.13

-.01

-.09

-.23*

IV velocity

.11

.01

.11

-.33***

EV*IV velocity

-.02

-.001

.07

.08

EV level* II_car

.28**

-

-

-

IV level* II_car

.11

-

-

-

EV velocity*II_car

-.16

-

-

-

IV velocity* II_car

-.01

-

-

-

Gender (girls = 1, boys = 0)

-.16

.01

-.54***

-.46**

Predictor
Interest in cars (II_car)
Interest in stress (II_stress)

Note. * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001.

Hypothesis 2: The effect of video characteristics. We had three sub-hypotheses
concerning the effect of video characteristics on the probability of stopping to watch the
science videos: H2.1: We expected that moments in which levels of EV are high and those
having a positive change in EV (high velocity) to be negative predictors for the probability
to stop watching. This hypothesis was not supported, with EV level being a positive
predictor of stopping in all four videos. Positive velocity of EV, however, did negatively
predict stopping to watch for one of the stress videos (video 4). Second, for H2.2, we
expected that moments in which levels of IV are high and those with a positive change
in IV (high velocity) to be positive predictors for the probability to stop watching. Our
findings concerning this hypothesis were mixed, with levels of IV negatively predicting
the probability to stop watching (video 3) and positively for one of the videos (video 4)
and no relation between levels of IV and stopping to watch for two videos (video 1
and 2). Change in IV was a significant predictor for only one of the four videos: negatively
predicting stopping to watch for video 4. Lastly, for H2.3, we expected that high levels of
EV in combination with high levels of IV would positively predict the probability to stop
watching the video. The interaction effect between EV and IV levels was significant for
all four videos (see Figure 5). For both video 2 and 4, the interaction effect was positive
(see Table 5). For both videos, the hazard was highest in moments in which both EV and IV
were high. The positive interaction effect meant that the positive effect of EV on stopping
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became stronger with increasing levels of IV. For video 1 and 3, on the other hand, the
interaction effect was negative (see Table 5). For video 1, the negative interaction effect
meant that the positive effect of EV on stopping became weaker with increasing levels
of IV. For video 3, EV and IV weakened each other: the positive effect of EV on stopping
decreased with increasing IV (or: the negative effect of IV on stopping decreased with
increasing EV).
Figure 4
Survival Probability per Interest Group (high = blue; low = red) and Video.

Note. The vertical line in each plot shows the median survival time per group and video. The two
groups are based on the mean of the domain-specific interest measure and were only made for
illustrative purposes.
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Figure 5
Three-dimensional Plots Showing the Complementary Loglog of the Significant Interaction Effects
between EV and IV of Video 1 (Panel A), Video 2 (Panel B), Video 3 (Panel C) and Video 4 (Panel D).

Note. The Figures above show the relationship between the c-loglog of the hazard (z-axis; vertical)
and the two predictors: IV (x-axis) and EV (y-axis). The point where the x- and the y-axis meet is the
point where both IV and EV are lowest, whereas they are both highest in the back-corner. Points that
are higher on the z-axis represent a higher likelihood to stop watching.

Hypothesis 3: Interaction of video characteristics and domain-specific interest.
Our second hypothesis involved the interaction of time-varying levels of EV and IV as well
as their velocity and domain-specific interest. First, in H3.1, we expected that learners
with lower levels of individual interest will have a lower probability of stopping to watch
the video in moments when EV is high (vs. low) within the video; given that the probability
to stop watching is lower for individuals with higher levels of individual interest. Second,
in H3.2, we expected that levels (or velocity) of IV would interact with domain-specific
interest, with higher levels of IV and higher levels of interest in combination leading to a
decreased probability to stop watching. The interaction term was added in Model 4, which
was the best fitting model only for video 1, indicating that for three of the four models,
the two hypotheses were not supported. In the model for video 1, only the interaction
term between level of individual interest and level of EV was significant (see Figure 6),
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lending partial support for H3.1. Contrary to H3.1, however, the positive interaction effect
between EV and interest meant that the positive effect of EV on the hazard was higher
for individuals with higher levels of interest. The hazard to stop watching was lowest for
individuals with high levels of interest in moments of low EV levels.
Figure 6
Three-dimensional Plots Showing the Complementary Loglog of the Significant Interaction
Effects between EV and Interest (Panel A) and IV and Interest (Panel B) for Video 1.

Note. The figure shows the relationship between the c-loglog of the hazard (z-axis; vertical) and
the two predictors: interest (x-axis) and EV (y-axis). The point where the x- and the y-axis meet is
the point where both interest and EV are lowest, whereas they are both highest in the back-corner.
Points that are higher on the z-axis represent a higher likelihood to stop watching.

Hypothesis 4: The effect of gender. Our last hypothesis concerned the
association between gender and watching behavior. We expected that boys may have a
lower probability to stop watching the car videos (video 1 and 2) and girls may have a
lower probability to stop watching the stress videos (video 3 and 4). This hypothesis was
only supported for the two stress videos (video 3 and 4), with gender (boys = 0, girls = 1)
negatively predicting the probability to stop watching for the two stress videos. Girls thus
indeed had a lower hazard for the stress videos than boys (see Table 5). Given that the
individual difference variable gender showed a main effect for two videos, we estimated
the survival functions of the two groups (girls vs. boys) for video 3 and video 4 in Step 3.
The survival functions per group are displayed in Figure 7 and show that the girls (red line)
have a less steep survival function than the boys (blue line) for both stress videos.
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Figure 7
Survival Probability based on Gender (girls = red, boys = blue) for Video 3 (Panel A) and Video 4
(Panel B).

Note. The vertical line in each plot shows the median survival time per group and video.

Discussion
The main aim of the current study was to investigate whether individual
interest interacts with moment-by-moment video characteristics of science videos in
predicting science video watching behavior. More specifically, we studied the influence
of domain-specific science interest and fluctuating levels of entertainment value (EV)
and informational value (IV) and their interaction on the likelihood of stopping to watch
science videos using a survival analysis approach. The findings of this study are discussed
below.
Domain-specific interest and video watching
First (H1), we hypothesized that domain-specific science interest would predict
video watching – we expected that domain-specific science interest would negatively
predict stopping to watch science videos on the same content domain. This hypothesis
was supported for all four videos, in line with prior research using the same data set
(Sachisthal, Jansen, et al., n.d.) as well as earlier research into the effects of individual
interest on engagement with texts (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002; Ainley, Hillman, et al., 2002;
Ainley et al., 2005).
Video characteristics and video watching
Second, we expected that levels (and velocity) of EV and IV would predict the
likelihood of stopping to watch the science videos. Concerning levels (and velocity) of EV,
we expected (H2.1) that higher levels would be negatively related with the likelihood to
stop watching the science videos. This hypothesis was not supported, as EV was found to
actually be a positive predictor of the likelihood of stopping to watch for all four videos.
Only in one of the videos (video 4) was the velocity of EV indeed a negative predictor of
stopping to watch, whereas it was not significantly related to stopping behavior in any
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of the other videos. Concerning levels (and velocity) of IV, we expected (H2.2) that higher
levels (and velocity) would be positively related with the likelihood to stop watching the
science videos. This hypothesis was not supported: Levels of IV were only significant
predictors for two of the videos, being a negative predictor for video 3 and a positive
predictor for video 4. Velocity of IV was a negative predictor of stopping to watch for video
4 and not significantly related with stopping behavior for the other three videos. Lastly,
concerning the interaction of levels (and velocities) of EV and IV, we expected (H2.3) that
high levels (positive velocities) of EV in combination with high levels (positive velocities)
of EV would increase the likelihood to stop watching. While the interaction effect between
levels of EV and IV were indeed significant for all four videos, the results only partly
supported the hypothesis: For both video 2 and 4, high levels of EV in combinations with
increasing levels of IV indeed led to an increase of the probability to stop watching. For
video 1 and 3, on the other hand, increasing levels of IV reduced the probability to stop
watching when levels of EV were high.
Levels of EV and IV therefore do not seem to influence science video watching
in the same way as they influence commercial watching (Woltman Elpers et al., 2003).
These contrasting findings may be explained by the goals of viewers when watching
science videos vs. commercials and the context of watching. In both cases, watching was
voluntary, but science video watching may be seen as a form of informal learning, in which
motivational forces (such as interest) play a vital role (Boekaerts & Minnaert, 1999; Crowley
et al., 2015), whereas watching commercials may be more driven by the commercial itself
– how engaging it is, for instance. As such, science videos and commercials are made for
a different purpose: Science videos are made to teach learners something, ideally in an
engaging way (Wijnker et al., 2018), whereas commercials are foremost made to reach a
targeted audience to ultimately sell products as well as to generate brand loyalty (Teixeira
et al., 2011). Another important difference between commercials and science videos
(as used in our study) is their difference in length, with commercials being significantly
shorter than the three minutes that the videos used in this study lasted, which might
have had an influence on watching behavior.
Additionally, how EV and IV were recorded differed across studies. While in our
study, two researchers coded EV and IV per scene based on a coding scheme, in the
study by Woltman Elpers and colleagues (2003), two groups of trained students assessed
either moment-to-moment levels of EV or IV by moving their mouse from left (0 = very
unentertaining / very uninformative) to right (600 = very entertaining / very informative).
As such, their assessment of EV and IV was more fine-grained than then the one used in
this study and might have been closer to the assessments of the target group of viewers
of commercials. We opted to rate the EV and IV levels ourselves as we aimed to create
a study which may be informative for educators and video producers: If we could rate
levels of EV and IV scene by scene, based on a simple coding scheme, this could be used
to inform how videos should be made for individuals with differing levels of individual
interest. Moreover, appraised levels of EV and IV might be dependent on individuals’
interest and prior knowledge (Wijnker, Bakker, et al., 2021), which complicates using
ratings by the target group.
Interaction between individual interest and time-varying video characteristics
The third set of hypotheses were about the interaction of domain-specific
individual interest and moment-to-moment variations in levels of EV and IV as well as
their velocities (i.e., positive or negative change). We first expected (H3.1) that levels (and
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velocity) of EV would interact with individual interest in such a way that individuals with
lower levels of individual interest would be less likely to stop watching a video when
levels (and velocity) of EV were high. This hypothesis was not supported: The interaction
term between levels of EV and domain-specific interest was only significant for one of the
videos (video 1), in which the increased hazard of stopping to watch due to higher levels of
EV was larger for individuals with higher levels of interest. The interaction term between
EV velocity and individual interest was not significant for any of the videos. We secondly
expected (H3.2) that levels (and velocity) of IV would interact with individual interest in
such a way that individuals with higher levels of individual interest would be less likely
to stop watching a video when levels (and velocity) of IV were high. This hypothesis was
also not supported: The interaction term between levels (and velocity) of IV and domainspecific interest was not significant for any of the videos.
Our findings thus differ from earlier findings (Durik & Harackiewicz, 2007; Høgheim
& Reber, 2015; Matarazzo et al., 2010), in which experimentally manipulated learning
materials had different effects on learners based on their individual interest in the
content domain. There are crucial differences in our study and the earlier studies, which
may explain the discrepancy in findings. First, we did not manipulate characteristics of
learning materials but used existing science videos and coded their fluctuating levels of
EV and IV. Future studies in which levels of EV and IV are manipulated within the same
video are needed to test whether and how moment-to-moment EV and IV levels are
possibly related with video watching behavior. Second, we did not use the same learning
material characteristics that have been shown to interact with individual interest. Earlier
studies have shown that personalization of learning materials (Høgheim & Reber, 2015),
and using hold-features, which convey personal value, interact with individual interest
(Durik & Harackiewicz, 2007), both of which do not map on EV and IV. Only the use of catch
features (i.e., colorful text, pictures; Durik & Harackiewicz, 2007) and the use of humor
(Matarazzo et al., 2010) may map with levels of EV in videos. To the best of our knowledge,
no previous studies have directly tested whether different levels of IV are more or less
engaging for students with differing levels of individual interest. While this may be the
case given that opportunities to acquire knowledge may be motivating for individuals with
higher levels of interest (Krapp & Prenzel, 2011), future research is needed to study the
relation between IV and levels of individual interest. Another factor that should be taken
into account is prior knowledge, as individuals who are knowledgeable about the video
content may require higher levels of IV to stay engaged (Wijnker, Bakker, et al., 2021), and
indeed individuals with higher levels of interest may be more knowledgeable (Rotgans &
Schmidt, 2017b). Third, while the manipulation studies looked at mean differences across
experimental groups (i.e., personalization vs. no personalization; Høgheim & Reber, 2015),
we investigated the momentary levels of EV and IV as well as their change across time
(velocity) in relation to the decisions to stop engaging with the learning material – which
also relates to the last point: While our outcome measure was the likelihood to stop
watching a science video (i.e., engagement), the other studies measured some or all of
the following: triggered and maintained situational interest, task effort and performance
(Durik & Harackiewicz, 2007; Høgheim & Reber, 2015), with effects on situational interest
and task effort.
Gender and science video watching
Lastly, we hypothesized (H4) that the probability to stop watching science videos
may be predicted by gender. More specifically, we expected that boys (girls) would be
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less likely to stop watching videos on cars and renewables (stress and the body). This
hypothesis was partly supported, with girls indeed being less likely to stop watching the
two stress videos (video 3 and 4), whereas no significant gender differences were found
for the two car videos. Gender thus seems to directly affect engagement with science
videos, at least for certain – in the case of this study – for more stereotypical “female”,
content-domains.
In a similar vein, in an earlier study using the same data set (Sachisthal, Jansen,
et al., n.d.), the direct effect of gender on science video watching was only present for the
“female” content domain and not the “male” content domain. When directly comparing the
strength of the direct effect of gender on watching between videos, though, no significant
difference was found between content domains. Controlling for more variables, such as
situational interest and curiosity, as was done in Chapter 5, thus indicates that the effect
of gender on task engagement may mostly be mediated by other variables, most likely by
individual interest and situational interest.
Limitations & future research
Our study should be seen as a first attempt to explain science video watching
behavior through time-varying video characteristics and differences in domain-specific
individual interest (and gender). We largely drew from two areas of research when designing
our study: Marketing research, in which levels of EV and IV and their change have been shown
to predict stopping to watch commercials (Woltman Elpers et al., 2003) and research into the
interaction between individual interest and learning material characteristics and outcomes
such as situational interest and task effort (e.g., Durik & Harackiewicz, 2007; Høgheim &
Reber, 2015). While we have discussed some critical differences between earlier studies
and our study, which may explain differences in findings, our findings should additionally be
interpreted with care due to the following limitations.
First, we only used four different videos, which were all produced by Dutch tv
programs, three of which were quite similar (interview style). Research including more
videos, ideally choosing videos systematically, for instance based on film forms (Wijnker
et al., 2018; Wijnker, Tan, et al., 2021), and including them in the survival model – as
done in the commercial study (Woltman Elpers et al., 2003), could produce generalizable
findings. Such findings could ideally lead to recommendations that could be used by video
producers and educators alike. A different route for future research is the experimental
manipulation of videos: Is a video watched for longer if it starts off with high levels of EV
or with high levels of IV, for instance? Comparable research does exist in the context of
learning from videos (Fiorella & Mayer, 2018), showing for instance, that showing a face
on screen does not improve learning (van Wermeskerken et al., 2018). In the context of
videos and interest, though, this kind of research is lacking, which is a missed opportunity
given the potential of video to raise interest (Wijnker, Bakker, et al., 2021; Wijnker, Tan, et
al., 2021).
Second, as discussed earlier, we used ratings of EV and IV produced by the
researchers. While the inter-rater reliability of the ratings was moderate to high, different
results may be obtained if the ratings were produced in a different manner. The target
group could, for instance, be asked to rate the momentary levels of EV and IV, which
would be more similar to the assessment of EV and IV done in the marketing research
study (Woltman Elpers et al., 2003). A different option would be to let filmmakers rate
the momentary levels of EV and IV of videos, which might be more closely related to their
decision-making process when making a video.
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Third, we opted to use EV and IV as main video characteristics to study, given
that theoretically speaking, higher levels of EV should be attractive to individuals who
are not yet interested in a topic, whereas higher levels of IV should be attractive to
individuals with well-developed individual interest (e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006). Other
video characteristics might influence the interestingness of science videos, though.
In their Film’s Interest Raising Mechanisms (FIRM) model, Wijnker, Tan and colleagues
(2021), argue that it is the balance of perceived challenge (i.e., novelty, complexity) and
coping potential (i.e., anticipated comprehension) which determine the interestingness
of educational videos. Testing their model in a qualitative study, they found that
learners’ characteristics, such as their prior knowledge, are important determinants of
their evaluation of a video as interesting (Wijnker, Bakker, et al., 2021) – indicating that
individual differences may indeed interact with learning materials in a video context.
Conclusion
Summarizing, while online videos are seen as a promising tool for learning,
as they are assumed to not only raise learners’ motivation and interest towards the
learning content, but also their learning (Berk, 2009; Wijnker et al., 2018; Wijnker, Tan, et
al., 2021), their potential to raise interest is vastly understudied. Funny videos that are
congruent with the content at hand have been found to increase learners’ retention of
the content of a lecture (Duverger & Steffes, 2012; Steffes & Duverger, 2012), highlighting
the potential of videos to not only affect current engagement but even long-term
outcomes. Our results highlight the importance of domain-specific individual interest in
determining engagement with science videos in a voluntary learning context and provide
first indications of a possible interaction between individual interest and moment-tomoment video characteristics in determining watching behavior. Moreover, while not in
the direction we expected, we did find that the momentary level of EV is a significant
predictor of engagement with science videos. More research is thus needed to disentangle
the factors affecting who watches which science videos for how long and why.
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Abstract
The current study investigated emotion appraisal performance (EAP) profiles – which
may occur due to the strong relation between these constructs – of Dutch teenagers (N =
384; mean age = 12.88) from upper secondary school. The EAP profiles included emotions,
appraisal and performance on two levels of conceptualization: a more stable traitlevel and an activity-related state-level. We used a model-based latent profile analysis
to identify the mathematics-EAP profiles. On the trait level, two profiles emerged: a
moderate profile and a maladaptive EAP profile. On the state level, across two different
math task conditions, four learning profiles emerged: an adaptive profile, a moderate
profile, a negative emotion, lower appraisals profile, and a bored, low value, slow EAP
profile. Profile membership across levels was related, but not perfectly: Learners in the
moderate trait learning profile were most likely in either the adaptive or the moderate
state profile. Results of the person-centered analyses provide an indication of how the
pattern of associations of appraisals, emotions and achievement may result in different
learning profiles and how they relate across learning contexts.
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Math performance does not come in isolation: It results from the level of effort
exercised by a learner who appraises the math activity and its success/failure outcomes,
and who experiences emotions around the activity, according to the Control-Value theory
of achievement emotions (CV-theory; Pekrun, 2006; Pekrun et al., 2017). With emotions,
appraisals and performance being strongly and bidirectionally connected (Ahmed et al.,
2012; Arens et al., 2017; Hagenauer & Hascher, 2014; Luo et al., 2011; Ma & Xu, 2004; Meece
et al., 1990; Pekrun, 1992; Pekrun et al., 2014, 2017; Putwain et al., 2018; Saw & Chang, 2018;
Sutter-Brandenberger et al., 2018), it is highly probable that groups of learners will show
qualitatively different emotion, appraisal, performance (EAP) profiles. Such strong coupling
can extend over seconds, but also over days, weeks or years (Turner & Waugh, 2007), meaning
that EAP profiles may emerge on both the momentary state level as well as the more stable
trait level. For example, whereas some learners show low math performance (i.e., low grades),
experience negative emotions around math, consider themselves being bad in math, and value
math negatively, other learners may show the opposite profile of high performance, positive
emotions, high confidence, and value. The aim of this study is to reveal whether qualitatively
different profiles can be identified in the domain of math, considering emotions, appraisals,
and performance. This is done using model-based latent profile analysis, both at a more stable
trait-level and an activity-related state-level, on which two contexts are considered.
Relations between achievement emotions, appraisal and performance
Broadly speaking, CV-theory (Pekrun, 2006; Pekrun et al., 2017) posits that learners’
appraisals of control and value, in interaction with the object focus of the achievement
situation, are important determinants of their emotions. An appraisal of control over an
achievement task depends on the learners’ perceived capabilities to influence and succeed
in the achievement situation. An appraisal of the value of the outcome of an achievement
task can be related to learners’ intrinsic or extrinsic (i.e., test grade, perceived importance
for future) appreciation of the activity. The object focus of the learner concerns whether
the achievement situation is a future event (outcome/prospective), a past event (outcome/
retrospective) or related to a (current) activity. According to CV-theory, the levels of appraisals
of control and value in combination with the object focus is crucial for the achievement
emotions experienced and their intensity. For example, lacking the confidence that one
will succeed on an important (high value) upcoming mandatory math test (low control of
a prospective event), may result in feelings of anxiety or even hopelessness. Working on a
math task (current activity) that is perceived as useful (high value) and feeling confident
that one can do well may result in enjoyment.
The emotions that may arise can be classified by their valence and activation (Barrett
& Russell, 1998; Pekrun et al., 2011). Positive activating emotions, such as enjoyment, have
been shown to be positively bidirectionally linked with performance (Pekrun et al., 2017;
Pinxten et al., 2014; Putwain et al., 2018), whereas negative deactivating emotions, such
as boredom have been shown to be negatively bidirectionally linked with performance
(Pekrun et al., 2017; Pinxten et al., 2014; Putwain et al., 2018). While bidirectional relations
between negative activating emotions, such as anxiety and anger, and performance have
been shown to be negative (Pekrun et al., 2017), some studies on the state level have found
that low to moderate levels of anxiety may lead to higher persistence in difficult tasks (Tulis
& Fulmer, 2013). High levels of math anxiety are consistently negatively correlated with math
performance, though (see Namkung et al. (2019) for a Meta-Analysis), which is likely due to a
higher working memory load of individuals with high levels of anxiety (Ashcraft & Kirk, 2001;
Suárez-Pellicioni et al., 2016).
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Profiles in achievement emotions
The above shows that cause and effect cannot be clearly distinguished in the
learning process. Although performance is often seen as the outcome, it can also be
considered as a cause of emotions and appraisal. A profile shows a learner’s levels in
emotions, appraisal and performance, without assigning cause and effect. Given our
interest in such qualitatively different subgroups of individuals based on their profiles
of emotions, appraisals and performance in a math context, we used a person-centered
approach and not the commonly used variable-centered analytical approach. When using
variable-centered analytical approaches (e.g., general linear models) possible differences
in math performance can be attributed to a predictor such as math anxiety (e.g., Devine
et al., 2012) Person-centered approaches, such as profile analysis, on the other hand,
focus on the individual rather than the variable – meaning that the focus shifts to the
manifestation of a variable in relation to other variables. In profile analysis, qualitatively
different subgroups of individuals are unveiled (Bergman et al., 2003; Collins & Lanza,
2010; Hickendorff et al., 2018; Sterba & Bauer, 2010).
Different studies have investigated profiles of achievement emotions and their
relation with different predictors or (mal-)adaptive academic outcomes (see Table 1 for
an overview; Ganotice et al., 2016; Jarrell et al., 2016, 2015; Robinson et al., 2017; Tulis &
Ainley, 2011). Even though the studies differed in the conceptualization and measurement
of the achievement emotions (e.g., state vs. trait emotions; domain general vs. domain
specific; retrospective measures vs. state measures) as well as the population studied
(ranging from secondary school students to college students), in all studies, three
comparable achievement emotions profiles emerged: A positive (adaptive) profile, marked
by higher levels of positive emotions (e.g., pride, enjoyment) and lower levels of negative
emotions; a negative (maladaptive) profile, marked by higher levels of negative emotions
(e.g., boredom, anger) and lower levels of positive emotions; and an unemotional (or low
affect / moderate) profile, marked by lower levels on all emotions. In some samples a
fourth profile emerged, characterized by an additional negative emotion – such as shame
and anxiety (Ganotice et al., 2016; Tulis & Ainley, 2011), or feelings of being calm, but
worn out (Robinson et al., 2017). The found emotion profiles match with results on the
co-occurrence of emotions of similar valence, which co-occur on both the trait (e.g., Nett
et al., 2017; Peixoto et al., 2017; Pekrun et al., 2011; Watson & Clark, 1992) and the state
level (e.g., Nett et al., 2017; Vansteelandt et al., 2005; Zelenski & Larsen, 2000). Emotions
of differing valence seem to be independent on the trait level (Nett et al., 2017; but see
Pekrun et al., 2011), meaning that learners may associate math with both enjoyment and
anxiety, but seem to be negatively correlated on the state level – within the same learning
situation, a learner will not enjoy the task and feel bored at the same time.
Remarkably, these studies applied profile analysis on emotions only, whereas
relations with appraisals or performance were expected by the authors, which were only
studied as possible predictors and/ or outcomes of emotion profiles. Instead of (somewhat
arbitrarily) regarding appraisals and/ or performance as predictors and/ or outcomes
of membership of a specific emotion profile, we include measures of appraisal and
performance, together with measures of achievement emotions, so that each contributes
to the identification of profiles. Including not only emotions, but also appraisals and
performance in the latent profile analysis, will thereby draw a more complete picture of
the interrelations of the variables.
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Study 2:
Adaptive training
software in
mathematics
class Gymnasium;
over 5 weeks;
Mean age = 10.8

Intelligent
tutoring system
for first- and
second-year
medical students;
Mean age = 23

Study 1:
Adaptive training
software in
mathematics
class Gymnasium;
over 5 weeks;
Mean age = 10.5

Tulis &
Ainley
(2011)

Jarrell,
Harley,
Lajoie &
Naismith
(2015)

Context

Author(s)

Profiles related to
performance:
Positive affect profile
had highest performance;
Negative affect profile
had: lowest performance

Performance

Outcome/retrospective
Pride, joy, relief, anger and
shame

1) Low affect
2) Negative affect
3) Positive affect

Profiles related to goal
orientation: Positive
profile higher mastery
goal orientation than
negative affect profile;
Profiles related to causal
beliefs: Positive profile
higher effort causal
beliefs than negative
affect profile

After failure:
1) Angry and bored (19%)
2) Positive (25%)
3) Unemotional (50%)
4) Ashamed and
despondent (6%);
Profiles 1 and 4
combined: Negative
affect profile

Predictors
Mathematics
achievement
Goal
orientation
Causal beliefs

State emotions
Enjoyment, pride, interest,
boredom, anger, shame
and anxiety
(choose up to 3 and rate
their intensity)

135

30

Profiles only related to
error orientation:
After success:
Profile “bored and angry”
lower error orientation
than other profiles;
After failure:
Profile “bored and angry”
lower than other profiles

After success:
1) Bored and angry (8%)
2) Positive (32%)
3) Unemotional (61%)
After failure:
1) Angry and bored (33%)
2) Positive (16%)
3) Unemotional (46%)
4) Anxious and
despondent (5%)

Predictors
Mathematics
achievement
Self-concept of
ability
Subject value
Error
orientation

State emotions
Enjoyment, pride, interest,
relief, boredom, anger,
sadness, shame and
anxiety
(choose up to 3 and rate
their intensity)

182

Results

Profiles (as named in
publication)

Outcomes/
predictors

Emotions

N

Overview of Studies Investigating Affective Profiles in an Academic Context, in Chronological Order.

Table 1
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152

Undergraduate
anatomy and
physiology course
Mean age not
reported
Behavioral
engagement
and disengagement Achievement

Activity (last three
lectures)
joyful, excited,
enthusiastic, energetic,
happy, ease, relaxed,
calm, annoyed, irritated,
agitated, angry,
exhausted, worn out, tired

278

1) Positive (40%)
2) Deactivated (21%)
3) Negative (15%)
4) Moderate-low (25%)

1) Adaptive shame
(34.9%)
2) Maladaptive (26.4%)
3) Moderate (26.7%)
4) Adaptive (12%)

1) Adaptive shame
(36.5%)
2) Moderate (25.3%)
3) Maladaptive (19.9%)
4) Adaptive (18.3%)

1) Positive emotion (N=7)
2) Negative emotion
(N=5)
3) Low emotion (N=13)

Profiles (as named in
publication)

Mediation: Higher
achievement for Positive
and deactivated profiles
due to less behavioral
disengagement

School engagement:
Adaptive shame profile
and adaptive profile
higher scores
Achievement:
Maladaptive profile and
moderate profile lower
achievement

Autonomous and
controlled motivation:
Highest in adaptive
shame profile and
adaptive profile

Control: Positive emotion
profile higher than
negative emotion profile
Value: Positive emotion
profile higher than
negative emotion profile

Results

Note. The difference between state vs. outcome/retrospective emotion is that state emotion is measured during or after a task with no
feedback given, whereas outcome/retrospective emotion is measured after receiving feedback.

Robinson
et al.
(2017)

School
engagement
Achievement

Mathematics trait
Enjoyment, hope, pride,
anger, anxiety, shame,
hopelessness, boredom

341

Study 2:
Secondary school
students from
Philippines
Mean age = 13.53

Motivation

Domain-general trait
Enjoyment, hope, pride,
anger, anxiety, shame,
hopelessness, boredom

1147

Study 1:
Secondary school
students from
Philippines
Mean age = 14.19

Ganotice,
Datu
& King
(2016)

Control
Value
Perceived
performance
Performance

State emotions (test)
enjoyment, pride, hope,
anxiety, hopelessness,
shame and anger

26

Intelligent
tutoring system
for pre- and
medical students;
Mean age = 24.40

Jarrell,
Harley
& Lajoie
(2016)

Outcomes/
predictors

Emotions

N

Context

Author(s)
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Trait and state
As mentioned previously, academic emotions can be assessed at different levels,
namely on a more habitual trait level and on an activity-related state level (Pekrun, 2006) at
which emotions fluctuate and change rapidly. Generally, learners rate trait emotions higher
than state emotions (Bieg et al., 2014); which is thought to be due to accessibility (Robinson
& Clore, 2002): As trait emotions are not directly accessible, people will resort to episodic
experiences and beliefs like self-concept and stereotypes when asked to report them.
Around half of the variance of state emotions experienced in relation to learners’
math class is attributable to the situation and half to trait-like antecedents (Nett et al.,
2017). The importance of the situation implies that when studying state emotions, the
context (i.e., studying for a test, working on a math task) can affect which state emotion
is experienced. In this study, we investigate whether EAP profiles are situation-specific by
presenting participants with two types of math tasks, one with a high level of control, and
the other with a low level of control. Moreover, the importance of trait-like antecedents for
emotions experienced in math class implies that trait and state emotion profiles are likely
related.
Overview of the current study
The aim of the present study was to map profiles of achievement emotions,
appraisals and performance on both a trait and state level in the domain of math by
using a person-centered analysis. Regarding emotions, the choice was made to measure
anxiety, enjoyment, anger, and boredom. Anxiety is the emotion most often associated
with mathematics (Carey et al., 2016; Ramirez et al., 2018; Suárez-Pellicioni et al., 2016);
enjoyment is a positive, activating achievement emotion that has been shown to be
predictive of math performance (e.g., Hagenauer & Hascher, 2014), and anger and boredom
may be especially important in current academic activities (Pekrun, 2006). Achievement
emotions, appraisals, and performance are analyzed simultaneously, using a model-based
latent profile analysis approach. The study adds to the existing literature by (1) employing
a person-centered approach, thereby allowing for the identification of possible subgroups
of learners with qualitatively distinct patterns of relations between variables; (2) including
not only achievement emotions but also appraisals and academic performance, ensuring
that these variables will contribute to the identification of the profiles and not making any
(arbitrary) choices on which variables are predictors and/ or outcomes; (3) investigating
the relation between trait and state profiles. More specifically, we investigate trait and
state mathematics EAP profiles, with a variation in the situational context, by having two
conditions of a math task (choice vs. no choice). Three different profile analyses are thus
computed: one on the trait level and one per math task condition.
First, we hypothesize that meaningful profiles will emerge on both the trait and
the state level (Hypothesis 1). Second, on the trait level, we expect that three EAP profiles
emerge (Hypothesis 2). Due to the finding of strong relations between emotions of similar
valence (e.g., Nett et al., 2017; Pekrun et al., 2011) and based on previous profile analysis
results (e.g., Jarrell et al., 2015; Tulis & Ainley, 2011), we expect a positive and a negative trait
EAP, with positive (negative) emotions being high in the positive (negative) trait EAP. Due to
bidirectional couplings of appraisals and performance with emotions, we expect high (low)
levels of control and value and performance in the positive (negative) trait EAP (Hypotheses
2.1, 2.2). A third, neutral trait EAP is expected to emerge, with levels on all constructs being
in between the other two trait EAPs (Hypothesis 2.3). Third, on the state level, the emerging
profiles are expected to be dependent on the situational context (Nett et al., 2017; Tulis
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& Ainley, 2011), resulting in different EAP profiles for the choice and the no choice task
(Hypothesis 3). Though value may be rather low in both conditions due to the task not being
relevant for students’ grades, the conditions are expected to differ in perceived control.
Hence, we expect that generally, more extreme (negative) EAPs may emerge in the no choice
condition, given lower levels of control (Hypothesis 3.1). The dominant emotion is expected
to depend on the difficulty of the math problems (Hypothesis 3.2). If the math problems
are experienced as difficult, state EAPs marked by higher levels of anxiety (perceived low
control) and enjoyment (perceived high control) may emerge, whereas state EAPs marked
by boredom and anger are expected if the math problems are easy. Fourth, we expect trait
and state EAPs to be related, given the importance of trait-variance in emotional state
experiences (Nett et al., 2017) (Hypothesis 4). Lastly, we expect to find gender differences
in the number of individuals within the profiles (Hypothesis 5): Generally, girls may be
overrepresented in any EAPs marked by relatively high levels of anxiety and lower levels
of control appraisals, especially on the trait level (Bieg et al., 2015; Else-Quest et al., 2010;
Frenzel et al., 2007; Goetz et al., 2013; Kenney-Benson et al., 2006; but see Orbach et al.,
(2019), who found gender effects on both the trait and state level) (Hypothesis 5.1), whereas
boys may be overrepresented in any EAPs marked by higher levels of boredom (Pekrun et al.,
2010, 2017) (Hypothesis 5.2).
Method
Participants
Students were recruited through their schools; 17 classes from five different
schools from a metropolitan area in the Netherlands agreed to participate. Parents received
an information letter about the study and could refuse permission for participation of
their child. The study was approved by the local Ethics Committee (reference code: 2018COP-8746). Participants were 384 Dutch teenagers of middle schools (50% girls, 1 sex
unknown; 169 first grade, 214 second grade, 1 unknown; Mage = 12.88, SDage = 0.70). All
students followed selective secondary education tracks HAVO (“higher general continued
education”) or VWO (“preparatory scientific education”). The first class that participated
(N = 25) was excluded due to technical issues. Additionally, 11 students’ data were
excluded due to technical issues, such as the same identifier being recorded for multiple
participants. Data of the remaining 348 participants (52% girls; 141 first grade, 207
second grade; Mage = 12.92, SDage = 0.71) were included in the analyses.
Procedure
Data collection took place in March 2018. All questionnaires and tasks were
computer-administered within the classroom, all independent of lesson materials. In
total the study took around 45 minutes. Order of administration of instruments was 1)
questionnaires assessing trait emotions and appraisals (in random order); 2) math task,
during which state measures were recorded; 3) questionnaire on background variables,
instrumental value of mathematics, and current mathematics grade.
Materials
Trait measures. All trait measures were administered in Dutch and mean scores
were transformed to z-scores for the analyses. We report McDonald’s omega as a measure
for internal consistency, as it does not assume tau-equivalence of indicators (Hayes &
Coutts, 2020).
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Anxiety. Trait anxiety was measured using the Abbreviated Math Anxiety Scale
(AMAS; Hopko et al., 2003). Across nine items, participants were asked to indicate, on
a 5-point Likert scale from (1) “(almost) not anxious” to (5) “very anxious”, how anxious
they would feel in a given situation (i.e., before a test, during homework, during class).
An example item is “Taking an examination in a math course”. Internal consistency in our
sample was high, McDonald’s ω = .89.
Enjoyment, anger, and boredom. Trait emotions enjoyment, anger and boredom
were measured using the corresponding subscales from the Academic Emotions
Questionnaire-Mathematics (AEQ-M; Pekrun et al., 2005). Participants were asked to
indicate, on a 5-point Likert scale from (1) “strongly disagree” to (5) “strongly agree”,
how they typically feel in situations related to learning, doing homework or taking a
test in mathematics class. The subscales consisted of three enjoyment10 (e.g., “I enjoy
taking tests in mathematics.”), four anger (e.g., “My mathematics homework makes me
angry.”), and five boredom (e.g., “I can’t concentrate because I am so bored.”) items. The
internal consistency of the three subscales used was acceptable to high in our sample;
McDonald’s ω = .73, .84 and .85, respectively.
Perceived trait control. Perceived control in mathematics was measured using two
questionnaires of the PISA 2012 measure (OECD, 2013): Firstly, on the eight self-efficacy
items, participants indicated their confidence in completing a range of mathematical
tasks (e.g., “Solving an equation such as 3x + 5 = 17”) on a 4-point Likert scale from
(1) “not at all confident” to (4) “very confident”. Internal consistency of the scale was
acceptable in our sample, McDonald’s ω = .76.
Secondly, on the five self-concept items they indicated their agreement with different
statements concerning their learning of math (e.g., “I am just not good at mathematics
(reversed)”) on a 4-point Likert scale from (1) “strongly disagree” to (4) “strongly agree”. In
our sample, the internal consistency of the scale was high, McDonald’s ω = .90.
Perceived trait value. Perceived value of mathematics was measured using two
questionnaires of the PISA 2012 measure (OECD, 2013): Firstly, on the four items on
instrumental motivation for studying mathematics, participants indicated how much
they agreed with different statements on mathematics (e.g., “Learning mathematics is
worthwhile for me because it will improve my career prospects”) on a 4-point Likert scale
from (1) “strongly disagree” to (4) “strongly agree”. In our sample, the internal consistency
of the scale was high, McDonald’s ω = .89.
Secondly, on the four items on intrinsic motivation to learn mathematics,
participants indicated how much they agreed with different statements on mathematics
(e.g., “I enjoy reading about mathematics”) on a 4-point Likert scale from (1) “strongly
disagree” to (4) “strongly agree”. In our sample, internal consistency of the scale was high,
McDonald’s ω = .89.
Performance in general. To assess mathematics performance, participants were
asked to indicate their current math grade. In the Dutch system, grades range from 0 to
10, with grades above 5.5 being a pass.
State measures. All state measures were measured within a math task, as
represented in Figure 1.
Math task. The version of the Amsterdam Math Anxiety Task (AMAT; (Schmitz,
10
Initially, four items were used to assess enjoyment. As one item reduced internal consistency to
McDonald’s ω = .69, we excluded that item (“I am happy that I understand the material.”).
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Figure 1
Overview of the State Measures Taken during the Math Task (Schmitz et al., 2020).

Note: Only the measures in bold and cursive are included in the present study.

2020) used in the current study consisted of two conditions, with each participant
beingpresented with both conditions in randomized order. In each condition, 12 4-choice
mathematics problems of three difficulty levels11 (level 1 – level 3) were presented. No
feedback was given. In the choice condition, participants were able to choose between
two difficulty levels per trial, meaning that the number of trials per difficulty level may
have differed between participants; additionally, they were able to change their answer.
In the no choice condition, participants did not have a choice – they were presented with
four items per difficulty level, which were presented in randomized order; they were not
able to change their answer. Participants reported state emotions and appraisals of
control and value before the task started (after three example math items), and after
each condition. State enjoyment and anxiety were additionally measured once within
each condition. Only the measures after each condition were used in the current study, as
all emotions and the two appraisals were assessed at that time point.
State emotions. To assess state emotions, learners answered two questions per
emotion (e.g., “How [happy/anxious/angry/bored] are you at this moment?”) on a Visual
Analogues Scale (VAS; see Abend et al., 2014; van Duinen et al., 2008), ranging from 0
(“not at all”) to 1 (“very much so”). The relative location on the scale that was clicked
determined the state emotion score.
Perceived task control and value. To assess task appraisals, participants answered
one question on perceived task control (“How much control did you feel you had during the
11
Equations in level 1 had the form x +(-) b = y, with x and y values between 11 and 99. Equations in
level 2 and 3 had the form ax +(-) b = y, with x ranging from 1 to 9 and b and y having values between 11 and 99.
In level 2, a ranged from 2 to 5, while ranging from 6 to 9 in level 3. Carry procedures were required for all equations on level 1 and 3, but not for level 2. No decimal values, negative values or multiples of ten were used.
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last block?”) and two on perceived value of the task (e.g., “How useful did you find the task
so far?”)12 on a VAS scale ranging from 0 (“not at all”) to 1 (“very much so”). The relative
location on the scale that was clicked determined the perceived control and value score.
Performance. Per condition, performance was measured using the percentage
of correctly answered items per difficulty level. We also measured reaction times (RTs).
RTs can indicate levels of (mental) effort and/ or ability (Humphreys & Revelle, 1984), but
interpretation requires taking into account accuracy and item difficulty. Speed on correctly
solved difficult items (high working memory lead) is positively related to ability but speed on
correctly solved easy items can also be positively related to effort. For incorrect responses,
interpretation is more complicated. For difficult items, fast incorrect responses may indicate
low effort, whereas slow incorrect responses may indicate low ability or distraction (Trezise
& Reeve, 2014). For easy items, fast incorrect responses may indicate low effort, whereas
slow incorrect responses may indicate distraction. To reduce complexity of interpretation,
only reaction times of correctly solved items will be considered.
Results
All analyses were run in R (R Development Core Team, 2017), see the supplemental
materials online for the complete R code.
Analytic strategy / Data cleaning
Raw data were first examined for possible outliers and violations of normality, as
these may impact the results of latent profile analyses (Hair Jr. et al., 2009). Outliers were
detected using the median absolute deviation (MAD) procedure (Leys et al., 2013) with a
cut-off value of 3 (very conservative). All variables were standardized before running the
profile analysis to ease interpretation and plotting.
Trait measures. Although 43 participants (13%) had scores that were detected
as outliers, all measures had acceptable values of skewness and kurtosis, all <|1.96|
(Henderson, 2006), even when including outliers. We therefore did not remove the
outliers, but the supplemental materials (Appendix F) contain the results with outliers
removed. Only the data of one participant were removed, as the participant showed
aberrant behavior (i.e., choosing the answer option 1 across all questions). Table 2 shows
the descriptive statistics; Table S5 (supplemental materials in Appendix F) contains the
correlations of all included measures.
A CFA was performed to test whether the questions of a construct indeed loaded
on the same latent factor (and only to a lesser extent on other latent factors). The best
fitting model was one in which each questionnaire was modeled as a separate latent
factor (Model 0; eight latent factors), we therefore included the sum scores of the eight
questionnaires plus the mathematics grade in the trait level latent profile analysis. See
the supplemental materials (Appendix F) for the fitting procedure and a description of the
fitted models.
State measures. Detected outliers on the emotion and appraisal measures
represented individuals scoring particularly high (on anxiety, boredom). In the no choice
[choice] condition, 52 [58] participants (16%) [17%] had scores that were detected as
outliers. In the no choice condition, emotion and appraisal measures had acceptable
12
While the wording of the two state appraisals differed (control question referred to the last block vs.
value referred to the task so far), no differences across conditions were found on either measure (p > .1)
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values of skewness and kurtosis, all <|1.96|, even when including outliers; outliers were
therefore not removed. In the choice condition, emotion and appraisal measures had
acceptable values of skewness and kurtosis <|1.96|, besides the state anxiety measure
(kurtosis = 3.79). Because only one measure had high kurtosis and for comparability
across conditions, outliers were not removed13.
All accuracy scores, by difficulty level and overall, showed a serious ceiling effect;
accuracy scores were therefore not included in our analyses. Instead, we interpreted RTs
for correctly solved math items as indicators of ability and/ or effort – similarly to inverse
efficiency scores (IES; Bruyer & Brysbaert, 2011; Townsend & Ashby, 1978), in which RT is
divided by accuracy, higher scores indicate worse performance (i.e., due to lower ability,
less effort). Given the ceiling effect, we can assume that the math task was easy, so that
we interpret lower (higher) RT scores as indicative of higher (lower) effort and/or ability.
Outliers on the RTs represented particularly slow trials and were removed. To limit possible
condition effects on RTs, namely that participants were able to choose a difficulty level
and change their answer before submitting in the choice condition, only RTs of the initial
correct choices for items of level 214 were included. See Table 2 for descriptive statistics
and Table S5 (supplemental materials in Appendix F) for the correlations between all
included measures.
Latent Profile Analysis
A model-based latent profile analysis (LPA) was used to identify profiles on both
the trait and the state level, employing the Mclust function of the Rpackage mclust
(Scrucca et al., 2016). Through maximizing a log-likelihood function, Mclust simultaneously
estimates parameters (i.e., profile sizes, means and covariances of the variables in each
profile) of models differing in number of profiles (1-9), volume (profile size), orientation (in
multidimensional space) and shape (spherical, diagonal, or ellipsoidal). Mclust selects
the best model based on the lowest Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). BIC penalizes
complexity while rewarding parsimony (Fraley & Raftery, 1998; Mun et al., 2008; Raftery &
Dean, 2006). Profile membership is then determined per participant based on the highest
posterior probability. Model-based latent profile methods are quite robust to multivariate
non-normality (Hardin & Rocke, 2004; Yeung et al., 2001).
Chi-square tests were used to check whether (1) sex was related to profile
membership and (2) profile membership across state and trait and the two state
conditions were related. Cramér’s V (ɸ) is reported as a measure of effect size for the Chisquare tests (Cohen, 1988; Ellis, 2010). Differences between profiles in profiling variables
were tested by running a between subject Anova-test per profiling variable with profile
membership as predictor. Post hoc t-tests were run when the Anova-test was significant,
controlling for multiple comparisons using Tukey test for multiple comparisons.
As suggested by Wormington and Linnenbrink-Garcia (2017), labeling of profiles
was driven by the most salient characteristic of the profile based on raw values, which
was labeled high or low (vs. moderate) if it was closer to the end- than the midpoint of the
scale. The other variables were considered afterwards.
Trait profiles. The trait latent profile analysis was based on a sample of N = 338,
due to missing grades. An ellipsoidal, equal shape and orientation model with two profiles
13
See Supplementary Materials for results with outliers removed.
14
Levels 1 and 3 were not sufficiently often chosen in the choice condition; therefore, only RTs correct
for level 2 were included in the analyses.
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Table 2
Means and Standard Deviations (in Brackets) of the Measures Included in the Trait and State Profiles.
Trait level
Appraisals1
Emotions1
N

Anger

Anxiety

1.93 (0.73)

Control

Boredom Enjoy-

2.42 (.93)

Value

Self-

Self-

Instru-

ment

efficacy

concept

mental

2.20 (.88)

2.97 (.49)

2.59 (.74)

Achievement2

Intrinsic

Grade

2.88 (.73)

2.09 (.69)

6.91 (1.23)

Total

338

2.06 (.95)

Moderate

250

1.69 (.57)*** 1.74 (.51)*** 2.19 (.73)*** 2.29 (.82)**

3.08 (.38)***

2.74 (.65)***

3.01 (.62)***

2.23 (.60)*** 7.18 (1.11)***

Mal-

88

3.13 (1.02)*** 2.48 (.98)*** 3.06 (1.11)*** 1.95 (1.00)**

2.67 (.64)***

2.17 (.82)***

2.49 (.86)***

1.70 (.77)***

6.16 (1.24)***

adaptive

State level - no choice condition
N

Anger3

Anxiety3

Bore-

Enjoy-

dom

ment

3

Control3

Value3

Reaction time
correct

3

Total

332

.26 (.25)

.17 (.18)

.57 (.18)

.39 (.23)

.66 (.24)

.40 (.23)

18413 (8526)

Adaptive

103

.06 a (.03)

.07a (.05)

.42a (.25)

.55a (.19)

.73a (.22)

.50 a (.21)

14807a (5655)

Moderate

123

.21b (.11)

.22b (.15)

.53b (.20)

.46 b (.16)

.67a (.18)

.47a (.16)

19094b (8850)

negEmo-

48

.64c (.23)

.39 c (.26)

.65c (.29)

.20 c (.17)

.57b (.29)

.30 b (.21)

22750 c (8630)

bored-low- 58

.39 d (.25)

.07a (.05)

.86 d (.10)

.14c (.09)

.64 (.30)

.15c (.12)

19781b,c (9677)

lowerApp

Value-slow

State level - choice condition
Total

328

.22 (.22)

.15 (.16)

.57 (.28)

.41 (.23)

.69 (.24)

.40 (.22)

13917 (6458)

Adaptive

154

.08a (.05)

.08a (.05)

.42a (.22)

.53a (.19)

.73a (.20)

.51a (.19)

12241a (5136)

Moderate

74

.27b (.12)

.32b (.15)

.49 b (.19)

.42b (.17)

.66 a (.18)

.46 a (.15)

16062b (6196)

negEmo-

23

.68c (.17)

.42c (.27)

.78c (.29)

.20 c (.23)

.52b (.33)

.18b (.17)

14055 (6637)

bored-low- 77

.32b (.25)

.06 a (.04)

.88c (.10)

.22c (.20)

.67a (.29)

.18b (.15)

15165b (8060)

lowerApp

Value-slow

Note. 1Range 1-5; 2range 1-10; 3range 0-1. Trait level: Significance levels: *** <0.001, **<0.01, * <0.05.
State level: For each dependent variable, bolded means are the highest mean scores, means with different
subscripts indicate a significant difference at p < .05 using Tukey multiple comparisons of means. Means in the
same column are significantly different between profiles if they have different subscripts.
Abbreviations: negEmo-lowerApp = Negative emotion, lower control & value profile; bored-lowValue-slow =
Bored, low value, slow profile.
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was selected (log likelihood = -3606.17; BIC = -7590.83)15. The profile solution is displayed
in Figure 2 and Table 2 (upper part). The two profiles differed significantly on all included
measures.
The first and larger profile (N = 250; 74%) consisted of students reporting low
levels of anger and anxiety and moderate levels of all remaining variables. In comparison
with the second profile, scores on the positive variables (enjoyment, control and value
appraisals, performance) were significantly higher and scores on the negative emotions
(anger, anxiety, boredom) were significantly lower. This profile will be referred to as
moderate as most scores were in a moderate range.
The second and smaller profile (N = 88; 26%) consisted of students reporting low
levels of intrinsic value and moderate levels on all reported emotions and other appraisals
as well as performance. We therefore labelled this profile maladaptive profile.
Chi-square analyses revealed that trait profile membership was not dependent
on students’ sex, χ2 (1, N = 338) = .15, p = .69, ɸ = .03.
State profiles. The profile solution for both the no choice (N = 332) and the choice
(N = 328) condition yielded a model with an ellipsoidal, equal orientation with four profiles
being the best fitting model (no choice: log likelihood = -2627.61; BIC = -5719.64 [choice:
log likelihood = -2579.24; BIC = -5621.92]16). The profile solution is displayed in Figure 3
and in the middle and lower part of Table 2.
Figure 2
Standardized Mean Scores of the Trait Measures per Profile.

Note: The y axis represents the standardized mean score per measure. The standard errors of the
standardized mean scores are indicated by vertical lines. Please note that the lines in the plots do not
represent relationships between variables but are used to visualize the four profiles. Abbreviations:
Enjoy = Enjoyment; SelfEff = Self-efficacy; SelfCon = Self-concept; InstruVal = Instrumental value;
IntrinVal = Intrinsic value.
15
See Table S6 in the supplementary materials for a description and the fit BIC of the top three best
fitting models.
16
Brackets are used to denote results for the choice condition.
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First, an adaptive profile emerged, being the second largest profile in the no choice
(N = 103; 31%) and the largest profile in the choice condition (N = 154; 47%). In this profile,
levels of anger and anxiety were low, levels of boredom, enjoyment, and value medium,
levels of control were medium to high and RTs low (indicating higher effort and/or ability).
Levels of anger and boredom (enjoyment) were the lowest (highest) as compared to the
other profiles. Reported anxiety levels were lower than those in the second and third
profile. Appraisals of control and value were relatively higher and effort and/or ability
relatively higher than in the other profiles.
Second, a moderate profile emerged, being the biggest profile in the no choice
condition (N = 123; 37%) and the third biggest profile in the choice condition (N = 74;
23%). In this profile, levels of anger and anxiety were low to moderate, levels of boredom,
enjoyment and value were moderate, levels of control were moderate to high and RTs
high. While reporting similar levels of control and value appraisals as members of the
adaptive profile, levels of anger, anxiety and boredom (enjoyment) were significantly
higher (lower) and RTs were higher (indicating lower effort and/or ability). In comparison
with profiles three and four, generally, the moderate profile had higher (lower) levels of
enjoyment, control and value appraisals (anger, boredom), with levels of anxiety being
higher (lower) than the fourth (third) profile. RTs were lower than those of the third profile,
but only in the no choice condition.
Third, a negative emotion-lower appraisals (negEmo-lowerApp) profile emerged,
being the smallest in both the no choice (N = 48; 15%) and the choice condition (N = 23;
7%). In this profile, levels of the three negative emotions as well as control were moderate
to high, levels of enjoyment and value were low to moderate and RTs high (moderate) in
the no choice (choice) condition. Levels of negative emotions (enjoyment, appraisals of
control and value) were higher (lower) than those in the first two profiles. Only in the no
choice condition RTs were higher (indicating low effort due to the high boredom levels)
than those of the first two profiles. Levels of anger and anxiety were higher than in the
fourth profile. In the no choice condition, levels of boredom (value) were higher (lower)
than in the fourth profile. In the choice condition, levels of control were lower than in the
fourth profile.
Fourth, a bored and low value, slow (bored-lowValue-slow) profile emerged, being
the second smallest profile in the no choice condition (N = 58, 17%) and the second
biggest profile in the choice condition (N = 77; 23%). In this profile, levels of anxiety,
enjoyment and value were low, levels of anger were moderate, levels of boredom high and
RTs high. Setting this profile apart from the negative emotion, lower appraisals profile are
significantly lower levels of anger and anxiety. Moreover, individuals in this profile had
higher RTs than those in the first profile (indicating less effort and/or ability).
Summarizing, similar profiles emerged across conditions, but they differed in their
size, with more than half of the participants belonging to the adaptive profile in the choice
and only one third of participants belonging to the same profile in the no choice condition.
Moreover, the relation between profiles slightly differed between choice conditions, most
notably the negEmo-lowerApp profile, which differed from the bored-lowValue-slow
profile on different measures depending on the condition (choice / no choice).
State profiles per condition were not independent, χ2 (9, 316) = 190.93, p < .001,
ɸ = .45. This dependency was driven by overlapping profile memberships (i.e., students
belonging to the adaptive profile in both conditions). Also, of students in the moderate
profile of the choice condition, more individuals than predicted belonged to the negEmolowerApp profile in the no choice condition. In Figure 4, the distribution of individuals
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Figure 3
Standardized Mean Scores of the State Measures of the No Choice Condition per Profile (Panel A)
and of the Choice Condition per Profile (Panel B).

Note. The y axis represents the standardized mean score per measure. The standard errors of the
standardized mean scores are indicated by vertical lines. Please note that the lines in the plots do
not represent relationships between variables but are used to visualize the four profiles.
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across state profiles is displayed in a mosaic plot. Each rectangular field represents an
overlap of group membership, for instance being a member of both adaptive profiles
across state conditions; and is proportional in size to the number of individuals in that
cross-section.
Chi-square analyses revealed that profile membership and sex were not
independent, for both the no choice condition, χ2 (3, N = 332) = 8.83, p = .032, ɸ = .16; and
the choice condition, χ2 (3, N = 328) = 9.17, p = .027, ɸ = .17. The proportions of girls and
boys in the moderate profile and the two negative profiles drove this dependency: Girls
were more likely to be in the moderate profile than predicted and boys were more likely to
be in both the negEmo-lowerApp and the bored-lowValue-slow profile than predicted.
Figure 4
Mosaic Plot representing the Distribution of Profile Membership across the Two State Conditions.

Note. The N-values and percentages denote how many individuals of each choice condition profile
belong to each profile of the no choice condition. The color of each rectangle corresponds to the
profile an individual is in in the no choice condition, contingent on their profile membership of the
choice condition. The width of the rectangles corresponds to the proportion of individuals in each
profile of the choice condition, whereas the height corresponds to the proportion of individuals in
the no choice condition, contingent on the individual’s membership in the choice condition. The
third column, for instance, represents individuals in the NegEmoLowerApp profile of the choice
condition (7%), making it quite narrow. Within that column, the yellow block has the greatest
height, as 73% of individuals in the NegEmoLowerApp belong to the same profile in the no choice
condition. Abbreviations: NegEmoLowerApp, NELA = Negative emotion, lower appraisals profile;
BoredLowValueSlow, BLVS = Bored, low value and slow profile.

Relation trait and state profiles
Lastly, we investigated the relation between trait and state profiles. Figure
5 shows the distribution of learners across trait and state profiles in a mosaic plot, in
which cross- sectional membership is represented in rectangular fields which are sized
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Figure 5
Mosaic Plots representing the Distribution of Profile Membership across the Trait Level and the Two
State Conditions: The No Choice Condition (Panel A) and the Choice Condition (Panel B).

Note. The width of the rectangles corresponds to the proportion of individuals in each trait profile,
whereas the height corresponds to the proportion of individuals in the state profile, contingent on
the individual’s membership in the trait profile. The N-values and percentages denote how many
individuals of the state profiles belong to each trait profile. Note: Abbreviations: NegEmoLowerApp
= Negative emotion, lower appraisals profile; BoredLowValueSlow = Bored, and low value and slow
profile. See the caption of Figure 4 for a more thorough description of the plot.

proportionally to the size of the cross-section. Membership in trait and state EAPs were
not independent, χ2 (3, N = 323) = 30.54, p < .001, ɸ = .31 for the no choice condition,
[χ2 (3, N = 319) = 34.65, p < .001, ɸ = .33 for the choice condition]. Concerning the no
choice condition, those learners who belonged to the moderate trait profile were more
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likely to be in the adaptive and moderate state EAPs, whereas those learners belonging
to the maladaptive trait profile were more likely to belong to the negEmo-lowerApp state
EAP. Trait profile membership did not determine membership of the bored-lowValue-slow
profile in the no choice condition. Concerning the choice condition, those learners who
belonged to the moderate trait profile were more likely to be in the adaptive EAP profile,
whereas those learners belonging to the maladaptive trait profile were more likely to
belong to any of the other three state EAPs.
Discussion
The aim of the current study was to investigate EAP profiles, which may emerge
on both the trait and the state level, due to the bidirectional relationships between
emotions, appraisals and performance posited in the CV theory (e.g., Pekrun et al., 2017).
Such profiles represent qualitative differences between groups of students (Hickendorff
et al., 2018). In the following, we will first discuss our hypotheses considering the findings
of the current study, we will then shortly discuss theoretical and practical implications of
our study before moving on to the limitations and a future outlook.
Main findings
Meaningful profiles emerged on both the trait and state level, confirming
Hypothesis 1. Hypothesis 2, namely the emergence of three profiles on the trait level,
was not supported, as only two profiles emerged on the trait level: A maladaptive profile
with higher levels of negative emotions, lower levels of control and value appraisals
and performance. In line with earlier findings, negative trait emotions co-occurred, in
combination with low control and value appraisals and poor performance (e.g., Nett et
al., 2017b; Peixoto et al., 2017; Pekrun et al., 2011; Watson & Clark, 1992). The second and
larger profile was a moderate profile with higher levels of enjoyment, control and value
appraisals and performance. Contrary to our expectations and earlier findings in studies
on trait emotion profiles, no adaptive profile emerged on the trait level, which may be due
to weaker reciprocal effects for positive than negative emotion constructs (Pekrun et al.,
2017).
Hypothesis 3, namely that state EAP profiles would differ based on the choice
condition, was partly supported: Four similar profiles emerged across choice conditions,
differing in their size and partially in their features. In both conditions, an adaptive, a
moderate, a negEmo-lowerApp and a bored-lowValue-slow profile emerged. The adaptive
profile is marked by low levels of negative emotions, high levels of enjoyment and control and
value appraisals and short reaction times (i.e., high effort and/or ability) and the moderate
profile is marked by moderate levels on all variables. With high levels on all three negative
emotions, the negEmo-lowerApp profile is in accordance with earlier findings on the cooccurrence of similarly-valenced state emotions (e.g., Nett et al., 2017b; Vansteelandt et al.,
2005; Zelenski & Larsen, 2000) and combines long reaction times (in the no choice condition)
with relatively low appraisals of control and value. The bored-lowValue-slow highlights that
boredom does not necessarily have to co-occur with other negatively-valenced emotions.
Our findings suggest if value is relatively lower in combination with relatively higher control,
boredom may be the predominant emotion, confirming expectations of CV-theory – also
given the long reaction times (i.e., low effort) (Pekrun, 2006): Boredom may be experienced
in tasks lacking incentive value, but also in tasks without sufficient challenge (i.e., high
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control/low commands) and leads to lower effort. Contrary to Hypothesis 3.1, that profiles
would be more extreme in the no choice condition, profile membership seemed to actually
be more polarized in the choice condition: In the choice condition, more individuals belonged
to the adaptive and the bored-lowValue-slow profile, whereas more individuals in the no
choice condition belonged in the moderate and the negEmo-lowerApp profile. Due to
higher control in the choice condition, the challenge may have been perceived as even less
sufficient, leading to a larger boredom profile than in the no choice condition. Moreover, as
expected (Hypothesis 3.2), due to the low task difficulty, anger and especially boredom were
dominant, with levels of boredom being medium to high in all profiles, as were levels of task
control. As such, boredom has been found to be a frequently experienced academic emotion
(Mann & Robinson, 2009; Pekrun et al., 2010, 2014; Tze et al., 2016).
Hypothesis 4, namely that trait and state EAPs are related, was supported: Being
in the moderate trait profile seemingly acted as a buffer for being in one of the two negative
state profiles, whereas individuals belonging to the negative trait profile were more likely
to also belong to one of the negative state profiles. In the choice condition, more than
half of the individuals in the moderate trait profile belonged to the adaptive state profile,
possibly suggesting that individuals with a more positive trait profile are sensitive to task
context effects: When given more control within the task, they are likely to perform better
on a task and enjoy it more than when given less control. The relation between trait and
state EAPs supports the finding of trait level constructs being important determinants
of what is experienced on the state level, but also that context is important (Nett et al.,
2017). It should be noted that while the measures across levels do not align perfectly (see
limitations section for a discussion of the issue) the EAP profiles based on the measures
are still related, which is an interesting finding in itself.
Lastly, Hypothesis 5, namely that sex differences would be present in the number
of individuals within the profiles, was only partly supported: Sex differences were only
found on the state levels. We expected that girls would be overrepresented in any EAPs
marked by relatively high levels of anxiety and lower levels of control appraisals, especially
on the trait level (Hypothesis 5.1). On the state level, girls were overrepresented in the
moderate profile, which did have relatively high levels of anxiety. As such, our results are
in contrast to earlier results showing that girls have higher math trait anxiety but not
state anxiety than boys (Bieg et al., 2015; Goetz et al., 2013), but these studies looked at
mean level differences, and not patterns of associations of variables within subgroups
of learners. Moreover, differences on the state level were found in a recent study (Orbach
et al., 2019). Hypothesis 5.2, namely that boys would be overrepresented in any EAPs
marked by higher levels of boredom was partly supported: Boys were overrepresented
in both negative state profiles across choice conditions, in line with research showing
that boys experience more boredom than girls, at least on the trait level (Pekrun et al.,
2010, 2017). It should be noted that in earlier studies on state emotion profiles, no sex
differences were found (Robinson et al., 2017; Tulis & Ainley, 2011), which might indicate
that the inclusion of appraisals and performance lead to our finding of sex differences.
Theoretical implications
Our finding of meaningful EAP profiles emerging on the trait and state level
highlight the importance of considering the existence of subgroups of learners having
qualitatively different patterns of relations of emotions, appraisals and performance.
Such profiles are in line with the predictions of control-value theory of couplings of
emotions, appraisals of control and value and performance (e.g., Pekrun, 2006; Pekrun
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et al., 2011):Due to bidirectional couplings, some individuals may experience positive
emotions, high levels of control and value and perform well, while others may express an
opposing pattern. The emergent profiles did not display the fine-grained assumptions of
CV-theory, in which the interaction of control and value appraisals is thought to lead to
distinct emotions (leading to one EAP per emotion). Instead, we replicated earlier findings
on the co-occurrence of similarly valence emotions (e.g., Nett et al., 2017b; Peixoto et al.,
2017; Pekrun et al., 2011; Watson & Clark, 1992) and found that state EAPs seem to be
more differentiated than trait EAPs – which may be due to trait assessments being more
biased by selective recall and subjective beliefs (Robinson & Clore, 2002).
Practical implications
Knowing of the existence of qualitatively different subgroups of learners based
on their emotions, appraisals and performance has various practical implications which
may aid the development of interventions aimed at facilitating adaptive emotions and
performance. First, while no adaptive trait EAP profile emerged, aiding students to
develop even a moderate trait EAP seems to be adaptive: Students in such a profile have
higher grades and are more likely to be in a more adaptive EAP on the state level. The
context of the task also had an important effect on this group of students: providing
them with higher levels of task control led to a majority of them being in the adaptive
EAP. Students in the maladaptive trait EAP seem to have particularly high levels of anger
and boredom and low levels of intrinsic value. With appraisals of control and value being
malleable constructs (e.g., Aronson & Steele, 2005; Magidson et al., 2014; Vrugt et al.,
1997) an intervention focusing on increasing their appraisal of value of mathematics may
be beneficial for students in this subgroup, especially so as increased value appraisals
may lead to experiencing less anger and boredom (Pekrun, 2006).
Giving learners the opportunity to choose the difficulty level of items seems to
polarize learners’ experiences, as a larger number of students belonged to the adaptive
EAP but also a larger number of students belonged to the bored-low value-slow EAP in the
choice condition than in the no choice condition. While giving a choice might have made the
experience less challenging and more boring for some learners, it improved the learning
experience for others – highlighting the importance of taking individual differences into
account when designing learning experiences. This is in line with earlier findings, showing
for instance, that only learners with an initial sense of competence benefit from having a
choice (e.g., Patall et al., 2014).
Limitations and future research
The results of the current study should be interpreted with care, considering
the following limitations. First and foremost, the task at hand was aiming to manipulate
learners’ task value and control appraisals, a manipulation that failed. Given the ceiling
effect on accuracy, we were unable to include accuracy as a measure of performance, but
used reaction times on correctly solved items as an indicator of performance/effort, a
measure which is not as straightforward to interpret as accuracy would have been. Using
a more difficult math task presents an avenue for future research – performance may
then be a more important factor in determining learners’ state EAP profiles. Moreover,
care should be taken when selecting measures – especially when comparison across the
trait and state level is desired: While using shorter scales on the state than the trait level
is appropriate (Gogol et al., 2014), the comparability of measures could be increased by
using measures of, for instance, utility value on both the state and the trait level. Future
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studies are needed to test whether using more similar measures across levels changes
the dependency of membership of EAPs across levels.
Next, we relied on self-reported math grade for an indication of performance on
the trait level. Self-reported mathematics grades and actual grades have been found
to be highly positively correlated (Sticca et al., 2017). Although studies have found
that especially students with lower grade point averages may overreport their grades
(Schwartz & Beaver, 2015), the tendency to overreport grades has a small effect size
(Cohen’s d = .16). Kuncel, Credé and Thomas (2005) argue that self-reported grades can be
used with caution, especially so when the findings mirror those of studies using schoolreported grades (i.e., higher grades are related with higher levels of enjoyment); which is
the case in the current study. Future studies using actual grades (obtained by the school)
are needed to replicate the current results.
When interpreting the current findings, one should keep in mind that the sample
only concerned Dutch secondary school students from the two highest tiers of the school
system. Dutch teenagers have lower levels of math self-efficacy and extrinsic motivation
for math but score significantly higher on math self-concept and mathematics intentions
than students of other OECD countries (Kordes et al., 2013). Moreover, levels of math
anxiety have been shown to be lower in the Netherlands than in other countries (Lee,
2009). Future research is needed to disentangle the effects of different learning contexts,
culture, school level, age and sex on mathematics learning profiles, especially so as we
could not account for possible measurement invariance in the current study.
Lastly, we have followed the standard three-step approach to test whether the
covariance gender is related to profile membership (see Hickendorff et al., 2018). Each
individual was thus assigned to their most likely class based on their posterior probabilities,
introducing error to the analysis (Bolck et al., 2004; Bray et al., 2015). In future studies, a biasadjusted three-step analysis should be applied, in which profile membership is weighted by
the classification error (e.g., (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2014; Bray et al., 2015).
An interesting avenue for future research is whether profile membership can be
affected – and how. Increasing students’ appraisals of control and value for mathematics,
for instance, could result in the development of a more positive profile. But theoretically
speaking, such a positive development may also be attained by helping learners to achieve
better – or by increasing the enjoyment they experience in relation to math. Such research
should be done using cross-sectional, or, preferably, longitudinal data. Longitudinal studies
may also shed light on the development of learning profiles over time.
Conclusion
Looking beyond mean level differences of pre-defined groups (e.g., boys and girls),
on emotion, appraisals, and performance, allowed us to identify latent groups of learners
who are qualitatively different in their patterns of relations of emotions, appraisals
and performance – both on the trait and state level. On a trait level, this resulted in
two learning profiles, a moderate one and a maladaptive one. The learners belonging to
the maladaptive profile experienced more negative emotions paired with less positive
appraisals and enjoyment as well as performance – highlighting that teachers should
strive to prevent the development of such negative mathematics learning profiles. On a
state level, a more fine-grained picture emerged, as four profiles were identified – which
differed slightly based on the situation. In sum, the use of a person-centered approach
allowed us to include emotions, appraisals, and performance, and to represent their
pattern of associations in a more complete manner.
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Science interest is seen as an important driver of engagement with science
topics – be it keeping up with current developments within the field, or even deciding
to take up a career in the sciences later on (Ainley & Ainley, 2015; Crowley et al., 2015;
Tai et al., 2006). Given the complexity of the world we live in, the development of a stable
science interest is regarded as an important educational goal (Osborne, 2007), because it
is thought to aid individuals in making decisions based on current scientific knowledge.
The long-lasting effect of interest in science during teenage years has recently been
supported, as science interest in 12- to 14-year-olds was shown to be predictive of future
trust in climate scientists (Motta, 2018).
Science interest is a complex construct, which is dynamic, relational (Ainley,
2017) and multidimensional. In this dissertation, we used various analytical approaches
to study this construct – including the psychometric network approach, a qualitative
focus group approach as well as survival and profile analysis. As such, we first introduced
a conceptualization of science interest based on the definition of interest being
dynamic, relational and multidimensional – the science interest network model (SINM).
The SINM was introduced in Chapter 2 and tested using empirical data in two studies
(Chapter 2 & 3). The next three chapters (Chapter 4-6) focused on the role of the more
stable individual interest in the context of watching and learning from science videos.
More specifically, in Chapter 4, a focus group approach was used to investigate whether
differences in individual interest (low vs. high) and gender (girls vs. boys) affect teenagers’
perceptions and engagement with science videos across formal and informal learning
contexts. Chapter 5 and 6 are based on the same data set and use different methods to
study how individual interest determines actual video watching and learning from videos
across different videos and science content domains. Lastly, in Chapter 7, we zoomed out
by studying interest-related constructs (i.e., intrinsic motivation) in the broader context
of motivational theories. More specifically, we studied the complex relations between
motivation-related variables and performance in a math learning context, by investigating
subgroups of learners with qualitatively different patterns of emotions, appraisals of
control and value and performance. This was done on the situational state-level as well
as the more stable trait level.
In the following, the results of the studies included in this dissertation are placed
in the broader context of research into motivation in general and (science) interest in
particular. In order to do so, the main results of the different studies are first summarized,
followed by theoretical and practical implications. Limitations are then discussed
together with an outlook into potential routes for future research.

SUMMARY AND INTEGRATION OF FINDINGS

What is science interest? Introduction of the science interest network model (SINM).
We introduced and empirically tested the SINM in Chapter 2, using the PISA 2015
data set (OECD, 2016) of Dutch and Colombian 15-year-olds. The first main finding of this
study was that the structure of science interest differs on a country-level, replicating
earlier findings (Ainley & Ainley, 2011). More specifically, we found that the Dutch SINM is
more highly connected, pointing towards stronger synergistic (i.e., enhancing) interactions
between components (Cohen et al., 2002) and that science interest is more domainspecific for Dutch than Colombian students. Moreover, while engagement opportunities
may play a more important role for science interest in the Colombian context, it is
enjoyment which is central in the Dutch SINM.
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In Chapter 3, we investigated the assumption that centrality within the SINM
should be related with future outcomes that are relevant within the context of science
interest – such as choosing a science career. In order to do so, we used the PISA 2006
data (OECD, 2009) and the LSAY data (NCVER, 2017) and tested whether centrality within
the subject-specific SINMs of Australian Year 10 students would predict their biology,
chemistry and physics course enrolment in Year 12. While predictive strength differed
across subjects, being strongest for chemistry, centrality was indeed related with future
course enrolment – with future intentions and science enjoyment being the most central
indicators across all three subject-specific SINMs. Centrality being related with future
behavior supports the assumption that central indicators may indeed be efficient targets
for interventions aimed at increasing science interest.
Taken together, the two empirical studies lend support for the applicability of the
psychometric network approach in the context of science interest, as previous findings
were replicated (i.e., country differences, prediction of later outcomes; Ainley & Ainley,
2011, 2015; Jeffries et al., 2019). Moreover, we showed that important characteristics
of (science) interest, such as the close relation between interest components, can be
modeled using this approach. Notably, using a psychometric network approach does not
only fit well with the conceptualization of (science) interest and likely other motivational
constructs (Vu et al., 2021), assumptions which are typically required for latent variable
models are not required in this approach (e.g., local independence, exchangeability of
indicators).
Interest and behavior in the context of science videos.
In the second part of this dissertation, we studied the interaction of personal
characteristics, with a focus on individual interest, and video characteristics on teenagers’
engagement with science videos.
First, in Chapter 4, we used a focus group approach to gain insights into teenagers’
perceptions of and their engagement with science videos in both informal and formal
learning contexts. The focus group approach is suited for studying perceptions of certain
groups (Adler et al., 2019; Krueger & Casey, 2009; Shaw et al., 2011) and may result in rich
insights given that through their interaction, participants may feed off of each other’s
ideas (Lindlof & Taylor, 2011). We found indications of group differences in teenagers’
perceptions and engagement with science videos based on their level of science interest
and their gender. Broadly speaking, the results suggest that for individuals with higher
levels of interest, the content (i.e., topic) of the videos may be more important, whereas
entertaining features (i.e., looks cool, something happens) were regarded as important
for individuals with lower interest. Moreover, girls indicated watching videos in a goaldirected manner, for example to study for a test, whereas boys more often indicated
watching science videos as a form of entertainment (high interest) or procrastination (low
interest).
The apparent importance of the content-domain on video watching behavior was
studied in Chapter 5. More specifically, we tested whether the interrelations between
personal characteristics (gender, domain-specific interest, curiosity, prior knowledge)
and response variables (topic interest, situational interest, persistence, test score), are
content-domain- or even material-specific. This was done using two videos each across
two content-domains and letting students voluntarily watch the videos. We analyzed the
results using a psychometric network approach. First, our results replicated findings
from studies on text-based learning (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002), linking topic interest to
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learning through situational interest and persistence. This means that it is situational
interest (through its positive effect on persistence) which mediates the link between
topic interest and learning. Even more so, we found that the personal characteristics,
including individual interest, were only directly linked with the response variables through
topic and situational interest. Situational interest can thus be seen as a mediator linking
personal characteristics and learning. Second, we found domain-specific differences in
video networks, which were driven by gender-based differences in preferences of content
domains. In other words, girls and boys differed in their domain-specific individual
interest, an effect that was counteracted by higher levels of curiosity: a girl with high
levels of curiosity, for instance, had higher levels of individual interest in the stereotypical
“male” content domain than the average girl.
Next to the content-domain of a video, other video characteristics, such as
momentary changes within the video, might be of importance in determining science
video watching. Our third and final study on the interaction of individual interest and
video characteristics was based on this idea and was presented in Chapter 6. Using the
same data set as in Chapter 5, we investigated the interaction between domain-specific
individual interest and moment-to-moment changes of informational value (IV) and
entertainment value (EV) as well as their change over time (i.e., velocity) in determining
science video watching. We employed a survival analysis approach to model the effects
of the different predictors on the probability to stop watching a video. Contrary to our
expectations, individual interest did not interact with momentary levels of IV and EV
(or their velocity) in predicting stopping to watch. Individuals with higher interest in the
content domain did have a lower probability to stop watching, though, as did girls, but
only for the two videos on stress and the body. Effects of IV and EV, their velocity and
interaction were unexpected and mixed, with higher levels of EV seemingly increasing the
likelihood of stopping to watch a science video and other effects not being stable across
videos.
Summarizing, across three studies, we showed that levels of domain-specific
individual interest play an important role in voluntary engagement with science videos.
This was true for an informal learning context (Chapter 4) as well as in an experimental
set-up (Chapter 5 & 6). Interest levels played a role in determining for what purpose
videos are watched (i.e., as a form of entertainment vs. goal-directed) and how long videos
are watched. While the domain-specific content of the video did influence watching
persistence (Chapter 5), the effects of momentary levels of how entertaining and/or
informational a video is and changes in these levels over time are less clear (Chapter 6).
The studies do indicate that gender is an important factor to take into account when
studying domain-specific science interest. What girls and boys find interesting seems
to differ (i.e., girls preferring content on biology and boys on hard sciences; Ainley, Hidi,
et al., 2002; Ainley, Hillman, et al., 2002; Buccheri et al., 2011) and this difference may
differentially affect their engagement with the study materials – in this case science
videos (Chapter 5 & 6).
Zooming out: Learner profiles in a math learning context.
In the final study of this dissertation, presented in Chapter 7, we apply the idea
of mutual interactions of motivation-related constructs in a different context: math
learning. Based on the control-value theory of achievement emotions (Pekrun, 2006;
Pekrun et al., 2017), we assumed that learners may show qualitatively different emotion,
appraisal, performance (EAP) profiles across both the more stable trait level as well as
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the momentary state level, at which two conditions were compared (choice vs. no choice).
Learners who enjoy learning math were thought to have positive appraisals of control
and value of math and perform well, whereas learners who find math boring may have
negative appraisals of math and worse performance. Using model-based latent profile
analysis, we identified two EAP profiles on the trait level (moderate and maladaptive) and
four EAP profiles across the two state conditions (adaptive, moderate, negative emotionlower appraisals and bored – low value – slow). Across levels, profile membership was
related, but not perfectly. Being in the moderate trait profile seemed to act as a buffer, as
individuals in that trait EAP profile were less likely to be members in the more negative
state profiles across both conditions.

THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS

In this section, we revisit the definition of science interest used in this dissertation,
namely that science interest is a dynamic, relational construct (Ainley, 2017) with multiple
dimensions. Below, we integrate the findings of the different studies for each of the three
definitional characteristics of (science) interest.
We did not directly study the dynamic nature of science interest, which would
require longitudinal studies to capture dynamic change within the construct across
time. The SINM modeled in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, however, is based on the theoretical
assumption of the science interest construct being dynamic – with interest components
assumed to mutually interact, and change of one indicator assumed to cause change
throughout the system (Dalege et al., 2016). This assumption is supported by one finding
in particular: In Chapter 2, we showed that both SINMs had a small-world structure,
which emerged due to the included interest components and closely-related motivational
constructs (self-efficacy and self-concept; Fryer & Ainley, 2019; Marsh et al., 2005; Nuutila
et al., 2020) forming communities of closely related indicators, which were connected
to one another through short-cuts. Having a small-world structure implies that change
should travel throughout the system, meaning that if we would intervene on one node,
it should bring about change in connected nodes (Watts & Strogatz, 1998). Moreover,
the close (positive) relations between interest components found in all modeled SINMs
should, in theory, mean that the components interact throughout the development of
interest, reinforcing each other over time.
Concerning the relational nature of science interest, we found, across all chapters
studying science interest, the importance of domain-specificity of science interest. First,
in Chapter 2, domain-specificity was shown to differ across countries. Dutch teenagers
exhibited a more “specialized” pattern of interest, being interested in either hardscience topics or life-science topics, whereas Colombian teenagers’ science interest was
domain general – if they were interested in one topic, they were likely to also find the
other topics interesting. This difference in domain-specificity may underlie the common
finding that teenagers from wealthier countries have lower overall interest scores
than their counterparts from less wealthy countries (e.g., Mullis et al., 2008; Osborne &
Dillon, 2008; Sjøberg & Schreiner, 2005). Second, in Chapter 3, the predictive strength of
central indicators in forecasting future science course enrolment differed per subject,
being strongest for chemistry and lowest for biology. This might indicate that the science
interest structure may be different per subject (or even domain) and that different interest
components may be more or less important for future choices based on the subject (Ainley
& Ainley, 2015). Further research is needed to investigate such possible subject-specific
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differences. Third, in Chapter 4, individuals with higher levels of individual interest
mentioned the topic of videos as an important characteristic, indicating that they may
have domain-specific preferences that influence their engagement with science videos.
Fourth, across both Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, we found that domain-specific interest is
both an important indirect and direct predictor of watching science videos in a voluntary
video watching context.
Furthermore, interest is a multidimensional construct, being made up of affective,
behavioral and cognitive components (Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Renninger & Su, 2019).
The multidimensionality of science interest is a central theoretical assumption of the
SINM (Chapter 2 & Chapter 3), in which the mutual interactions between the different
components are seen as constituting science interest. An interesting finding concerning
the multidimensionality of science interest emerged when studying which indicators
are the most central across SINMs, as they differed across countries. While behavioral
indicators (i.e., buying or borrowing science books) were most central in the Colombian
SINM, affective indicators (i.e., enjoyment) were most central in the Dutch SINM
(Chapter 2) and affective as well as future intentions (i.e., wanting to spend their life doing
advanced science) indicators were most central in the Australian SINM (Chapter 3)17.
Different components of science interest may therefore vary in their importance based on
background variables, such as the country students live in. This highlights the importance
of considering the different interest components when studying this construct. The
finding that the central affective and value-related indicators in the Australian SINM
were related to future behavior (Chapter 3) further indicates that the different interest
dimensions may interact and thereby influence one another.
Lastly, two parallels are found when comparing the results of the different
studies on science interest (Chapter 2-6) with the study on math EAP profiles (Chapter 7):
First, both interest (e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Krapp, 2007) and achievement emotions
(Pekrun, 2006; Pekrun et al., 2017) contain a time dimension, which can be conceptualized
on two levels, a momentary state level (i.e., situational interest; state emotions) and a
more stable, trait-like level (i.e., individual interest; trait emotions), which may interact.
In Chapter 5, for instance, individual and situational interest are shown to be (closely)
related, as are trait and state EAPs as described in Chapter 7. While domain-specific
individual interest can influence the triggering of situational interest (e.g., Knogler et al.,
2015), being in a more adaptive EAP profile seemed to act as a buffer to experiencing
negative emotions on the state level in the math study (Chapter 7). Second, our studies
demonstrate that although the components in interest and learning profiles differ, they are
related – given the connections of the affective and cognitive components in the SINMs
(Chapter 2 & 3) and the connections between emotions, appraisals and performance
resulting in qualitatively different subgroups of learners (Chapter 7). Such close (mutual)
relations between different components are theorized to exist in many motivation (or
emotion) theories, often linking motivation and achievement (e.g., Pekrun, 2006; Ryan &
Deci, 2000). Such links have indeed been supported both by longitudinal (e.g., Hebbecker
et al., 2019; Pekrun et al., 2017) and experimental studies (see Lazowski & Hulleman,
2016 for a meta-analysis on the link from motivation to achievement). Approaches taking
into account such mutual relations (i.e., network approaches, latent profile analysis) are
17
Please note, however, that the included components differed slightly across the two studies - future
intentions were only included in Chapter 3, for instance. The results concerning centrality are therefore not
entirely comparable.
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therefore highly relevant in the context of motivational sciences. They not only allow for
the mapping of the relations between dimensions but may also reveal which components
could be efficient targets for intervention (Borsboom & Cramer, 2013; see Vu et al., 2021
for a discussion on the potential of network approaches in motivation sciences).

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

Based on the previously discussed findings, we can formulate the following
recommendations for educators and policy makers who aim to foster the science interest
of (Dutch) teenagers. First and foremost, science interest does matter – especially
as it is related to both current (voluntary) task engagement (Chapter 5 & 6) as well as
future behavior (Chapter 3), such as choosing a science elective. But how can science
interest most effectively be influenced? While we did not test this directly, the SINM
studies indicate that in a context of 15-year-olds in wealthier countries (the Netherlands,
Chapter 2 and Australia, Chapter 3), enjoyment (Chapter 2 & 3) and future intentions
(Chapter 3) seem to be especially important within the science interest structure.
Making interacting with science topics more enjoyable may therefore be an effective
avenue to aid the development of genuine science interest for this group of teenagers
(Ainley & Ainley, 2011b; Jack & Lin, 2018). Improving learners’ appraisals of control (i.e.,
self-efficacy, self-concept) and their value of what is being learned may affect learners’
enjoyment, according to the CV theory of achievement emotions (e.g., Pekrun, 2006;
Pekrun et al., 2017). This close relation between enjoyment and appraisals of control and
value was supported in the EAP profiles, as the subgroup of learners with higher levels
of enjoyment also had relatively higher levels of control and value appraisals than the
other subgroup(s) (Chapter 7). Next to enjoyment, future intentions emerged as central
and were predictive of later course enrolment, in line with earlier research (see Andre et
al., 2018 for a Meta-Analysis).
Secondly, while gender did not affect the structure of science interest when
modeled in the SINMs (Chapter 2), strong differences emerged when we presented
domain-specific science content (Chapter 5 & 6), with girls being interested in the human
biology content (stress and the body) and boys being interested in the content of cars
and renewables. As individual interest was found to be closely related with both topic
and situational interest (Chapter 5), providing learning materials that are related to the
(gender-specific) individual interest of learners should ultimately increase their task
engagement. Presenting a wider range of (more gender-balanced) learning materials
might therefore be a promising route to spark situational interest of both girls and boys –
with girls having been shown to benefit from such (female-specific content) interventions
(Kerger et al., 2011; Wulff et al., 2018; but see Haeussler & Hoffmann, 2000).
Third, the finding of situational interest being strongly and directly related with
persistence (Chapter 5) indicates that using engaging materials might counteract the
strong effects of gender and individual interest on preferences of learning materials.
Using engaging (i.e., novel, ambiguous; Berlyne, 1962; Harackiewicz et al., 2016; Renninger
et al., 2019) study materials may spark situational interest. Situational interest has also
been shown to be triggered (and maintained) when using everyday-life scenarios which
relate to the students’ lives (Hazari et al., 2010; Vaino et al., 2012). Repeatedly using
learning materials that trigger situational interest is likely not only beneficial for current
engagement with the materials, but may also have benefits in the long run, as situational
interest affects the development of individual interest (Rotgans & Schmidt, 2017a).
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Fourth, science videos are a versatile learning material which is appreciated by
learners when used in a formal learning context, either as a tool to show phenomena or
real-life examples, or as a manner to enhance understanding by summarizing or explaining
content (Chapter 4). Important for the use within the classroom is that videos are embedded
in the lesson and that teachers use them with a clear learning goal in mind (Chapter 4;
Wijnker et al., 2018). Science videos are also watched in an informal learning context, mostly
by individuals who are interested in science, who watch such videos or tv shows alone or with
family members – highlighting the importance of (voluntary) engagement with the content
of interest (Ainley & Ainley, 2015; Crowley et al., 2015) and the role of family context and
support in the development of interest (Archer et al., 2012; Sha et al., 2016). In line with this,
interventions aimed at increasing parental involvement have been found to be successful in
maintaining girls’ science interest (Heddy & Sinatra, 2017).

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

The previously discussed results and any conclusions based upon them have to
be interpreted with care, especially given that the data used were mostly cross-sectional
(with one longitudinal study: Chapter 3). Future research using longitudinal and/or
experimental manipulation studies are needed to replicate the findings. We do believe
though, that our studies can be regarded as a proof of concept. First, of the applicability
of psychometric network analysis in the context of science interest in general (Chapter 2
& 3) and potentially in the broader context of motivation sciences (Vu et al., 2021). Second,
of the potential interaction of individual interest and both the content domain of science
videos (Chapter 5) as well as momentary changes within such videos (Chapter 6) and
third, the usefulness of studying emotion-appraisal-performance profiles in the math
context (Chapter 7).
Using a psychometric network approach provides important avenues for future
research within science interest, as this approach does not only allow for the modelling
of the structure of science interest (Chapter 2 & 3), but also of developmental pathways,
when applied to panel or time-series data (Epskamp, 2020). Modelling longitudinal data
can test the assumption that mutual interactions between interest components are
underlying a stable individual interest in science (e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Krapp, 2007;
Renninger & Hidi, 2011). Moreover, when moving from situational interest to individual
interest, different components are thought to be of more or less importance (e.g., Ainley,
2017; Renninger & Hidi, 2011) – with affect being assumed to be more important in early
phases of interest development and value being more important in later stages. When
using time-series data, dynamic shifts in the importance of different science interest
components could be investigated on the level of the individual as well as on the group
level (Epskamp, 2020; Epskamp, Waldorp, et al., 2018). If such dynamic shifts indeed
happen throughout the interest development (and if they are similar for most individuals),
network characteristics could possibly give an indication of the current interest phase of
an individual – someone who is already more interested would potentially have a network
with higher global connectivity, for instance (comparable to individuals with stronger
attitudes, Dalege et al., 2019).
Next, as mentioned earlier, interventions could be tested based on the relative
importance of components within SINMs (Blanken et al., 2019; Borsboom & Cramer, 2013;
McNally, 2016). The importance of centrality within the SINM was supported in Chapter 3,
in which more central nodes were related with future science course enrolment. However,
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intervention studies are needed to test whether intervening on central nodes does indeed
bring about change within the network or in related behavior (i.e., more engagement with
sciences). Promising are recent findings from attitude networks, in which experimentally
intervening on a central node did effect subsequent behavior (Zwicker et al., 2020).
We can be quite certain that individual interest and situational interest are
associated with behavior in a voluntary science interest watching context (Chapter 5 &
6). The influence of momentary changes within the video as well as possible interactions
between individual interest and dynamic video characteristics, studied in Chapter 6,
however, is not yet clear. The finding that only around half of the variance of persistence
of video watching was explained by the included variables in Chapter 5 suggests that
situational video characteristics may play a pivotal role in determining how long a video is
watched. It may therefore be necessary to include additional video characteristics, next
to the momentary levels and changes in the entertainment and informational value of the
videos (EV and IV; Chapter 6). In their dynamic model of viewer interest and its underlying
cognitive and emotional mechanisms (FIRM model), Wijnker and colleagues (2021), for
instance, define the interestingness of an educational video as the balance of appraised
challenge (i.e., novelty, complexity) and coping potential (i.e., anticipated comprehension)
presented in the video. As is the case with EV and IV, interestingness of the video can be
coded by the researcher or video-maker. Dynamic video characteristics may be perceived
differently based on learners’ prior knowledge or their individual interest (Wijnker et al.,
2021), however, which complicates studying the interaction of individual differences
and such video characteristics. Individuals with more or less prior knowledge might
perceive the same video with medium levels of IV (or challenge) as boring or too difficult,
respectively. More research into the dynamics of video characteristics and its potential
interaction with individual interest is thus needed and is of relevance as the full potential
of a video can only be met if it is actually watched.

CONCLUSION

Science interest is not only important in current learning and future engagement
with sciences, but has been shown to be of great societal relevance – as science interest
at age 12 to 14 is related with trust in climate scientists two decades later (Motta, 2018).
While theories of the development of science interest exist (e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006;
Krapp, 2002, 2007; Renninger & Hidi, 2011), it is still not clear what exactly happens
throughout the development of (science) interest. We believe that the SINM may prove
to be a promising conceptualization of science interest, which may shed light on the
dynamic nature of science interest if applied to time-series data in the future. For now,
we have shown that the SINM can successfully reproduce earlier findings of countryspecific differences in science interest and offer insights into potential routes to efficient
interventions. This dissertation yielded several options for positively influencing science
interest. Our findings indicate that for Dutch teenagers, increasing their enjoyment of
learning science might have a positive effect on their science interest. Moreover, using
content domains that are already interesting – and taking into account gender-specific
preferences – may positively influence the situational interest of learners and thereby
their current task engagement and potentially their individual interest. Using wellmade science videos on relevant topics, which are embedded in the lessons, might aid
making content more interesting. By showing that the SINM can successfully reproduce
earlier findings of the (science) interest literature and offer insights into potential routes
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for efficient intervention, we hope to motivate other researchers to apply the SINM
approach within this and other motivational domains. Given that science interest is a
fundamental force in motivating behavior, it is worth the effort to make science learning
more interesting, be it by showing videos with real-life content or by connecting content
with topics students already find interesting.
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Accuracy and stability estimation
To assess the accuracy and stability of the SINMs, we used two main analyses of
the R- package bootnet (Epskamp & Fried, 2017). First, to estimate the accuracy of the
edge weights of the SINMs, we bootstrapped the 95% confidence intervals of the edge
weights of the networks. Secondly, to examine the stability of the centrality indices, we
used a method called subsetting bootstrap, in which the network is re-estimated multiple
times after dropping a number of participants. The order of the centrality indices is then
correlated to that of the original network, so that the centrality indices can be considered
stable if the correlation is large. We therefore estimated the centrality stability coefficient
(CS-coefficient), which should be at least .25 for a centrality index to be seen as stable,
but preferably above .5. We applied the edge weight bootstrap as well as the subsetting
bootstrap on the Dutch as well as the Colombian SINMs. For more information on these
methods, please see Epskamp’s and colleagues tutorial on the accuracy and stability of
psychological networks and the use of the R-package bootnet (Epskamp, Borsboom, et
al., 2018).
Dutch SINM. The results of the accuracy and stability estimations of the Dutch
SINM are displayed in Figure S1a for the accuracy of edge weights and Figure S1b for the
stability of the centrality indices. The edge weight bootstrap revealed that the Dutch SINM
is moderately accurately estimated, as that there is considerable overlap among the 95%
CIs of the edge weights. Especially the 95% CIs of the strongest edges do not have much
overlap with the other CIs, so that they can be considered to be indeed stronger than the
other edges. The subset bootstrap (Figure S1b) showed that the order of node strength is
most stable, followed by closeness, with betweenness being considerably unstable. This
is supported by the CS- coefficient, which was .75 for strength, .36 for closeness and 0
for betweenness. As the CS-coefficient should preferably be above .5, we only considered
strength when looking at the centrality indices of the Dutch SINM.
Colombian SINM. The results of the accuracy and stability estimations of the
Colombian SINM are displayed in Figure S2a for the accuracy of edge weights and Figure
S2b for the stability of the centrality indices. The edge weight bootstrap revealed that the
Colombian SINM is moderately accurately estimated, as that there is considerable overlap
among the 95% CIs of the edge weights. Especially the 95% CIs of the strongest edges
do not have much overlap with the other CIs, so that they can be considered to be indeed
stronger than the other edges. The subset bootstrap (Figure S2b) showed that the order of
node strength is most stable, followed by closeness, with betweenness being considerably
unstable. This is supported by the CS-coefficient, which was .75 for strength, .21 for
closeness and 0 for betweenness. As the CS-coefficient should preferably be above .5, we
only considered strength when looking at the centrality indices of the Colombian SINM.
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Figure S1
Panel A: Bootstrapped 95% CIs of all Edges of the Dutch SINM and Panel B: Subsetting Bootstrap for
the Centrality Measures of the Dutch SINM.

A						

B

Note. Panel A: The red line indicates the estimated edge weights in the Dutch SINM, with the grey
area surrounding it indicating the bootstrapped CIs per edge. The x-axis represents the strength of
the edge weights, whereas all possible edges between two nodes are listed on the y-axis, ordered
from highest edge weight (top) to lowest edge weight (bottom). Panel B: Subsetting bootstrap for the
Dutch SINM, showing the average correlation between the three centrality indices of the original
network (full data set) with networks estimated on smaller subsamples of the data set.
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Figure S2
Panel A: Bootstrapped 95% CIs of all Edges of the Colombian SINM and Panel B: Subsetting Bootstrap
for the Centrality Measures of the Colombian SINM.

A						

B

Note. Panel A: The red line indicates the estimated edge weights in the Colombian SINM, with the
grey area surrounding it indicating the bootstrapped CIs per edge. The x-axis represents the strength
of the edge weights, whereas all possible edges between two nodes are listed on the y-axis, ordered
from highest edge weight (top) to lowest edge weight (bottom). Panel B: Subsetting bootstrap for
the Colombian SINM, showing the average correlation between the three centrality indices of the
original network (full data set) with networks estimated on smaller subsamples of the data set.
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Table S1
Results of the Network Comparison Test (NCT) of Subgroups of the Dutch and Colombian Sample.
Subgroups

Netherlands
HAVO vs.
VWO
HAVO/VWO vs. MBO

Colombia
Total sample vs. small
sample
Academica vs.
tecnica
Upper secondary vs.
lower secondary

N

Structure

Specific Edges

Global Strength

M

p-value

S

p-value

688
688
2129
2012

1.42

.17

1.30

.77

1.21

.05

.45

.89

5557
2129
1782
1782
2728
2728

.35

1.00

7.88

.66

.16

.81

.02

.99

.68

.17

.45

.81

Ibi-Imf; Vwl-Vdo; Ipd-Vcp;
Bbo-Bsn; Sne-Sea; SlmSfr; Sea-Kce; Eil-Ksl

Note. The subgroups per country (i.e., HAVO vs. VWO school level of the Netherlands, Academica vs.
tecnica school level of Colombia) were compared. If the sample sizes were substantially different,
group sizes were made equal through random subsampling, as the NCT is sensitive to differences in
group size. This was not done for the comparison of the total Colombian sample with the Colombian
subsample, as we wanted to make sure that comparing the small Colombian sample with the Dutch
SINM would be feasible.

Connectivity simulation
To gain a first indication of the dynamics of the Dutch and Colombian network, we
simulated the effect on external pressures on the two networks. External pressures could
be forcing students to choose either a science or a humanities study program (Dalege,
Borsboom, van Harreveld, & van der Maas, 2017; Epskamp et al., 2016; Wainwright &
Jordan, 2008). This so-called consistency pressure can be linked to the connectivity of
a network, as connectivity grows with higher consistency pressure (i.e., higher external
pressure on the network) (Dalege, Borsboom, van Harreveld, Waldorp, et al., 2017).
Connectivity, in turn, is interesting to investigate, as networks may behave differently
with different levels of connectivity: In a more highly connected network, nodes have
stronger effects on other nodes, so that strong edges may keep nodes in check – change
may be harder to bring by.
More specifically, we investigated the dynamics of the overall science interest
networks by testing the influence of external consistency pressure on the network (Dalege,
Borsboom, van Harreveld, & van der Maas, 2017), using the Ising-model (Ising, 1925) and
changing its degree of connectivity (Epskamp et al., 2016; Wainwright & Jordan, 2008).
While low connectivity makes the network behave in a more random manner by decreasing
the influence of edge weights and thresholds, the opposite is true for high connectivity. We
used the IsingSampler function, available in the R-package IsingSampler (Epskamp, 2015), to
simulate the dynamics of the estimated SINM with three degrees of connectivity, that is, a low
(.60), mid (1.20) and high (1.80) connectivity, while the thresholds of the nodes were set to 0.
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Dutch SINM. The three networks with low, mid- and high degree of connectivity
and their associated distributions of sum scores are displayed in Figure S3 (left). As can
be seen in Figure S3, with increasing connectivity, the distribution of the sum scores
changes from a normal distribution to a bimodal distribution, showing the importance of
network connectivity in determining the sum score distribution. In a weakly connected
network, the sum score distribution is normal, indicating that such interest networks
behave as dimensions (i.e., interest can range from low to high), whereas highly connected
networks behave as categories (i.e., interest is either low or high). Interestingly, in the low
connectivity network, three of the interest evaluation nodes are not connected to any
other nodes, whereas the other two interest evaluation nodes are closely connected to
the enjoyment cluster. Moreover, only with increasing connectivity, the different clusters
start to be connected through shortcuts. Again, it becomes apparent that the knowledge
and the value clusters are not as closely connected to the other clusters.
Colombian SINM. The three networks with low, mid- and high degree of connectivity
and their associated distributions of sum scores are displayed in Figure S3 (right). As
can be seen in Figure S3, with increasing connectivity, the distribution of the sum scores
gradually changes from a normal distribution to a bimodal distribution; indicating that
the sum score distribution of interest networks can be interpreted as the level of interest
in a population. In the weakly connected network, the sum score distribution is normal,
indicating that such interest networks behave as dimensions (i.e., interest can range from
low to high), whereas the highly connected networks behave as categories (i.e., interest is
either low or high), but in a less polarized manner than the Dutch network. Interestingly, in
the low connectivity network, there are only three shortcuts between clusters. Moreover,
even in the high connectivity network, the knowledge cluster is not connected to any other
clusters and self-efficacy as well as value are only connected with the other clusters
through one shortcut. It becomes apparent that the knowledge and the value clusters
are not as closely connected to the other clusters. The interest-evaluation, behavior and
enjoyment cluster, on the other hand, are more closely connected.
Summarizing. The two networks show some difference in their dynamic
behavior with different levels of connectivity, as shown by the connectivity simulation.
While the sum scores of all included indicators of weakly connected networks are
normally distributed, the sum scores of the highly connected networks form a bimodal
distribution. The sum score distribution of interest networks may be an indication of
the level of interest in a population (cf. Dalege, Borsboom, van Harreveld, et al., 2017;
Dalege, Borsboom, Van Harreveld, et al., 2017). The results of the connectivity simulation
study on the networks of the two countries indicate that science interest may develop
differently across countries. More specifically, the importance of mutual interactions
became apparent in the connectivity simulation of the Dutch interest network: In the low
connectivity SINM, the sum scores of the network were normally distributed, meaning
that science interest could be at any level – from low interest to high interest; whereas
in the highly connected SINM, the sum scores were distributed bimodally, indicating that
science interest was generally either low or high. The global connectivity in the network
represents the level of the science interest and influences the way science is dealt with
(Dalege et al., 2016). With growing connectivity, the different variables reinforce each other
to a larger extent, that is, if one enjoys learning about sciences more, one will seek to read
more about sciences, which will, in turn, lead to gaining more knowledge in the interest
domain. But also, the other way around, with a negative science interest (i.e., a science
dislike) science is avoided as much as possible. In the connectivity simulation on the
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Figure S3
Simulation of Different Levels of Connectivity of the Dutch (left Panels) and Colombian (right Panels)
SINMs and their Associated Distributions of Sum Scores.

Note. Strikingly, the sum score distribution in the Dutch network (left) becomes bimodal with increasing
connectivity, a trend which seems to be weaker in the sum score distribution of the Colombian network
(right).

Colombian SINM, in contrast, higher connectivity did not lead to a strong bimodal
distribution of the network’s sum score. The reinforcing relations between the variables
in the Colombian SINM thus seem to be weaker, which may be due to the lower number
of connections between clusters. These findings may be explained through stronger
synergistic interactions18 (or enhancing interaction; Cohen et al., 2002) within the Dutch
SINM; as the interest components in the Dutch network are more closely related, they
may strongly reinforce each other, which does not seem to be the case in the Colombian
18
In networks, synergistic effects have previously been referred to as emergence. In intelligence,
for instance, the positive manifold of cognitive processes emerges through mutually beneficial interactions
between these processes (van der Maas et al., 2006). In interest, then, the components may start to interact
as children or teenagers have opportunities to engage with sciences, as they will then form judgments about
their ability of solving science-related questions (self-efficacy), about their valuing science, their affective
experiences when interacting with sciences (enjoyment) and so forth.
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SINM. Synergistic interactions have been found to play an important role in the relation
of interest and other motivational components, such as competence beliefs, in predicting
academic outcomes such as achievement or engagement (Nagengast et al., 2011;
Trautwein et al., 2012). Moreover, Jack, Lin and Yore (2014) found synergistic interactions
of students’ science-related affective and self-related cognitive components (selfconcept, self-efficacy) in deeper understanding and commitment for environmental
issues, highlighting the importance of the interplay of both cognitive and affective
components in determining student outcomes.
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Topological analysis
Before estimating the networks, we performed a statistical analysis of the
topological overlap of nodes using the goldbricker function of the networktools package in
R (Jones, 2019b) with the default settings (p = .05, method = “hittner2003”, threshold = .25,
corMin = .5). If two nodes are very similarly related with all other nodes, they may
redundantly measure the same underlying construct; if deemed that nodes are indeed
too similarly related to the other nodes in the network, the better (i.e., more unique) node
is picked. The topological overlap analysis found that there was no significant topological
overlap in any of the three SINMs.
Missingness
In total, 678 missing values were present in the data set. We investigated whether
the missingness of the data had a relationship with any values, observed or missing, by
testing if it was missing completely at random. This was done using the TestMCARNormality
function from the R package MissMech (Jamshidian et al., 2014), which does not only test
whether the missing data mechanism is missing completely at random (MCAR), but also
whether the data have a multivariate normal distribution. Groups with similar patterns of
missing data are identified and their equality of covariances are then tested (Jamshidian
& Jalal, 2010).
We performed this analysis on the complete data set, including all four interest
items. Four different patterns of missing data were found: 4180 cases had no missing
data, 432 cases had missing data on self-concept and future motivation items, 8 cases
had missing data on behavior items 7 cases had missing data on one future motivation
item (Fmw). The Hawkins test of normality and homoscedasticity was highly significant
(p < .001), meaning that assumptions of multivariate normality or homoscedasticity (or
both) are not met in the data set. The non-parametric test was not significant (p = .234),
meaning that MCAR can be assumed given that the data is not normally distributed.
As missingness can be assumed to be MCAR, we decided to remove missing data casewise, resulting in a sample of N = 4180.
Forecast analysis – model fit
To test whether centrality indices were predictors of the forecast correlation
even when including the covariates node mean and node variance, we ran a covariance
analysis including the covariates next to the centrality index. The linear regression model
fit was then tested using the stepAIC function from the R package MASS (Venables &
Ripley, 2002), a stepwise algorithm evaluating model fit based on the Akaike information
criterion (AIC). Table S1 displays the results of the regressions for both the original model,
including node mean, variance and centrality as well as the final model, in the case that
the final model differed from the original table.
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Table S1
Results of the Model Fit Test of the Linear Regressions Predicting the Forecast Correlation per SINM
and Centrality Index.
Model

B

Predictor

SE B

β

t

p

Chemistry - strength
Original model

Final model

F(3, 27) = 13.13, p < .001, R2Adjusted = .55; AIC = -147.70
Mean

.14

.10

.19

1.47

.152

Variance

.09

.41

.03

.23

.821

Strength

.06

.01

.75

5.71

<.001

F(2, 28) = 20.36, p < .001, R2Adjusted = .56, AIC = -149.64
Mean

.15

.09

.21

1.70

.101

Strength

.06

.01

.76

6.28

<.001

Chemistry - closeness
Original model

Final model

F(3, 27) = 12.20, p < .001, R2Adjusted = .53, AIC = -146.36
Mean

.06

.10

.08

.57

.57

Variance

1.22

.40

.41

3.06

.005

Closeness

65.54

11.94

.70

5.49

<.001

F(2, 28) = 18.58, p < .001, R2Adjusted = .54, AIC = -147.99
Variance

1.29

.37

.43

3.44

.002

Closeness

65.25

11.78

.70

5.54

<.001

Physics - strength
Original model

F(3, 27) = 5.12, p = .006, R2Adjusted = .29, AIC = -135.28
Mean

.07

.12

.10

.62

.54

Variance

.57

.49

.20

1.26

.25

.04

.02

.51

3.15

.004

Strength
Final model

F(2, 28) = 7.66, p = .002, R

2

Adjusted

= .31, AIC = -136.85

Variance

.67

.46

.23

1.48

.15

Strength

.04

.01

.49

3.13

.004
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Model

B

Predictor

SE B

β

t

p

Physics - closeness
Original model

Final model

F(3, 27) = 5.89, p = .003, R2Adjusted = .33, AIC = -136.93
Mean

.02

.11

.03

.16

.87

Variance

1.23

.46

.42

2.66

.01

Closeness

45.71

13.22

.52

3.46

.002

F(2, 28) = 9.14, p < .001, R2Adjusted = .35, AIC = -138.90
Variance

1.24

.43

.43

2.90

.007

Closeness

45.70

12.99

.52

3.52

.002

Biology - strength
Original model

Final model

F(3, 28) = 4.03, p = .017, R2Adjusted = .23, AIC = -139.73
Mean

.30

.12

.43

2.55

.017

Variance

-.08

.49

-.03

-.16

.87

Strength

.03

.01

.40

2.38

.024

F(2, 29) = 6.25, p = .006, R2Adjusted = .25, AIC = -141.70
Mean

.30

.11

.42

2.69

.012

Strength

.03

.01

.39

32.53

.017

Biology - closeness
Original model

F(3, 28) = 4.81, p = .008, R2Adjusted = .27, AIC = -141.53
Mean

.25

.11

.37

2.29

.030

Variance

.49

.45

.17

1.07

.294

37.11

13.41

.43

2.77

.010

Closeness
Final model

F(2, 29) = 6.61, p = .004, R

2

Adjusted

= .27, AIC = -142.25

Mean

.28

.11

.41

2.68

.012

Closeness

35.31

13.34

.41

2.65

.013
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Descriptive Statistics and covariance matrices
The descriptive statistics of all included interest components before binarizing
can be found in Table S2. The interest items were taken together in the science interest
component and not separately, as done in the SINMs.
Table S2
Means and Standard Deviations (in Brackets) of the Science Interest Components for the Whole
Sample and per Gender
Group

N

Interest

Enjoyment

Behavior

Value

SelfConcept

Future
intentions

Knowledge

Total

4180

2.70 (.94)

2.75 (.79)

1.53 (.63)

2.87 (.80)

2.65 (.75)

2.21 (.94)

563.53
(90.29)

Boys

1893

2.71 (.94)

2.83 (.79)

1.60 (.67)

2.94 (.79)

2.77 (.74)

2.29 (.94)

570.20
(89.96)

Girls

2287

2.70 (.92)

2.68 (.79)

1.48 (.59)

2.82 (.80)

2.55 (.74)

2.14 (.94)

558.01
(89.82)
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Additional analyses
Network stability and accuracy
Accuracy and stability estimation. Assessment of the accuracy and stability of
the three SINMs was done using functions included in the R- package bootnet (Epskamp
& Fried, 2017). We applied the edge weight bootstrap as well as the subsetting bootstrap
on the three SINMs. More information on these methods can be found in the tutorial
paper on accuracy and stability of psychological networks and the use of the R-package
bootnet by Epskamp, Borsboom and colleagues (2018).
Edge weight stability. First, in order to estimate the edge weight accuracy of
the SINMs, 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of the edge weights were bootstrapped.
2000 nonparametric bootstraps were run per SINM, with IsingFit as default method.
Visualizations of the edge weight bootstraps are displayed in Figure S1.
Centrality stability. Second, we examined the centrality indices’ stability by using
the subsetting bootstrap method, in which the network and its centrality indices are
re-estimated a number of times (1000 times in our analyses) with a decreasing number
of participants. A correlation of the order of central indices of the original and the reestimated network is then computed, so that a high correlation is an indicator for stability
of the centrality indices. The resulting, so-called centrality stability coefficient (CScoefficient), should be at least .25, but preferably above .5 for the indices to be seen as
stable (Epskamp, Borsboom, et al., 2018); for the resulting CS-coefficients, see Chapter 3.
Centrality stability was estimated for three centrality indices: betweenness,
closeness and strength. See Figure S2 for the results of the subsetting bootstraps of the
three SINMs.
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Figure S1
Edge Weight Stability Plot for the Chemistry Course SINM (top left), the Physics Course SINM (top
right) and the Biology Course SINM (bottom left).

Note. Edges connecting two nodes are represented by the points in the graph – with the black points
representing the bootstrap mean and the red line indicates the estimated edge weights based on
the sample. The grey area around the line represents the bootstrapped CIs per edge. Strength of the
edge weights are represented on the x-axis and all possible edges are represented on the y-axis,
ordered based on edge weight – from highest edge weight (top) to lowest edge weight (bottom).
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Figure S2
Subsetting Bootstrap for the Chemistry Course SINM (top left), for the Physics Course SINM (top
right) and for the Biology Course SINM (bottom left).

Note. The average correlation of the original network indices (full sample) and the indices estimated
from the smaller subsamples of the data set is shown per centrality index. The x-axis represents
the percentage of sampled cases, and the y-axis represents the correlation between original and
subsample. The lines represent the mean correlations per centrality index and the surrounding
areas indicate the range from the 2.5th to the 97.5th quantile.
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Difference tests
The bootstrapped difference test can be used to compare edge weights and
centralities (Epskamp, Borsboom, et al., 2018). The results of the non-parametric
bootstraps are used to compare both the edge weights and the centralities; to obtain
these results, we set the statistics argument to “edge”, “strength” and “closeness”.
Betweenness was not included, as it was not stable. As we were not interested in specific
edges, but in centrality indices, we did not investigate the edge weight bootstrapped
difference test.
Centrality bootstrapped difference tests. We conducted centrality bootstrapped
difference tests for the centrality indices per course SINM that were significantly
correlated with the forecast correlation – resulting in four bootstrapped difference tests:
Node strength in all the course SINMs and node closeness in the biology SINM. The
bootstrapped difference tests, with an expected significance level of approximately .05,
are displayed in Figure S3.
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Figure S3
Difference Test for Node Strength (top left) and Node Closeness (top right) in the Chemistry Course
SINM; for Node Strength (middle left) and Node Closeness (middle right) in the Physics Course SINM;
and Node Strength (bottom left) and Node Closeness (bottom right) in the Biology Course SINM.

Note. Gray boxes represent nodes that do not significantly differ from each other on the given
centrality index. Black boxes represent nodes that do significantly differ on the given centrality
index. In the white boxes, the centrality of the value of the given centrality index is displayed.
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NCT Comparison PV1 vs. PV2
To test whether using different knowledge PVs has an effect on the network
structure and characteristics, we compared the networks using the network comparison
test (NCT; van Borkulo et al., 2016). The tested for network invariance on (1) network
structure; (2) global connectivity and (3) centrality indices. The NCT uses permutations
(i.e., repeated rearrangements of the samples) to test network invariance. We used
1000 permutation iterations and controlled for multiple comparison using Bonferroni
correction.
Chemistry. (1) The networks using PV1 and PV2 did not differ significantly in
network structure (M = .24, p = 1); (2) global strength (S = 1.75, p = .395) and (3) centrality
indices, with all p = 1.
Physics. (1) The networks using PV1 and PV2 did not differ significantly in network
structure (M = .25, p = 1); (2) global strength (S = .48, p = .818) and (3) centrality indices,
with all p = 1.
Biology. (1) The networks using PV1 and PV2 did not differ significantly in network
structure (M = .24, p = 1); (2) global strength (S = .58, p = .776) and (3) centrality indices,
with all p = 1.
Forecast correlation based on different network estimation method
We computed the forecast correlation based on SINMs that were estimated
using other estimation methods than IsingFit, which is used for binary data. All networks
were estimated using the estimateNetwork function of the R package bootnet (Epskamp
& Fried, 2017), using different defaults, which indicate the method to use for network
estimation.
First, we ran two different ggmModSelect models using the original variables,
one using Pearson correlations (using corMethod = “cor”) and one using polychoric
correlations (using corMethod = “corAuto”). Please note that when using Pearson
correlations (“cor” method), all variables are considered being continuous, whereas the
self-report measures are being considered as being ordinal when using the “corAuto”
method, because they have less than seven unique integer values (Epskamp et al., 2012).
The unregularized Gaussian Graphic model (GGM) is estimated as follows (Epskamp &
Fried, 2017): The model is chosen by first running the graphical least absolute shrinkage
and selection operator (glasso) for 100 different tuning parameters to obtain 100
different network structures (from dense to sparse). In a second step, the best model
is chosen according to the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and lastly, all possible
ways to improve the BIC are tested by adding and removing edges. This type of network
estimation can be used if a data set has a sufficiently large observations to node ratio as
regularization is not needed (Isvoranu et al., 2020; Williams & Rast, 2020) – which is the
case in the data set we used.
Next, we ran a mgm model, which can incorporate different types of measurement
scales (continuous, categorical, binary) within the same model (Haslbeck & Waldorp,
2020). As the behavior indicators were highly skewed, we included them as binary
variables (1 = 0; 2-4 = 1) in the mgm model.
Before running the forecast correlation per course, centrality and estimation
method, we tested whether centrality indices were stable using the bootnet package in
R (Epskamp & Fried, 2017). The centrality indices using the ggmModSelect “cor” method
were as follows: strength (CS[cor = .7] = .75, .75, .75), closeness (CS[cor = .7] = .59, .44,
.44) and betweenness centrality (CS[cor = .7] = .36, .36, .36) for the chemistry, physics and
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biology SINM, respectively. The centrality indices using the ggmModSelect “cor_auto”
method were as follows: strength (CS[cor = .7] = .44, .59, .75), closeness (CS[cor = .7] = .59,
.59, .36) and betweenness centrality (CS[cor = .7] = .13, .13, .28) for the chemistry, physics
and biology SINM, respectively. The centrality indices using the mgm method were as
follows: strength (CS[cor = .7] = .75, .75, .75), closeness (CS[cor = .7] = .00, .00, .00) and
betweenness centrality (CS[cor = .7] = .00, .00, .00) for the chemistry, physics and biology
SINM, respectively. Strength thus was sufficiently stable across all SINMs, irrespective
of estimation methods, whereas the same was not true for closeness and betweenness.
The forecast correlations per course, centrality index and estimation method
are displayed in table S3. Note that the df’s differ per correlation as we used
topological analysis (Jones, 2019b), which did indicate non-unique nodes when using
non-binarized data.
The results were not found to be stable across estimation methods: Strength and
centrality based on the networks using IsingFit (original analysis) are both significantly
positively correlated with the outcome measure across all three course SINMs. The
centrality indices of the ggmModSelect SINMs using Pearson correlations (“cor”) are
generally positively correlated, with strength being significantly positively correlated
with the outcome for all three courses and closeness only being significantly correlated
with the outcome for the chemistry SINM. For SINMs estimated with ggmModSelect
using polychoric correlations (“cor_auto”), centrality was not significantly correlated with
the outcome. Lastly, only the strength centrality within the SINMs estimated with mgm
are significantly correlated with the outcome in the physics SINM with strength having a
negative correlation with the outcome.
Given (1) the difference in measurement levels across variables, with knowledge
scores being continuous and self-reported measures being ordinal (measured on a
1-4 Likert scale), and (2) the finding that the assumptions of multivariate normality or
homoscedasticity (or both) are not met for the data, we believe that estimating the SINMs
using binarized data is the best option. Using IsingFit based on the binarized data, we are
not bound by assumptions of multivariate normality or homoscedasticity, and the model
is the simplest model of the four models we fit – being characterized by two parameters: a
node threshold parameter and an edge connectivity parameter (van Borkulo & Epskamp,
2015). Lastly (3), centrality stability for strength and closeness was highest for the IsingFit
method.
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Table S3
Forecast Correlations per Course, Estimation Method and Centrality Index.
Strength centrality

Closeness centrality

Pearson correlation

p-value

Pearson correlation

p-value

ggmModSelect “cor”

r(29) = .52

.003

r(29) = .40

.027

ggmModSelect
“cor_auto”

r(29) = .24

.196

r(29) = -.05

.773

mgm

r(29) = -.35

.056

r(29) = .16

.402

ggmModSelect “cor”

r(28) = .39

.034

r(28) = .23

.220

ggmModSelect
“cor_auto”

r(28) = .05

.797

r(28) = -.15

.423

mgm

r(28) = -.38

.038

r(28) = -.03

.856

ggmModSelect “cor”

r(29) = .39

.032

r(29) = .29

.118

ggmModSelect
“cor_auto”

r(29) = .05

.795

r(29) = -.09

.647

mgm

r(29) = -.29

.120

r(29) = -.08

.666

Chemistry

Physics

Biology
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Semi-structured discussion guide
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Definition/ Examples
a.
What did you think about these videos? Were they science videos?
b.
Do you know any other science videos?
Informal learning/ Free time:
a.
Think about the videos we just saw; in what kind of situations would you
typically watch such videos?
b.
Are there science-related YouTube channels that you watch frequently?
c.
Do you watch science videos on other websites?
d.
Do you watch science-related tv shows (such as Proefkonijnen, NatGeo)?
e.
How do you come across such videos?
i. Do you watch science videos on social media?
ii. Have you ever shared science videos with your friends, and if so, why have
you shared them?
iii. Do you visit specific websites to watch science videos?
f.
How often per week do you watch such videos?
g.
Do you usually watch only one video or many one after the other?
h.
For how long do you watch science videos? How do you decide that you are
done watching such videos?
i.
With whom do you watch science videos? With your parents or friends?
Ranking (top 3)
a.
Which video would you like to finish watching?
b.
Which video would you send to a friend?
c.
Which video would a teacher show in class?
d.
Which video do you like the least?
Formal learning/ school/ homework:
a.
What kind of videos does your science teacher show in class?
i.
Do you remember a recent situation in which your science
teacher showed a science video in class?
ii.
What was the topic of the video?
iii.
Do you think that the video was informative/ interesting, or did it
help with the discussion of the topic? Did you learn something?
b.
What is your opinion on watching science videos in class?
c.
Have you watched videos during class that impacted your interest?
d.
Has your teacher ever given you a link to a video to watch after class (e.g., to
study, help with homework)?
Advice
a.
Do you have any recommendations for teachers who would like to show
science videos in class to make the class nicer/ more interesting?
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Table S1
Overview of the Science Videos Clips Shown, Including a Screenshot of the Video, the Link to the
Video, the Channel that Produced the Video as well as its Title.
Screenshot video

Link

Time
shown

Channel

Title

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=9eKc5kgPVrA

0:000:10

Minutephysics (YouTube
channel)

Immovable
Object vs.
Unstoppable
Force - Which
Wins?

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=YDgZJXciB2Y

3:534:12

Scheikundelessen
[Chemistry
lessons]
(YouTube
channel)

15 De mol deel
1 - scheikunde
- Scheikundelessen.nl
[15 The mole
- Chemistry
- Chemistrylessons.nl]

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=O3NQzrkAhD4

0:330:51

It’s okay to be
smart (YouTube channel)

The Science of
GOATS!

https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=686eP_XHHwk

0:000:11

Beals Science
(YouTube
channel)

Exploding
Eggs - Making
Hydrogen Gas
from Acid

https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=tXU37yXqdAw

0:140:28

MINDF*CK
(Dutch TV
program)

Dit wist je
waarschijnlijk nog niet
over tranen
| MINDF*CK
2016
[You probably
did not know
this about tears
yet]
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Screenshot video

Link

Time
shown

Channel

Title

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=DzVoGhPN8Ag

4:545:11

Physics Girl
(YouTube
channel)

5 Science Tricks
w/ Explanation

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=rudzYPHuewc

2:362:50

Numberphile
(YouTube
channel)

Winning at
Rock Paper
Scissors Numberphile

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=VH6m14i7JaE

1:051:20

Proefkonijnen
[Lab rats]
(Dutch tv
show)

Proefkonijnen
- Bom ontmantelen (Deel 1)
[Lab rats dismantling
bombs (part 1)]

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=JXQLYgNWp1Q

0:511:03

Clipphanger
(Produce short
educational
animation
videos)

Wat is statische
elektriciteit?
[What is static
electricity?]

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=_
zPH0rdZrJY

0:030:17

Science Photo
Library (YouTube channel)

Caesium in water - why does
it do this?

https://schooltv.nl/
video/de-kennis-vannu-in-de-klas-nederlandse-nobelprijs-scheikunde/
#q=Nederlandse%
20Nobelprijs%20
scheikunde

4:154:24

De Kennis
van Nu in
de Klas [The
Knowledge
of Now in the
Class] (Dutch
educational TV
show)

Nederlandse
Nobelprijs
scheikunde
[Dutch Nobel
Prize Chemistry]
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Screenshot video

Link

Time
shown

Channel

Title

https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=4YOw
EqGykDM

1:221:36

AsapSCIENCE
(YouTube
channel)

Your Brain On
Coffee

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=cFWIrfzYVV0

0:000:14

Sciencium
(YouTube
channel)

The Secret to
the Stickiness
of Frog Spit

https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=mUGXcuKbGlc

3:173:35

Big Bang Theory (Tv show)

Sheldon tries to
teach Penny a
“little” physics

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=BBZWpRm-fww

1:151:31

BrainCraft
(YouTube
channel)

The Tiny Key to
Ageing

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=BmlznJkvi5w

8:138:32

Universiteit
van Nederland
[University of
the Netherlands] (Dutch
tv show with
lectures)

Gaat je geheugen kapot, als
je teveel voor
je computer
hangt? Prof. Dr.
Erik Scherder
(1/5) [Will your
memory be
destroyed if you
hang too much
in front of your
computer?]

Note. English translations of Dutch titles are shown in bracket
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Type

Subject

229
Other subjects

Science videos in which a trick is shown and explained
This code is used when science videos are discussed that include a petty fact (“weetje”)
Do-it-yourself-videos, showing how something can be done at home
Science videos that illustrate, e.g., of things that cannot be seen by the bare eye, things
that look beautiful

Tricks
Trivia
To make
To see

Any instance in which possible types if science videos are discussed

Other

Math

Physics

Chemistry

Biology

Any instance in which the (school-) subject of the science video is discussed

No clear definition

Looks of it

Importance of informational value

4th Sub-theme/
description

Research question: What are the characteristics of a science video according to adolescents?

3rd Sub-theme/
description

1. Definition

2nd Sub-theme/
description

Research
question/
1st Subtheme

Main theme

.Table S2
The Final Coding Scheme that was Used. The Codes are Shown in Colors Based on the Main Theme they Belong to. The Research Question and Description of
Each Code is Shown in Black.
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Watching

This code is used when videos are discussed that include experiments. This could be, for
instance, presenters trying something out to find out about a scientific phenomenon.

Explain videos in which an experiment is central

By experiment

230
Example = Mindf*ck
Example = Proefkonijnen

Example = Other Dutch tv shows (e.g., Checkpoint)
Example = Big Bang Theory
Example = Other tv shows (e.g., National Geographic, Galileo)
Example = ASAP Science
Example = Other YouTube videos (e.g., Five minute science)
Example = Instructional videos (e.g., “scheikundelessen”)
Example = Documentaries

Mindf*ck
Proefkonijnen
Other Dutch tv shows
Big Bang Theory
Other tv shows
ASAP Science
Other YouTube videos
Instructional videos
Documentaries

Any examples of videos that are watched

Subquestion: How do teenagers watch science videos?

Examples

What kind of videos do teenagers discuss watching?

Experiments

Explain videos in which an instructor is central in explaining e.g., a
scientific phenomenon

By instruction

Where do you adolescents watch videos, on which channels and how do they come across videos? Any instances in which science
video watching behavior is discussed

This code is used when science videos are discussed that focus on explaining something,
such as a scientific phenomenon.

Explain

2. Behavior

Science videos in which the destruction of something is central

To destroy

4th Sub-theme/
description

3rd Sub-theme/
description

2nd Sub-theme/
description

Research
question/
1st Subtheme

Main theme
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Main theme

Research
question/
1st Subtheme
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Social context

Frequency

Channel

Coming across

2nd Sub-theme/
description

4th Sub-theme/
description

Choosing video based on recommendations / autoplay (next
video starts to play automatically)
Video or tv show is currently playing / video is found randomly
Finding videos due to being subscribed to certain channels
Searching for certain video / looking up tv shows

Recommendations /
autoplay
Is currently playing /
random
Subscriptions
Looking it up/ searching
specific program

Science video watching on Instagram is discussed
Science video watching on YouTube is discussed
Science video watching on other forms of social media is discussed

Instagram
YouTube
Other

Any instances in which the social context in which science videos are watched are
discussed (e.g., with friends, parents etc.)

Never

Almost never

Sometimes

Often

Any comments on how often science videos or shows are watched

Science video watching on tv channels is discussed

TV

Mentioning channels on which science videos are watched - can be both YouTube
channels as well as tv channels

Choosing video based on title/thumbnail

Title/thumbnail

Any instances in which the participants discuss how they come across or find science videos
(e.g., recommendations on YouTube, thumbnails/titles, a show that is currently on tv…)

3rd Sub-theme/
description
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Main theme
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Due to video features, such as the way it looks, what happens in the
video
Being able to watch it together

Video features
Watch together

Reasons for not sharing videos

Context, meaning that the video is shared because it about a topic
that was discussed recently/ is about a topic in school/ a relevant
topic

Context

Not sharing

Liking it, meaning that the sharer likes the video or the content,
finds it interesting

Liking it

How videos are shared (e.g., using social media)

Person fit, meaning that the reason for sharing is based on the others’ characteristics or interests

Person fit

Reasons mentioned for sharing videos

How?

Reason

Any instances in which sharing of a science video are discussed

4th Sub-theme/
description

Sharing

Family

Friends

Alone

3rd Sub-theme/
description

2nd Sub-theme/
description

Research
question/
1st Subtheme
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Interest

Entertaining
features

Knowledge
acquisition

4th Sub-theme/
description

Quality of explanation
Learning, meaning how much can be learned from the video
Ease of following - how easy it is to follow the explanation
Useful information - it is useful, usable in everyday life; could also be things that are
practical
The manner of explanation/ information transfer

Quality of explanation
Learning / informative
Understandable/
ease of following
Useful information
Clear manner of
explanation

Videos are perceived as funny/ Use of jokes, humor
It is important that it is enjoyable/nice to watch the video
Something happens in the video

Funny
Enjoyable to watch
Something happens

The video presents something new to them, something they did not know before
The video makes a claim that is contrary to their prior beliefs, shows an inconsistency in
beliefs

Novelty
Conflicting Information

Any instances in which the interestingness of a video is discussed.

Visually attractive

Looks cool, nice

What do adolescents consider attractive in a science video – concerning entertaining features of the video,
meaning features that may not be primarily about information transfer but make the video more fun to watch, for
instance

Looks clear, meaning visual features of the video that aid with the understanding of the
content

Looks clear

What do adolescents consider attractive in a science video – concerning how the video aids knowledge acquisition/ information transfer

What do adolescents consider attractive in a science video?

3rd Sub-theme/
description

Preferences

2nd Sub-theme/
description

Research
question/
1st Subtheme

Main theme
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Main theme

School

Research
question/
1st Subtheme

“Wanting to know more about the content/ topic/ what will happen in the video”
Other reasons, such as presentations of content in a complex manner; due to no specified
reason

Wanting to know
more
Other
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Reason

Video strengths

Tips/ recommendation

Other recommendations

Other

Visualization/ showing something that cannot be shown in classroom
Contextualization / real world examples

Visualize/ Showing something
Contextualize

Good way to summarize content
Videos are interesting / enjoyable to watch
Makes content understandable
Variation in how content is presented

Summarize
Interesting /
enjoyable
Understandable
Variation

Reasons for finding videos in school attractive

Explanation of complex/ difficult content

Explain difficult
content

Certain characteristics of videos that participant pinpoint as being strengths above and
beyond other media

Which kind of videos should be shown in class

Timing of showing videos during the class - for instance in the beginning versus the end

Timing
Type of video

Embeddedness of the video in class - for instance, does it fit with
the content of the class, is there a task given for watching

Embeddedness

Any mentioning of recommendations for teachers concerning showing videos in class

What do adolescents consider attractive in a science video that is shown in school by their science teachers

Interestingness of a video due to the topic / content of the video

Topic

4th Sub-theme/
description

3rd Sub-theme/
description

2nd Sub-theme/
description
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Physical
dimensions

Content
factors

4th Sub-theme/
description
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For instance, a video in which a teacher explains a phenomenon

Is the presenter seen as an expert?
Is the presenter seen as a professional?

Expert
Professional

Any instance in which the presenter of the video is discussed

Lecture-style

Animation

Interview

Timing

Representations

Use of narration in the video
Narration

Other

Realistic video

Use of (Background) music
Music

Mentions of the use of Audio in the science video

Pace

Duration/ length
How fast/slow the information in the video is presented

Mentions of the timing of the science video

Dynamic graphics

Audio

Such as the use of dynamic graphics, text, audio

Physical dimensions of the video (ten Hove, 2014)

Presenter

Style of video

Video style
Vlog

Mentioning of topic

Topic

Content factors taken from Welbourne and Grant (2016)

Technical characteristics of videos that are discussed

3rd Sub-theme/
description

Technical characteristics

2nd Sub-theme/
description

Research
question/
1st Subtheme

Main theme
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Dislike

Main theme
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Video posing / answering an intriguing question

Intriguing question

Variability

Target group

Real-life reference/
context

Videos using Real-life reference/ examples

Videos that are familiar

Familiarity

Language

How detailed the explanation within a video is: from detailed to redundant information

Details vs. redundancy

Other technical characteristics

Opinions on the Professionality/quality of the science video

Production Quality

4th Sub-theme/
description

3rd Sub-theme/
description

2nd Sub-theme/
description

Knowledge
acquisition

The video is too similar to what happens in the classroom
Content is presented in a too complex manner
Video is focused too much on learning
Content is difficult to understand
You forget what has been said before/ cannot follow what is being said
Including slow pace, details vs. redundancy
Video presenters do not seem professional or like experts

Too much like school
Too complex
Too learning focused
Not comprehensible
Difficult to follow
Boring manner of
explaining
Not professional/
experts

What do adolescents consider unattractive in a science video – concerning how the video aids knowledge
acquisition / information transfer

What do adolescents consider unattractive in a science video?

Other

Research
question/
1st Subtheme
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Purpose

Main theme

237

You might not be able to learn something from the video
Due to the topic / content of the video
Content of the video is not remembered

Not enough learning
potential
Topic
Not memorable

Video looks boring/ not attractive

Looks boring
Unattractive features for videos shown in school

Video is boring / not enjoyable to watch

Boring/ not enjoyable

What do adolescents consider unattractive in a science video – concerning entertaining features of the video,
meaning features that may not be primarily about information transfer but make the video more fun to watch, for
instance

Does not have anything to do with science

Not science-like

4th Sub-theme/
description

3rd Sub-theme/
description

2nd Sub-theme/
description

School

Free time

Watching a science video with the goal to be entertained
Watching behavior is described as procrastination i.e., videos are watched as a mean to
not do something else

Entertainment
Procrastination

Goal-directed watching = Understanding - for instance extra information on a topic that
was difficult to understand
Watching science video for homework
Science videos shown in the classroom

Understand
Homework/ study
Classroom

Formal context

Watching a science video with the goal of learning something BUT not for school assignments or school tests.

Leaning goal

Informal context

Research question: When and where (and with which goal) do students watch science videos?

School

Entertaining
features

Research
question/
1st Subtheme
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Main theme

Research
question/
1st Subtheme

2nd Sub-theme/
description

What do the adolescents think the teachers’ goal is when showing a
video?

Perceived purpose for showing
video

Perceived effect
of showing video

Any instance in which an example of a science video that was shown
in class is described

Examples

Reward the students (for their hard work)
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Raised interest / attention

Class discussion

Contextualize

Clear visualization

Learning / understanding

What do adolescents perceive as effects of science videos shown in
class?

Reward

Lazy teacher

Showing something

Engaging/ interesting

Knowledge transfer

4th Sub-theme/
description

3rd Sub-theme/
description
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Table S1
Overview of the Four Videos.
Video title

Link to video

Times shown
(total time)

Topic

Gender
presenter/
expert

Store solar energy
in your car (solar
car)

https://schooltv.nl/video/zonne-energie-opslaan-in-je-auto-een-rijdende-accu-is-de-toekomst/#q=Zonne-energie%20opslaan%20in%20
je%20auto

0:02-2:57
(175 s)

Alternative
fuel cars

Male
(presenter)

Driving on hydrogen (hydrogen car)

https://schooltv.nl/video/rijden-op-waterstof-elektrolyse-zorgt-voor-schone-energie/#q=Deze%20auto%20rijdt%20op%20
waterstofyse-zorgt-voor-schone-energie/#q=Deze%20auto%20rijdt%20
op%20waterstof

0:02-2:55
(173 s)

Alternative
fuel cars

Female
(presenter)

What does stress
do to you? (effects
of stress)

https://schooltv.nl/video/katjas-bodyscan-in-de-klas-wat-doet-stressmet-je/#q=stress

0:54-3:49
(175 s)

Stress and
the body

Female
(expert)

Can you live a life
without stress?
(life without stress)

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=DLlu82CIbPI&frags=pl%2Cwn

0:10-3:11
(181 s)

Stress and
the body

Male
(expert)

Note. Video titles are translated from Dutch.
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Table S2
Example Test Items per Video.
Video title

Time in video

Test item - Recall

Store solar energy in
your car (solar car)

2:30-3:00

For which problem do solar energy cars of the future
offer a solution?
A) Energy surplus
B) Energy shortage
C) Both

Driving on hydrogen
(hydrogen car)

1:00-1:30

Why is the usage of hydrogen tricky?
A) It is difficult to produce hydrogen
B) Hydrogen is dangerous
C) It is difficult to store hydrogen

What does stress do
to you? (effects of
stress)

1:30-2:00

What is the effect of stress on most peoples’ performance?
A) It leads to better performance
B) It leads to worse performance
C) It does not affect performance

Can you live a life
without stress? (life
without stress)

1:00-1:30

What does cortisol lead to?
A) Craving healthy food
B) Craving meat
C) Craving fat and sugar

Note. The test items and video titles are translated from Dutch.
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Table S3
Predictability per Network and Node.
Video

Node

Predictability (R2)

Solar car

Gen
II
Cur
preK
TI
SI
Pers
TS

.71 (CC)
.45
.20
.32
.39
.54
.56
.42

Hydrogen car

Gen
II
Cur
preK
TI
SI
Pers
TS

.74 (CC)
.47
.21
.32
.38
.60
.46
.43

Effects of stress

Gen
II
Cur
preK
TI
SI
Pers
TS

.72 (CC)
.41
.13
.10
.37
.49
.44
.25

Life without stress

Gen
II
Cur
preK
TI
SI
Pers
TS

.69 (CC)
.34
.20
.13
.30
.52
.59
.48

Additional analyses
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Edge weight accuracy
The bootnet function (Epskamp & Fried, 2017) was used to assess the stability
of the edge weights. To this end, 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of the edge weights were
bootstrapped. Per video network, 1000 nonparametric bootstraps were run, with mgm
as default method. The edge weight bootstraps are displayed in Figure S1. In relation
with the moderately large sample size, accuracy analyses revealed moderate confidence
intervals for edge weights in both networks, visualized by the rather wide CIs (gray area)
in Figure S1.
Figure S1
Edge Weight Stability Plot for the Solar Car Video Network (top left), the Hydrogen Car Video Network
(top right), the Effects of Stress Video Network (bottom left) and the Life Without Stress Video
Network (bottom right).

Note. The points in the graphs represent edges connecting two nodes – with the black dots
representing the bootstrapped mean and the red line indicated the edge weights given the
sample. The gray area surrounding the lines represents with bootstrapped CIs per edge. The x-axis
represents the strength of the edge weights, and the y-axis represents all possible edges, which
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are ordered from highest edge weight (top) to lowest edge weight (bottom).

Conceptual replication Ainley et al., (2002)
As we used a similar study design to that in the study by Ainley et al. (2002) we
expected to replicate their results concerning (1) the influence of personal characteristics
on topic interest, (2) differences in topic interest triggered by the video titles and (3)
personal characteristics, topic interest, learning and the processes mediating the effects of
interest on learning. Having specific, testable hypotheses, we pre-registered the methods,
hypotheses and analyses on Center of Open Science (see https://osf.io/4zhn8/; parts on
“Conceptual replication of Ainley, Hidi & Berndorff, 2002”). The analyses concerning the first
two results were run using the open source statistical analysis program jamovi (The jamovi
project, 2020) and are reported below. Concerning the final analyses, we converged from the
original plans, the reasoning behind this decision being detailed at the end of this section.
Assumption checks. All included variables were normally distributed, with
skewness and kurtosis being in an acceptable range |<1.96| (Henderson, 2006).
Personal characteristics and topic interest. To test the effect of the personal
characteristics (gender, domain-specific interest and curiosity) on topic interest, we
conducted a multivariate repeated measure analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) with the
two domain-specific individual interest measures and curiosity as covariates, gender as
a between-subject factor and topic interest per video title as dependent variable. Withinsubject factors were domain (2 levels: cars, stress) and a dummy variable (2 levels: first,
second – the dummy variable was not included in the model).
The between-subject effects of the covariates and the between subject factor
gender are displayed in Table S4. The significant effect of individual interest in stress
indicates that the higher the individual interest in stress, the higher the topic interest.
Posthoc correlations were performed to study the relations. The correlations between
individual interest in stress and topic interest were only significantly and positively related
with topic interest in stress, however; with r(333) > .43, p < .001. Also, the significant effect
of curiosity indicates that the higher the level of curiosity, the higher the topic interest
in general; all correlations were positive (r(333) > .12) and significant (p < .05). The effect
of gender on topic interest in general was not significant. These main effects should,
however, be interpreted in light of the significant interaction effects.
See Table S5 for the within subject effects, which were all significant, both the
main effect of domain, as well as interaction effects between domain on the one hand and
covariates and the between-factor gender on the other hand. The main effect of domain
indicates that topic interest depends on level of domain (car vs. stress). The interaction
effects indicate that, based on the domain at hand, the covariates and the between-subject
factor relate differently with topic interest. Next, we looked at the parameter estimates
to find out how the significant interaction terms played out per video title: Curiosity was
significantly and positively related with topic interest for both car video titles, with b = .48,
t(330) = 5.50, p < .001, η2 = .084 for the solar car title and b = .38, t(330) = 4.25, p < .001,
η2 = .052 for the hydrogen car title; as well as one of the stress videos: title four (life without
stress), with b = .22, t(330) = 2.17, p = .031, η2 = .014; but not title three (effects of stress)
(p > .10). Hypothesis 1, that curiosity has an effect on topic interest, was thus supported.
Table S4
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The MANCOVA Results: The Between-subject Effects of Individual Interest (II) in Cars and Stress,
Curiosity and Gender on the Topic Interest for the Four Video Titles.
F(1, 330)

p-value

Partial eta
square

Covariates:
II cars

3.19

.072

.019

II stress

22.94

.000

.066

Curiosity

25.69

.000

.074

.01

.916

.000

Between-subject factor
Gender

Individual interest in cars was significantly and positively related with topic
interest for both car video titles, with b = .48, t(330) = 6.48, p < .001, n2 = .113 and b = .48,
t(330) = 6.37, p < .001, n2 = .109 for title one (solar car) and two (hydrogen car) respectively
and significantly and negatively with the topic interest for both stress video titles, with
b = -.34, t(330) = -4.51, p < .001, n2 = .058 and b = -.27, t(330) = -3.16, p = .002, n2 =
.029 for video titles three (effects of stress) and four (life without stress) respectively.
Individual interest in stress was significantly and positively related with topic interest
for both stress video titles, with b = .63, t(330) = 796, p < .001, n2 = .161 and b = .54,
t(330) = 6.10, p < .001, n2 = .101 for titles three (effects of stress) and four (life without
stress) respectively; individual interest in stress was not significantly related with topic
interest for either of the car video titles (both p > .05). Hypothesis 2, that domain specific
individual interest has an effect on topic interest was thus supported for both content
domains. Lastly, gender was significantly related with two of the four video titles: the title
of video two (hydrogen car), with b = .391, t(330) = 2.65, p = .009, n2 = .021; and the title
of video three (effects of stress), with b = -.35, t(330) = -2.35, p = .020, n2 = .016; but not
with either the title of video one or four (both p > .10). No hypothesis concerning the effect
of gender on topic interest was pre-registered.
Table S5
The MANCOVA Results: The Within-subject Effects of Individual Interest (II) in Cars and Stress,
Curiosity and Gender on the Topic Interest for the Four Video Titles.
F(1, 330)

p-value

Partial eta square

Main effect of topic

11.52

.001

.034

Interaction effects:
II cars
II stress
Curiosity
Gender

71.59
49.46
6.27
10.19

.000
.000
.013
.002

.178
.130
.019
.030

Video title and topic interest. To test whether the different video titles triggered
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different levels of topic interest, we ran a multivariate repeated measure analysis of
variance (MANOVA) with topic interest per video title as dependent variable. Within-subject
factors were domain (2 levels: cars, stress) and a dummy variable (2 levels: first, second
– the dummy variable was not included in the model). The video titles did trigger different
levels of topic interest, F(1, 334) = 9.08; p = .003; n2= .026, lending support to Hypothesis
3, that video titles differ in their triggering of topic interest. Post-hoc analyses showed
that the topic interest differed significantly across domain, t(334) = -3.01, p = .003; with
topic interest being higher for the stress (M = 3.17) than for the car video titles (M = 2.87),
supporting Hypothesis 3.1, that video titles more closely related to human life with trigger
higher levels of topic interest. Next, we additionally tested whether titles within the same
content domain triggered significantly different levels of topic interest by conducting a
paired sample t-test per content domain, with the topic interest measures as dependent
variables. The two car video titles did differ significantly in the amount of topic interest
triggered, F(1, 334) = 17.5, p < .001, n2= .050. The hydrogen car video title triggered higher
levels of topic interest (M = 2.98) than the solar car video title (M = 2.74). The two stress
video titles also differed significantly in the amount of topic interest triggered, F(1, 334)
= 11.9, p < .001, n2= .035. The life without stress video title triggered higher levels of topic
interest (M = 3.26) than the effects of stress video title (M = 3.04).
Personal characteristics, topic interest, learning and the processes mediating the
effects of interest on learning. As outlined in the pre-registered report, we had planned
to first inspect the correlations to check which personal characteristics and response
variables are significantly related. The results of that step can be found in our paper
(Table 3 and Table 4 in Chapter 5). Next we were planning on using multivariate, multilevel
modeling to test whether similar models would be found as in the original study (Ainley,
Hidi, et al., 2002). We decided to use the psychometric network approach instead, as firstly,
a confirmatory model was difficult to set up, as resulting models differed considerably
between texts and subjects – which specific model should be fit was therefore not clear.
Gender, for instance, only directly related with a response variable (affect) in one of the
four texts (“Body Image”) and curiosity was positively related with response variables in
models of three of the four texts. Secondly, within network models, partial correlations
are displayed, meaning that each relationship is present while controlling for all other
variables in the model. Moreover, using the network approach allowed us to directly and
statistically test whether relations between any two variables are the same across the
network models. Lastly, we were not able to fully deconstruct the precise analyses that
were done in the original study, preventing us from running the exact same models as
in the original study. We still compared our results with those of the original study and
found similar relations between the response variables (from topic interest to learning
via situational interest and persistence). The similarities and differences are described in
the discussion section of our manuscript.
It should also be noted that we slightly deviated from the measures mentioned in
the pre-registered report: First, we included the affect measure in the situational interest
measure instead of including both measures separately, a decision supported by the
high reliability of the situational interest measure (Cronbach’s ɑ > .91 for all measures).
Second, we decided to use the raw test score measure instead of the test score controlled
for watching time. We had planned to control for watching time to more closely mirror
the methods used in the original study, in which participants were presented with three
questions based on the text they had actually accessed (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002): If they
had stopped reading the text after the first part, they were only presented with questions
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on that part. As a significant number of students disengaged in their study, most actually
were presented with the same three questions (on text part one) – even if they did not
engage (i.e., only accessed) with that part of the text, mirroring our study design, in
which all participants were presented with the same questions. Moreover, by including
the persistence measure, we did control for watching time – meaning that those who
watched longer should learn more – which is the main prediction of the response variable
model. Including the raw scores on the test score measure thus reflects the reality of
learning more closely.
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Table S1
Overview of the Four Videos.
Video title

Link to video

Times shown
(total time)

Topic

Gender presenter/ expert

Store solar energy in
your car (solar car)

https://schooltv.nl/video/
zonne-energie-opslaan-in-je-auto-een-rijdende-accu-is-de-toekomst/#q=Zonne-energie%20
opslaan%20in%20je%20auto

0:02-2:57
(175 s)

Alternative
fuel cars

Male (presenter)

Driving on hydrogen
(hydrogen car)

https://schooltv.nl/video/
rijden-op-waterstof-elektrolyse-zorgt-voor-schone-energie/#q=Deze%20auto%20
rijdt%20op%20waterstof

0:02-2:55
(173 s)

Alternative
fuel cars

Female (presenter)

What does stress
do to you? (effects of
stress)

https://schooltv.nl/video/katjasbodyscan-in-de-klas-wat-doetstress-met-je/#q=stress

0:54-3:49
(175 s)

Stress and
the body

Female (expert)

Can you live a life
without stress? (life
without stress)

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=DLlu82CIbPI&frags=pl%2Cwn

0:10-3:11
(181 s)

Stress and
the body

Male (expert)

Note. Video titles are translated from Dutch.
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Testing the proportionality assumption
The proportionality assumption of the two person characteristics (individual
interest, gender) was tested based on the scaled Schoenfeld residuals (Hosmer et
al., 2008; Schoenfeld, 1982). This is done in two steps: First, the Schoenfeld residuals
are tested using a formal test (Therneau & Grambsch, 2000) and plotted if the test is
significant. In R, the cox.zph function included in the survival package (Therneau, 2021)
can be used to test whether the Schoenfeld residuals indicate that the proportionality
assumption holds per covariate. Results indicated that the proportionality assumption
did not hold for the following videos and covariates (p < .05): for video 3, for both gender,
χ2(1) = 13.6, p < .001; and domain-specific interest, χ2(1) = 4.64, p = .031; proportionality
cannot be assumed and for video 4, proportionality cannot be assumed for gender, χ2(1) =
4.43, p = .035 (see Figure S1).
Second, the log cumulative hazard functions are plotted for levels of the covariate
to check whether they are parallel over time. This has been done in the Figure S2, which
indicates that the proportionality assumption does not hold for gender in video 1 and for
both gender and domain-specific interest in video 2, as the lines are not parallel (they
cross). The results of the two tests indicate that the proportionality assumption does
not hold for most covariates – they can only be assumed for domain-specific interest in
video 1 and video 4.
Figure S1
Plots of the Scaled Schoenfeld Residuals for Gender in Video 3 (Panel A), Interest in Video 3 (Panel B)
and for Gender in Video 4 (Panel C).
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Figure S2

Plot of the Log Cumulative Hazard Function per Grouping Variable and Video: For Gender (left-hand
Panels) and Domain-specific Interest (right-hand Panels) per Video.
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Factor analysis trait level
Having different questionnaires measuring similar constructs (e.g., two measures
for each appraisal), we conducted three factor analyses, which differed in their number
of latent factors:
In Model 0, each questionnaire was modelled as a separate latent factor, resulting in a
model with 8 latent factors (i.e., self-efficacy, and self-concept, intrinsic value, instrumental
value, anxiety, enjoyment, anger, boredom separately). In the second model (Model 1), one
latent factor was included per appraisal (i.e., self-efficacy and self-concept = control; intrinsic
& instrumental value = value) and one per emotion, resulting in a model with 6 latent factors.
In the third model (Model 2), two latent factors were included: one positive latent factor
(enjoyment, self-efficacy, self-concept, instrumental and intrinsic value) and one negative
latent factor (anger, anxiety, boredom). Latent factors were constrained by standardizing
them (mean = 0; variance = 1), which allowed us to investigate the correlations between the
latent factors. Given that multiple indicators of the scale measuring math anxiety were not
normally distributed (see Table S1 for skewness and kurtosis per indicator), we used a robust
maximum likelihood test, the Satorra-Bentler scaled test statistics (Satorra & Bentler, 1994)
and robust standard errors to estimate model fit.
Robust model fit indices are reported in Table S1. Model 0 had the comparative
best fit, with fit indices being satisfactory: CFI and TLI above .90, RMSEA <.05 – indicating a
good fit (MacCallum et al., 1996) and lowest AIC and BIC. Table S2 for the standardized and
unstandardized coefficients for the cfa model fit of Model 0 are shown in Table S2. Latent
factor correlations are displayed in Table S3.
Due to the high correlation between the latent factors intrinsic value and enjoyment
(see Table S3), we ran another model (Model 3), in which intrinsic value and enjoyment
indicators loaded on one latent factor. The other questionnaires are included as separate
latent factors, resulting in 7 latent factors. See Table S1 for the fit indices of Model 3. The fit
of Model 0 is better than that of Model 3, meaning that intrinsic value and enjoyment can be
seen as two separate latent factors, even though they highly correlate.
Next, we implemented the three best suggested modification indices (see Table S4
for an overview of the top 20 modification indices). This was done as (1) model fit of Model 0
was not excellent and (2) loadings of some self-efficacy indicators were low (e.g., SelfE2 only
loaded with .16 on self-efficacy; see Table S2). The top three modification indices all allowed
indicators within one latent factor to correlate (SelfE5 with SelfE7, AMAS6 with AMAS7 and
AMAS2 with AMAS4), and resulted in a better fit than Model0, see Table S1 for the fit indices
of the improved model: Model0_1.
Even though factor loadings of some indicators of self-efficacy were low, the modification
indices (Table S4) did not call for these indicators to be included in any other latent factor. Before
deciding whether we should include all self-efficacy indicators nevertheless, we checked whether
removing (some) of the indicators would improve the internal consistency (Cronbach’s ɑ) of the
self-efficacy questionnaire. Cronbach’s alpha of the whole scale was Cronbach’s ɑ = .68, which
would not be improved considerably by dropping items. Dropping item 2 (SelfE2), for instance
would lead to a Cronbach’s ɑ = .69, whereas dropping other items would either not change (SelfE4)
or decrease Cronbach’s alpha. All self-efficacy items were therefore included in the model.
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Table S1
Overview of the Fit Indices of the Cfa Models Fitted for the Trait Measures.
df

SB χ2

CFI

TLI

RMSEA

90%
RMSEA

Model 0

791

1259.42***

.910

.902

.044

Model 1

804

1819.46***

.801

.787

Model 2

818

2946.49***

.577

.555

CI

AIC

BIC

.040-.049

34984.00

35415.13

.065

.061-.069

35644.64

36025.72

.095

.091-.098

36991.25

37318.44

Additional models
Model 3

798

1303.81***

.902

.895

.046

.041-.050

35027.27

35431.45

Model 0_1

788

1163.70***

.928

.921

.040

.035-.045

34877.55

35320.23

Note. See text for explanation of models. SB χ = Satorra-Bentler χ . CFI = robust comparative fit
index. TFI = robust Tucker-Lewis index. RMSEA = robust root mean square error of approximation. CI
= confidence interval. AIC = robust Akaike’s information criterion. BIC = robust Schwarz’ Bayesian
information criterion.
*** p < .001
2

2
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Table S2
Standardized and Unstandardized Coefficients for Model 0, as well as Skewness and
Kurtosis per Indicator.
Latent factor

Indicator

B

SE

Z

p-value

Beta

Skewness

Kurtosis

Anger

AEQ_A1

.80

.07

11.17

.00

.66

1.03

.01

Anger

AEQ_A2

.76

.06

13.26

.00

.61

.31

-.90

Anger

AEQ_A3

1.03

.07

15.72

.00

.86

1.38

.89

Anger

AEQ_A4

.85

.07

12.07

.00

.74

1.44

1.20

Anxiety

AMAS1

.37

.05

6.75

.00

.52

2.48

6.26

Anxiety

AMAS2

.85

.05

16.03

.00

.65

.17

-1.12

Anxiety

AMAS3

.80

.06

13.22

.00

.65

.93

-.20

Anxiety

AMAS4

.92

.05

17.37

.00

.74

.40

-.90

Anxiety

AMAS5

.62

.07

9.08

.00

.60

1.04

.47

Anxiety

AMAS6

.52

.06

8.00

.00

.69

2.87

8.35

Anxiety

AMAS7

.64

.08

8.56

.00

.67

2.10

3.75

Anxiety

AMAS8

.62

.07

8.33

.00

.54

1.25

.56

Anxiety

AMAS9

.42

.06

6.80

.00

.59

2.14

4.43

Boredom

AEQ_B1

.78

.06

13.73

.00

.63

.25

-.92

Boredom

AEQ_B2

.74

.06

11.81

.00

.72

1.43

1.52

Boredom

AEQ_B3

.79

.07

10.88

.00

.63

.56

-.66

Boredom

AEQ_B4

.95

.06

16.50

.00

.74

.54

-.77

Boredom

AEQ_B5

.95

.05

17.52

.00

.74

.38

-.94

Enjoyment

AEQ_E1

.88

.05

16.89

.00

.77

.65

-.48

Enjoyment

AEQ_E2

.68

.06

11.46

.00

.62

.34

-.36

Enjoyment

AEQ_E4

.67

.06

10.74

.00

.65

1.23

.79

Self-Efficacy

SelfE1

.42

.05

7.81

.00

.44

-.43

-.98

Self-Efficacy

SelfE2

.16

.06

2.71

.01

.21

-.88

.61

Self-Efficacy

SelfE3

.33

.06

5.78

.00

.35

-.38

-.93

Self-Efficacy

SelfE4

.21

.05

3.92

.00

.25

-.61

-.25

Self-Efficacy

SelfE5

.60

.05

12.55

.00

.70

-1.02

.19

Self-Efficacy

SelfE6

.38

.05

7.03

.00

.42

-.17

-.81

Self-Efficacy

SelfE7

.68

.04

15.21

.00

.72

-.22

-.91
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Latent factor

Indicator

B

SE

Z

p-value

Beta

Skewness

Kurtosis

Self-Efficacy

SelfE8

.39

.05

8.06

.00

.47

-.17

-.53

Self-Concept

SelfC1

.73

.04

18.48

.00

.81

-.64

-.26

Self-Concept

SelfC2

.55

.04

14.58

.00

.71

-.41

-.12

Self-Concept

SelfC3

.71

.04

19.73

.00

.79

-.25

-.70

Self-Concept

SelfC4

.79

.04

20.89

.00

.76

.23

-1.11

Self-Concept

SelfC5

.65

.04

18.18

.00

.76

.20

-.65

Instrumental
Value

Val1

.71

.04

17.60

.00

.79

-.43

-.60

Instrumental
Value

Val2

.59

.05

12.19

.00

.73

-.61

.05

Instrumental
Value

Val3

.74

.04

19.44

.00

.85

-.24

-.71

Instrumental
Value

Val4

.63

.04

14.14

.00

.75

-.49

-.23

Intrinsic Value

Int1

.48

.04

11.42

.00

.65

1.13

.99

Intrinsic Value

Int2

.64

.03

19.83

.00

.82

.44

-.45

Intrinsic Value

Int3

.79

.03

25.19

.00

.90

.18

-.81

Intrinsic Value

Int4

.62

.04

15.68

.00

.74

-.45

-.42
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Table S3
Latent Factor Correlations for Model 0.
Anger

Anxiety

Boredom

Enjoyment

Selfefficacy

Selfconcept

Instrumental
Value

Anger

-

Anxiety

.48***

-

Boredom

.74***

.27***

-

Enjoyment

-.56***

-.39***

-.51***

-

Self-efficacy

-.47***

-.66***

-.28***

.36***

-

Self-Concept

-.44***

-.72***

-.21**

.36***

.60***

-

Instrumental
Value

-.29**

-.21***

-.22**

.31***

.17*

.36***

-

Intrinsic Value

-.52***

-.35***

-.50***

.81***

.31***

.60***

.40***

Note. *** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .05
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Table S4
Top 20 Modification Indices for Model 0.
Latent factor /
indicator

Operator

Indicator

Improvement in model fit

Expected parameter change

SelfE5

~~

SelfE7

48.325

.261

AMAS6

~~

AMAS7

45.916

.163

AMAS2

~~

AMAS4

32.898

.303

Self_Concept

=~

AMAS4

27.475

-.453

AEQ_E4

~~

Int1

27.414

.139

AEQ_A3

~~

AEQ_A4

25.287

.249

SelfE2

~~

SelfE4

21.919

.145

SelfE3

~~

SelfE7

20.236

-.173

AMAS4

~~

AMAS7

19.209

-.167

Self_Concept

=~

AMAS2

17.331

-.402

SelfE6

~~

SelfE8

16.655

.14

AMAS4

~~

AEQ_E1

15.811

-.162

AEQ_A4

~~

AMAS5

15.574

-.153

Self_Efficacy

=~

AEQ_E4

15.46

-.247

Self_Concept

=~

Int2

15.242

-.155

AEQ_A2

~~

AMAS5

14.426

.181

AMAS2

~~

AMAS7

13.474

-.157

Anxiety

=~

AEQ_A3

12.615

-.22

Boredom

=~

AMAS2

12.425

-.227

IntrinsicVal

=~

AEQ_B3

12.029

-.246

Note. ~~ indicates a correlation (between indicators), whereas =~ indicates that an indicator loads
on a specific latent factor.
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Correlation table trait and state measures
The correlations of the trait and state measures are displayed in Table S5. The
upper part displays the correlations of the trait level and the no choice condition. The
middle part displays the correlations of the trait level and the no choice condition. The
correlations of the two state conditions are displayed in the lower part of Table S5.
Table S5
Correlations of the Trait and State Measures: Trait and No Choice State Condition (upper part); Trait
and Choice Condition (middle part) and No Choice and Choice State Condition (lower part).
State - no choice condition
Trait measures

Anger

Anxiety

Boredom

Enjoyment

Control

Value

Rt_correct
Level 2

Anger

.40***

.20***

.24***

-.35***

-.14**

-.34***

.09

Anxiety

.25***

.38***

.01

-.15**

-.16**

-.10

.14*

Boredom

.23***

.07

.30***

-.29***

-.11*

-.30***

.04

Enjoyment

-.20***

-.10

-.23***

.39***

.22***

.35***

-.12*

Self-efficacy

-.21***

-.24***

-.02

.10

.25***

.07

-.11*

Self-Concept

-.16**

-.17**

-.06

.23***

.19**

.19**

-.12*

Instrumental
Value

-.13*

-.05

-.15**

.26***

.14*

.21***

-.02

Intrinsic Value

-.14*

.01

-.21***

.38***

.18**

.36***

-.11*

Grade

-.09

-.11

-.09

.10

.11

.12*

-.15**

State - choice condition
Trait measures

Anger

Anxiety

Boredom

Enjoyment

Control

Value

Rt_correct
Level 2

Anger

.43***

.23***

.33***

-.38***

-.20***

-.38***

-.02

Anxiety

.26***

.42***

.08

-.13*

-.18**

-.07

.10

Boredom

.26***

.11

.33***

-.28***

-.22***

-.29***

.01

Enjoyment

-.21***

-.13*

-.31***

.42***

.20***

.36***

-.01

Self-efficacy

-.16**

-.28***

-.04

.01

.26***

.07

-.17**

Self-Concept

-.17**

-.22***

-.17**

.24***

.27***

.18**

-.14*

Instrumental
Value

-.19***

-.19**

-.21***

.26***

.22***

.25***

.00

Intrinsic Value

-.20***

-.09

-.31***

.40***

.25***

.31***

-.04

Grade

-.08

-.13*

-.13*

.12*

.22***

.10

-.20***
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State - no choice condition
State - choice
condition

Anger

Anxiety

Boredom

Enjoyment

Control

Value

Rt_correct
Level 2

Anger

.69***

.37***

.32***

-.35***

-.07

-.33***

.02

Anxiety

.35***

.70***

.04

-.07

-.01

-.02

.13*

Boredom

.35***

.04

.71***

-.49***

-.05

-.57***

.12*

Enjoyment

-.40***

-.10

-.54***

.78***

.21***

.61***

-.06

Control

-.15**

-.14*

-.03

.18***

.64***

.12*

-.01

Value

-.32***

.04

-.57***

.66***

.19***

.73***

-.05

Rt_correct Level 2

.09

.11*

.00

-.17**

-.04

-.04

.35***

Note. *** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .05
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Model-based latent profile analysis
The model-based latent profile analysis models a range of profile solutions, the
best fit is determined by the BIC. Note that as McClust provides negative BICs, BICs closer
to 0 indicate a better fit. The geometric characteristics are denoted by abbreviations, such
as VEE, which indicates that the profile solution concerns an ellipsoidal distribution with
variable volume, equal shape and equal orientation within the multidimensional space. In
Table S6 the top three best fitting models and their description are displayed per latent
profile analysis.
Table S6
Description and BIC of the Three Best Fitting Models per Latent Profile Analysis.
Model (geometric characteristics)

Number of components

BIC

Trait profile
Model 1

VEE

2

-7590.83

Model 2

VVE

2

-7600.61

Model 3

VEE

3

-7608.14

State profile no choice
Model 1

VVE

4

-5719.63

Model 2

VVE

3

-5744.15

Model 3

VVE

5

-5755.40

State profile choice
Model 1

VVE

4

-5621.92

Model 2

VVE

6

-5627.65

Model 3

VVE

5

-5650.48

Note. VEE = Ellipsoidal distribution, Variable volume, Equal shape, Equal orientation; VVE = Ellipsoidal
Distribution, Variable volume, Variable shape, Equal orientation. Please note that the McClust provides
negative BICs, BICs closer to 0 therefore indicate a better fit.
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Additional analyses
Profile analysis with outliers removed
Trait profile. The trait profile analysis was based on a sample of N = 295, due to
data points being removed because they were outliers (N = 43). For the trait measures, an
ellipsoidal multivariate normal model with one component was selected as the best fitting
model (log likelihood = -3308.32; BIC = -6923.74); note that McClust provides negative
BICs, with BICs closer to 0 indicating better fit. Comparing this trait profile with the results
including outliers shows that 246 participants would belong to the first (moderate) profile
and 49 would belong to the second (negative emotion) profile. 38 individuals that were
removed due to having outliers belonged to the moderate profile, as that profile had a size
of N = 88 in the original analysis (vs. N = 250 for the moderate profile).
State profile - no choice. The state profile - no choice condition was based on
a sample of N = 280, due to data points being removed because they were outliers (N =
52). An ellipsoidal, equal orientation model with three components was the best fitting
model (log likelihood = -2321.37; BIC = -5009.00). The biggest profile (N = 134, 48%;
mixing probability = .46) was an adaptive profile with high levels of enjoyment, value and
control. The second profile (N = 99, 35%; mixing probability = .37) was an anxious profile
with high levels of anxiety, moderate levels of anger. The third profile (N = 47, 17%; mixing
probability = .17) was a negative profile with high anger and boredom and low levels of
enjoyment and value. Most of the individuals of the original analysis belonging to the
adaptive profile belonged to the adaptive profile of the current analysis. Individuals of the
moderate positive profile and the angry and bored profile in the original analysis belonged
to the anxious profile in the current analysis. Individuals belonging to the bored and low
value profile predominantly belonged to the negative state profile.
State profile - choice. The state profile - no choice condition was based on a
sample of N = 285, due to data points being removed because they were outliers (N = 58).
An ellipsoidal, equal volume and orientation model with three components was the best
fitting model (log likelihood = -2365.51; BIC = -5087.11). The biggest profile (N = 192, 67%;
mixing probability = .65) was an adaptive profile with relatively high levels of enjoyment,
value and control. The second profile (N = 56, 20%; mixing probability = .22) was an
anxious and angry profile with high levels of anxiety, moderate levels of anger. The third
profile (N = 36, 13%; mixing probability = .12) was an angry and bored profile with high
anger and boredom and low levels of enjoyment and value. All individuals of the original
analysis belonging to the adaptive profile belonged to the adaptive profile of the current
analysis. Individuals of the moderate positive profile of the original analysis belonged
predominantly to the anxious and angry profile of the current analysis. The individuals
belonging to the angry and bored and the bored and low value profiles of the original
analysis predominantly were members of the angry and bored profile of the current
analysis.
Trait profile analysis without intrinsic value
As enjoyment and intrinsic value are highly correlated (r = .81), we ran a trait
profile analysis without intrinsic value. The profile analysis was based on a sample of
N = 338. An ellipsoidal multivariate normal model with two components was selected as
the best fitting model (log likelihood = -3238.69; BIC = -6832.58). The two components
were similar to the two components that emerged in the original profile analyses: One
moderate profile (N = 237, 70%) and a maladaptive profile (N = 101, 30%) emerged. The
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maladaptive profile is thus larger than in the original analysis. Comparing membership
across trait profiles showed that membership was dependent: χ2 (1, N = 338) = 177.53,
p < .001. This dependency was driven by overlapping membership in the same profile: 95%
of individuals belonging in the moderate profile of the analysis without intrinsic value
belong to the same profile of the original analysis. Of the individuals in the maladaptive
profile of the analysis without intrinsic value, 75% belong to the same profile in the
original analysis.
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Trait questionnaire items

Table S7

Overview of the Used Items per Trait Measure Questionnaire.
Trait measure

Items

Anxiety (AMAS; Hopko
et al., 2003)

Having to use the tables in the back of a math book.
Thinking about an upcoming math test 1 day before
Watching a teacher work an algebraic equation on the blackboard.
Taking an examination in a math course.
Being given a homework assignment of many difficult problems that is due the
next class meeting.
Listening to a lecture in math class.
Listening to another student explain a math formula
Being given a “pop” quiz in math class.
Starting a new chapter in a math book.
I enjoy taking tests in mathematics.
When doing my math homework, I am in a good mood.
I am happy that I understand the material.
I enjoy doing my math homework so much that I am motivated to do extra assignments.
My mathematics homework makes me angry.
I get angry because my math homework occupies so much of my time.
I am so angry that I would like to throw my homework into the trash.
I am so angry that I would like to tear the exam paper into pieces.
I can’t concentrate because I am so bored.
I am so bored that I can’t stay awake.
Just thinking of my math homework assignments makes me feel bored.
I’m so bored that I don’t feel like studying any more.
My math homework bores me to death.
Using a train timetable to work out how long it would take to get from one place to
another
Calculating how much cheaper a TV would be after a 30% discount
Calculating how many square metres of tiles you need to cover a floor
Understanding graphs presented in newspapers
Solving an equation like 3x+5= 17
Finding the actual distance between two places on a map with a 1:10 000 scale
Solving an equation like 2(x+3) = (x + 3) (x - 3)
Calculating the petrol consumption rate of a car
I am just not good at mathematics
I get good grades in mathematics
I learn mathematics quickly
I have always believed that mathematics is one of my best subjects
In my mathematics class, I understand even the most difficult work
Making an effort in mathematics is worth it because it will help me in the work
that I want to do later on
Learning mathematics is worthwhile for me because it will improve my career
<prospects, chances>

Enjoyment (AEQ-M;
Pekrun et al., 2005)

Anger (AEQ-M; Pekrun
et al., 2005)

Boredom (AEQ-M;
Pekrun et al., 2005)

Self-efficacy (OECD,
2013)

Self-concept (OECD,
2013)

Instrumental motivation (OECD, 2013)
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Trait measure

Intrinsic motivation
(OECD, 2013)

Items
Mathematics is an important subject for me because I need it for what I want to
study later on
I will learn many things in mathematics that will help me get a job
I enjoy reading about mathematics
I look forward to my mathematics lessons
I do mathematics because I enjoy it
I am interested in the things I learn in mathematics

Note. All items were translated into Dutch.
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Summary
Science interest – Conceptualizing the construct and testing its
predictive effects on current and future behavior
Science interest is regarded as an important educational outcome, given that it is a
predictor of engagement with science (Ainley, Hidi, et al., 2002; Crowley et al., 2015), and
is related with awareness of important societal topics, such as climate change (Oliver
& Adkins, 2020) as well as support of public funding of science (Motta, 2019). Moreover,
science interest is related with scientific literacy (Tucker-Drob et al., 2014), which comprises
the aforementioned awareness of (science-related) societal topics and the ability to engage
with ideas and issues related to science (OECD, 2016). The development of scientific literacy
of the many, it has been argued, should be the primary goal of formal science education
(Osborne, 2007). As such, fostering positive attitudes towards science and the development
of science interest have been formulated as educational goals of both formal and informal
science education for responsible citizenship (European Commission, 2015).
In this dissertation, we studied the science interest of teenagers using PISA
data (i.e., international assessment of 15-year-olds; OECD, 2009, 2016) as well as data
collected in Dutch high schools. The first part of the dissertation focuses on the definition
of science interest by conceptualizing science interest as a network model. The science
interest network model (SINM) was then empirically tested using the PISA data. Chapter 2
documents our use of the PISA data 2015 of Dutch and Colombian 15-year-olds (OECD,
2016) to study possible country-level differences in the SINM. Chapter 3 employs PISA
2006 data, in combination with the Longitudinal Surveys of Australian Youth, of Australian
10 Year students (NCVER, 2017; OECD, 2009), to test whether characteristics of the SINM
are related with later outcomes. The second part of the dissertation (Chapters 4 to 6),
presents our study of interest in practice, focusing on the relation of interest with science
videos. Lastly, Chapter 7 zooms out by including other motivational constructs and
studying their close relations in a mathematics learning context. The data for Chapters
4 to 7 were collected in Dutch high schools, in the selective secondary education tracks
HAVO (“senior general secondary education”) or VWO (“preparatory scientific education”)
from grades 1 to 3. Data were collected from teenagers who currently follow science
courses, such as chemistry or biology, as teenagers choose a specific schooling track
(i.e., profile) in grade 4 in the Dutch education system.
The definition of science interest as a dynamic, relational construct (Ainley,
2017), which is made up of different components (affect, cognition; e.g., Hidi & Renninger,
2006; Renninger & Hidi, 2011) is central in the first part of the dissertation: Based on
this definition of science interest, we introduced the science interest network model
(SINM) in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. In the SINM, science interest is conceptualized
as a network of interacting components, meaning that it is the components of science
interest, such as science enjoyment, behavior, knowledge and value of science, for
instance, and their interaction that constitute science interest. To give a more complete
picture of science interest (Dalege et al., 2016), we argue that not only core components,
but also reciprocally related motivational constructs such as self-efficacy (Nieswandt,
2007) and self-concept (Marsh et al., 2005) should be included in the SINM.
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Both empirical studies of the SINM (Chapter 2 & 3) provide valuable insights into
the structure of science interest and lend support for the applicability of the psychometric
network approach in the context of science interest. First, in line with the results of
earlier research (Ainley & Ainley, 2011a), structural differences in science interest are
found across countries in Chapter 2, which compares the SINMs of Dutch and Colombian
teenagers. These structural differences indicate that (1) science interest is more domainspecific in the Dutch than in the Colombian context, (2) interest components are more
closely related in the Dutch SINM and (3) different interventions may be more or less
efficient per country. Second, Chapter 3 demonstrates that characteristics of the SINM
are related with later outcomes, replicating earlier research showing that science interest
(components) is predictive of subsequent, related behavior (Ainley & Ainley, 2015; Jeffries
et al., 2019). More specifically, the most central (i.e., well connected) indicators were the
strongest predictors of science course enrolment. Interventions aimed at these central
indicators, namely future intentions and science enjoyment, are most promising in
increasing science interest.
The second part of this dissertation presents our study of the interaction of
personal characteristics, with a focus on individual interest, and video characteristics on
teenagers’ engagement with science videos (Chapters 4 to 6), using different approaches.
First, we used a focus group approach to gain insights into teenagers’ perceptions of
and their engagement with science videos in both informal and formal learning contexts
(Chapter 4). Second, we set up an experimental study to investigate (1) the interaction
between the content domain of the science video and domain-specific interest in
determining to what extend the video triggers situational interest, how long it is watched
and how much is learned by the video (Chapter 5) and (2) the interaction between
domain-specific interest and momentary levels and changes in how entertaining and/or
informational a video is in determining video watching behavior (Chapter 6).
Across the three studies, we found that levels of domain-specific individual
interest play an important role in determining for what purpose videos are watched (i.e.,
as a form of entertainment vs. goal-directed) and how long videos are watched in voluntary
engagement with science videos, be it in an informal learning context (Chapter 4) or in
an experimental set-up in which science videos can be watched voluntarily (Chapter 5
& Chapter 6). While the domain-specific content of the video did influence watching
persistence (Chapter 5), the effects of momentary levels of how entertaining and/or
informational a video is and changes in these levels over time are less clear (Chapter 6).
Next to interest, gender emerged as an important factor to take into account
when studying science interest and behavior. Girls indicated watching videos in a goaldirected manner, such as studying for tests, whereas boys more often talked about
watching science videos as a form of entertainment (boys with high interest in science)
or procrastination (boys with low interest in science) (Chapter 4). When studying domainspecific interest, girls and boys seemed to find different content domains interesting.
The results of Chapters 5 and 6 show that girls liked content on stress and the body more
than boys, whereas boys liked content on cars and renewable fuels more than girls, which
aligns with findings that girls prefer content on biology and boys on hard sciences (Ainley,
Hidi, et al., 2002; Ainley, Hillman, et al., 2002; Buccheri et al., 2011). These preferences
may affect their engagement with learning materials (Chapter 5 & 6).
In the third part, compromising the final study of this dissertation (Chapter 7), the
idea of mutual interactions of motivation constructs is applied in a different context: math
learning. Based on the control-value theory of achievement emotions (Pekrun, 2006; Pekrun
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et al., 2017), we assumed that learners may show qualitatively different emotion, appraisal,
performance (EAP) profiles across both the more stable trait as well as the momentary
state level. Learners who enjoy math were assumed to have positive appraisals in math and
perform well, whereas learners who experience anger in the context of math were thought
to have low appraisals and perform worse. Our results support the importance of mutual
interactions, as meaningful profiles did emerge on both the trait as well as the state level.
Moreover, profile membership was related across levels, but not perfectly. The findings
indicate that being in a more adaptive trait profile (high on positive emotions, control,
appraisal, and performance) might buffer someone from experiencing negative emotions
and lack of perceived control or value on the state level.
In summary, we were able to study the central characteristics of science interest
– the impact of mutual interactions of interest components in individual interest (and
related motivational constructs) and the impact of interest on engagement with (domainspecific) science content – by using various analytical approaches. We believe that the
SINM may prove to be a promising conceptualization of science interest, which may shed
light into the dynamic nature of science interest throughout its development. By showing
that the SINM can successfully reproduce earlier findings of the (science) interest
literature and offer insights into potential routes to efficient interventions, we hope to
motivate other researchers to apply the SINM approach within this and other motivational
domains. Given that science interest is a fundamental force in motivating behavior, it is
worth the effort to make science learning more interesting, be it by showing videos with
real-life content or by connecting content with topics students already find interesting.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting
Wetenschapsinteresse – Construct-conceptualisatie en testen van de
voorspellende effecten ervan op huidig en toekomstig gedrag
De interesse voor wetenschap (d.w.z., wetenschapsinteresse; in het bijzonder voor de
beta-wetenschappen) wordt beschouwd als een belangrijke uitkomst van onderwijs,
aangezien het een voorspeller is van betrokkenheid bij wetenschap (Ainley, Hidi, et
al., 2002; Crowley et al., 2015), en gerelateerd is aan bewustwording van belangrijke
maatschappelijke onderwerpen zoals klimaatverandering (Oliver & Adkins, 2020),
en aan steun voor publieke financiering van wetenschap (Motta, 2019). Bovendien is
wetenschapsinteresse gerelateerd aan wetenschappelijke geletterdheid (Tucker-Drob
et al., 2014), wat de eerder genoemde bewustwording van (wetenschaps-gerelateerde)
maatschappelijke onderwerpen omvat en de kennis en vaardigheden om zich bezig te
houden met ideeën en kwesties die gerelateerd zijn aan de wetenschap (OECD, 2016). De
algemene ontwikkeling van wetenschappelijke geletterdheid, zo wordt betoogd, zou het
primaire doel van formeel wetenschapsonderwijs moeten zijn (Osborne, 2007). Daarom zijn
het bevorderen van positieve attitudes ten opzichte van wetenschap en het ontwikkelen
van wetenschapsinteresse geformuleerd als doelen van zowel formele als informele
wetenschapseducatie voor verantwoordelijk burgerschap (European Commission, 2015).
In dit proefschrift hebben we de wetenschapsinteresse van tieners onderzocht
aan de hand van PISA-data (d.w.z. Internationaal onderzoek onder 15-jarigen; OECD,
2009, 2016) en data die we verzameld hebben op Nederlandse middelbare scholen. Het
eerste deel van het proefschrift richt zich op de definitie van wetenschapsinteresse
door dit te conceptualiseren als een psychometrisch netwerkmodel. Het science
interest netwerk model (SINM) is vervolgens empirisch getest met behulp van de PISA
data. Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft onze analyse van de PISA data 2015 van Nederlandse en
Colombiaanse 15-jarigen (OECD, 2016) om mogelijke internationale verschillen in het
SINM te bestuderen. Hoofdstuk 3 maakt gebruik van PISA 2006 data, in combinatie
met de Longitudinal Surveys of Australian Youth, van Australische 15-jarige leerlingen
(NCVER, 2017; OECD, 2009), om te testen of kenmerken van het SINM samenhangen met
latere uitkomsten. Het tweede deel van het proefschrift (Hoofdstukken 4 tot en met 6),
presenteert ons onderzoek naar wetenschapsinteresse in de praktijk, waarbij we ons
richten op de relatie van interesse met science videos. Hoofdstuk 7 tenslotte zoomt uit
door de interactie tussen interesse en andere motivationele constructen op te nemen en te
bestuderen in de context van het leren van wiskunde. De data voor Hoofdstukken 4 tot en
met 7 zijn verzameld op Nederlandse middelbare scholen, op de HAVO (“hoger algemeen
voortgezet onderwijs”) en het VWO (“voorbereidend wetenschappelijk onderwijs”), in klas
1 tot en met 3. De data zijn verzameld bij tieners die op dit moment exacte vakken volgen,
zoals scheikunde of biologie, omdat in het Nederlandse onderwijssysteem tieners vanaf
klas 4 onderwijs volgen met een specifiek profiel.
De definitie van wetenschapsinteresse als een dynamisch, relationeel construct
(Ainley, 2017), dat is opgebouwd uit verschillende componenten (affect, cognitie; e.g.,
Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Renninger & Hidi, 2011), staat centraal in het eerste deel van
het proefschrift: Op basis van deze definitie van wetenschapsinteresse hebben we
in Hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift het wetenschapsinteresse netwerkmodel (SINM)
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geïntroduceerd. In het SINM wordt wetenschapsinteresse geconceptualiseerd als een
netwerk van interacterende componenten, wat betekent dat het de componenten van
wetenschapsinteresse zijn, zoals plezier in wetenschap, gedrag, kennis en waardering
van wetenschap, en hun interacties die wetenschapsinteresse vormen. Om een completer
beeld te geven van wetenschapsinteresse (Dalege et al., 2016), stellen wij dat niet alleen
kerncomponenten, maar ook wederkerig gerelateerde motivationele constructen zoals
zelf-effectiviteit (Nieswandt, 2007) en zelfconcept (Marsh et al., 2005) in het SINM
moeten worden opgenomen.
Beide empirische studies op bases van PISA data (Hoofdstuk 2 & 3) geven
waardevolle inzichten in de structuur van wetenschapsinteresse en ondersteunen
de toepasbaarheid van de psychometrische netwerkbenadering in de context van
wetenschapsinteresse. Ten eerste, in lijn met de resultaten van eerder onderzoek (Ainley
& Ainley, 2011a), worden structurele verschillen in wetenschapsinteresse tussen landen
gevonden in Hoofdstuk 2, waarin de SINMs van Nederlandse en Colombiaanse tieners
vergeleken worden. Deze structurele verschillen wijzen erop dat (1) wetenschapsinteresse
meer domein specifiek is in de Nederlandse dan in de Colombiaanse context, (2)
interessecomponenten nauwer met elkaar verbonden zijn in het Nederlandse SINM en
(3) verschillende interventies per land meer of minder efficiënt kunnen zijn. Ten tweede
laat Hoofdstuk 3 zien dat kenmerken van het SINM samenhangen met latere uitkomsten,
waarmee eerder onderzoek wordt gerepliceerd waaruit blijkt dat wetenschapsinteresse
(-componenten) voorspellend zijn voor later, gerelateerd gedrag (Ainley & Ainley, 2015;
Jeffries et al., 2019). Meer specifiek waren de meest centrale (d.w.z. goed samenhangende)
indicatoren de sterkste voorspellers van het kiezen voor exacte vakken. Interventies gericht
op deze centrale indicatoren, namelijk toekomstintenties en plezier in wetenschap, zijn
het meest veelbelovend in het verhogen van de interesse in wetenschap.
Het tweede deel van dit proefschrift presenteert onze studie naar de interactie
van persoonlijke kenmerken, met een focus op individuele interesse, en video kenmerken
voor het effect op de betrokkenheid van tieners bij science videos (Hoofdstukken 4
tot 6). Hierbij gebruikten we verschillende benaderingen. Ten eerste gebruikten we
een focusgroepbenadering om inzicht te krijgen in de beoordeling van science videos
door tieners, of zij science videos bekijken en waarom, in zowel informele als formele
leercontexten (Hoofdstuk 4). Ten tweede hebben we een experimentele studie opgezet
voor onderzoek naar: (1) de interactie tussen het onderwerp van de science video en
domeinspecifieke interesse van de leerling te onderzoeken voor de mate waarin de video
situationele interesse opwekt, hoe lang er naar de video wordt gekeken en hoeveel er
van de video wordt geleerd (Hoofdstuk 5) en (2) de interactie tussen hoe onderhoudend
(d.w.z., amusementswaarde) en/of informatief (d.w.z., informatiewaarde) een video is op
elk moment (en veranderingen daarin) en domeinspecifieke interesse van de leerling voor
zijn/haar kijkgedrag (Hoofdstuk 6).
Over de drie studies heen vonden we dat domeinspecifieke, individuele interesse
een belangrijke rol speelt in het doel waarmee video’s worden bekeken (d.w.z. als een
vorm van amusement vs. doelgerichte informatie) en hoe lang video’s worden bekeken,
zij het in een informele leercontext (Hoofdstuk 4) of in een experimentele opzet waarin
de leerlingen zelf mochten bepalen wanneer zij stoppen met kijken (Hoofdstuk 5 &
Hoofdstuk 6). Terwijl de domeinspecifieke inhoud van de video invloed had op het blijven
kijken (Hoofdstuk 5), zijn de effecten van momentane niveaus van de amusementswaarde
en de informatiewaarde van een video en veranderingen in deze niveaus na verloop van
tijd minder duidelijk (Hoofdstuk 6).
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Naast interesse kwam sekse naar voren als een belangrijke factor om rekening
mee te houden bij het bestuderen van interesse en het gebruik van en het kijken naar
science videos. Meisjes gaven aan video’s te bekijken op een doelgerichte manier, zoals
voor het studeren voor toetsen, terwijl jongens vaker noemden dat zij science videos
bekeken als een vorm van vermaak (jongens met een hoge interesse in wetenschap)
of uitstelgedrag (jongens met een lage interesse in wetenschap) (Hoofdstuk 4). Bij het
bestuderen van domeinspecifieke interesse, lijken meisjes en jongens verschillende
inhoudelijke domeinen interessant te vinden. De resultaten van Hoofdstuk 5 en 6 tonen
aan dat meisjes video’s over stress en het lichaam interessanter vinden dan jongens,
terwijl jongens video’s over auto’s en hernieuwbare brandstoffen interessanter vinden
dan meisjes, wat overeenkomt met bevindingen dat meisjes een voorkeur hebben voor
inhoud over biologie en jongens voor inhoud over harde wetenschappen (Ainley, Hidi,
et al., 2002; Ainley, Hillman, et al., 2002; Buccheri et al., 2011). Deze voorkeuren kunnen
samenhangen met hun betrokkenheid bij de leerstof (Hoofdstuk 5 & 6).
In het derde deel van dit proefschrift, de laatste studie (Hoofdstuk 7), wordt het
idee van onderlinge interacties van motivatieconstructen toegepast in een andere context:
het leren van wiskunde. Gebaseerd op de controle-waarde theorie van academische
emoties (Pekrun, 2006; Pekrun et al., 2017), veronderstelden we dat leerlingen clusteren
in kwalitatief verschillende profielen van emotie, beoordeling en prestatie (EAP) op
zowel het meer stabiele trek- als het momentane toestandsniveau. Onze resultaten
ondersteunen het belang van wederzijdse interacties, aangezien betekenisvolle profielen
naar voren kwamen op zowel het trek- als het toestandsniveau. Bovendien was er een
verband tussen de profielen op trek- en toestands niveau, maar dit was niet perfect.
De bevindingen wijzen erop dat het adaptieve profiel op trekniveau (hoog op positieve
emoties, controle, waardering en prestatie) iemand kan beschermen tegen het ervaren
van negatieve emoties en een gebrek aan waargenomen controle of lage waardering op
het toestandsniveau.
Samenvattend waren we in staat om de centrale kenmerken van wetenschapsinteresse te bestuderen – de impact van onderlinge interacties van interesse-componenten in individuele interesse (en andere motivationele constructen) en de impact
van interesse op het kijken van video’s met (domeinspecifieke) wetenschapsinhoud –
door gebruik te maken van verschillende analytische benaderingen. Wij menen dat het
SINM een veelbelovende conceptualisering van wetenschapsinteresse kan zijn, die licht
kan werpen op de dynamische aard van wetenschapsinteresse. Door aan te tonen dat
het SINM met succes eerdere bevindingen uit de (wetenschaps)interesse literatuur kan
reproduceren en inzichten kan bieden in mogelijke routes naar efficiënte interventies,
hopen we andere onderzoekers te motiveren om de SINM-benadering toe te passen
binnen dit en andere motivationele domeinen. Aangezien interesse voor wetenschap een
fundamentele kracht is in het motiveren van gedrag, is het de moeite waard om het leren
van wetenschap interessanter te maken, zij het door het tonen van video’s met levensechte
inhoud of door inhoud te verbinden met onderwerpen die leerlingen al interessant vinden.
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Australian openness with us and making our office much more gezellig, thanks for the
great adventures both in Amsterdam and in Melbourne. Yang, thanks for the nice Chinese
dinners and letting me win in Majong. Dear Lauren, having Ralf in the office for half a day
is one of my favorite memories – thanks for sharing his puppy cuteness with us. Shuang,
thanks for the nice walks, the discussions and the fun dancing night we had just before
Corona. Emese, you joining the office changed its dynamic again, making it even more
gezellig – thank you for the tasty treats, the soup and wine dinners, the thoughtful gifts
and the many fun conversations about life, science, academia and whatever else we
could come up with. Dear Alessandra, even though you started just before Corona banned
us from the office, we managed to have dinners and walks, work sessions together and
cuddle sessions with little Kiki, and took some refreshing swims in the Amstel. Thanks for
the good times together!
Many other Klop colleagues have helped making my experience at the UvA such
a great one. Thank you to all the lunch crew members - Nihayra, Helen, Gorka, Tess, Yang,
Shuang, Si, Eline, Mae, Nihayra, Eva, Lauren, Emese, Alessandra, and many more. Helen,
thanks for getting me into the nicest PhD student house and making me feel welcome
at the program group. Dear Mae, I really appreciated our many walks and (therapeutic)
talks – it was (and still is) great to talk through life’s big questions with you, while walking
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along beautiful Amsterdam canals and sipping a nice cappuccino. Thanks for introducing
me to Forró and getting me outside of my comfort zone. Eva, working on similar projects
at times was fun, I learned a lot from your approach to academia – thank you for sharing
your expertise and your data and math program with me! Dear Eline, thanks for stopping
in and checking in, for keeping the lunch calls going during corona times (through zoom),
for sharing your positive energy with the rest of us! Christiane, it was so nice to have you
here at the UvA – I enjoyed our corona walks and the occasional dinners and hope to see
you somewhere in Germany soon. Andrea, Anne Wil, Janna, Jessica, Nicole, Emese, Brian,
and the other Friday-workers, the occasional Friday drinks at CREA (or elsewhere) were
always a great start to the weekend!
Dear Ellen and Helma, thank you for your continued support with any questions I
had and for keeping KLOP together – even through corona!
My dear paranymphs, Adela and Ceren, towards the end of the research master
we already decided that we would be each other’s paranymphs once we would finish our
PhDs. Now we managed to all finish within the same half a year and have three months
of PhD parties – from November to January – which will hopefully make the winter
easier to bear, with so many great memories to make. I am so happy to have you two by
my side, it feels like it has been this way for the past seven years already – thanks for
always being there for me! Dear Adelina, thank you for the friendship over the last few
years, it has been such a pleasure to see your journey and growth. Your determination
and hard work are inspiring – I hope they rubbed off on me occasionally. Thanks for the
many coffees, the dinners, the writing week and fun conference week in Paris. I always
love getting input from you, be it about research or any other aspects of life. I cannot
wait to see where else life will take you (and Sacha and little Ollie). Dear Jerry, thanks
for being such a great friend! It was so fun to go through the PhD with you by my side:
The ICO trips, the conferences, the travels we did, the courses we took, the uncountable
dinners, wine evenings, coffee walks, the ups and the downs. I am so proud of what you
have accomplished and am excited to see where and what it will all lead to (DiversityDive
for the win ). Thanks for convincing me to join in on the occasional adventure, thanks for
bringing so many great people together, and for the great mood you usually bring along
with you. I love you guys (this one is for you, Ceren).
The first two years of my PhD, I was lucky enough to live in arguably the best
PhD house of Amsterdam. Dear Montelbaan crew - Davide, Claire, Eefje, Xia, Tina, Sheila:
Thanks for the great memories, for welcoming me and Max, for the best food – from selfmade dumplings to the best the Italian cuisine has to offer to Claire’s weekly soups in
winter. I really cherish the time we spend together and the memories we made in our cosy
house.
Thank you Clairetje, for the many walks, tv evenings and for sitting next to me
while writing these words. Ale, thank you for the many years of friendship, you made
Amsterdam feel like home for me (the great Italian lunches and dinner surely helped with
that). Eli, thanks for the many great walks and talks – especially our little New Zealand
adventure. Davide, thanks for the park hangouts, for sharing your beautiful Britney Spears
covers with us. Thank you, Ravi and Daniel for the many laughs, the great food and the fun
trips to nature. Luca and Christina, I always enjoy our adventures (will never forget the
black tank adventure, Luca). Sacha, thanks for the fun game nights, the trips together
and for taking the time to answer the 1814th question about networks. Jessica, thanks for
sharing your wisdom(s), food and time for afternoon walks with me. Thanks to Dario and
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Eliala for the great times, too. And Gus, thank you for inheriting your beautiful house to
us! Also a big thank you to the ones who have made my first year here in Amsterdam such
a great one: Ale, Ceren, Adela, Tom, Edgar, Katherine and Dan. And lastly to the ResMas
friends who have gone through a similar journey over the past years - it was great to
having you around, Ruben, Leonie, Onur, Quentin, Johnny, YongQi, and Florian.
Dear Zara, you were so excited and so proud of me when I told you I got the PhD. I
wish you could celebrate the finishing of the PhD with all of us – you would be the coolest
guest at the party, would have the nicest and wittiest words to share. I still miss you so
much but am so grateful for the time I got to share with you. Thanks for making our lives
more colorful and bright and sharing your wisdom with us.
A big thank you also to those who have made my three months in Melbourne
possible: Thank you to Mary and John Ainley, who got me into ACER. Thank you to Sue
Thomson for having me in her group. Thank you, Ray and Kerri Peck, for adopting me
alongside Sofia. Sofia and Johanna, it was so fun to be at ACER together – thanks for
exploring Melbourne with me! Thank you to the wonderful friends I made – thanks Kara,
Byron and Rajit – especially for the great camping trips around Melbourne. And thanks St
Kilda – it was a pleasure to get to know you and your little Penguins!
Liebste Larah, Lynn und Nele, vielen Dank für die vielen Besuche, die unvergesslichen (und abenteuerlichen) Reisen, die Gespräche und die so vertrauten Stunden
zusammen. Liebste Raika, es ist so schön dich in meinem Leben zu haben – gefühlt schon
mein ganzes Leben lang. Danke auch für die schönen Zeiten an meine anderen Freunde
von Zuhause: Caro, Shuresh, Ann-Sophie, Svenja, Gertje, Lina, Lisa, Eljimi und co. Ich
freue mich euch bald mal wieder zu sehen!
Ein großes Dankeschön natürlich auch an meine Familie – Signe, Richard, Dave
und Andrea, Bijan, Laura, an meine Omas, Opa, Tanten, Onkels und so weiter. Vielen Dank
für eure Unterstützung! Liebe Mama, lieber Dave, vielen Dank für das wunderschön
formatierte Buch, für euren Glauben an mich und eure Zuversicht. Lieber Papa, danke für
dein Vertrauen – es tut gut, immer mal daran erinnert zu werden, das alles nicht so ernst
zu nehmen.
Dear Max, thanks for sharing your life with me during the past (crazy) years. I am
so very grateful to have found you here in Amsterdam and that you have decided to stick
around and share your love for cooking, exploring, hanging out with friends, making great
music with me. Thanks for your trust in me, for your love and all the adventures. To many
more in the future – from hikes in the Veluwen or in Athens, Ohio and stops in Berlin from
time to time.
Thank you, danke, bedankt to all of you and anyone I might have missed.
Maien
September 2021
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